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FOREWORD

IN THE search for form—when sincere and honest—the

action is twofold: to create form; and to diagnose the created

form. Accordingly, as the artist proceeds with his creation,

there simultaneously develops a rationalizing yet unwritten

analysis of the work. This analysis is a personal meditation,

characteristic of the individual and therefore independent

of the thoughts of others. Nevertheless, the nearer the

thoughts of the individual approach indispensable funda-

mentals, the closer will they contact the thoughts of others

engaged in the same search.

During the many years of my work in the field of art in

general and in architecture in particular, I have always

tried to approach my problems in accordance with this two-

fold procedure: through work, and then through an analytic

criticism of this work. This analytic criticism has been a

natural discipline springing from the work itself

—

for my-

self only—and not an intentional systematizing of thought

for others to follow.

This dual procedure, I felt, was essential, particularly

in my case, as conditions began to spin about myself and my
efforts. For those years—from 1894 to 1897—during which

I got my first dope [sic] in Classical architecture, coincided

with those very years when it finally became evident that the

Classical form after all is not the form to be used for con-

temporary purpose, but that our time must develop an

architectural form of its own. So was the reasoning in for-

ward-looking circles—and, for sure, forward-looking circles

are the only criterion.

But since in those early days there was no architectural

form of our own, the sincere student felt as if he were

vi i



FOREWORD
brought onto deep waters with the assurance of a life-belt

—

only to find that the life-belt was old and useless. And
there he was.

Perhaps this is the best way to learn to swim.

In art, it is the only way—so I learned soon. For,

through such a procedure one is compelled to get along by
one's own effort, and that's what forces one to do things.

That is to say, I had to learn to "swim."

Such was my first encounter with architecture.

But it was not my first encounter with art in general.

For—to put it straight—I was not supposed to become an
architect at all. That was not my dream. My dream was to

become a painter and, indeed, this dream was from an
earlier date. And it was far more intense.

Therefore—and particularly because this analysis is

going to be a personal viewing of things—I might just as

well tell my story from its very outset. By no means, how-
ever, is this story going to be an attempt at an autobiography,

nor is it going to be a "confession" or any other effort to put

myself into the limelight. It is going to be only the shortest

record of events, intended to make those who care to read

it familiar with the conditions under which my personal

inclination to look upon things grew—and got its savor.

This might better enable the reader to follow my reasoning.

No doubt, the circumstances about one's growth and

the development of one's way of thinking go hand in hand
and cannot be taken apart.

So then, here is my story.

In the year 1875, when I was two years of age, my par-

ents moved from Finland and settled down in Ingerman-

landia, in Russia—about thirty miles south of St. Petersburg,

nowadays called Leningrad. Here my father was engaged

as Lutheran minister among the Finnish speaking popula-

tion. The population—liberated from serfdom some fifteen

years previously—was religious, honest, generally intelligent,

and eager to learn. It was entirely of peasant stock—small
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fai men -each household having only a lew ai re> to i ultivate.

Among these fine people I spent my childhood. The
landscape was gentle with fields, meadows, and forests. My
entourage w.^ limited— and to mv liking. Besides Eamily

members and servants—and save occasional guests—my com-

panions consisted of a lew peasant children, <>l cows, pigs,

chickens, and so on. In this rural milieu I ran around

—

\ei\ often with paper and pencil in my hands—for as lai as

my memory goes, down to my earliest childhood, I had a

strong urge to draw and to paint and to look upon every-

thing with a "painter's" eye. Of course, every child has thai

—more or less—but in my case it has proven lasting and
of decisive effect. Whence this urge originated, I do not

know, for no one of our acquaintances, mature or juvenile,

had such leanings as might have offered example, advice,

or encouragement. The only clue I could possibly follow

is that the people on my mother's side were musical and
keenly interested in music—whether or not this has anything

to do with my case.

Anyhow, the urge was there. It could not be subdued.

Rather, it grew in strength.

Well, in the course of time I began to attend high

school in Wiipuri, in Finland. And while commuting at

semester shiftings between home and school, I had to pass

through the capital of Russia—St. Petersburg. By so travel-

ing, I soon learned to know the Eremitage Museum of Art,

one of the world's finest.

This was a great event in my life.

The "Eremitage" became my real "Mecca," and often-

times when my parents went shopping they parked me in

that museum. Probably they considered it the safest place

to keep me out of mischief—which for sure wras not a poor

guess—and it worked wonderfully with regard to my dis-

position in those growing days. For hours I could wander
from gallery to gallery—alone—silent—happy. Just think

of it: a country boy used to cows, pigs, and hens—midst the

most precious masterpieces of all time. Funny, isn't it!

Well I didn't think it funny. I was deadly earnest about
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it. I grasped every chance to visit the museum. And so it

happened that already in my middle "teens" or so I learned

to know that extensive collection of paintings almost by
heart.

I knew the paintings. I knew the names and the labels.

But insofar as their place in history of art and the rest is

concerned, my memory cannot record any such interest

whatsoever. Probably I was satisfied with a direct and per-

sonal contact with these paintings. They spoke to me—so I

probably felt. I understood their speech—so I probably

thought. As for esthetic evaluation, I didn't have the slight-

est inkling of it—and, for that matter, I had my own "evalua-

tion." I liked the paintings. Some of them I liked more.

And probably I shifted my liking—just as one shifts his

liking from meat to fish, and vice versa. How I shifted, I

do not remember. The only thing I recollect distinctly is

that for some length of time the topmost of my pet painters

was Murillo—because of his many pretty and sweet Ma-
donnas swaying in clouds and balancing on the tiniest of

thin slices of the moon. Cute—what!

Such was my first acquaintance with Classical painting.

It surely was exciting and, I assume, it did me much good.

As for contemporary painting, the prevailing trend in

those times was imitative naturalism. I tried to follow this

trend, and—no matter how clumsily—I painted flowers and

all that I found worth while in nature, I painted landscape,

and preferably I painted figure. I painted in oil and I

painted in water-color. But in all this I had no desire to

attend a regular art school—of whatever sort there were in

those days. Perhaps I fancied my own free and autodidactic

way of experimentation, or perhaps I wished to continue my
high school education up to college grade so as to have

enough background for another profession, should my at-

tempt to become a painter fail—for, rather than to become a

third-rate cobbler, I was willing to sacrifice my dream. As

for this other "profession," I began to incline toward archi-

tecture, for—as I had learned—in architecture also there was

a chance to use pencil and brush.

No deeper roots had my interest in architecture.
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High school art-education—if any, and at best—con-

sisted merely of that dull copying of ever the same plaster

casts of classical ornament. This was killing—to say the

least—and for that reason I carried on with my "art-work"

outside of the school, using my vacation time as well as much
of my school time: too much of my school time, I began to

fear.

Nevertheless, in due course I sneaked through my col-

lege maturity examinations. And so I went to the uni-

versity town, Helsinki, where I was enrolled in the Poly-

technic Institute as a student of architecture and in the

university art-school as a student of painting. The former

was the result of cold reasoning. The latter was the choice

of my heart.

For, as said, my dream was to become a painter.

Well, why should I become an architect?

Certainly, in those days architecture did not inspire

one's fancy. Architecture was a dead art-form, and it had

gradually become the mere crowding of obsolete and mean-
ingless stylistic decoration on the building surface. And so

long had this state of things already lasted that a break would
have been considered almost as much of a sacrilege as the

breaking of the most essential principles of religion. So was

architecture understood. And the thought horrified me, to

be condemned for the rest of my life to deal with obsolete

ornamental stuff! I felt so, particularly, because I had ex-

perienced a sour pre-smack of it already on the high school

bench while charcoaling plaster casts of classical decoration.

And then ....

And I repeat: "it finally became evident that the

Classical form after all is not the form to be used for con-

temporary purpose, but that our time must develop an

architectural form of its own."

So then, here it was—the alleged sacrilege!

To the young minds the change meant about this:

architecture had gone astray; something had to be done

about it; the road was free to go—and now was the time to

do things.

xi
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Elated by such a challenge, many a young man plunged

into the game eagerly striving for his very best. As for my-
self, it soon became clear to me that in architecture the field

of action was broader and more significant than in that

relatively confined field of painting.

From then on I had the ambition to become an
architect.

This transition did not happen overnight, though. It

was somewhat of a religious conflict within myself, the issue

being whether or not to abandon my childhood gods of

painting—always so gentle to me—and turn to new gods

offering new and perhaps greater opportunities. However,
my enthusiasm for architecture had already become strong

enough to overcome such hesitations. I fixed the matter in

accordance with my best judgment, and decided to become
an architect.

Besides, I had much encouragement from without.

As for this encouragement from without, I had a more
fortunate chance than ever before in all of my life.

In the closing years of the nineteenth century—and

thenceforth—there was concentrated in Helsinki a numerous
group of artists from every field. Generally speaking, these

artists were by no means radical in an extreme sense of the

word. Instead, they were—and this is more essential—sin-

cerely forward-looking and imbued with high cultural aims.

There were a number of painters and sculptors. There were

many interested in handicraft—for in the Nordic countries

handicraft has always played an important role. There were

a number of men of letters of both Finnish and Swedish

tongue. There were a number of composers; for example,

young Jean Sibelius, just as sparkling of intellect and emo-

tion as his music. And now the awakening of architecture

brought a new note of vitality into the group.

Prior to my entering university life, I had scarcely met
a single artist worth the name. Thus, although my thoughts

already for years had been circulating about the intricate

problems of art, I had no one to discuss the matter with,

no one to put my questions to, and no one to get the

X i i
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answers from. All questioning ;md answering had to take

place within myself. And this i.K t, I think, planted the seed

of meditation and analytic deliberation in my mind.

But liom now on I had opportunity to he a close mem-
ber of all the mentioned groups. And, as there were frequent

gatherings and occasional discussions, and often heated argu-

ments about this and that in ait and in matters in general,

this all brought to me a new experience—a contrast to my
earlier isolated contemplation. Since then I have had the

opportunity of ever broadened experience in many new
circles and in many different countries. In fact, during the

long run of almost half a century, my "social contacts"—if

I may say so—have consisted primarily of art circles, creative

or appreciative.

Although architecture now had become my profession,

I cherished all the arts without any particular preference and
my former interest in painting had by no means become
lessened. I still tried to paint whenever I had the opportun-

ity to do so, but soon it became evident that one cannot serve

two masters. In spite of this, as said, I continued to cherish

painting, at home or wherever I moved around. Thus it

happened—incidentally—that one of the first and perhaps

most important books, or parts of it, about Cezanne, was

written at our country-home in Finland by our friend the late

Julius Meier-Graefe. And as Meier-Graefe had written or

was writing many a book about painters—as, for example,

about El Greco, Van Gogh, and others—it is clear that at our

home-corners there still was much painting in the air. The
prevailing interest, however, was architecture.

Of course, all these contacts with different people of

different means of expression, interests, and inclinations

could not fail to find such a response in me as to enrich my
understanding—appreciative or critical—of the complex
problems of art. It is true enough that I had become grow-

ingly inclined to control my understanding of art-matters

with an "architectural" eye—contrary to my earlier inclina-

tion to view things with a "pictorial" eye. But, on the other

hand, my contact with men from all walks of art-life has

broadened my eye—architectural or pictorial—and made me
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see and understand things from a wider point of view. I

have learned to know that one cannot build up a compre-
hensive understanding of one art unless one learns to grasp

the whole field of art in a comprehensive sense. I have
learned to know that to understand art in all its compre-
hensiveness one must understand the comprehensive world
even beyond the problems of art—that is, one must learn to

understand life from which all art springs. And I have

learned to know that in order to understand both art and life

one must go down to the source of all things: to nature.

I have learned to know still more.

It happened quite often that a piece of art which I had
valued very highly quickly lost all its enchantment, whereas

another piece of art which I disfavored—yes, perhaps, even

denounced—became later on a pet piece of mine. In other

words, I had grown away from the former while I had grown
closer to the latter. And as this was not just an occasional

phenomenon but a regular course in the evolution of my
mind, I learned by and by—at least, I hope I learned—

a

lesson which perhaps is the hardest lesson for an artist to

learn. I learned open-mindedly to respect the work of

others—when honest—even if it be in disagreement with

one's own concept, taste, or line of development. That is to

say, when an artist is honest, creative, endowed with sen-

sitiveness to form and color, and endeavors to do his sincerest

best, one must already for these reasons respect his endeavor

—just as one always must respect an honest man even if

opinions differ. And if one does not always understand the

artist's work, one should at least seek to understand it, rather

than to denounce it—and then later on, perhaps, regret this

denouncement. Particularly during a time of transition

—

as our time has been and is to the highest degree—this kind

of open-mindedness helps one to keep pace with the progress

of things and with their countless ramifications.

All this—I hope—I have learned to know.

And I have learned to know still more.

I have learned to know that art, when fresh, vital, and

alive, is a sign of the artist's youthfulness of mind. And, be-

cause I have learned to know this already for a long time,
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then, already long ago I decided that, no matter how old I

might grow in years, I always will stick to the young. And
so I have endeavored to do.

Regrettably, however, the young do not always con-

stitute a solid youthful front. On one side there arc those

young who with youthful enthusiasm are ready to go at their

work in a creatively alert way. On the other side there are

those young who are ready to snatch the creative results of

others and to boast as if they had helped to attain these re-

sults. These young may be young in years. But, as to mind,

they are indolent and stagnant, and thus mentally senile.

They are so because they are lacking in that indispensable

spirit of creative search which keeps one's mind young.

All this I have learned to know.

And, finally, I have learned to know that all this is but

the primary beginning of knowledge about essential funda-

mentals and that there still is much, much more to learn.

So, still I must go on.

Thus runs my story.

With this story as the background, the following analysis

of the search for form must be understood. And as such it is

bound to be a personal analysis, for—and I repeat
—

"no

doubt, the circumstances of one's growth and the develop-

ment of one's way of thinking go hand in hand and cannot

be taken apart."

By no means do I pretend this to be a unique story.

Surely, every sincere worker—and thus seeker—in the field

of art would have a similar story to tell, provided he had
cared to write it down. Yet such stories are but seldom
written down. Neither would I have cared to write down my
story nor, for that matter, would I have had the slightest

intention to write down this long analysis of mine, had I

not had a specific purpose for doing so.

And that's another story.

Due to the adventures of life—and altogether contrary

to my indigenous bent—I have now not only to control my
own work, but even the so much harder task of advising
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others in the progress of their work. In such circumstances I

have felt it my duty to disclose to these "others" my mode of

thinking, and for this reason I have deemed it important to

put down my thoughts in writing. This, however, does not

mean that I am trying to impose my advice upon others as

to how certain problems should be solved in certain circum-

stances. On the contrary, my writing is intended to be a

treatise of fundamentals—as I personally understand these

fundamentals. Since I am still a seeker myself, my chief

advice is that everyone, individually, be a seeker also. We
cannot live physically on food digested by others. How
then could we do it mentally!

This is essential.

Really, I consider it essential in all education—and em-
phatically in education toward creative art—that education

should be so directed as to imbue the student with the spirit

of creation by means of his personal sensing, thinking, and
experience. To that end I have been anxious to have the

students understand that we all—instructors and students

alike—are engaged in a creative search for forms to come,

and that each one, individually, must—so to speak—digest

his own food.

And as deeply as I am convinced of the positive qualities

of this creative method of art-education, just as deeply am I

convinced of the negative—and dangerous—qualities of the

reverse method of art education, where the instructor has

obtained all his facts from books and books again, and passes

these facts, as such, to the student to be used, as such.

Through this kind of art-education, I am sure, the stu-

dent is not given a fair chance. He is soothed into the sweet

belief that he can get along with food digested by others, thus

not to be bothered himself with that digestion. This is to

foster parasitic minds—instead of creative minds—and as

such this kind of art-education is baneful in the develop-

ment of creative art.

Only through personal creative experience can one

gain a truly genuine understanding of art.

Indeed, one must have loved in order to know what

love is.
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As the aforesaid discloses, the following analysis was

originally intended to constitute a spiritual contact between

the leader and those to be led— just as my previous book
"The City" was originally intended to be. Having grown
beyond its originally intended boundaries, it now appears

that it may be of use also to others interested in the subject.

Yet, even in its enlarged form, I have not approached the

matter with exaggerated expectations as to its importance

in the general development of form. I do hope, however,

that this book will fulfill its mission by bringing enlighten-

ment at least to some of the problems of form at the present

high wave of transition.

ELIEL SAARINEN

CRANBROOK ACADEMY OF ART.

May, 194 J
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Plate i. ART OF NATURE: THE "LANDSCAPE"
Giant Steps of Paradise Valley: a landscape,

vibrant in both rhythm and movement.
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THE soul of the past is conveyed to posterity through the in-

fallible language of art, the greatest treasure of human cul-

ture. When studying this language of art—rich and fecund

—it is as if dwelling in a sacred grove of memories where
the thoughts, feelings, and aims of our forebears speak to

us their silent tongue, through form. And one gets a deep

veneration for the work done. Indeed, what were the by-

gone times to us, unless their respective endeavors had be-

come crystallized into corresponding forms of art.

Someday the future will look upon our form with dis-

criminating eyes. With this in mind it is prudent to

deliberate whether the present status of our form is favor-

able or, if not, to undertake the necessary steps of correction

while the opportunity still is open. By surveying the situa-

tion—well, what does one discover! Life has run its normal

course, but in many respects the employed forms breathe

the alien spirit of a distant past. Our rooms, homes, build-

ings, towns, and cities have become the innocent victims of

miscellaneous styles, accumulated from the abundant rem-

nants of earlier epochs. Our art-experts and educators have

been stressing the supremacy of these styles, and the sacred-

ness of traditions. Our aims and ambitions have been

lulled into servile acceptance of all this historic stuff, already

obsolete for contemporary use long ago. And the most con-

spicuous trait of the prevailing form has been imitation:

imitation of styles, imitation of materials, imitation of

nature, imitation all the way along, whatever the media.

And so, the spirit of imitation has permeated almost every

field of visual art. In the face of all this, one must really

wonder what the judgment of the future is going to be.

l
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Well, what would our judgment of the Greek era be,

if that era had bluntly adopted the Egyptian form for the

mere lack of ambition to create one of its own? Wouldn't
the Greek deeds have faded, long ago, like a hollow echo

into boundless space?

Alas, just this lack of ambition has been significant in

our case already for generations. And if things were to

continue in this complacent manner, future generations

certainly would have little reason for being proud of their

forefathers.

Fortunately, however, there have been, and are, many
signs that herald a new era, for an awakening to a more
sincere understanding of form is already widespread. Our
eyes have been opened to realize the long-persistent poverty

of our form, and an intense search for forms to come is now
under way. Many are engaged in this search, although view-

points and methods vary. Some are surveying the whole
field in an attempt to find the logical course between rational

and emotional discretions. Some are reasoning on the firm

ground of scientific experience. Some are utterly technical in

trying to further form-mechanization. Some are passionately

imposing home-made philosophies and arbitrary doctrines.

Others are bold and impulsive in using radical and novel

means. Others again are loud in trying novelties for the

mere sake of novelties. Still others are searching sincerely

in silence.

To approach the subject in such a manifold manner is

sensible: since it were unwise for all to search along the

same path. Yet all should work together toward a common
goal, and all should endeavor for the truest expression of the

best of life. For, indeed, what good is there in the search for

form, unless this search is sincere and honest.

Beyond question, this search for form is of great cultural

significance. Everyone engaged in this search, therefore,

should accept this fact as his leading motto. Everyone

should realize that he himself—if sincere and honest

—

is

instrumental in moving the search for form in a positive

direction. And everyone should realize that he himself—if

insincere and dishonest—is instrumental in moving the

2
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search for form in a negative direction. The- truth of this

must be much more strongly felt, particularly ai the present

time when all of humanity baa just been involved in a sei ions

agony of catastrophic dimensions and there is still much
uncertainty in prospect But whatever is in prospect, one

thing is certain: there are hound to happen many adjust

stents before a social equilibrium can be secured on the

basis of a new social order. During all these adjustments,

life must progress—with its ups and downs. And parallel

with this progress of life, form also must progress—with its

ups and downs too, perhaps. It then would seem that in

this oscillation of circumstances, it were difficult to maintain

a clear understanding of form and of the direction of its

course. We grant this. But, on the other hand, it is utterly

important always to remember that whatever the circum-

stances and the course of form-development, the funda-

mentals of form are just the same, all the time, unchangeable

and firm. And on the basis of these fundamentals, there

must be much of straightforward thinking, much of straight-

forward sensing, and much of sincerity of mind.

So it must be.

So it always has been when form was strong. History

testifies the truth of this. For, while in the course of thou-

sands of years of man's civilization there has been many a

war fought, won, or lost, nevertheless, during these struggles

much that is strong has been created in the field of art.

The moral then is, that the reasons for strength and weakness

of form cannot be found in the turmoil of life, but in man
himself.

That is:

Form is something which is in man, which grows when
man grows, and which declines when man declines.

With this definition of form we have arrived at the

core of all the problems of form. And our first question

must be:

Which are the basic reasons for a strong or weak form?

This question, however—in its directness and simplicity

—embraces a great number of equally vital questions. All

3
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these questions must in the course of our analysis be satis-

factorily answered, and to this end they all must be grouped
into a logical and unified system in accordance with theii

respective natures and significances.

Exactly this has been our approach to the following

"Search for Form." Having thus organized the problems
involved, we have arrived at a three-partite division of the

material of search. And, accordingly we are going to con-

duct the search, as follows:

The first part—PART ONE—is going to deal with a

general analysis of form as to its origin, meaning, nature,

import, and scope.

The second part—PART TWO—is going to deal with

an inclusive analysis of those principles which are from time

immemorial and which must constitute the basis for all

form-development.

The third part—PART THREE—is going to deal with

a series of separate analyses of some of those phases of form-

development which are necessary to understand in order to

understand the problems of form in general.

And finally, the EPILOGUE is going to deal with man's

part in the development of form; as to how man has learned

to understand the fundamental principles of form, how he

has followed these principles in his work and, how he has

educated others to understand and appreciate these prin-

ciples.



PREAMBLE

The plant grows from its seed.

The characteristics of its form lie concealed in the potential

power of the seed. The soil gives it strength to grow. And
outer influences decide its shape in the environment.

Art is like the plant.

The quality of art lies concealed in the potential power of the

people. The aim of the age is the soil that gives it vitality.

And outer influences decide its fitness in its environment

To understand life, and to conceive form to express this life,

is the great art of man.
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PART ONE

THE first chapter of PART ONE—Introductory Analysi

deals with form in general as to its origin, meaning, nature,

import, and scope. In order to proceed on a firm basis,

there is first undertaken an analysis of nature's form-mani-

festations so as to obtain understanding of comparable form-

manifestations in human art.

As for human art, three different stages of form-develop-

ment are introduced, each one of them, respectively, with

its own significative characteristics. These three stages are:

The Subconscious Stage,

The Conscious Stage, and
The Self-conscious Stas:e.

The closing point in this chapter deals with the scope

within which human art must be understood.

The second chapter of PART ONE—Retrospective

Analysis—is a historic survey of the development of visual

art in all of its various fields, beginning from the time of

the Renaissance, and ending with the present time. This

survey is divided into two sub-chapters: "Pre-nineteen-hun-

dred," and "Post-nineteen-hundred."

The closing chapter of PART ONE—Prospective

Analysis—deals with the present world-situation—mecha-
nized, and socio-political—so as to permit speculation about
what the prospects of form-development are going to be.

The answer is that, whatever may be in prospect, the only

safe road to follow is the road of fundamental principles.





I. INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS

BEFORE one is able to discuss a certain subject intelligently,

its fundamental nature must be made clear. Accordingly,

as we are now about to analyze "Form," we must first under-

take an introductory examination of this subject, so that

during the course of our analysis, as we view the various

phases of form-manifestation, we have already, so to speak,

built up a general platform from which to view these various

phases.

Now then, what is form? Which are its primary char-

acteristics? Is form an intelligible product of outer shape,

apparent to the outer eye only? Or is there a deeper mean-
ing infused into form from sources beyond man's appre-

hension?

Or, to put it thus: is art soulless; or does it have a soul?

The answer is obvious.

However, because there exists an abundance of forms

that are destitute of meaning and yet are regarded as forms

of art—nay, in many circles as forms of art of the highest

excellence—we might just as well at the very outset elimi-

nate from our analysis those cases where form has its origin

—soullessly and superficially—from other sources than those

that can produce truly genuine art.

Such an elimination is highly important, we think.

First, because it offers a clear field in which to work. And
secondly, because it simplifies our task.

Considering the soulless and superficial form, there are

particularly three phases where an attitude of too compla-

cent an acceptance of form* has been manifest. In these

three cases form is either "superficially decorative," "real-

istically imitative," or "dryly practical." Let's then ransack

these three phases, separately.

l 1
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First: we have the superficially decorative form.

By^"superficially decorative form" we mean exactly

what we meant at the beginning of our Preamble when
stating that "our rooms, homes, buildings, towns and cities

have become the innocent victims of miscellaneous styles,

accumulated from the abundant remnants of earlier epochs."

This is a state of things which undoubtedly was a historic

inevitability—for reasons to be explained later on. At this

moment, however, we shall confine ourselves to mentioning
the well-known fact that the Western World of the nine-

teenth century witnessed an orgy consisting of the most
indiscriminate ornamental deluge of style "revivals," "re-

births," and other subtle-sounding appellations of form-

adoption. On the whole, these adopted styles were derived

from Classical Antiquity and from the Romanesque and
Gothic form-orders of the Middle Ages. In their original

concepts—when they were still indigenous—these form-

orders, respectively, possessed an intrinsic creative essence

of the same spiritual family that was intrinsically alive in

those forms of civilization they represented. But after hav-

ing been separated from their own genuine soils, and having

been—millenniums and centuries later—arbitrarily and
rootlessly transplanted into entirely strange life conditions,

the intrinsic essences of these styles were bound to evaporate,

leaving behind only an empty, vapid, and sterile encrusta-

tion of superficial decoration. This empty, vapid, and sterile

ornament has since then been used and over-used, always

and everywhere. And under the influence of this superficial

decoration, generations after generations have been com-

pelled to dwell and to breathe of its atmosphere.

And because this influence—from the point of view of

genuine art—has been utterly depraving, naturally this

superficially decorative form cannot be taken into considera-

tion in a sincere search for form.

Second: we have the realistically imitative form.

By "realistically imitative form" we mean cases where

clever reproduction by means of style, color, plastic media,

or otherwise brings about an exact replica, image, or picture
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of something already existing, without infusing creative

quality creative essence— into the product Thui the use

of iiu'di.i, as mch, is often understood to be creation of art,

regardless of whether or noi one has something to impart by

using these media. Surely, the mere using of media is not

synonymous with creative accomplishment. For example,

sotnc arc able to master several languages, yet they mighl

have nothing to say; anyone can put rhythm and rhyme into

stan/as, but this, as such, is not necessarily poetry; a good
musical memory is not synonymous with musical creation;

and the ability to draw, in itself, is as far from creation of

art as is the ability to write from creation of literature.

Thus, the use of media must not be confused with creation.

Yet, it often is. A skilful handling of brush and color,

as such, is by many considered artistic talent; and when
the faculty of spiritual creation does not follow this talent,

the ability of slavish reproduction is raised to the rank of

creation. The more skill, cleverness, and excellence one

exhibits by reproducing with perfect correctness the outer

appearance of a face or a landscape, the greater the artist he

is supposed to be. It is not realized that perfect correctness

is an easy thing to achieve and that this by itself is deceiv-

ing, inasmuch as the most perfect correctness is nothing more
than the most realistic imitation. And, for sure, imitation

kills the germ of creation. The practice of art by directly

and intentionally copying nature, leads as much to imitative

shallowness, as the direct and intentional copying of Greek

architecture led to imitative shallowness—and, really, to a

state of things which has been, and in many quarters still

seems to be, pretty hard to overcome.

Why should art be directly imitative! The composer

does not make a correct record of what he hears with his

ears. The poet does not make a correct record of wThat he

sees with his eyes. They both must observe with their inner

senses. And with their inner instincts they must transpose

their observations into form.

The same must hold good in any case, whatever the

medium may be. Again, if this does not hold good, and the

form produced is mere realistic imitation, naturally then,
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the realistically imitative form cannot be taken into con-

sideration in a sincere search for form.

Third: we have the drvlv nractical form.

By "dryly practical lorm we mean cases where the mat-
ter-of-fact understanding of form is brought into the fore-

ground. Form is considered a mere material thing for its

practical purpose, where the commonly used slogan "form
follows function" is understood to mean that form follows

its practical functioning only. In other words: it is main-
tained that if form is functional, it is bound to be already

beautiful for this sole reason. This is no valid statement,

however. Take, for example, two pitchers both executed

in the same material, both utterly simple and perfectly func-

tional. Yet one of these might have no more art-value than

to be thrown away at once, whereas the other might find its

way to an exclusive museum as a precious object of art.

By no means does the above suggest that the functional

quality of form is of no essential consequence. On the con-

trary, the functional quality of form is not only essential, but

even indispensable. Yet, the quality of "function" must
not mean practical function only. It must also mean spir-

itual function. Surely, a letter or a word in a stanza has

not only its practical function of making the stanza under-

standable, but also its spiritual function of forming rhythm
and rhyme into poetry. And surely a hammer or a knife,

although shaped for hitting or cutting, must also be shaped

in good form and proportion. And form and proportion

constitute spiritual values. Consequently, when we speak

about "form follows function," we are inclined to accept the

slogan only in as broad a sense as above indicated; namely,

that form must satisfy those functional requirements that

originated its reason for being—both physical and spiritual.

Only in such a sense can form be significative as an art-form.

If this is not the case, and the form is just "dryly prac-

tical," this kind of dryly practical form cannot be taken into

consideration in a sincere search for form.

Generally speaking, these are the three phases of form-
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appearance where the attitude of too complacent an accep-

tance- ol innn has been manifest. In fact, none of tfc

three phases has come into being through nich a creative

lensibility as could have infused thai indispensable quality

of citation into farm. These three phases are the offspring

of self-contentment and therefore the) are lacking in that

spirit of search which keeps ioi m-de\ elopment vital, and
ait Strong. For this reason these three phases of form-ap-

pearance have no positive avail in the progress of culture.

Rather, they constitute a dead-weight which must be dragged

along, thus obstructing a constructive course of things.

In order to bring more validity into the aforesaid, let's

try a synthesis of the matter in the light of history of art.

History of art tells us—and so we were told at the beginning

of our Preamble—that "the thoughts, feelings and aims of

our forebears speak to us their silent tongue, through form."

This means that there must be a close relationship between

a certain epoch of civilization and the mode in which this

epoch of civilization comes into expression in form. Con-
sequently then, this said epoch on the one hand, and its

form-expression on the other, must reflect one another even

in quality. Now, suppose that the quality of form-expres-

sion during a certain epoch of civilization were a mere
decorative, imitative, or practical matter, lacking in any

spiritual qualities whatsoever; naturally then, we might

assume that the corresponding epoch of civilization would
have been a decorative, imitative, or practical matter, lack-

ing in any spiritual qualities whatsoever—which latter

thought, by its very nature, is sheer absurdity. Of course,

even the most inveterate champion of the "superficially

decorative," the "realistically imitative," or the "dryly prac-

tical" must admit that form-expression of any epoch of

civilization must have spiritual qualities of its own. But

—

says he, perhaps—this does not as yet mean that form-

development throughout—even considering its most minute

appearances—should be similarly qualified. Assuming now
that such a point of view is granted: at what stage down the

ladder are the spiritual qualities of form then supposed to

cease? Isn't it to be supposed that every cell in a healthy
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organism is vital. Surely. And if by chance there were
sterile cells, unable to assist in the general growth of that

organism, wouldn't they rather obstruct this growth? Un-
doubtedly. Now then, as to human cultural growth and
its "cell-world" of forms, the same must be obvious—which
makes it clear that any form-appearance lacking in spiritual

qualities has no vitality insofar as human culture is con-

cerned. Such form-appearance indicates cultural indiffer-

ence and, therefore, it is apt rather to foster materialistic

civilization. This again is beside our point, for we are not

interested in that part of civilization which has coldly ma-
terialistic leanings. We are interested in that part of civili-

zation which produces art and cultural values in general.

In other words, in the search for form, our endeavor must
be to analyze form-problems only as they appear in the

progress of human culture.

Accordingly, in the whole course of the following

analysis, any "cell" in the cultural "cell-pattern" is going to

be considered from the viewpoint of its spiritual signifi-

cance—that is, from the viewpoint of that meaning infused

into form at its very inception.

Now, as for this meaning of form, how deep is one able

to trace its existence? In other words, does one detect from

the vein-pattern of an elm-leaf the elm's ambitions and aims

—somewhat in the same sense as, for example, the fortune-

teller is supposed to discern in one's palm when and how
one is going to be married? Probably not. But from the

formation of the human face one easily can read whether

the mind behind this face is honestly modest or boastfully

self-conscious. And things produced by human hand easily

betray whether the work was done with modest sincerity and

joy or only as a proud exhibition of cleverness. A musical

composition is the truest proof of the composer's depth of

thought and disposition of mind. The material treatment

of the building reveals whether the architect is an artist at

heart, or just a dry technician. The basket pattern of West-

ern Indian make unveils the soul of the race. The Hun-
garian peasant's embroidery indicates the characteristics of
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his nation. So docs genuine Eolk-ari in general. The nunc
is true with regard to the great Civilizations: a lew brush
strokes oi the Chinese artist signify Chinese mentality just

.is clearly as the delicate execution oi the hieroglyphics re

veals Eg) ptian aspiration.

In this manner one could go on, endlessly, disclosing

the spiritual nature of material form.

Form, then, is not mute. Far from so, for form conveys

its inner meaning with finer vibration and deeper expres-

siveness than can the spoken tongue. Even the practical

Conn is not mute, as can be told by the practical chair itself.

Surely, in the case of the chair, the expression "form follows

function" has meaning, for here both form and function have

much to do with the human body. Form must follow this

human body, no matter whether the chair be found in the

pompous palace of Roman Antiquity, or in the humble
dwelling of the remote hamlet of today. It then would seem

that the problem of the chair is pretty much limited to the

practical requirements arising from the conveniences of the

human body. And as the human body, relatively speaking,

always is the same as to shape and size, then—so one would
think—even the chair is bound to be always more or less

the same as to shape and size. And yet, throughout its his-

tory the chair has had much significative meaning infused

into its forms. Take at random one of these out of millions,

and you can trace its origin—when genuine—as to time,

race, and country. It can tell its story just as plainly and
clearly as can the great temples and palaces. This is per-

fectly as it should be, for even minor objects should do it

—

and must—when form is genuine and true. Form must be

born in closest contact with the intimacy of life. There the

significative meaning of life is felt, there this meaning is

transfused into form and, therefore, just there form can be

most trulv felt. If form—even the most minute, and just

it— is not felt in the intimacy of life, form is bound to be

superficial and lacking in meaning; it is bound to be inde-

pendent of the characteristics of life; it is bound to be a

strange form imposed upon life from without.

Certainly form must have meaning. To abnegate this
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is just the same as to abnegate the meaning of life itself.

Meaning of form comes into expression differently in

different instances. Sometimes this expression is strong.

Sometimes, again, this expression is vague. This relativity

of expression depends on the instinctive potencies of the

creator of form.

From which sources these instinctive potencies origi-

nate is the sacred secret of life, of mankind, and of all crea-

tion. One might be able to penetrate to some extent into

the mystery of this secret, but one cannot enter its deepest

chambers

—

just as one cannot enter the deepest chambers
of that mystery of life, whether physical or spiritual.

Yet, we must go as far as we possibly can. We must
endeavor to analyze form from all its various phases: from

those phases that are fundamental; from those phases that

human intellect can understand; from those phases that can

be explained through instinctive experiences; and to a cer-

tain degree even from those phases that are, and probably

always will remain, closed to man. Along these various

phases of possible disclosures we must steer our search for

form.

However, before we can proceed in this search, we
must first go to the origin of form

—

to nature—in order to

gain advice which is from time immemorial. It is incon-

ceivable that a truly complete understanding of form can

be had unless one goes to those primeval sources where the

concept of form was born.

i. NATURE, SOURCE OF FORM
Man is part of nature and therefore it is unquestionably

obvious that the quintessence of those laws and underlying

thoughts which are inherent in nature must constitute the

quintessence even of those laws and underlying thoughts

which are inherent in man. At the beginning of man's

existence—when primitive—man was close to nature. What-

ever he attempted to achieve was instinctively genuine and

in full accord with the laws of nature. Such was continu-
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ously the cafe even when man had gradually progressed to

a higher level of development during the great Civilizations.

Man still sensed intuitively the laws ol nature, and his Conn
was indigenous and expressive. Thus was the situation as

long as man was Creative. Later On, When man lost his

spiritual communication with nature, he lost also much of

that guidance nature could offer and, consequently, his in-

stinctive sensitiveness lost n*uch of its sharpness. In such a

case man was compelled to lean on his reasoning, and he
became self-conscious in believing that he could produce art

with his intellect alone. And so, as time passed, he built

for himself an ivory-tower of self-made doctrines, formulas,

and esthetic theories. No wonder then that his form be-

came doctrinal and lacking in vitality. Much of it was
bound to become superficially decorative, realistically imi-

tative, or dryly practical.

Having lost his spiritual communication with nature,

man became gradually blind to nature's laws. Eventually

he could not see them. He did not even recognize them.

In some instances of shallow art-understanding, man became
conceited enough to recognize these laws—say, the laws of

beauty—nowhere else than in man's art. In order to defend

this conceited opinion, he was eager to claim that "nature's

beauty" is a point of view which never has been accepted in

civilized circumstances, and never will. Thus, some of the

nineteenth century esthetes maintained that Greek An-
tiquity, for example, was not conscious of "nature's beauty"

and they furthermore maintained that in man's conscious-

ness "nature's beauty" is a point of view which is relatively

recent. This attitude of these nineteenth century esthetes,

surely, testifies that they were blind, not only to nature's

form-values but also in many other respects. If these es-

thetes had kept their eyes open, they might have discovered

that the Greeks had a keen sense for nature's form-values,

for when the Greeks designed their building layouts they

carefully considered the surrounding landscape so as to

create harmony between nature's forms and the forms of

man. If these esthetes had kept their eyes open, they might

have discovered that the mediaeval town-builder did much
1 9
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the same in an excellent manner. Furthermore, they might
have discovered that even their own time—save for those in

the ivory-tower—was fully aware of all the form-treasures

that nature bestows upon man. And, last but not least,

they might have discovered that much of their own beloved

art—that very "Art of Beauty"—had reached a status of

sterile imitation, which in the last analysis is the antithesis

of beauty.

Nay, nature's laws—the laws of "beauty," if you will

—

are fundamental, and cannot be shaken by mere esthetic

conceitedness. These laws might not be always consciously

apprehended, but sub-consciously one is always under their

influence. Moreover, these laws as they appear in nature's

form-world have been greatly amplified, insofar as man's

consciousness of their existence is concerned. Because the

microscope and the telescope have opened new vistas into

both the microscopic and macroscopic realms, the seeing and
sensing man of today has enriched his understanding of

nature's laws—the laws of "organic order"—to a heretofore

unforeseen degree. And behind these laws, the sensing and
seeing man discerns the pulsing rhythm of eternal life.

Look at the flowers in your garden. For sure, they

are not sterile paper-flowers, for in one way or another they

have established their contacts with the outer world. They
are the receiving-stations of enlivening messages from cos-

mic spaces and ethereal altitudes, from the sun and from

many other places. In fact, even the tiniest of these blooms

receives its inspiration from these celestial heights for its

physical life—and, who knows, for its "spiritual" life as well.

At the same time even the tiniest of these blooms is a broad-

casting-station which transforms and sends enlivening mes-

sages—by emanating its "aura."

But, to what extent are these flowers in your garden

conscious of their contacts with the outer world? Do they

know, for example, that tender human hands take care of

them? Are they after all conscious that man exists or, for

that matter, are they conscious of one another's existence?

In other words, is the flower next to another flower subcon-
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sc iouslv aware of its neighbors' existence and il so, in what

mannei and to what extent? Moreover, do the vaxioui

plants of the same specie* in the grove have herd-instinct in

the same lense as do the- insects and birds Hying in. flocks

about the same grove—and it 10, in what manner and to

what extent? And—speaking now about nature's form-

manifestationSi collectively—does that spectacularly jubilant

morning-glow of the rising sun inspire nature's floral audi-

ence—and faunal as well—in the same sense as the* human
audience is inspired when listening to the rhythms and
harmonics of Haendel's "Messiah"?

Where is the answer to these questions?

Is science in a position to furnish the answer? Not
conclusively, by any means. True enough, the scientist has

penetrated pretty deeply into the organic construction of

plants, and he has discovered many a method of breeding

new and perhaps more striking varieties—and yet, how deep

has he been able to go into the "spiritual" faculties of these

plants? The botanist, having made an inclusive survey of

his field, has had the broad form-world of plants to work
with. So to speak, his work has been a comprehensive in-

vestigation pertaining to form; and through form he has

arrived at his conclusions concerning plant life. Of course,

his efforts have been concentrated primarily on a purely

scientific research, although for our part we are inclined to

suspect that in this research—in numerous cases, at least

—

a subconscious sensing of "plant-mentality," if we may say

so, has been the inspiring yet perhaps unnoticed undercur-

rent. Linnaeus, foremost of the botanists, surely knew all

the plants of the world—including the most glorious ones

—

yet he found his pet-plant hidden in the moss where the

shadows of the Northern forest lie deep. It is that little

"Linnea Borealis"—named after the great scientist himself

—which modestly bows its tiny head, like a shy girl. Now,
was Linnaeus so wholeheartedly attached to this little plant

because of its modest charm?

He probably was.

Well, we are inclined to feel much the same—notwith-
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standing the fact that plant life and human life do not vi-

brate on the same plane. Because of the difference of

planes, it is difficult to distinguish to what degree the seem-

ingly analogous appearances are comparable, and so, let's

ask: how is Linnaeus' impression of the Linnea's modesty
comparable with the flower's modest guise; and does this

modest guise after all indicate a feeling of modesty in the

flower?

One wonders!

Surely, there are quite a number of things to be won-
dered at. And herewith we leave the scientist to wonder, too.

Philosophical thinking has essayed much along this

same line. Already Plotinos in his time—and perhaps many
others prior to him—assumed some kind of subconsciousness

in floral existence. For example, he imagined that there

might exist a feeling of happiness in plant life—just as is

the case with both human and animal life
—

"for," said Plo-

tinos about plants, "they also live, their life also has a pur-

pose, by which they seek to fulfill their development."

Empiric and experimental philosophy tends somewhat
toward a similar line of thought—particularly since Darwin's

theory of evolution has become more generally recognized

—

although wariness of becoming involved into too much
emotional speculation, we take it, has kept the thinkers from

drawing hasty conclusions without philosophically valid

foundation.

The poet is less cautious. And so we have Maeterlinck's

captivating essay
—

"L'Intelligence des Fleurs"—in which he

has undertaken an inclusive study of plant-ingenuity

—

through which plants are able to adapt, change, and improve

their design methods so as to preserve and develop the spe-

cies in the constant fight for existence. Through this study,

Maeterlinck has arrived at the assumption that plants are

capable of "methodical thinking," so to speak.

However, in this keen research and speculation by dif-

ferent minds and different inclinations—whether scientists,

philosophers, poets, or other seekers—and whatever the

viewpoints—all these must agree that in the growth of
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plants, of animals, and of everything that lives under this

sun. there arc- certain forces in constant action—enigmatic

ones, if you will. And all these scientists, philosophers,

poets, and others must agree thai these certain or similar

farces were already in action millions of years before man
came into existence, and that these same or similar forces

will continue to he in action lor more millions of years after

man has destroyed himself by means of intrigues, politics,

warfare, and that ever growing craving for money. It then

is more than obvious that this globe was not created for the

purpose of man only, with his faculties of thinking, of feel-

ing, and all the rest. This globe was created for all that

lives here, that has lived here for millions of years, and that

will continue to live here for more millions of years to

come.

And, surely, how could all this long-livedness have

been and continue to be maintained, unless there has pre-

vailed and always will prevail at least some kind of subcon-

sciousness of this life, and unless there has prevailed and
always will prevail at least some kind of reciprocal incentive

so as to strengthen this life. To abnegate such a thought is

to suggest perpetually soulless life
—

"dead life." Indeed,

it is to suggest an absurd state of things.

Now, if such is the case, why try to find out what is

what through analytic examination of minute matters

—

physical, chemical, biological, and what have we—or through

philosophical acceptance of only such facts as man can sup-

port by the direct testimony of his limited instruments of

apprehension! Why not, instead, approach the matter in

synthetic spirit by drawing logical conclusions on a broad

basis, covering even those fields where man's apprehension

falls short? And doesn't a logical conclusion suggest that

in the magnificent creation of the Great Designer—permeat-

ing all the spaces and directing all the lives—it is inconceiv-

able that just this beloved globe of ours should have been so

unkindly treated as to make life unfelt by this very life

itself? Surely, such a thought is inconceivable. Such a

thought would constitute—we feel—a distinct profanation,

not only of that mysteriously sacred realm which we have
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come to call "the secrets of life," but even of the "primus
motor" of these secrets.

These secrets—insofar as man is concerned—will always

belong to that realm of "the unknown." And so they must.

For as long as they remain "secret," they will remain "sacred."

Also, when it comes to the final test as to How and
Why, man's knowledge and thought then are, and always

will remain, miniature manifestations of knowledge and
thought.

And man must bow his head—humbly.

After all, whence do we get what knowledge and thought

we are able to master?

In order to answer this question, one must always bear

in mind the basic fact that man has his instruments of ap-

prehension, both physical and mental. Through these in-

struments of apprehension, man is able to see, to hear, to

taste, to smell, to feel, to know, to understand, to think, to

sense—mentally, intuitively, instinctively, and imaginatively

—and to be influenced by what he sees, hears, et cetera.

But behold: only through these.

Through these instruments of apprehension, man is

able to do his work, both physical and spiritual, and by

means of this work exert influence upon others.

But behold: only through these.

These instruments of apprehension are man's oppor-

tunities. But behold: they are also man's limitations. And
these instruments of apprehension even effect the changes

in man's opportunities and limitations. For the sharper

man's intellectual reasoning becomes, the less sharp is his

intuitive and instinctive sensitiveness bound to grow. That
is: the more man reasons, the less chance have his senses to

conduct his actions. This is a fact. And because of this

fact, much of man's intuitive and instinctive sensitiveness

has been lost during the long journey of his gradual develop-

ment from a primitive man to a civilized one.

However, in all this discussion of man's apprehensive

faculties of one kind or another, it is important to mention

particularly those faculties which are most essential in the
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search for form. First, there is the faculty of man's intuition

to establish immediate contact with primary Eacti and truths.

Second, there is the faculty of man's instinct to record vibi.i-

tions of life and to transmute these vibrations into corre-

sponding form. And third, there is the faculty of man's

imagination to produce mental ideas and pictures that have-

no relationship to previous concept, knowledge, or exper-

ience. These three faculties of apprehension are the most

precious gifts bestowed upon man. For indeed, without

these gifts there could not exist human art, nor could there

exist human culture.

Such are the instruments of apprehension through which

man gets the knowledge and thought he is able to master.

Through these—and only through these—man is able to

penetrate into the mysteries of nature, and as time passes he

probably will gain increasing knowledge about these mys-

teries.

Increasing knowledge about these mysteries, however,

is not the essential thinsf in the search for form.

Increasing sensitiveness to these mysteries by means of

intuition, instinct, and imagination, is the essential thing in

the search for form. Again, to be able to increase our sensi-

tiveness in this respect, we must, as said, go down to the

source of all things so as to learn to feel the meaning of

form. In other words, rather than to have merely scientific

knowledge of all the facts, wre must strengthen our instinctive

communication with nature so as to learn to feel her.

Once we have learned this, we can see all of creation in

a noble and fertile light. And the wealth of nature's beauty

will belong to ourselves. This is true, no matter where wre

turn our eyes: to the microscope revealing the pattern of

cell-structure or to the telescope bringing celestial worlds

closer to man; to the tiniest plants in the shadow of the

forest or to the loftiest trees rising toward the sky; to the

stones washed by the waves on the beach or to the glittering

movement of the waves themselves; to the birds flying high

over our heads or to life in the oceanic depths. No matter

where our eyes may dwell, they always meet the wrork of the
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Great Designer with its ever pulsing freshness of form. They
see the unlimited abundance of imagination—always new,
always captivating, always full of life, rhythm, and beauty

—

and frequently cheery humor.
And upon examining the matter closely, an essential

point will be clear: one soon will learn that nature's form-

richness is established through a certain significative "order,"

different in each different case, and expressive of the mean-
ing behind form.

Furthermore:

Let's stand on the hill and look at the landscape beneath

our eyes. We see fields surrounded by woodlands and groves.

We discern groups of trees and bushes bordering lakes and
reflecting their verdant masses into the watery mirrors. Our

r"—eyes follow the rhythmic outline of hills and forests against

the sky, the playful contours of the meadow, the plastic dis-

play of light and shadow. We observe flowers spreading

color, animals and birds bringing in movement and life.

We perceive the picture as a whole. We perceive the de-

tails of the picture, each in good correlation to the others

and to the whole. We understand that the beauty of the

landscape's details is not sufficient to make the landscape

beautiful, unless there exists a proper correlation between

these details so as to keep things together and to make of

the whole an integrated picture of correlated order. We
realize that just this correlated order makes the landscape

so harmoniously appealing to the eye. And we realize still

more: we realize the important fact that a lack of this cor-

related order would inevitably plunge the whole landscape

into chaos.

Here we also have two distinct trends in nature's form-

shaping. First, we have the trend toward "expressive order."

And second, we have the trend toward "correlative order."

Now, by further study of these two trends, we soon can

learn that they both prevail always and everywhere, where

order is maintained and nature is healthy. Moreover, we
soon can learn that these two trends act always and every-

where, together and in mutual co-operation, in the main-

taining of order and healthy conditions. In fact, these two
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trends arc twin-principles, and as sin b they arc the (laughter-

principles of (he universal prhu iplc of organic order—the
fundamental principle of architecture in all of creation.

On this fundamental principle of architecture—of or-

ganic order—all nature's form-shaping is based. In cases

where this principle is in command and organic order pre-

vails, nature is healthy: it is "art of nature." Again, in

cases where this principle is not in command and organic

order consequently is bound to disintegrate, nature is un-

healthy: it ceases to be "art of nature."

As we see, in nature, art is synonymous with health and
lack of art is synonymous with unhealth.

Fundamentally, the same must hold even in man's

affairs, and this we tried to emphasize when stating that

"man is part of nature and therefore it is unquestionably

obvious that the quintessence of those laws and underlying

thoughts which are inherent in nature must constitute the

quintessence even of those laws and underlying thoughts

which are inherent in man."

"Art of nature" and "art of man" thus are closely inter-

related.

Diirer gives the gist of this issue by stating that: "art

is inherent in nature; those who can get it therefrom, they

have it."

Therefore, in the course of the following analysis of

the search for form in man's art, we are going—ever and
anon—to return to Mother Nature for advice. This we
are going to do particularly in those circumstances where we
have become confused and cannot find our way out.

A parallel from nature, then, is enlightening.

2. ART OF MAN
Let's now shift our attention from nature's art to human
art, and, to start with, let's try a survey—general but concise

—of the development of human art, beginning from its

most primitive cradle and continuing all along the line up
to the very day of the present time. By doing so, we can

discern in this development three distinctly different stages:
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the "subconscious" stage; the "conscious" stage; and the "self-

conscious" stage.

This three-partite concept of art development is by no
means an orthodox one and therefore many a learned art-

scholar might easily raise criticism as to the merit of our

mode of reasoning. But as we are not learned art-scholars

ourselves, but only ordinary workmen in the verdant vine-

yard of art, we feel free to go our own way and we are going

to do it as follows:

The "Subconscious" stage represents that stage of art-

development where primitive man, because of an inner drift,

acted subconsciously in accordance with the laws of nature

and produced unintentionally genuine art—because of an

inherent gift.

The "Conscious" stage represents that stage of art-devel-

opment where advanced man, consciously aware of the im-

portant place of art in human society and subconsciously

sensing the fundamental laws of art, produced—and pro-

duces—indigenous art of such quality as is of constructive

avail in the evolution of human culture.

The "Self-conscious" stage represents that stage of art-

development where civilized man, because of esthetic specu-

lation, dogmatic doctrines, or otherwise, has closed the

instinctive channels of creation and has produced art that

is "fine," but rootless.

In the course of history of art, generally speaking, these

three stages have sprung in a logical sequence from one

another, mirroring in each case its respective character,

strength, and weakness. And they have produced, respec-

tively, "primitive art," "cultural art," and "fine art."

These three stages have been decidedly momentous in

the development of art and therefore we wish to delve at

some length into each one of them.

a. The Subconscious Stage

In order to trace the roots of art in the realm of man, let's

return for a short second to the realm of nature so as to

get a clear comparison. By approaching the problem in this
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comparative mode we can toon discover l>;isic similarities

between these realms. I he first similarity that we can dis-

cover is tlu- Eact that precisely as nature uses media such as

farm, color, flavor, movement, and sound in order to stir

nj) impression, so also man considering now the primitive

man—used these same media for the same purpose. And as

these media are just (he same as aie used in human art in

general, WC then are able to discuss the problems of both

"art of nature" and "art of man" on a common plane.

Now, we know that flowers—by means of form, color,

and flavor—attract insects. We know also that the male

bird is provided with a colorful make-up so as to impress

the female and that he, for the same purpose of impression,

performs his fervent love and war dances. The songbird

on his part, uses his own medium of sound when calling for

the far-away partner.

Thus, form, color, flavor, movement, and sound consti-

tute the media—art media—which in nature are "creatively

in action" in order to cause "appreciative reaction."

These actions and reactions in nature can at times be

brought into highly dramatic performances. Those having

attended the love and war dances of the northern cock-of-

the-woods, for example, as the writer of this has attended

—

by chance, of course, and at a distance—can witness this.

While the female birds keep themselves hidden among
trees and bushes, the males perform their fervent love and
war dances in some open space, usually adjacent to water.

While dancing, they sing a peculiar sounding song, which,

when many join in, makes the surrounding atmosphere un-

dulate with a monotonously melodious, soft, and sombre

"tremolo." Into this soft and sombre tremolo, the northern

nightingale, from the lofty darkness of the pine-wood, mingles

its vibrant "coloratura." Midst the poetry-imbued silver-

pale northern night, this chorus of the winged singers

creates a penetrating feeling of something inexplicable and
indefinable—say, a message from a long forgotten far-away

dreamland or perhaps a low-lamenting elegy from the deep-

est depths of all things. Indeed, a strange sentiment of
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melancholy overpowers one's whole being—and one under-
stands what Lafcadio Hearn meant by declaring that such
sentiments of melancholy are caused because man feels the

loss of something essential in his existence—the loss of his

originally so intimate contact with Mother Nature
—

"Para-

dise Lost."

Now, this dramatic performance of the winged singers

is only one example of myriads of manifestations which
permeate all of life—for all of life must constantly "act" and
"react" so as to preserve life and make it fertile. This is a

fact. And if man is not always able to follow all the per-

formances of action and reaction that happen all the time

and everywhere, nevertheless they are there. In the floral

and faunal realms these actions and reactions are clearly

evident, for, as said, they happen through form, color, flavor,

movement, and sound—that is to say, through just the same
"art-media" man is using himself.

However, nature's art is not intentionally "art." It is

only an omnipresent undercurrent to the same effect.

Nor was the primitive man's art, intentionally "art."

As in the floral and faunal realms in nature "action"

and "reaction" are essential to preserve life and make it

fertile, so was the case even with the primtive man.
Clothed in fur, feathers, and colorful trinkets, the

primitive child of nature performed his love and war dances

and sang his love and war songs; by these means he tried to

attract his females, and frighten his enemies; and by these

means he created an atmosphere and a sentiment of his own.

He "acted" so as to cause "reaction," and he did this by

means of those oft-repeated art-media—form, color, flavor,

movement, and sound. And by doing so he expressed him-

self subconsciously through a peculiar "rhythm and cadence"

which had the fundamental characteristics of man, and of

man only.

This was the advent of human art.

Meanwhile, the primitive man lived in constant fear.

He felt much handicapped because nature had provided

him with no adequate means of defense. By contrast, those
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glim, bulky, and robust heists which had their whereabouts

all around his (amps WCTt provided with sharp (laws, teeth,

horns, and such like. Provided with such dreadful weapons,

these biasts attacked the primitive man's (amps, and they

weie Steadily a threat to him and his bleed. Living thus in

constant fear, the primitive man had to be inventive: he was

compelled to develop Ids brain, hands, and fingers to produce

such weapons as could be helpful in that incessant fight for

lite. And his brain, hands, and fingers, really, produced
these weapons.

In this manner the sharp edges of axes and knives were

born.

Furthermore, the primitive man felt much handicapped

because nature had provided him with no such swift limbs,

legs and wings as she had supplied to those animals and birds

that he had to pursue for his livelihood. Living thus in

constant anxiety for his existence, the primitive man had to

be inventive: he was compelled to develop his brain, hands

and fingers to produce such implements as could move more
swiftly than any of those animals and birds he had to catch

for his food. And his brain, hands and fingers, really, pro-

duced these implements.

In this manner the slender forms of arrows and spears

were born.

Howrever, besides these strong and swift beasts and birds,

the primitive man was surrounded by all kinds of spirits

—

invisible of course, but nevertheless present, he felt—which

in one way or another were Constantly harassing his peace

of mind. These spirits wrere either malevolent or benevolent.

In case they were malevolent, the primitive man had to try

his utmost to satisfy them and, for the sake of his safety,

maintain peace with them. Again, in case these spirits were

benevolent, the primitive man had to try his utmost to make
evident his gratitude so as to have these spirits continue with

their benevolent attitude. Surely, in these trying times the

primitive man had to be inventive: he was compelled to

develop his brain, hands, and fingers to produce such things

as were apt to impress all the spirits—good or evil—in a

favorable wray. In order to achieve this, the primitive man
3 1
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had to keep himself busy forming stone and wood into

symbolic images of these spirits; he had to erect altars on
which to bring offerings to these spirits; he had to dance and
sing his dances and songs of worship; he had to build drums
and other musical instruments to beat cadence and rhythm
to his dances and songs; and he had to do many other things

to show his good will toward all the spirits—good or evil.

In this manner the images of gods, the tools of worship,

the musical instruments, and a great number of various and
varying things were born.

More than that:

In this manner the concept of "work" was born.

For while the primitive man was compelled to develop

his brain, hands, and fingers so as to protect himself and his

breed against the forces of nature—physical and spiritual

—

his brain, hands, and fingers, really grew in inventiveness and
skill to originate and produce things. Elated at being able

to originate and produce things, the primitive man became
still more eager to originate and produce. He carved stone,

he carved wood, he carved bone, he moulded clay into mani-

fold forms for manifold purposes, he ground pigment for

his color, he discovered metals, he learned to alloy metals

and he learned to do many other things. During all these

occupations of the primitive man, the concept of work was

born—a concept which, as "Genesis" tells, was intended to

be a grave condemnation but which instead, by virtue of its

logic, has become the greatest blessing ever bestowed upon
mankind.

And finally:

Once the primitive man learned to occupy himself with

work, his art-form—due to a natural gift—derived subcon-

sciously from this work. Subconsciously, we repeat, for as

to its character and bias the primitive man's work was pro-

tective, religious, desirous, joyous, or whatever it might have

been, but behold: it was not intended to be artistic. The old-

est stone sculptures glorifying motherhood, the cave-paintings

for bringing luck in hunting, the first attempts to produce

rhythm in ornamental pattern, all these undertakings were

not consciously intended to be artistic demonstrations. They
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were subconscious di ii't i, expressing life, its desires, its hopes,

its fears.

These drifts fostered consciousness of work; the spin to

do things.

But consciousness of art, thus far, was only in the

making.

Such, in general, was the subsconscious stage in the

development of human art.

By the ver) nature of this development—as to its origin,

as to the forces that brought it into being, and particularly

as to its subconsciousness, it goes without saying that the

primitive man's art was indigenous, direct, true, creative,

and most expressive of the primitive man's life. In other

words, the primitive man's art was founded on those prin-

ciples which are and always must be the fundamental prin-

ciples of true art. And because of this, the subconscious

stage of human art-development has laid a strong foundation

for all subsequent development in the field of art: for folk-

art as well as for the art-forms of the great Civilizations.

b. The Conscious Stage

Someone—Ralph Waldo Emerson, we remember—once said

something to the effect that the Greek creative vitality was

not at its strongest when Greek art neared its perfection,

but rather when the Greek soul emerged from its barbaric

state—that is, from its "primitive" state—and discovered the

values of beauty.

This is most significant.

For when—considering now things in general and not

particularly the Greek case—the values of beauty—or, let's

say, the values of art—became consciously felt, art then was

indeed born as a conscious manifestation: to be sure, art was

born as a desire; nay, as a demand. And eventually art be-

came accepted as an imperative necessity—a necessity with-

out which civilizations, in a cultural sense of the word,

could not come into existence.
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The primitive stage of art-development—the "Subcon-
scious Stage"—was only a preparatory stage, where, as said,

the fundamentals of art were instinctively sensed and where
these fundamentals were laid down for all future art-

development. The "Conscious Stage" of art-development,

on the other hand, was marked by that intentionally creative

force—consciously sensed, consciously desired, and con-

sciously demanded—which brought art into growth.

Because of this growth, the field of art became broad-

ened. The media of art-expression, consequently, became
multiplied. And due to the fact that the faculty of em-
ploying these media was not evenly distributed among
men, art became the profession of only a few. Hereby the

caste of artists came into being. Although art activities

thus became concentrated into certain hands, all phases of

life were nevertheless represented, and art grew accordingly

as an expression of this life. It grew from the essential

characteristics of the people into a significative folk-art ex-

pressing these characteristics. It grew from the essential

characteristics of folk-art, parallel with the development of

a civilization, into a significative art-form—into a style-form

representing the soul of that particular civilization. During

these various steps of evolution, art was, and remained, true

art; art was, and remained, the fertilizing impetus of the

best in man; art was, and remained, the essence of man's

noblest aspirations.

This phase of conscious art-development—the "Con-

scious Stage"—is overwhelmingly rich and comprehensive,

and it embraces many different ages and races of man.

Really, this conscious stage of art-development embraces all

the gradual evolution of human civilization during the long

course of many and momentous millenniums; it embraces

all the various developments of folk-art at various times and

at various places of the globe—of which developments a

great number expired in their youth at the mere stage of

folk-art, whereas others lived to become the foundations of

great civilizations; it embraces, perhaps, many a great

civilization which the ravages of time ages ago sank into

non-existence, like another "Atlantis." Furthermore, this
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conscious stage of ai I development embrai es many a ( iviliza-

tion of which the- explorer has dug nut only a few remnanti

fol posterity to uoiiili'i at; it ciiiIh.k cs .ill those many and
abundant c i\ ili/at ions which, like the kaleidoscopic per-

loimaiuc. pass OUI eves on the pages "t thai great hook of

historv of human ait; and finally, the conscious stage of art-

development embraces all the sincere—note: sincere—en-

deavors of the present time in the development of an art-

form of our own.

In this abundance of conscious art-development, one

discerns many different ramifications of civilization. One
discerns the Eastern branches, such as the Babylonian,

Assyrian, Persian, Indian, and Chinese Civilizations. One
discerns—in the Americas—the Pre-Columbian branches,

such as the Civilizations of the Incas and the Mayas. And
one discerns those branches which during a long course of

development—and with great interruptions—have paved

the way for what is generally understood as "Western Civili-

zation." Within this long course of development we include,

successively, the Egyptian Civilization, the Classical An-
tiquity, the Middle Ages, the Renaissances, et cetera.

It would be of little avail for our main purpose to go

into a detailed study of all these ramifications of human
civilization, for—no matter what might be their respective

natures and characteristics, and however they might differ in

these and many other respects—after all, their fundamentals

are all alike. Therefore—and in order to make things

simpler—we are going to confine ourselves to a short pres-

entation of the characteristic traits of that long and often

interrupted cultural development which ultimately, as indi-

cated, brought about our "Western Civilization"; that is, the

Egyptian Civilization, the Classical Antiquity, the Middle

Ages, et cetera.

We have so much the more reason for being short and

concise now, since during the course of our analysis we are

often and again going to return to this same subject.

To proceed, then, first we have the Egyptian Civilization.

Speaking about the Egyptian Civilization, it has been
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said that "there does not exist 'development' or 'grades' of

art—only a constant change of forms." This is to indicate

that the Egyptian form was fully strong and mature at its

beginnings and that, since those distant Egyptian days, art

by no means grew stronger and more mature—"grade by
grade," as one might think. Only the forms of expression

changed so as to express the changing conditions of life.

Therefore, when we speak about the Egyptian art-form as

the earliest forerunner of our own art-form—as we really

do in this analysis—we must speak about it with the same
veneration with which one speaks about one's earliest an-

cestors, who, because of their bravery and recognized accom-

plishment, brought glory to one's lineage.

Through keen sensing of the characteristics of the age,

the Egyptian art-form evolved into a consistent and expres-

sive design-pattern of its own. It evolved into a refined and
dignified style, and into a magnificent accomplishment in the

history of mankind. The endeavor of the Egyptian was
permanence and eternity, and really—entirely apart from

the physical permanence of form as such—already the

Egyptian form-development has lasted during a great num-
ber of millenniums—who actually knows how many?

Considering the fact that the earliest Egyptian form-

achievements so far explored show a rather advanced ripe-

ness of form, it can be stated with a great degree of certainty

that there already must have been a considerably long form-

evolution behind these achievements. With this in mind

—

and with hardly any need to stretch the imagination—we can

surmise that perhaps the roots of the Egyptian form-evolution

can be traced far back toward the paleolithic state of things

when primitive man still tramped the Egyptian soil. Who
knows? But, wherever lay the roots of the Egyptian form-

evolution, life went on and things had to be done. And con-

sequently, as this life became increasingly complex, the many
things to be done grew increasingly manifold in both func-

tional use and material treatment. During this time of ever-

expanding activity, the fundamental characteristics of the

Egyptian form were all along the line fully evident.
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In this manna there developed a new and lignificant

cultural cycle in the history of man.
Thus it was.

The Egyptian life -the very lource <>i the Egyptian

form came into existence, [n the progresi of time thii

Egyptian life became transposed into a form-pattern <>i its

own. And then, gradually, having fulfilled its long cycle

in the history of man. the Egyptian life hided away. So
laded awa\ also the Egyptian form-pattern from the realm

of living forms. It became history of art—never to be re-

peated again in the same pattern.

It was like the cumulus in the sky.

Cumuli appear. They become formed into character-

istic form-patterns of their own. And then they fade—never

again to appear in the same pattern.

In spite of this continual appearance and disappearance

of living forms, the Egyptian form still stands strong and
firm. It stands like a lighthouse on rocky ground. Already

for thousands of years it has been history. But through

these thousands of y^rs of its history it has been a reliable

beacon light for those subsequent civilizations which ulti-

mately have resulted in the "Western Form."

After the Egyptian era, the next in succession was that

of the Greeks. And with this latter there came into being a

new epoch of cultural significance and, really, one of the

truly great art-forms in all the annals of art.

The beginning of the Greek art-form was simple, just

as was the beginning of that of the Egyptians—or, for that

matter, as were those of primitive peoples in general. Along
all walks of life there were things to be done. There was

the making of utensils for everyday use. There was the

making of armaments for warfare purposes. There was the

making of clothing for bodily protection, and the erection

of shelter against weather and wind. There was the pro-

duction of objects of art to satisfy the growing demand for

cultural achievement; and for the same reason there were to

be produced pageantries, dances, poetry, plays, dramas, and

many other things.
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Indeed, there was generative strength in all phases of

Greek life; and because the era had become consciously

aware of the values of beauty, things were created with joy

and elation. Moreover, because the era was sensitive to the

fundamental laws of all art, then, from the depth of Greek
life, there gradually emanated an expressive form-pattern of

the Greek era—a form-pattern which as to its concept, spirit,

and rhythm was entirely new and creative and which, in fact,

became of decisive influence—of too decisive influence, we
would say—in the evolution of the "Western Form."

The Greek art-form reached yet unsurpassed heights,

if not in magnitude and imaginative richness, at least in the

utmost grace of its concept. The acme of the era, we may
say, was the Periclean Acropolis in Athens. But after the

downfall of Athens the focus of the Classical cycle was moved
to Rome, to the center of the Roman Empire.

Due to constant warfare and successful conquests, the

pursuit of power and wealth became the leading aims of the

Roman Empire. And as pursuit of power and wealth even

in the Roman case—just as always, and not least in our time

—caused the qualitative decline of cultural aspirations, the

Roman brand of the Classical form was bound to become
pompous and superficial—and these two properties are the

surest signs of an inescapable form-degeneration.

So, gradually, the Classical Era came to an end.

Then, after a long night of cultural dullness, there

began again to appear evidence of a new era with its own
indigenous form-concept. Again, this new era and its form-

concept emerged from the depths of the existing life—just

as earlier there had emerged the eras of the Egyptians and

of the Greeks. Again, all the phases of life with their mani-

fold aims and shiftings were represented in the expressive-

ness of this new form-concept. Again, mankind was in the

midst of abundant creation of a new and indigenous lan-

guage of art: to the glory of man, of his art, and of his

history. And again, there came into existence a new world-

feeling, permeating life throughout all of its various walks

—physical as well as spiritual.
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This was the Mediaeval Civilization.

Thus, fioin the depth of the longing] and aims of the

time and people, a new era of human ci\ ili/ation was brought

into existence. This gave birth to the- '41 eat ait forms of

the Middle Ages: the Romanesque and the Gothic. And be-

cause of the indigenously creative nature of these art-forms

they must be ranged under the headline the "Conscious

Stage."

But when the era of the Middle Ages had run its course,

its foi in expression, too, was ripe. It became history.

Then came the dawning of the Renaissances.

During the period of the Renaissances—and ever since

—there has been and still is achieved much art of a quality

which rightly belongs to the "Conscious Stage" of art-

development. And, since this period of several centuries

embraces the results of many ambitions and truly high rec-

ords of man's cultural achievement, it would constitute an

enlightening subject for our study. However, because we
are going to discuss the same matter in the following

chapter
—

"Retrospective Analysis"—we might just as well

now shift our attention to the next objective on our program.

c. The Self-conscious Stage

As for the Self-conscious Stage, our short definition wras put

a moment ago as follows:

"The 'Self-conscious' stage represents that stage of art-

development where civilized man, because of esthetic specula-

tion, dogmatic doctrines, or otherwise, has closed the instinc-

tive channels of creation and has produced art that is 'fine,'

but rootless."

Where, when, howT
, and why it came to pass that the

roots of creative art began gradually to wither will in proper

time be examined in the chapter, "Retrospective Analysis,"

and it will be examined parallel with the continuance of the

"conscious" case. But whatever the circumstances, the fact

remains that when the roots of creative art began to wither

esthetic speculation and dogmatic doctrines were called
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upon as substitutes for the withering roots. Through this

transition, art became a rootless manifestation in human
society. It became self-sufficient for its own sake

—
'Tart

pour l'art." Art was not any more an expression of life. It

was considered something beyond life—and ultimately

something "finer" than the profane everyday occupations of

physical and material existence. Due to such an attitude,

the field of art became limited to certain branches of activity,

supposedly of highest order.

Thus, the "Fine Arts."

Obviously this was an awkward procedure through

which art automatically became opinionated and speculative.

Through such a procedure the contact between art and life

lost its original meaning and eventually the procedure

brought about many dire consequences. Thus its happened
that the slogan "l'art pour Tart" easily became "l'art pour

l'artiste," then "l'art pour l'exposition," and finally "l'art

pour l'argent." Art became business. Big names were

ballooned for the sake of high prices. Art-dealers sprang up
like mushrooms beneath the moss. Art collectors were eager

to collect products of art, often—let's admit it willingly

—

because of genuine desire, but often only for selfish pride,

for speculative purposes, or for advantageous investment.

Really, thousands upon thousands are expended merely for

the vulgar sake of material possession, without the slightest

genuine interest in art.

A philatelistic hobby!

This, however, has little to do with real possession of

art, for the realm of spirit recognizes only spiritual values.

The material part of art can be bought with money, that

is true, but the spiritual part of it can be had only through

mental appreciation. Only those taking a genuine delight

in art can possess art, regardless of who owns the material

side of it. What pleasure does it give one to own an excel-

lent wine-cellar if ones health prohibits its use. One owns

the bottles and their material content. The delight comes

to someone else.
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Besides this self-conscious trend in an development

—

caused l>\ esthetic speculation and dogmatic doctrines

—

there is still another self-conscious trend where the artist

t lies to play w it h "secret sti ings."

The inmost problems of art will always belong; to that

realm of unknown: so we have learned and so they must,

loi —and we repeal "as Long as they remain 'secret,' they will

remain 'sacred."
1

Giotto, when painting his frescoes, and
Beethoven, when composing his symphonies, knew perfectly

well that their respective works were not achieved because

of a thorough knowledge of the secrets of art. They knew
perfectly well—provided they ever cared to consider the

matter—that they had to communicate with the secrets of

art by means of subconscious intuition. Indeed, in their

cases there were no such things as self-conscious play with

occultism, cabal ism, hocus-pocus, and with any trickeries

whatsoever.

And why should there have been?

Yet in some circles there seems to be a strange inclination

to produce art by virtue of some sort of esoteric knowledge.

Many see fit to recognize art—to be sure, art of the most

"sublime order"—as something deeply mysterious, some-

thing enigmatically transcendental, understandable only by

the selected few. Such an attitude of exaggerated self-con-

sciousness—where the artist himself frequently plays the

role of an innocent tool in the hands of purveyors of esthetic

intricacy and commercial humbug—brings art easily into

artificial depths and self-deceptive snobbishness. Those act-

ing along such lines forget the essential thing—that only

when art is direct, natural, and above all honest, can it be a

living thing. For only in such cases does art get its nourish-

ment through the real channels of life. And only when the

artist himself is deep by nature can art become genuinely

deep. Other "depths" do not count, for sure. When art is

direct, natural, and honest it possesses those qualities that

everyone can understand and appreciate. This, however,

does not suggest that art should step down in quest of popular

appeal by flattering "profanum vulgus." Nay, art must have
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the influential power to elevate minds onto its own level.

So always does strong art.

Giotto and Beethoven did not step down.
Nor does art of nature.

So much for the development of human art through its

three stages: the "Subconscious," and "Conscious," and "Self-

conscious."

The whole matter could be put into a nutshell.

Thus:

In one's childhood one is eager to draw, because of an
inherent drift: this is the "Subconscious" stage.

When grown up, one devotes his life with enthusiasm

to art, because of an inherent gift: this is the "Conscious"

stage.

And then, sometimes—if one is too weak to resist tempta-

tion—one's enthusiasm might easily turn into conceit, and
one might become too self-conscious to produce genuine art

with the heart of a child: this is the "Self-conscious" stage.

In any walk of life the same is true.

In religion, for example:

Religious sentiment is from time immemorial inherent

in man, no matter what the source of this sentiment—fear,

anxiety, hope, or an undefinable longing.

Such is the "Subconscious" stage.

In the course of man's evolution, however, this subcon-

sciously religious sentiment became consciously formed into

religious groupings in accordance with the varying leanings

of various times, peoples, and races. Thus, religions were

born and denominations established.

Such is the "Conscious" stage.

When time passed—and the more traditional considera-

tion began to guide emotional feeling—these religions and

denominations became crystallized into routine church rit-

uals and sterile service habits. And now, many, not being

able to discriminate between inner religious sentiment and

outer service habits, forget the former and accept the latter.

And so frequently, some, no matter how eager church-

goers they may be, are mentally as far from the fundamental
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meaning of religion as is untruth from truth. Yet they are

very Likely self-consciously proud of their secure position

within the ('linn h.

Such is the "Self-conscious" stage.

Well, as for art and its Fundamental meaning, everyone

is free to draw his conclusions from the above. After all

there is not much difference between religion and art, for

the artist's state of mind at the moment of creation—when
sincere, and at its best—is a religious state of mind.

Goethe says:

"He who has art, even religion has he;

He who has not art, let him religious be."

3. SCOPE OF FORM
This we have said:

"In the whole course of the following analysis, any

'cell* in the cultural 'cell-pattern' will be considered from the

angle of its spiritual significance."

This means that man in all his actions should try his

best to achieve quality of art. This thought—although

attainable only in a very relative sense—must be the guid-

ing thought in the realm of form. And in order to discover

how and to what extent this leading: thought has been under-

stood and employed during the long course of man's cultural

evolution, we undertook the foregoing three-partite analysis

of the various stages of form-development.

Reviewing the said three-partite analysis from this view-

point, we hope it has been made rather clear that in the two
first cases—the "subconscious" and the "conscious"—form
has evolved simultaneously and on an equal basis from all

walks of life; whereas in the third case—the "self-conscious"

—there has been a distinct inclination to establish certain

limitations in form-development and to attempt to raise the

level of art only within these limitations. At least, such has

been the self-conscious intent. In many respects, however

—

so we have found—this intent has had an opposite result.

For, when divisions of art become ranged according to sup-

posed pre-eminence and inferiority, the result was bound to
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be that the highly esteemed "Fine Arts" were taken care of,

whereas the rest were neglected. Ultimately also—so we
have found—the result has become unfavorable to the gen-

eral form-proceeding. Thus, the self-conscious stage cannot

successfully stand an examination on the basis of its under-

standing of the fundamental meaning of form.

It is obvious that in any examination of art-problems

the fundamental meaning of form must be the guiding

thought, and this means that all human activities pertaining

to form must be subjected to this examination. Nature her-

self acts in this spirit, for she does not let only the big

species become "fine" examples of her art, but even the most
minute cell-pattern in the smallest and most obscure of her

species, is made "fine." And that's what makes Nature's

design honest and truthful, and not just showy display.

Man must act accordingly.

Accordingly must we, too, act in this analysis and there-

fore we must understand the field of form in its broadest

scope. This does not necessarily complicate our task, for

we are considering only fundamentals, and these are always

the same no matter what the scope. And of these funda-

mentals we will for the moment accentuate only the funda-

mental principle of "organic order."

Now, it was said that the fundamental principle of

"organic order" represents the principle of architecture in all

of creation. That is, the structural and organic composition

of the universe is architectural by nature, and so it is through-

out all things, macrocosmic as well as microcosmic. Observe

that the said principle is an omnipresent architectural con-

cept, and not an art-form in itself. It is true, of course, that

in nature's animal kingdom there is much building for pro-

tective and other purposes and that some might be inclined

to consider these building activities specific art-form in

themselves. We are not inclined to do so—at least, not in this

connection—and therefore we mention the matter only in

passing. Consequently, whenever we speak about "nature's

architecture" we mean merely that omnipresent architectural

concept governed by the principle of "organic order."
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Even primitive man was engaged in building activities

lor protection or otherwise! but at the beginning he was

icarcely able to do it bettei than did his animal comeptitort.

It took a Long time before he could do it .is well as did the

spider in planning and producing its web. And surely it

took much more time before primitive man's building could

.surpass the skilful structural elegance of the beehive.

But primitive man was on his load oi evolution: he

itrove ahead, he progressed, his demand for protection in-

creased, his skill at producing man-made protection in-

creased, too—and so, gradually, from the said omnipresent

architectural concept, there began to emerge a distinct art-

form of the primitive man's time.

Such was the genesis of the art of building.

Once the demand for man-made protection was there

and man was able to satisfy this demand, the demand grew
stronger and more protective shelter had to be built. And
so, by and by, man grew in skill in the erection of shelter,

in the handling of material for shelter erection, and in the

making of stronger and more permanent shelter.

Meanwhile, the problems grew in variety. Protection

was needed not only for man himself, but also for his gods,

for his work and activities, and for everything having rela-

tion to man's existence. And when man began to organize

society into communities, these too were in need of physical

accommodation. Thus towns were developed, cities were

planned, many other things wrere done in terms of building

work, and so, in accelerated progression, the art of building

became increasingly predominant among the arts. It be-

came the indispensable art-form for all of the people. It

became the protecting "mother" for everyone. It became
the protecting "mother" for all of the arts as well. Really, in

both spirit and service the art of building became the

"Mother of the Arts."

Such was the high status that the art of building gradu-

ally gained during the long process of man's cultural evolu-

tion. And this status—as the "Mother of the Arts"—was

thoroughly accepted by the great civilizations of the past.

Really, during all of the great civilizations of the past,
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architecture was accepted in its broadest sense. Architecture

did not mean the building only: it meant the whole world
of forms for man's protection and accommodation; it meant
the various objects of the room as well as the room itself;

it meant the building as such as well as the interrelation of

buildings into organic groupings; and it meant the correla-

tion of all the structural features into the complex organism
of the city. Within this broad world of architectural forms,

man lived and worked. Under its motherly wings his days

were spent, and he breathed of its architectural atmosphere.

In this spirit, architecture was both understood and ap-

preciated—and accepted also in practice.

Indeed, it is easy to understand that much of the suc-

cess of olden times in bringing about a truly genuine and
coherent art-atmosphere can be traced to this attitude toward

the "mother." Equally easy it is to understand why form-

shaping later on has become so arbitrary and irrelevant: the

"mother" has lost her co-ordinative influence.

Really, with time, the understanding of the art of build-

ing as the Mother of the Arts has become vague. When and

how this happened is a question in itself, which in due time

will be explained as things proceed. At this moment, only

the cold fact is mentioned: to be sure, a cold fact with cold

results—for because of it the various arts have been brought

apart from one another, apart from one another they have

become understood and appreciated, apart from one another

they have become developed, and apart from one another

they have caused misconception.

Thanks to this misconception, a unanimous answer to

the question, "What is art?" scarcely could be had. Everyone

looks upon things with his own medium of expression in the

foreground. And, as things have gradually worked out,

there is no doubt that the prevailing opinion today as to

"what is art," would lean toward considering only the art of

painting. At least, such has been the state of things for a

long time. Accordingly, when art matters—art matters in

general—are discussed today, in most cases this discussion

turns out to be one about painting. And when a book about
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Ai t
M appean in mosl ( asei it is not a hook about art

—

art in

general -bul about painting; sculpture being ol secondary

importance, and architecture being given only a modest

afterthought—if anything. Obviouslj this pushes the gen-

eral understanding ol art onto a side-track thai leads into

nai row fields. In Eact, the commonly accepted opinion seems

to hi- th.it one's standing in an matters -again, in ait matters

in general— is valued according to one's understanding of

how the paintei uses or should use his hiush.

Narrow, isn't it!

Just as if one's standing in religion would he fully satis-

factory if one should stick to one of the ten commandments
and skip the rest.

Certainly, one must learn to look more broadly upon
things.

And certainly, one must learn to know that the prob-

lems of the art of building cover much broader fields than do
those of the art of painting. Whereas interest in painting is

limited to certain circles and individuals, everyone every-

where in his everyday life has to deal with such activities as

hang closely together with the art of building. Even the

pioneer in the remote corner of the wilderness must do it

—

if not elaborately, at least fundamentally. And even those

considering art only in pictorial terms are unable to hang
a single picture unless they have a suitable architectural

environment in which to hang it. Thus the proper setting

of a picture is rather an architectural problem than a pic-

torial one, for consciously or subconsciously one must take

into account a multitude of conditions belonging to the

domain of architecture.

And this is said with all the high regard that the art

of painting deserves.

Because the fundamental principle of organic order is

the all-governing principle in the universe, naturally then,

not only those forms that are for man's protection and ac-

commodation—and thus directly architectural by nature

—

must follow the demand of this principle, but also the whole

world of forms, whatever the objective or the means of ex-

pression. So, for example, a piece of musical composition
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must be governed by this principle just as much as a piece

of sculpture or painting. And a piece of poetry must have
rhythm and order in its thought and flow just as much as

these qualities must be present in the movements of a

dancing girl, of a running deer, of a flying bird. Indeed, all

things must follow the demand of the principle of organic

order.

With the above analysis of the principle of organic

order, we have now arrived at a logical conclusion, not only

as to the scope which our search for form must embrace but
also as to the co-ordinative nature of this scope. In other

words, we have endeavored to bring the whole world of

forms into a unified system under the guidance of the

fundamental principle of organic order.

Consequently, this principle must constitute the co-

ordinating nucleus of our investigation of the problems of

form. As such—and in all its unpretentiousness—our in-

vestigation aims at rather broad fields of form-manifestation.

Thus:

Our investigation aims to show that the designers of

cities, towns, buildings, homes, and rooms must first of all

learn to understand the importance of such a form co-

ordination as can make people happy to live and work in

these cities, towns, buildings, homes, and rooms.

Our investigation aims to show that the artist, whatever

his medium, must first of all learn to appreciate a proper

form co-ordination before he is able to conceive the right

relationship between his work and this form co-ordination.

Our investigation aims to show that the layman inter-

ested in art must first of all learn to know the significance of

a proper form co-ordination before he can select and display

his objects of art in this form co-ordination.

In short, our investigation aims to show that whatever

one is or whatever one does, one is and does—when at his

best—within a form co-ordination that breathes the atmos-

phere of art through the cohering influence of the principle

of "organic order."
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late 4. ART OF NATURE: THE "BIRD"

Eagle hunting a rabbit: painting by

Bruno Liljefors



II. RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS

IN A sense, this chapter is .1 continuance of the preceding

chapter, "Introductory Analysis." For, when in thai chapter

we undertook our study of art development, beginning from

the earliest days of the primitive man and continuing up to

the days of the Renaissances, suddenly we switched our at-

tention to something else, for—as Was then stated— this fol-

lowing chapter, "Retrospective Analysis," will take care of

the post mediaeval problems.

The subject to be discussed now. therefore, is closely

staked out. And so, having left the earlier eras behind, we
must turn our attention to the problems of the Renaissances.

However, before we do so, let's first try a short synopsis

of the gradual mental transition during the period now to be

retrospectively discussed. It is important, we think, to know
the psychological reasons behind this transition so as to gain

a clearer understanding of the corresponding form-transition

during the same period.

In this mental transition one discerns two distinctly

opposite tendencies. On one side one discerns the rising

and sinking tide of the Church, of rulers, and of nobility

—

each of these, respectively, pursuing power and magnitude.

On the other side one discerns the gradually rising tide of

the lower strata of the people—pursuing freedom from the

narrow intolerance of the Church, from tire chains of pre-

vailing superstition, and from bondage to rulers as well as

to nobility.

In this dual manner—and during a long period of time

—a social ferment was going on in the Western World. By
and by, its results began to come to light as the thin layer of

the upper classes was perforated by the agitation from be-

neath. And, since the upper classes numbered a few thou-
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sands only, whereas the lower classes numbered countless

millions, a largely new breed of population came eventually

to play an important role in the historic, social, and cultural

events of the time.

However, there was still a third tendency in this transi-

tion.

In the province of science and philosophical thinking

there took place a continuous progress which brought en-

lightenment into many important problems of life, and
through which men's eyes were opened to look upon re-

ligious, political, and social matters from a completely differ-

ent angle than before. Among increasing masses of people

this enlightenment nurtured bitter criticism of existing

conditions in almost every phase of life. Particularly in

France—where much reason for dissatisfaction existed

—

there arose hatred toward the dictatorial measures of the

royal regime, toward the intolerant disposition of the Church,

and toward many other obsolete ideas and institutions. As
in France, so—generally speaking—was the tendency in other

countries. People began to lose confidence in traditional

ideas and old ways of thinking. Instead, there arose interest

in revolutionary new ideas and new ways of thinking. Thus
things progressed continuously and consistently toward ra-

tional reasoning on the basis of scientific discoveries and
philosophical speculation. And so, step by step, the Western

World found itself in the midst of the so-called "Age of

Reason."

But as in human nature there are two often co-operating

and often conflicting tendencies—one rational, the other

emotional—so we find even in the historic records of human
achievement these two tendencies directing the course of

things. Consequently, it might logically be foreseen that

when the ideas of the Age of Reason became stretched far

enough, sooner or later the pendulum was bound to swing

the other way and then something new and of an opposite

nature was likely to appear. It really appeared. And

—

again—man found himself in the midst of a new era with

a new disposition of mind. This time it was an era of

emotional disposition: "Neo-Romanticism."
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But even Neo-Romanticism wai inclined to itretch its

ideas too Ear, .md u s<» happened that, while the championi
of romantic ideas lingered in then lofty clouds, down on this

"prosaic" earth there was something new in the making

where machines and money constituted the leading incen

tives. It was the beginning of the materialistic era—with its

growing indusu ialism.

Well, the materialistic era still goes pretty strong. And
—as we know—the ever growing trend to industrialization

has penetrated rather deeply into the lives of all of us. But,

on the other hand, present generations have had the oppor-

tunity to benefit by all the enlightenment the rapid progress

of science has brought forth. All the more is this going to

change man's mental disposition toward progressive thinking.

Now, this brief survey of a few centuries of man's strug-

gle for freedom from obsolete ideas shows that he has already

gained much of this freedom. And, since art is an expres-

sion of life, naturally form has undergone a corresponding

struggle.

Actually, in the search for form during the period now
in question—from the days of the Renaissances up to our

time—the concept of current art has undergone—in many
respects and at least in leading circles—a metamorphosis
from tradition-bound conservatism into pioneering progres-

sivism.

At just which time the decisive change from conserva-

tism to progressivism took place is a matter of opinion—and,

of course, this opinion depends much on which country or

which art-form one takes into consideration. Considering

the wrhole field in general, however, we have reason to fix

the time of the change close to the dawning years of the

twentieth century. With this in mind we are going to divide

this analysis into two sub-chapters. In the first sub-chapter

we will consider form-development prior to the change. In

the second sub-chapter we will consider form-development

after the change.

Ergo: "Pre-Nineteen-hundred," and "Post-Nineteen-

hundred."
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i . PRE-NINETEEN-HUNDRED
In those slow-moving times when mediaeval civilization be-

came influenced by humanistic thought and the mediaeval

form was gradually changed into the forms of the Renais-

sances, the movement began with a change in the mental
attitude of the time. Instead of dry scholasticism, something
refreshingly different entered into the mediaeval mode of

thinking. Scholars began to read literature of ancient times.

Artists began to study the art treasures of Classical Antiquity.

And so, for two hundred years or more, the mediaeval ideal

of God came into contact with the Greek ideal of man

—

through Humanism.
Mind was first changed before form was influenced.

And when the basic characteristics of the new life became
shaped into form, this new form on its part began to fertilize

mind. It was a reciprocal procedure. And the Early

Renaissance was the result.

The humanistic influence came through Classical

philosophy, literature, and art. Intellect introduced and in-

stinct transformed the Classical form to fit the spirit of the

time and the characteristics of the changed mentality. How-
ever, this transformed form wras bound to become too much
of a reflection of its prototype, for the new era had to a

great extent adopted the Classical way of thinking and of

looking upon things. In other words, although form evolved

toward something new, after all it had too much of a spirit

of adoption.

Herein lay the danger.

The movement was sincere at the beginning, and it had

many possibilities of becoming moulded into a new and

logical art-form in accordance with the gradual shifting of

life conditions and arising demands. Really, such was the

case during the days of the Early Renaissance. And as such,

that time was creative by nature. But in the long run the

creative impetus was not strong enough to find its own ways.

There was too much of precedent and too many oppor-

tunities to adopt direct. By and by, the temptation became

too strong and the artists succumbed to direct copying. Such
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was the fact during the Late Renaissance as we prefer to

(all the matured itage <>i the Renaissance time, including

ilu- so called "High Renaissance" and the end. From then

on, forms were taken more <>i less directly from the Classical

Antiquity. Instead oJ using then creative imagination, the

artists- tlu- architects, to he more accurate began to nv
their dividers and rulers for the exact measuring oi pre-

established dimensions and proportions. The) began to use

theories and formulas constituted in accordance with the

long ago expired ait forms of the Greeks and Romans. I or

practical use they made a science of these theories and
formulas. And they founded schools wherein to teach these

theories and formulas. There was not much need of creative

sensitiveness to accomplish results that were found satis-

factory. Theories and formulas seemed to do the trick.

It is plain that there was a broad difference between the

Early Renaissance and the Late Renaissance, as to the spirit

of the time and, above all, as to the nature of form-develop-

ment. The Early Renaissance was a many-sided awakening
from the "dark" Middle Ages. It was a great discovery "of

the world and of mankind." It was a time of intense search

caused by this discovery. And, as such, it was a preparatory

time for something to come. The Late Renaissance, on
the other hand, was the abundant harvest of this preparatory

time. Insofar as architecture particularly is concerned, the

time was a grand festival where princes and noblemen played

on the stage and where architects arranged the splendidly

decorative stage-setting. This stage-setting was a magnificent

achievement indeed—rich and colorful. And yet, sincerity

of aim and genuineness of form-selection were not always

regarded as important as was "perfect" design in terms of

outer magnitude. The glorious architectural environment

was the essential issue, and the former Roman splendor was

the splendid example to follow—to "revive"! But due to the

unambitious inclination to "revive"—and not to "create"

—

the bane of a momentuous propensity was planted in the

Renaissance soil. Ultimately, thus, the Renaissance time

became the "naissance" of imitation.

Surely, the Late Renaissance time was an illustrious
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time: we do not deny this, not in the least. On the contrary,

we are great admirers of the Late Renaissance achievements,

particularly in sculpture and painting, and in architecture

too—on its style-surface, of course. However, in analysis

one must go deeper than the mere surface. And beneath
this particular surface one can readily discern the gnawing
worms of imitation which ultimately caused the roots of

form to wither—when the time was ripe during the nine-

teenth century and particularly during the latter part of

that century.

The great architectural masters of the Late Renaissance

still leaned—at least partly—on their creative instinct, for

they were nurtured in the previous spirit of creation and
they erected masterpieces. But the habit of copying was

spread through the schools of architecture, and the art of

building began gradually to lose its mother-place among the

arts. Because of this, the strongest art-minds of the time

became sculptors and painters, with the result that sculpture

and painting gained prominent positions, dominating the

other arts—not least their former "mother." Sculptors and

painters were proud of these gained positions, and they

used them commandingly. Frequently the building was

looked upon only as hardly more than a suitable background

for sculptural and pictorial products and it often happened

that sculptors and painters took advantage of the building

for the expression of their artistic temperament. Michael

Angelo himself, for example, an excellent anatomist and

consequently a supreme champion of balanced function

—

and a master-architect too, for that matter—put the static

forms of the Sistine Chapel into motion with his kinetic

frescoes. Because of this, and especially because his followers

continued to proceed in the same vein he had started, he

became the forerunner of the Baroque—that mixture of

Renaissance forms, of Gothic verticality, and of sculpturally

dynamic movement.
So things went on.

Bernini made his buildings sculptural by letting sculp-

tural forms overflow columns and cornices. Tiepolo painted

theatrical effects of people, putti, clouds and what not, dis-
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regarding the architectural space-formations constituted by

walls and vaults. Bernini was (he aitist pai cxfcllriKc of

the dramtic Baroque. Tiepolo already had in his veins the

iparkling blood of the Rococo.

The development of architecture as we can see—was

a step by step procession toward decorative superficiality,

lacking the guidance of so uctural logic. Things were hound
to go that way, for the pursuit of ornamental opulence was

the characteristic trait of the time. And one can trace the

logical course of this trend toward augmenting illogicalities.

The Early Renaissance still had its imaginative faculty

founded on logical creation. The Late Renaissance in its

turn raised ancient doctrines to the rank of dictatorial

dogma, thus making form perfect in design yet convention-

ally dry. The Baroque poured dynamic spirit into this

conventionalized dryness with a brilliantly bubbling imag-

ination, but without any responsibility as to fundamental

architectural laws. Although the Baroque time can show
many excellent examples of fine work and of elegant taste,

its distinguishing achievements, from the standpoint of

fundamental architectural laws, were "baroque" in the

original meaning of the word—incongruous and fantastic.

And in its further development it gave birth to that still

more fantastic Rococo. Indeed, the whole form procession,

as we have said, was a crescendo development toward

histrionic forms, caused by the artificial disposition of

Renaissance life. Thus, life and form declined parallel with

one another, until the ultimate end was reached and the

bubble was bound to burst.

It did burst, finally—as to both life and form—through

the French Revolution.

After the emotional wraves of the French Revolution

had fallen calm, life became simpler and more genuine. The
social structure was new. Views were new in the world of

thought, literature, and art in general. Fven the popular

manner of dress—to get right down to the people in their

everyday habits—were new and simple, expressing the pre-

vailing tendency of the new era. And the time seemed to be

animated by a strong creative awakening. But the £ods of
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architecture were dead. Imitation, introduced by the Late
Renaissance, had already become an ingrown habit. The
new style of architecture

—
"Neo-Classicism"—was a more or

less direct "revival" of that (if we may say so) "Old-Classicism"

of the Romans.
However much of a "revival" this neo-classical style

might have been, it was after all a characteristic offshoot of

the Age of Reason. Obviously the rationalizing age did not

possess enough of creative stamina. Therefore its style—

a

product of comfortable unconcern—was destined to become
a rationalization of the clear Classical form.

Hence, "Pseudo-Classicism."

And then came Neo-Romanticism.

MacPherson in Scotland sang the songs of Ossian, the

songs of that bard from a dim past. With these songs of far-

away romance, MacPherson conjured up the romantic move-
ment, and a new spirit began to breathe through popular

views and sentiments. The movement was spread through

poetry and literature, and through the influence of these

even the art of building became inspired to commit romantic

escapades. The aim was to establish, by means of architec-

ture, a romantic form-environment which might lift one's

mind and soul up to higher spheres—far above the "prosaic

and profane" trivialities of one's material existence. In order

to achieve such an unreal environment, all the styles of the

past were engaged in the work—and they were moulded and

remoulded accordingly. Towers and turrets were erected

in Romanesque style to imitate mediaeval "romance." The
Gothic form was "romanticized" in order to fit the spirit of

the era. For the same reason the Renaissance form was made
exuberant and fantastic. Thus form-imagination was let

loose—and certainly it had its free play. An overflow of

form in all thinkable styles took place with an abundance

of cheap decoration.

However, sooner or later the Romantic movement was

found fallacious—just as its original animator was found

fallacious. Ossian, Fingal's son, the bard, was not genuine,

for the songs—as sung by MacPherson—were but the songs

of a vivid MacPhersonian imagination. Largely for this
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reason, and somewhat because an exaggerated emotional

attitude of mind was not easy to maintain at Length, the

romantic era was bound to come to an end.

Yet its architectural style-confusion remained, border-

ing streets and plazas and the country-side as well. And
someone had to inherit this style-confusion—-but who?

Well, the materialistic era already was there.

This materialists era—in which, as we have indicated,

machines and money constituted the sharpest spurs—ob-

viously had no sea ions ambition to bring Eorth an archi-

tectural expression of its own. It simply adopted the

architectural remnants of the romantic episode, and con-

tinued in the same spirit—Without any spirit!

And so, finally, we find ourselves at the threshold of the

twentieth century.

We have attempted to illuminate the general form-

transition during some odd centuries previous to the

twentieth and to explain those forces which directed this

transition. And—as we have found—the most significant

point in this transition was a gradual change from the

formerly strong creative impetus to a non-creative acceptance

of form.

This was the fact insofar as the art of building is con-

cerned.

Let us look into the records of sculptors and painters in

order to learn what happened on their fronts.

If, to begin with, we would undertake, so to speak, a

"birds-eye-preview" of the transition process in the fields of

both sculpture and painting—considering the period from

the days of Donatello and Giotto to the days of that illus-

trious Parisian "Grand Salon"—wc would find that things in

these two fields metamorphosed from inner creative meaning
into outer imitative elegance. In other words, they took

just the same downward course as architecture. This

fact shows that, however eagerly sculptors and painters

wished to emancipate themselves from the sovereignty of

architecture, after all they had to follow their "mother"

—

even if this had to happen at a distance. We say "at a dis-
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tance," meaning that the timing of these two art-develop-

ments—on one side architecture and on the other side

sculpture and painting—was different insofar as the down-
ward course is concerned.

Now, as to this difference in timing it must be under-

stood that, during the so called "High Renaissance," Vignola

in his book "Regole delli cinque ordine d'architettura" put
down the exact measurements and proportions of archi-

tecture for every architect to follow. This, for sure, was a

drastic dictation, but—believe it or not—it was accepted by
the age and through this acceptance all architectural design

was pinned down to a standard where copying became almost

imperative. This means that the high sounding appellation

"High Renaissance" could rather have been "Low Renais-

sance" insofar as architecture is concerned. For how could

one's work be considered of high standard, when one lowers

himself to the mere copying of the works of others!

But insofar as sculpture and painting are concerned,

the epithet "high" was perfectly fitting for the era in ques-

tion.

It really was.

And here we can record the difference in timing.

It is not necessary to mention all the names and achieve-

ments in sculpture and painting during the high tide of the

Renaissance period. Surely, everyone has heard and read

about—or actually seen—the works of the "Old Masters."

Surely, everyone knows names such as Michael Angelo,

Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Sandro Botticelli, Andrea del

Verrochio, Piero della Francesca, Filippino Lippi, Titian,

Tintoretto, et cetera, in Italy. And in other countries,

everyone knows names such as Van Dyck, Rubens, Frans

Hals, Jan van der Meer, not to forget that unforgettable

Rembrandt, in Holland. And everyone knows names such as

Albrecht Diirer, Lucas Cranach, and Hans Holbein, in Ger-

many. Et cetera. Et cetera. All these and many others

were more or less contemporaries of the high tide of the

Renaissance era in the art-forms of sculpture and painting.

Indeed, a high tide

—

even when considering human
art at large.
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In the long range of transition from the Renaissances

to Baroque, from Baroque to Rococo, from Rococo to

Pseudo-Classicism, from Pseudo-Classicism to Neo-Roman-
ticism, and then to materialistic indiisti iali/ation, sculptuie

and painting—whether good or poor—mirrored the respec-

tive characteristic! of these subsequent transitions.

As to these subsequent transitions, it is well to bear in

mind that the respective timings of these transitions cannot

be exactly estimated, since the processes were relatively slow

and their results differently timed at different places. Yet

the various trends were distinctly marked, and marked also

were the achievements of the outstanding protagonists of

these various trends. So, for example, Bernini—as already

mentioned—was a distinct representative of the Baroque
pattern. Tiepolo, on his part, was a typical Rococo painter.

A typical Rococo painter, too, was Watteau. And so were

Boucher and Fragonard, those two artists of sweetness and

elegance during the regime of Madame de Pompadour. Of
the pseudo-classical era we might mention typical sculptors

such aSsCanova and Thorwaldsen, and typical painters such

as David and Ingres. And, since we are nowT in the swing

of mentioning names, we might as well add to the list, Dela-

croix as the colorful exponent of Neo-Romanticism. Then
—after the romantic fervency had gradually dissipated

—

equally gradually the scenery was changed to a new act of

the great drama of man, and the materialistic era of in-

dustrialization made its entrance, cold and calculating.

In terms of sculpture and painting, the materialistic

era of industrialization—insofar as its appearance particu-

larly at the end of the nineteenth century is concerned

—

signifies a distinct trend to an utterly imitative and natural-

istic concept of form.

Thus, in sculpture, the human figure—male or female,

naked or clothed—was moulded exactly as it existed in

reality, yet very rarely with that superb and sure sculptural

form-feeling of the Greeks. Indeed, in this utterly imitative

concept of form there was produced—at the driest—an abun-

dance of super-naturalistic images of the human figure, in

bronze and in marble, having nothing more to boast of
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than the clever execution of form and pose and, perhaps,

the bombastic or bucolic appellative, such as "Victory,"

"Liberty," and "Freedom," or "Dream," "Awakening," and
"Love," and heavens knows what, and what not. These and
similar products of art were executed in great number.
They filled the vast exhibition spaces of that exclusive

"Grand Salon," or elsewhere. They were purchased for

numberless museums or for other places. And before long

they are probably doomed to vanish into less conspicuous

quarters, and ultimately into the dim and spacious chambers
of a dreadful oblivion.

As for the art of painting during this same period, even

here the trend to imitative naturalism was significant. This

period was the time of large scale oil-paint-illustrations, of

realistic landscape paintings, or such like. It was the time

of art-exhibitions at which to hang these large scale oil-paint-

illustrations, realistic landscape paintings, or such like. On
the whole, it was the time when the painter saw only with

his outer eye, and painted exactly as he saw it. And he

painted with utmost skill and elegance.

Now, concerning these art exhibitions, it must be un-

derstood that earlier times had other ways than art-exhibi-

tions of bringing people into contact with products of art.

Generally speaking, in earlier times there developed a de-

mand for a certain piece of art before this piece of art was

executed—and once executed it was properly fitted into its

environment. In this logical manner, plazas, churches, pub-

lic edifices, and countless other places were embellished

with works of art in various media. And people—wher-

ever they moved about their home quarters—had oppor-

tunity to enjoy these works of art. So to speak, they "lived"

with them.

Art-exhibitions, as such, are of a later date. As a matter

of fact, save for occasional displays during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, art-exhibitions—more or less

regularly held—are the children of the nineteenth century.

The reasons for art-exhibitions might have been mani-

fold, but the basic drift was this:
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As years went by, there developed a tremendom art

production which to a great extent was a mattei of, lei ns

lay, routine "picture making." Because thu picture-making

brought the normal relationship between demand and pro-

duction out <>l balance, there .mom- a need for an exhibitions

through which to sound a possible market And. tince

things continued to progress along such a speculative line,

the ultimate result was thai exhibition halls and art-markets

became crowded with all kinds of painting—excellent, good,

poor, and very poor. "Painting," we say, lor that was the

vogue.

To make matters still more confused, all the art-schools

taught all the students to paint, to paint, and to paint. But

few of these art-schools offered the advice that the artist's

ultimate ambition should not be to have his products ac-

cepted at art-exhibitions and then happily sold. Rather,

the artist's ultimate ambition should be to have his products

find their ways into homes, buildings, and other places where
human activities go on, so that they—in cooperation with

other art-products—would help to create a genuine art-

atmosphere in which to dwell and enjoy art.

Surely, this is in accord with the true meaning of art,

and all the art-schools should have offered this advice.

On the other hand, such advice would have presup-

posed that the homes, buildings, and other places where
human activities go on had been designed so as first to create

a genuine demand for objects of art and secondly to create

a proper setting for these objects of art.

This, however, wras a problem which was architectural

by nature, and—surely, it is unpleasant to admit—architec-

ture had at the time now in question reached so low a level

as to make all talk of creating "genuine desire," "proper

setting," or anything in that spirit sound like a joke.

The problem of creating both genuine demand and

proper setting for art—in homes, buildings, and other places

—was accepted by earlier times as a perfectly natural matter.

In fact, this problem had always been satisfactorily solved

—

till the days of the neo-romantic adventure. From then on,
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however, thanks to the complex situation of styles, there

was bound to be much bewilderment. The situation be-

came still more bewildered in the materialistic era, as the

remnants of the neo-romantic style-complex—inside and out-

side of the building—became pretty much jumbled up.

This downbound trend became much surer and faster when
industry was employed to reproduce—by the thousands and
tens of thousands—all kinds of decorative stuff from bygone
times.

This was the sure and fast downfall of taste.

Well, during this sure and fast downfall of taste, there

arose a strong movement for the preservation of "good taste

and esthetic excellence." This grand idea of good taste and
esthetic excellence was the inheritance—so it was fancied

—

from the days of the Greeks and the Romans; and those

doctrines which were valid in their early days, and had
once already been adopted by the Late Renaissance, were
now "revitalized" and called upon as the supporting pillars

to prevent further decline. In other words, it was considered

fully legitimate—and "good taste," for that matter—to base

contemporary taste and esthetic excellence on direct adop-

tion of a form-world which represented entirely other times

and entirely other life conditions. At least, so reasoned the

blunt adherents of Ecole des Beaux-Arts thought and, con-

sequently, in their eyes the pseudo-classical form was "the"

form from which to expect "the" salvation. And everyone

who might be eager to secure this salvation had to do it

under the wings of this very Pseudo-Classicism. Thus, dur-

ing the passing times of form-decline, there came into exist-

ence an "Ivory Tower of the Fine Arts"—that sacred citadel

for the preservation of good taste and esthetic excellence in

the art-forms of orthodox-pseudo-classical architecture and

of conventional sculpture and painting.

The other art-forms: domestic design, furniture, objects

of art of all kinds, et cetera—precisely those art-forms which

really were the factors most essential for bringing about a

proper form-atmosphere—were left outside to wither.

And they really did wither.
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Thus, when the belli rang to herald the advent of the

new Century, the situation was about this:

On one side there was that climax of the self-conscious

stage of art-development—the Ivory Tower of the Ecole dei

Beaux-Art* and of other "Ecoles" elsewhere, and of the

"Grand Salong" and of other "Salonqp" elsewhere.

On the other side there was the debased taste which
had gradually reached such a low level as mankind never

before had experienced and, we pray, never again will ex-

perience.

Yet, there was still a third side.

There was the growing dissatisfaction with existing art-

conditions. And this dissatisfaction incited something new
to come.

Just a few words more:

Hereabove we have endeavored to paint a generalized

picture of art-conditions as they had developed toward the

end of the nineteenth century. This does not, however,

mean that things were altogether as bad as we have painted.

It must be understood that there are no rules without excep-

tions, and that this held good even during the period just

discussed. In fact, during this period there existed a great

number of good artists, and some excellent ones, too. This

was true, considering not only artists of that old vanishing

school of thought, but particularly many young minds, try-

ing to free themselves from the chains of that old vanishing

school of thought.

Indeed, the pulse beat of a new era to come could

already be felt.

2. POST-NINETEEN-HUNDRED

No doubt, when the future art-historian puts the events

of the present day art-development into writing, he will

mark the change from the nineteenth century into the

twentieth century as the milestone between "tradition-bound

conservatism" and "pioneering progressivism."

Naturally, this change has been and still is a slow and
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gradual one, which has required and still requires a long

period of time to become crystalized into its final character-

istics. But, already now, we are so far advanced into the

twentieth century as to fully justify the above statement.

Another point to remember in this connection is the fact

that the change, even in this case, was very differently timed

as regards the various art-forms—and the various countries

as well. So, for example, in France, while the impressionist

painters protested against the dictatorial rules of the Grand
Salon as early as a quarter of a century before the "mile-

stone" was passed—with their own independent exhibitions

held since the year 1874—the chains of the Beaux-Arts

architectural style-concept were not broken until as late as

a quarter of a century past the same "milestone"—through

the Paris Fair of 1925.

That was a rather long interval of half a century. But,

after all, the "milestone" is the significant pivot.

Considering, to begin with, the circumstances surround-

ing architecture, the writer was midst the pioneering for a

new architectural form from its very start. For this reason

it is natural to expect—and pardonable, we hope—that the

following may have a subjective flavor—to some extent, at

least.

However this may be, there must be made a few intro-

ductory remarks about this pioneering and, first of all, there

must be made the fundamental remark that, generally speak-

ing, this search for a new architectural form did not con-

sider only the building as such: it considered equally the

furnishing of the building as well as its relationship to the

neighborhood and to the community as a whole. That is,

from the very outset of the pioneering, architecture was

understood—at least, in the leading circles—in the broad

scope that has become increasingly recognized during the

further course of this pioneering. Thus, Josef Hoffmann,

that eminent pupil of Otto Wagner in Vienna—beside his

activities in actual building design—founded that once so

famous "Wiener Werkstaette," an establishment for the

development of all kinds of objects for room interiors by
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which to promote proper room atmosphere in the content

porary spirit. Simultaneously with this, the urban com-
munity, too, was taken into consideration; for the waitings

oi Camillo Sitte—also a Viennese architect- -inspired a new
movement in town design following fundamental architec-

tural laws. These two examples show clearly—so one would
think—that something new and basic was in the making,
and that this new and basic something was by no means
exclusive in a self-conscious sense but covered the whole
held of architectural activities on an equal footing.

Yet Vienna was not an exception in this respect.

In Finland, for example—where the writer and his

colleagues were active in those pioneering days—the same
comprehensive understanding of architecture was present.

Beginning with minor objects of handicraft and continuing

all along the various phases of man's accommodation up to

inclusive urban organization, a search for contemporary

expression took place.

The same was more or less true in many other coun-

tries.

To stress this broad concept of architecture now

—

after so many decades of constant search has brought such

a concept into maturity—might seem like undue stressing

of commonplace facts. On the other hand, the reason why
architecture has now become understood to require so broad

a concept, is precisely because this very pioneering—which

started half a century ago—laid the foundation for that

concept. And it did so in spite of the fact that several

centuries of stylistic predominance had been most instru-

mental in turning the general attitude toward the opposite

concept.

The said pioneering, therefore, deserves credit for such

foresight.

The pioneering was strongest in the German speaking

countries, in Holland and in Northern Europe. Austria

and Germany were the leaders, for particularly in these

countries there existed a strong desire to break free from

the prevailing conservative stalemate. In smaller countries,

as in Finland and later on in Swreden—in which two cases
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conditions of life were relatively simple and a certain lean-

ing to handicraft was latent in the blood of the people

—

the new form of architecture and the home form of handi-

craft met one another in mutual understanding. Other
countries had their reactions too, including England, Scot-

land, and the United States. These reactions, however

—

in their earlier stages—were evident not so much as move-
ments but rather as individual efforts. In England, Baillie

Scott and Edgar Wood, to mention two, were active in

the search. Charles Rennie Mackintosh was the front-page

character in Scotland. As to the United States, Louis Sulli-

van and particularly Frank Lloyd Wright must be cited in

this connection.

With the exception of individual cases, conservative

stagnation was most persistent in the Latin countries. In

these countries the Late Renaissance doctrines had estab-

lished their deepest roots, and here the pseudo-classical

teaching tried longest to maintain style-traditions in the

general confusion; or to repeat, it tried to maintain "good

taste and esthetic excellence." Of course, it made a worth-

while contribution insofar as pseudo-good-taste and pseudo-

esthetic-excellence are concerned. But on the other hand it

is largely due to these detrimental pseudo-propensities that

the search for a genuine form was postponed for so long.

Of all the educational institutions, that already men-
tioned Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris became the most in-

fluential. This famous Ecole—founded in the middle of

the seventeenth century as the "Ecole Academique"—held

for a long time a restraining disposition against the develop-

ment of a logical architectural form, not only in France but

in other countries—particularly those of Latin origin and

the United States. But as the new form gained ground

everywhere else and its influence became increasingly

strengthened, sooner or later even the old Ecole's antiquated

educational system had to yield some of its strongholds in

the Beaux-Arts sacred citadel. To begin with, its orthodox-

pseudo-style-concept had to give way to a more liberal atti-

tude in architecture, and the Ecole was compelled to "mod-

ernize" its mode of expression. But its system of teaching
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remained the tame. And its system of iculnir^ was the

chief stumbling block*

The reluctance of the Beaux-Arts architectural educa

tion to enter a more progressive road caused a curious form-

inconsistency in France. For, while the an of building

—

that indispensable setting for painting- was delayed in its

progress, the an of painting—which had already for a long

time been searching for new fields—went progressively

ahead. As for this art of painting, France, in Eact, became
the very center of several progressive movements. From
here the new gospels of painting were spread to other conn
tries, and it was widely believed almost mandatory to suck

nourishment from ideas born in Paris, and only there.

Famous artists arose—not seldom from the shadows of bo-

hem ian night-life. Their "fame" was carried to all corners

of modern civilization—and more than many were found

eager to have at least a glimpse of their products, if not to

become the proud owners of some of them. Yet, take note,

these products were most frequently extremely "radical."

Here was the said form-inconsistency.

On one side there was the stagnant architectural form

which could produce only "super-conservative setting" for

painting. On the other side there was the "hyper-radical

painting" to be fitted into this super-conservative setting.

Indeed, an awkward situation!

But people—used to such inconsistencies—did not see

the awkwardness of the situation as clearly as did Louis

XIV when he removed that "rustic" Breughel from its "ele-

gant" setting in Versailles.

It is true enough that at the very end of the past

century there appeared in France a new movement in archi-

tecture, trying to bring freedom to that style-chained form.

But this movement, rather vulgarly refined semi-rococo

—

'Tart nouveau"—passed away almost as rapidly as did the

so called "Jugend Stil" in Germany. And the earlier aca-

demic dryness remained victorious on the battlefield.

However, the contribution of France to other countries

insofar as painting is concerned was repaid in full value

—

as soon as France was ready to accept the repayment. The
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influence of the new ideas in architecture came to France

through Austria, Germany, and Holland. But, due to the

persistent opposition from holders of the extremely con-

servative concept of form—which often had too much of

feminine softness and elegance—this new form tended to

go too far to the opposite extreme. It became—at least in

the beginning—too dryly mechanized, straightlined, hard,

uncomfortable, and often trickily overdone. On the other

hand, one must take into consideration the fact that the

French inclination, generally speaking, is and always has

been toward a certain refinement of form, and therefore even

this new form in its continuance has evolved toward such

refinement. On the whole, then—and in spite of its delayed

appearance—the new movement in France, as it stands now,

bears witness of a promising progress.

France has always been regarded in the United States

as the mother country of styles, fashions, and ideas. Every-

thing should come from Paris, and such was accordingly the

case with this new architectural form. Nobody is a prophet

in his homeland; and so Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd

Wright were not appraised at their full value in their own
country. The efforts in Austria, Germany, and Holland,

even after they had gone on for decades, were considered

strange movements. But when Paris finally started, then . . .!

At the Paris Fair of the year 1925, it became evident that

France was ripe to change its architectural garments to

something new and more fitting with contemporary life.

This was a clear signal to New York. And it worked I In

a surprisingly short time the French movement became

superficially popular in the shopping centers of the United

States—labelled "French modernistic." And in many quar-

ters it was considered the very thing: a "fait accompli."

Yet it was an exotic cut flower: it had no roots.

However, the architectural soil of the United States had

been fertilized. In fact, this soil was already pretty much
disposed to nourish a new seed, for the oppression of the

sterile Beaux-Arts world of thought had lasted too long.

Thus, when the road was made free, contemporary ideas

were discussed; they were tried, they were understood, and
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they weie KOCepted, And so the learch for a new architec-

tural iorm began.

Although the movement now already has two decades

of experience, it still is young, yet promising provided it

can be kept simple and logical by the avoidance of bizarre

extravagances. But so Ear it is more an aim toward some-

thing than it is of an accomplished style. There still is

much to search for and much more to be sensed before the

movement can settle upon those fundamental characteristics

which can lead—really and ultimately—to an expressive

style-concept of our age. World's-Fair buildings, moving-

picture theatres, or like spectacular things do not truly ex-

press the best of life. Skyscrapers and other "big buildings,"

art publications and popular magazines, do help the move-

ment— if form comes honestly into expression. But if form

is only an arbitrary play with random shapes, seeking merely

for striking effects in "modern" spirit, novelty for novelty's

sake, advertisement for the architect, and business for the

owner—as it much too often does— it may easily bring the

movement into uncertainty and disrepute.

The movement still is largely on the surface and has

not yet had time to penetrate deeply into the general con-

sciousness—nor has it yet been widely accepted by rank and

file. Things are bound to be so, for form must be felt in the

home before it can be rooted into the soil of life. Surely,

the greater proportion of our homes are still old-fashioned

and over-ornate. Even the most inveterate dinger to demo-
cratic ideas dreams of that former splendor in Versailles,

as he rests his ample body in the softness of a Louis XV
imitation. The slender forms of the Chippendale tell their

stories from Old England with a Grand Rapids accent. A
great number of all kinds of pseudo-period-furniture—vary-

ing in style, varying in color, varying in character and spirit

—bestow their perplexing potpourri-atmosphere upon rooms

and homes. And, alas, someday somebody is going to in-

herit all this miscellaneous medley, and to use it—continu-

ously for a long, long time to come.

Indeed, the road is long. But someday the goal will

be near.
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Thus we have told a short story of the search for a new

architectural form, and of how this search appeared "on
the surface" during those years of half a century of its de-

velopment. The next step must be to go "beneath this

surface" so as to learn about some of those inner conflicts

that caused divergences and uncertainty during the search.

Speaking of these inner conflicts, it must first of all be
borne in mind that, during its long course of full four

centuries, architectural practice—almost entirely, we should

say—has been some sort of a put-together-jig-saw-puzzle

—

so called "composition"—on the basis of those five classical

orders as prescribed by Vignola. During this eternal jig-

saw-puzzle-making, the conviction went increasingly deep
into the blood of the times that architecture is, and must
be, a style-bound art-form—subject to those doctrines and
only to those doctrines that are dictated by style. With
such an understanding of architecture, it seemed quite clear

that there was no need of fundamental principles—and for

this very reason the existence of such fundamental principles

was totally overlooked. And—to make it plain—when we
speak about fundamental principles we do not mean "man-

made" ones, but those that are from the beginning of all

time.

Thus, there were two points of conflict. In the first

place there was style-dictatorship. And in the second place

there was the lack of fundamental principles.

These two points of conflict constituted grave stum-

bling-blocks in the search for a contemporary architectural

expression, when the time finally became seriously and de-

cidedly conscious that the art of building had already been

lingering for a dreadfully long time in a degraded parasite-

existence. In increasingly wider circles this consciousness

became utterly shocking. Most urgently, therefore, some-

thing had to be done to save the said art-form from its

humiliating situation. In order to achieve this, naturally

the first step was to undertake to free architecture from its

style-grip and to let it develop in full freedom in accordance

with its nature and the characteristics of the time. Of

course, a step like this was easy to undertake. But, on the
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other hand, it was entirely forgotten thai there was nothing

to substitute for style, nor were there an) recognized prin-

ciples to follow. Matters being so, the outcome was bound
to be unfortunate. One needs onlj to cast a glance into the

architectural magazines from the dawning years of the

twentieth eentury—particularly into those of France and

Germany—and one soon will find that things were heading

towaid an alarming form-chaos. Such a trend was so much
the more easy to understand, for just at this very same
period the debased taste—as said—had "gradually reached

such a low level as mankind never before had experienced

and, we pray, never again will experience."

Thus, in the search for form there was a fight in sight.

And this fight had to be fought on two fronts. On one front

there was the stylistic form which had to be stamped out

because of its non-genuine character. On the other front

there was the debased taste which was apt to paralyze any

constructive effort toward better form-conception. Those
who had been in the midst of this fight learned soon that

the head and heart had to be kept clear in order to avoid

digressions toward either that which was style-bound and

restrained or that which was debased and undesired. And
they learned furthermore that this was so much the more
imperative inasmuch as frequently—even when the struggle

was honest and sincere—things went astray through viola-

tion of the clearest primary principles, just because these

primary principles were not clearly apprehended.

However, as the search progressed, in many instances

there sprang into being some leading thoughts upon which

to proceed. These leading thoughts were manifold in

variety and born from different points of view. And as for

the character of form-shaping, they were to a great extent

decisive.

Here are a few of these leading thoughts:

First came the problem of material.

The writer and his colleagues in Finland were adher-

ents of the thought that the nature of material decides the

nature of form. This was by no means a new thought:
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rather, it was a fundamental one. But because this funda-

mental thought had for so long been buried beneath all

kind of accumulated stylistic nonsense, it was necessary to

dig it out from its ornamental grave and to reinstate it into

its former honesty. To do this, however, meant that one
had to go backward in time to search for cases where em-

ployment of material still was honest. Such a step was
thought essential in order to gain the needed knowledge.

Now, to go backward in time in order to search for

something to come, seemed to many an awkward move.

These "many" smelled here a distinct leaning toward ro-

manticism—toward some sort of style with "old-time" roman-

tic flavor. In certain instances this was correct, it is true.

But—basically—the aim was toward sound honest material

treatment in which the maxim, "form follows material," was

considered essential. The aim was logical—it still is, we
think. And yet the misleading word, "style," could not be

escaped.

The same thought of material use was put into written

form by Henry van der Velde, the Belgian. Van der Velde,

however, was perhaps more of an intellectual reasoner than

a creative artist. And besides, since he was unable to free

himself from that impertinent style-confusion, his forms

—

in spite of his thoughts on material use—were designed to

accord with an utterly determined style-concept: just the

same throughout, no matter what the material. That is to

say, his work was antithetic to his words. In disregard of

this inconsistence, van der Velde's design—a kind of semi-

rococo; in fact, 'Tart nouveau"—soon became extremely

popular almost all over the world. But for a short time

only.

As we see then, the matter of style came to the fore

after all. Thus it was: a perfectly sound and logical idea

of material use was put forth; and yet, through the inter-

ference of style, this sound and logical idea was made un-

sound and illogical.

After this came the problem of function.

Of course, the problem of function is so fundamentally

inherent in all things that there should not have been even
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the slightest reason for taking the matter into consideration

as an issue in itself. Yet, because the domination of style

had so beclouded men's eyes as to keep them from seeing

things as they really were, there was need for an awakening

influence to bring the problem of function into a logical

light. In the course of time this awakening influence really

brought enlightenment. Thus, when Louis Sullivan issued

his maxim "form follows function," the soil was already pre-

pared for such a thought—and the maxim, therefore, was

readily accepted.

It goes without saying that with the acceptance of the

maxim of function the pseudo-classical style-form became

automatically outdated among adherents of the functional

idea. With the same acceptance, the art of building as a

stylistic art-form lost ground and from then on the func-

tional art-form was in broad circles considered an organic

art-form. That is, architecture became organically func-

tional.

So far, so good.

But then came the hampering matter of style again and
reversed things. That momentous suffix, "-ism," was brought

in—and architecture, instead of having become functional,

became "functionalistic." It became a "functional style."

And from then on, functionalistic style-forms were intro-

duced into design, regardless of wThether there was a cor-

responding function or not.

And so, again, the matter of style came to the fore after

all. Thus it was, once more: a perfectly sound and logical

idea of function was put forth and yet, through the inter-

ference of style, this sound and logical idea was made un-

sound and illogical.

After this came the problem of movement.
Well, we all know that the problem of movement has

become extremely important insofar as design is concerned.

Such things as motor-vehicles of all kinds, airplanes, trains,

and other means of travel must in their mode of design satisfy

the requirements of movement—or let's say, of speed. In

other words, form must be "streamlined," as the term goes.

So far, so good.
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But then came that harasser, style, again. The stream-

lined form—that form born from "movement"—was soon
made a style-form and used no matter whether there was
movement or not.

And so, again the matter of style came to the fore after

all. Again, the same old story about style-interference mak-
ing a perfectly sound and logical thought utterly unsound
and illogical. . . .

Et cetera ....

It is rather obvious that a transition process of the

above kind could not run along a steady orbit. Surely,

when a wholly new world of opportunities was laid open
for sincere enthusiasts who nevertheless often undertook
dubious experimentation, how then could it have been ex-

pected that the road was going to be straight and clear?

Surely, there were bound to be deviations of one sort or

another. Surely, there were bound to be exaggerations and
mistakes.

In such uncertain circumstances it was natural that

everyone engaged in the search—whether moderate or radi-

cal—should have made up his mind in order to be able to

discern the underlying reasons for what was going on. That
is to say that first of all it should have been an inner struggle:

a battle of fundamentals and inner certainty, without which

the outer change would not have been worth the battle.

In this respect it was often amusing—or rather discouraging

—to observe how the conflict went on. Many, not yet par-

ticularly convinced of what was what, were watching the

course of the fight so as to decide which side to join. So to

speak, they were keeping an eye on the wind in order to

know how to trim their sails. Thus it often happened

—

and still happens—that an inveterate conservative turned

"modern" overnight, and then again the other way—if he

found it profitable. This, indeed, is sheer opportunism and

by no means sincere conviction. And we do not believe in

such behavior any more than we believe in the philosopher,

composer, or any other person of creative consequence who
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suddenly changes his direction of thought for the- mere sake

ot materia] profit

However, it haj l>\ do humus been .1 hopeless fight, for

there is already enough evidence ol positive harvest In

this respect it is well to be. 11 in mind that we ha\e passed

and are passing through a process of transition which must
be gradual and slow. It must be so in order to have form
well-rooted and lasting. On the other hand, the grade of

progress is not always easy to measure, foi surface progress
is not always a sure sign of inner progress—and inner prog-

ress is the thing that counts. Indeed, there still will be

many ebbs and Hoods before the line of progress can attain a

steady orbit.

To put it briefly—this is what happened in architec-

ture.

Someone had an excellent idea. Then many laid hold

of this excellent idea by using it timely and untimely, and
promptly this very idea became a style-form—an "ism," to

be sure—and so this excellent idea lost much of its excel-

lence.

Exactly the same took place in the field of painting,

for here also any striking approach along a new and hereto-

fore untried course mustered many a follower, and promptly

the "ism" was there. Therefore, as we now proceed to dig

into the problems of painting—and what applies to paint-

ing applies to sculpture, too—we must pass through an

abundant orchard of "isms," and we wonder how ever to

come clear off.

In discussing painting a few pages back, it was men-

tioned that at the end of the nineteenth century there was

a 'distinct trend to an utterly imitative and naturalistic con-

cept of form."

This trend continued for some time.

But when cleverness of technical execution in the course

of time became the supreme virtue of painting, painting

was doomed to decline into academic dryness and to lose

ground. It was not, therefore, too long before that elegant
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skilfulness displayed at the annual great events of the Grand
Salon gave birth to reactions in many different quarters.

Thus, the impressionist painters protested against the dic-

tatorial rules of the Grand Salon, and instituted their own
series of annual exhibitions, in Paris, from the year 1874 on.

Here, simply, is how things started.

A number of well-known painters made themselves free

from prevailing academic rules. They went their own ways,

and for that purpose their easels were moved outdoors to

catch first-hand "impressions" of light and color values. The
word "impression" was a good term to use. So thought art-

commentators too, and therefore it was not long before that

important suffix, "ism," was fastened to this term and

—

well—there it was: "Impressionism."

Simple, isn't itl

To be fair, however, it must be stressed that the im-

pressionist painters themselves had no part in this play of

"isms." Each one of these painters was an eminent and
independent artist. The group consisted of such men as

Monet, Manet, Renoir, Cezanne, Sisley, Pissarro, and others.

They painted—respectively, sincerely, and honestly—in ac-

cordance with their best knowledge and they selected their

own modes of expression freely and independently. Yet

they had a common goal in abandoning the conventionally

naturalistic school of painting and in raising the values of

light, color, and atmospheric effects above the slavish cor-

rectness of the subject-matter. "Art must not copy nature,

but should interpret the sensations aroused by her." Such

was the leading—and sensible—motto.

Once impressionism had broken the dikes of conserva-

tism, freedom of painting spread widely around, and the

received impressions were "expressed" in various ways. And
soon the word "expression" got its tail-end decorated with

that indispensable "ism," and "Expressionism" was born.

Expressionism—in contrast to impressionism—strove

away from nature with extreme simplification of strongly

marked lines, masses, rhythm, and color display. Yet, as

with impressionism, expressionism was not an intentional

"ism," originated by the artists themselves. It was imposed
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from without One scarcely could expect any such intention

from such sincere painten as Gauguin, van Gogh, and

Matisse -well, we could mention many more; for example,

that impressionist Cezanne himself—but so hazy was often

the distinction between expressionist, impressionist, and

what had they, that the painters themselves hardly knew what
was what and whereto they belonged. And they did not

even care to know.
This was perfectly as it should have been, for the issue

of isms" was wholly esthetic. Indeed, it had nothing to do
with the creation of art.

As was expressionism an outgrowth of impressionism,

so also was "Pointilism"—hence "Neo-impressionism."

Pointilism was a highly theoretical mannerism of pure color-

spot-treatment calculated to obtain a maximum of color-

brilliancy. Obviously it was but a random adventure, but

more of this later on.

The next in order of these "isms" came into being

when Picasso abandoned his simple and almost classical

concept of painting and began—accompanied by a horde of

followers—a seemingly tricky play with all kinds of forms

and lines and whatnots, where only the essentials were set

forth, often in cubical terms: hence "Cubism."

Marinetti—an Italian poet—conjured up "Futurism":

a predictive speculation as to what the future might have

in store. With nihilistic pathos, futurism denounced all the

cultural past of mankind as something obsolete and hence

of no worth. Bombastically it proclaimed that form is not

the thing to be bothered about, but movement and light or

something else—heaven knows what. And so the genuine

futurist—and cubist alike—unmercifully dissected their sub-

ject-matter, scattering the fragments all over the canvas in

a way that seemed arbitrary indeed to those not familiar

with the puzzling labyrinth of futuristic thinking—pro-

vided there was any.

So this great game of "isms" went on, and still goes.

Any new idea—brilliant or otherwise—brought and brings

forth a group of followers with their theoretical, metaphys-

ical, and psychological interpretations, and—often, we are
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afraid—pathological ejaculations. Thus: Dadaism, Naivism,
Purism, Primitivism, Surrealism, and who knows what else.

To be frank, we cannot always follow the deep and dark
paths of many of these "isms," perhaps because we still have
faith in common sense, which—it often seems—is the least

common of all the senses.

Now then, in the last analysis—what about these pre-

cious "isms"? And what significance have they in the de-

velopment of the art of painting?

Well, take for example the impressionist and expres-

sionist painters—in particular the leading minds of these

groups—and it was just made clear that they had no part in

this play of "isms." They were free men of their profession

and, no matter whether impressionist or expressionists, they

expressed their impressions just the same as anyone else in

the creation of art has expressed and always will express his

impressions. So it must have been and always must be in

all instances—from the very first art-attempt of the primi-

tive man to the very last art-action of a dying human race.

For how could one express something unless one has at least

some sort of an impression of something to express? Im-

pression is an imperative antecedent of expression and, as

for expression, it is a fundamental principle in all of creation.

But when that annoying little suffix, "ism," was inflicted to

interfere with the logical interrelation between impression

and expression, the notion easily arose that the impressionist

painters—and they only—had impressions, and that the ex-

pressionist painters—and they only—habitually expressed

themselves.

To be sure, somehow, something had gone wrong!

Perhaps the right explanation of this wrong-going is

that, after the long slumber in the indolence of imitative

reproduction, the novelties of impression and expression

were viewed as awakening heralds of dawning new eras and

promptly these novelties were announced as promising

trends—and arbitrarily disposed of. Perhaps this is the

explanation. Perhaps not. But whatever the explanation,

the fact remains that, looking upon things in a broader way,
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impressionism and expressionism- as "isms" were the

thetic children of a prettj narrow horizon.

Note: "esthetic*
1—by no means artistic.

Pretty narrow was the horizon also in the case of point-

ilism. In this case, however, the bull was with the* artist,

and not u Ufa the esthete.

Pointilisin had rather limited possibilities, and had no
such consequences as were perhaps expected by its originator.

The originator—Seurat—aimed at an intense brilliance of

color. To achieve this brilliance he employed a method of

using unmixed color-spots next to one another so as to have

each color carry its own full intensity. This attempt was
below expectation, however, for instead of color-brilliance the

color-spot method resulted often in a rather anemic palette.

The method was a new and untried approach to paint-

ing and, as such, it was fully justifiable in its place, for one
never should hesitate to survey new fields and new methods.

But Seurat was not left alone. Signac soon joined him, as

did many others, and many esthetic treatises were written,

printed, and read about this new approach to painting. And
so the rather sincerely aimed new attempt became an "ism."

In its further development, however, this color-spot-method

had no other significance than its emphasis upon the impor-

tance of color.

As strongly as Seurat was a pursuer of color, equally

strongly was Picasso inclined to explore form. Of course,

even Picasso—in his earlier stage—was a painter of color,

although in rather subdued terms. But believing that he

already knew all about color he started a new adventure with

his famous search for form. This was precisely as it should

be, for, after all, Picasso was a searching soul—and a bold

one, too. And if in this boldness he arrived at forms which

sometimes in some sense reminded one of cubes, this was

quite understandable. Equally understandable was the re-

action of these cubical forms upon Matisse, when he—as the

story goes—jokingly called Picasso's paintings "cubistic."

Why shouldn't Picasso go his own way? Haven't we
already answered this question in our Preamble, wThere we
maintained that in the search for form "it would be unwise
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for all to go along the same path." Obviously Picasso sensed

this, and so he plunged into his search with heart and soul.

He played with his forms, freely and fiercely. And he origi-

nated new modes of expression, and new ways of looking

upon art.

But cubism was not yet there just because of Picasso's

ways and Matisse's joke.

Cubism—or should we say, "abstractionism"—as a group
movement came into being first when many joined Picasso's

ways and many a book was written about the matter.

How decisive an influence this adventure of Cubism

—

or whatever you choose to call it—is going to have on the

general development of the art of painting, is too early to

estimate. Probably the most manifest lesson of this adven-

ture will be the increasing understanding of the vital fact

that the painter, besides his outer eye, must have his inner

eye too, through which to discern things that the outer eye

cannot see. If such an understanding becomes increasingly

widespread, cubism then has much to its credit—provided,

of course, that the artists see to it that the inner eye is honest.

About futurism, this must be said:

Any alert mind looks toward the future in order to

survey the course of things. Indeed, this must constitute the

core in all search for form. Such forwardmindedness is both

logical and sound and its need well-established. For heaven's

sake, then, what real reason did Marinetti and his gang have

to stage that hubbub about futurism! Well, that hubbub
is over now, for futurism was too "futuristic" to have a fu-

ture.

Dadaism and Naivism, for their part, played on child-

hood strings. Here the initial thought—we assume—was

that just as one must have a child's heart to enter the King-

dom of God, so must one approach art with the child's direct-

ness and joy in order to enter the Elysian Fields of true art.

If this was the initial thought of both Dadism and Naivism,

it certainly was fundamentally sound—provided the thought

was that of the heart, and not of theory.

The thought was by no means a new one. Rather, it

was just as old as art itself, and it has been instinctively
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sensed hv artist! «>f all times and in all plates when and

where ai t was itrong.

Bill as an intentional "ism" the thought was still born.

Fundamentally sound seemed the initial thought even

in purism, as long as there was the lofty endeavor to achieve

"pure" art—whatever that meant. As soon, however, as the

inescapable "ism changed this lofty endeavor into group

speculation, that 'pure" became turbid. The situation was

the same with Pi imitivism, where that persistent "ism"

brought self-consciousness into modest intentions, making
the trend a good deal of an affected antithesis of itself. As
to Surrealism, it should be fully clear that when one is

enough of a creative artist, creative instinct infuses into one's

art something "beyond" what seems "real": that is, some-

thing "surreal"— if that word is your choice. Consequently,

in the above sense—and in a good sense, too

—

all creative

art is sur-real-art. As such it has its art value, as long as

one does not burn his fingers with that misleading "ism."

Et cetera ....

We have briefly skimmed over some of the "isms," con-

sidered separately.

When collectively considered, there are a few additional

remarks to be made.

First, this is to be said:

It might be true that these oft-mentioned "isms" consti-

tute only a minor part in the general progress of painting,

and that many of them were rather unimportant deviations

from the logical line of constructive evolution. But on the

other hand it must be admitted that, generally speaking,

the influence of these "isms" has affected the whole structure

of this evolution and has caused a widespread nervousness

in the search for new objectives and new ways of expression

in the field of painting.

Secondly, this is to be said:

No matter whether one approves or disapproves the

respective "isms," as "isms" they all were inclined to lay

emphasis upon a particular phase of painting. This was

8 1
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deceptive. For, once one was inclined to emphasize one
particular phase of painting—often a more or less unimpor-
tant one—one easily risked slighting those phases that

are of fundamental nature. This deception, however, was
not so much with the original inspirers of these "isms," for

undoubtedly they acted according to genuine impulses.

Their modes of expression, therefore—in spite of the empha-
sis—were indigenous and logical, when honest. The decep-

tion came with those many followers who adopted the

emphasis, often rather arbitrarily—and not seldom for the

sake of sheer speculation.

And thirdly, this is to be said:

In almost every one of these "ism" cases, there was a

sound initial thought behind the movement. This—we
gather—shows that those who had actually started the respec-

tive movements were engaged in a sincere search for new
ways of expression following this sound initial thought.

And as long as their followers were sincere too, and were

inspired by the same initial thought, the art of painting

progressed on a firm ground. So then, as we see—whatever

the tendency or the "ism"—there was no menace as long as

the painters professed their art imbued with the spirit of

indigenous creation.

Such was not always the case, however.

Besides, as said, the matter of "ism" really did not origi-

nate with the painter. Rather, he was haunted by it.

The real originators—insofar as classification into "isms"

is concerned—were those who did the writing about art,

whatever their title: art-historians, art-critics, art-analysts,

esthetes, or anything else. Of course, not only is it perfectly

legitimate to write about art, but to do so plays an essential

part in the development of art. For sure, such writing is

indispensible, particularly in the search for form. And, in

fact, at this writing moment we are doing the same ourselves.

But just as there are both good and poor artists, so are

there both good and poor art-writers.

We are more than willing to pay our deepest respects

to those art-writers who have in their veins a truly genuine

understanding of art and are sincere in their efforts.
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But we arc concerned about those art-writers—sincere,

or not sincere—who have not in their wins a truly genuine

understanding of arc These, and just these, are the ones

who—with their bottomless hook knowledge Ol EaCtS, and

with thai only—are often ready to stipulate imperative mles

for those endowed with the gift of genuine ( uation.

Indeed, through SUCfa iuisim idanee in.my a promising

mind has become entangled in the puzzling network of

"isms."

In the latter part of this chapter—and in the major
one—we have endeavored to paint an inclusive picture of

the post-nineteen-hundred art-development. Under the

heading of architecture we have considered in this picture

the whole form-world of man's physical accommodation,

embracing all the problems of design such as those of urban
design, of building design, of interior design; in fact, of

any design, including—at least in spirit—even the broad

field of so-called "industrial design" which deals with the

manifold demands of industrial mass-production. As for

painting and sculpture, we have dealt quite lengthily with

the former, whereas in the latter case it was mentioned, just

briefly, that "what applies to painting, applies to sculpture,

too." This method we have employed purposely, so as to

become less involved in our task. In fact, painting and

sculpture, in their varying trends, followed one another

hand in hand. When painting abandoned the naturalistic

concept of form, sculpture did likewise. Again, when paint-

ing played with "isms," abstractions, non-objective ideas,

and suchlike, sculpture did likewise. And when painting

became involved in esotericism and other obscure rumina-

tions, sculpture did likewise. And so on. Thus, even sculp-

ture had to pass through the delights and agonies of those

many and bewildering "isms" in which painting became

involved from time to time.

Also—to repeat, and to be concise—we have endeavored

to paint a picture covering all the post nineteen-hundred art

endeavors in every field of visual art—considering just as

thoughtfully the most minute objects of intimate life as well
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as the most comprehensive form-combinations of the urban
community.

Now, in this all-embracing art-development of the post-

nineteen-hundred period, we have found in almost every

phase of search a persistent trend toward collective action,

whether this happened in terms of architectural style or in

terms of those many and often reiterated "isms." And be-

cause we have—again and again—interpreted this collective

action as something apt to depreciate the quality of sincere

form-search, one might easily get the impression that we are

extremely worried because of the manner in which things

have run away. We are not worried, however. We are not,

because we are perfectly well aware that there cannot be

any other procedure. Really, in any art-development one
can discern two main leanings—both inescapable inasmuch
as their causes can be traced deep into human nature. In

the first place, one can discern the leaning to individual

search—for surely the impetus of such search has been put

into man's mind from time immemorial. In the second

place, one can discern the leaning to collective action—for

surely in all his actions man is led by herd-instinct for the

sake of mutual protection, preservation, and inspiration.

So things always have been. So they always must be. And
because of this, human history can tell many a tale of various

developments of civilization, of manifold cultural ramifi-

cations, of religious group-formations and denominations,

of social and political group-ideologies, of all kind of group-

ings in the various walks of life and consequently even in

the field of art. True enough, these groupings—looked

upon with historical eyes—were and are highly inclusive as

to both scope and duration. On the other hand, there

should not be the slightest doubt that each one of these

groupings—individually and during its formation-period

—

had to pass through many an "ism" before it became shaped

into its final form. Because of the fact, however, that all-

levelling time has softened the diverging edges of these

"isms" and thus has conformed them into a unified pattern

within the framework of one and the same grouping, these

"isms" have become indiscernible to posterity.
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In the nunc manner, no doubt, all-levelling time will

also soiu-ii the diverging edges of those "styles" and "isms"

that the post-nineteen-hundred search ten form has brought
about. And. oner this has happened, the- iutuir ait histoiian

will discern only the smoothly running search for form and
will fail to sec the randomly popped-up "styles" and "isms."

That is, the future art-historian will discern the "form-

forest" of our age—not the individual "trees" of the day.

Then why worry?

The only reason for worry, perhaps, is the impatient

haste with which this commercial age of ours is eager to

settle things in the ever growing competition for livelihood.

Because of this competition, publicity has become an im-

portant issue, in that everyone is anxious to advertise his

own goods. Thus, while the search for form goes on—in

solitude and silence, at best—it oftentimes happens that a

loud-speaker is employed to trumpet widely and effectively

that the search really is going on—in "solitude and silence."

That's the reason for worry!
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IT MUST be understood that the post-nineteen-hundred

form-development, as it has progressed up to this date—and
as it has been analyzed in the preceding chapter—has by no
means as yet reached its final state with an ultimate goal in

sight. Rather, it has been only the beginning of a long and
persistent fight for freedom from the tightly snared shackles

of the pre-nineteen-hundred form-concept. As such, it has

been somewhat of a preparatory orientation in the deter-

mination of how and where to shake free from these shackles.

The often mentioned "styles" and "isms" have been those

tentacles which, all along the broad front of form-search,

have been stretched toward new aims and new ways to feel

out all the possible routes along which to go. But in spite of

its nature of preparatory orientation, the post-nineteen-hun-

dred form-development—as it stands now—has resulted in a

considerable achievement. In many respects it has cleared

the way for further form-search: by the elimination of many
mistakes, by the opening of new vistas, and above all by its

bold and unbiased approach to heretofore untried solutions

in architecture, in painting, in sculpture, and in all the other

fields of art. Having done so, this form-development—to

wit, this new "form-concept"—can already record decisive

gains in the progress of form-search toward a style-form of

our era.

On the other hand, as we stand now on the threshold of

the future and review the gains made thus far, it must be

freely admitted that this new form-concept has not yet been

able to penetrate very deeply into the general consciousness

of the time. It is not yet become that form-concept with

which the majority of the people would like to live. Really,

this new form-concept is widely regarded as a strange phe-

nomenon. It has not grown from within; rather it has been
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imposed from without—10 it is s.iid. I'm this reason it is

looked upon with mist i list. It is considered something "mod-

ern" '"modern" architecture, "modern" painting, "modern"
sculpture, "modern" this or that—where the epithet "mod-

ern" signifies something ol an ephemeral vogue only, doomed
soon to piss. And so, eventually—more-than-many seem to

think thai old and well-worn "form of beauty," seasoned

during centuries, will be reinstated into its former glory.

Well, if that old and well-worn "form of beauty" really

—and eventually—were ever to be reinstated into its former

glory, certainly this would mean lack of cultural vitality and

ambition, [t would mean cultural bankruptcy. That's what

it would mean, at least as far as art is concerned. And in-

deed, can there exist culture without art?

So then—to settle matters—what do we have in prospect

for the future of our art?

Let's just ask.

Of course, nobody can furnish an answer that is cocksure

and crisp. Btit the issue is too serious to be left to the mercy

of the four winds, so we must try our best.

Now—as we see it—there are particularly two factors of

decisive importance in weighing the pros and cons insofar

as the future of art is concerned. First, we have "scientific

discoveries," which in every phase of human activity have

produced new possibilities and augmented opportunities,

material as well as spiritual. Second, we have the present

"world-catastrophe"—political, social, economic, and cultural

—which, no doubt, is going to etch deep marks into each

individual's life, and thus into the whole order of mankind.

As for the first factor
—

"scientific discoveries"—it is

well-known that the contemporary life of the civilized com-
munity vibrates on an entirely different plane than it did not

so long ago. Thanks to scientific knowdedge and human in-

ventiveness, there has been brought to the market a growing
abundance of industrial products. All this—in one way or

another—has altered man's life conditions in homes, in

towns, in cities, and in the country at large. All this has

brought men, countries, and continents into a lively inter-
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communication on land, on water, and in the air. All this

has altered much of that intimate spirit of the past when the

making of all things by hand infused creative essence into

the circumstances of each life. And all this has brought into

our everyday life that impersonal feeling of machine produc-

tion, concentrating creative activities into a few brains only,

and affecting the rest with the non-creative monotony of

mass-production. So things are now.
And so things will continue to be: acceleratingly.

For sure, there will be a constant increase of inventions,

of inventions, and of more inventions. For sure, there will

be a constant increase of production, of production, and of

more production. Undoubtedly then, our age, as the veri-

table "Machine Age," will continue to be so—acceleratingly.

As for the second factor—the present "world-catastro-

phe"—this catastrophe is too enormous and widespread to

enable one to grasp its consequences as to both duration and
momentousness. Historically speaking, this catastrophe, in

scope, in violence, and in barbarism, has surpassed any

previous agony that mankind has gone through. If, never-

theless, we were to seek a parallel—somewhat similar in

character, although less globe-embracing—undoubtedly that

barbarian invasion which caused the downfall of the Roman
Empire, would be the nearest one. Considering this bar-

barian invasion and its dire consequences, there is reason to

ask: Is this agony that humanity is passing through in these

grave times going to end in a long and dark night of cultural

depression like that long and dark mediaeval night which

followed Attila's devastating incursion? Or—to look upon
things more hopefully—has mankind enough stamina to

survive the present world-disaster and rise from it, healthier

than before and purified in a "new and better order"? Could

such a happy turn of things really be possible—perhaps in

the same way that the human body gains in strength and

vigor after having survived a violent typhoid fever?

Is there an answer?

Well, considering these two factors
—

"scientific discov-

eries" and the "world-catastrophe"—let's formulate our

questions thus:
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As regards the firsi factor, let'i ask: is the pcetenl "Ma-

Chine Age" going to dominate Inline loi m -development to

such an extent as to produce a form which is too much
influenced by the cold and impersonal spirit of mechaniza-

tion?

Again, as regards the second factor, let's ask: is the pres-

ent world-catastrophe a sign that Western Civilization is

doomed to disintegrate, and that mankind is heading toward

a long and dark cultural depression?

And if—thanks to some happy perception—we can find

sufficient reason to answer the latter question with an en-

couraging denial, let's then ask, further: does humanity, after

the present crisis is over, have enough sincerity of heart and

creative vitality to raise its form-development onto a level of

truly cultural significance?

It is important to have at least a likely answer to these

questions. For, after all, the results of form-search are highly

dependent on the quality of the soil from which form is to

grow.

So then:

1. The Machine Age and its Consequences

In an age when almost every child can distinguish a combat-

plane from a flying-fortress, and when scientific knowledge
and technical cleverness can produce almost everything out

of almost everything, it would be a pretty inadequate guess

to conceive future form-development in other terms than

those inspired by mechanization. This must be true, partic-

ularly insofar as that broad and growing field of forms for

man's physical accommodation is concerned.

Machines and machine-made products are the dominant
characteristics of the present era. Unquestionably it will be

so during a long period to come. New inventions, new
means, and the desire for ever new conveniences direct the

course of things. And the more things advance in this same
spirit, the more there will appear new demands to satisfy.

Matters certainly develop in a constant crescendo with ac-
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celerating possibilities on the horizon. One is often disposed

to speculate about future conditions—about the hyper-

mechanized lives of one's descendants and about countless

new and often fantastic demands for conveniences such as

the present generation scarcely is able to imagine. All of

which is highly exciting.

This excitement is in perfect accord with human nature.

For novel opportunities of increased enjoyment of life are

always likely to be exciting.

So, for example, when a narrow minded individual

suddenly comes into possession of a great deal of wealth, and
is rated "nouveau riche," he acquires novel opportunities for

increased enjoyment of life. His life conditions have sud-

denly changed and he begins to look upon all things through

the spectacles of money. Money is his interest, his imple-

ment, and his might. And one can read from his face and
his confident bearing that there is a lot of wealth about him.

Under those conditions, man is a slave of money.
After some generations, however—provided there still

is wealth in the family—excitement about money has per-

haps waned and cultural interests have been brought into

the foreground.

If so—then man has become master of money.
Well, as for machines, we are now very much in the

position of a "nouveau riche." We look upon things through

the spectacles of the machine. The machine is an achieve-

ment of our era, and we are proud of this achievement.

Machine making is so new, so stimulating, and so immensely
exciting!

Novel opportunities, as we have said, are always exciting.

Man, during the course of history, has gone through

many an excitement because of novel discoveries and inven-

tions. Later, however, when the first intoxication has been

overcome and things have become turned again into regular

channels, the original causes of these excitements have be-

come accepted as natural facilities contributing to man's

daily convenience. There must, for example, have been

much excitement when bronze was discovered and came into

use. After the dullness of the stone-age, this new material
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opened new opportunities of having new tools— new "ma-

chines," why not to work with. This must have been

exciting. After bronze, came iron with a new opportunity

to produce tools and things. Then came steel. And so on.

Excitement at the first moment Then adjustment of this

excitement into the regular course <>t thing

So man's conditions have gradually developed. And
now man is using stone, bronze, iron, steel, and many other

things. But he is using them without excitement and only

insofar as they are serviceable for his purposes. Eventually

even the machine may come to be ranged with these other

things as a mere normal matter.

Alter the exeitcment has died down.

As for mai hines, we can be sure of one thing: due to the

fact that man is able to invent machines, to produce them
and use them for his manifold purposes, he will continue to

do so and he will produce more and ever so much better

mac hines. And so it must be, for this is a sure sign of tech-

nical progress. But—on the other hand—supposing that

clear thinking would eventually bring man to his senses so

that he would use machines reasonably; that is, only to such

an extent and in such a spirit as is appropriate for human
living with predominance given to spiritual issues. If such

were the case, man would work his way out from the chains

of the machine.

Eventually then, man would become master of the ma-

chine.

Indeed, why should man necessarily be governed by his

enthusiasm for machines! Couldn't he just as well be moved
by spiritual stimuli? Certainly he could—and should.

Therefore, the character of man's development now and here-

after depends largely on which of these two tendencies—the

mechanized or the human—is going to be the stronger.

Just now the tendency to mechanization seems to inspire

popular fancy. But when things become stretched to the

breaking point—as may happen, someday—the logical con-

tinuity of machine enthusiasm might come to an end and
there might enter a tendency to the opposite. Accordingly,

supposing that the present enthusiasm for machines should
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gradually subside, that there should enter a growing feeling

of emptiness—of "horror vacui"—into the general attitude

of mind, and that future generations should become dis-

content with the coldness of mechanization. Supposing
that future generations do not feel any excitement in driving

and flying around with the maximum of speed, but that they

regard this as sheer foolishness and therefore arrange matters

in accordance with their own placid inclination toward liv-

ing. Supposing that future generations become tired of the

exaggerated "rush," so characteristic of our age, and—by
using their hearts and brains—come to realize that there is

no need for hurry at all, and that there never existed any

reason for it, and never will. And supposing, furthermore,

that future generations, more than heretofore, begin to

realize the necessity of deeper cultural endeavor, considering

such an endeavor of more importance than all the physical

conveniences—and inconveniences—that mechanized rest-

lessness has brought into millions and more millions of

lives. Supposing that all this should happen; undoubtedly

then, form-evolution would turn into such channels as could

bring cultured significance into man's art.

All this may sound like building air-castles, but in this

speculation we are not the only ones. This kind of specula-

tion has already gained much ground and no doubt in the

future it will gain still more. A great deal has been written

about the dangers of over-mechanization, through which man
is apt to become largely reduced to a cog among the wheels

of his machinery. In countless circles—those where the

happiness of mankind is a sincere concern—this possibility

has been recognized, again and again and already long ago.

But, what about it!

Once our age has accepted the broad avenue of mecha-

nization, we must run its course to the end. For sure, there

is no escape.

Writing about these matters, Walter Rathenau—the

German industrialist, philosopher, and author—confronted

the "mechanization of the human soul" with the "longing of

the human soul" for escape from the imprisonment of this

mechanization. Thus wrote Rathenau: "There is no doubt
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thai the present trend to mechanization is going to penetrate

all of humanity so that even the most remote jungle-dweller

of Now Guinea will have his share of it, eventually. But at

the- same time" -Rathenau wrote -"there u already now, at

the very crossroads ol this mechanization, evident signs of

longing to get away from its grip. And, no doubt,"—he

continued
—

"the more the mechanization trend spreads, and

the deeper it touches the most intimate human chords, the

stronger the longing Cor freedom will grow."

So wrote Rathenau. already half a century ago.

Due, however, to many years of warfare, with an intense

production of all kind of war-implements—and with the

miraculously destructive success of these—much of this long-

ing for freedom from mechanization is undoubtedly going to

be postponed. That is: machine-enthusiasm seems to be still

on the rise. This enthusiasm may, and probably will, last

for some time to come. But the higher the altitude it reaches,

the deeper the change will be. It is psychologically con-

ceivable—and so testifies the history of man—that after the

human mind has been saturated wT ith overdoings in one

direction it is likely to swing the other way.

This might or might not happen with machine-enthu-

siasm also.

After all, human evolution does not go in a straight and

continuous line. It goes in cycles. One day Voltaire,

d'Alcmbert, and Diderot preached the clearest reason, and
the general attitude of mind went toward enlightenment

and rational thinking. But, because of this over-emphasis

on reason, a few decades later the neo-romantic movement
laid its overemphasis on emotion. Today wre are in the

midst of the matter-of-fact era of mechanization. Tomorrow
our emotions might take things into their hands. So it goes

in cycles. Sometimes these cycles are of short duration only.

Sometimes they are longer. How long is the present cycle

of machine-enthusiasm going to be? That's the question.

The answer to this question has two phases. First, there

are technical problems to be considered. Secondly, there

are human problems to be considered.

As for the first phase—the technical—the answer depends
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much on how long scientific discoveries and technical inven-

tions are going to be able to furnish production with con-

tinual novelties to keep the matter exciting. At present

there is a high tide in this respect and no impossibilities

seem to exist. But by and by, no doubt, the tempo is bound
to slow down. And what then. . . . ?

As for the second phase—the human—the answer de-

pends much on those conditions into which the present

world-catastrophe is going to lead humanity.

So then:

2. The World-catastrophe and its Consequences

In whatever manner power politics, social ideologies, nation-

alist ambitions, internationalist passions, or otherwise may
try to swing the wheels of the present world-catastrophe into

one direction or another, and however some of these might
succeed—more or less temporarily, perhaps—in turning

things in the direction of their own ideas of "social order,"

this catastrophe is too thoroughgoing and widespread to be

controlled in its course. And, really, there scarcely exists

a single living being on this earth, who is able to predict

the ultimate outcome of the catastrophe. Consequently, as

we set out upon the task of handling this subject ourselves,

it goes without saying that we cannot make any conclusive

statements as to what is going to happen, and what not. The
only thing we can possibly do is to try a synthetic survey of

the situation—and from this survey everyone is free to draw

his own conclusion.

It was just mentioned that there are fluctuating cycles

in the evolution of civilization and that these cycles are of

varying wave-lengths. There are cycles of short wave-length

which fluctuate within each single epoch of civilization.

There are, on the other hand, cycles of longer wave-length

that embrace entire epochs. And once the bottom of one of

these long-range cyclic waves has been reached, that par-

ticular epoch of civilization is definitely at an end. There

is no need here to cite historical examples: they are too
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obvioiU and tOO familiar. Our main concern must be to

make i Ie.u to ourselves what our own position in (Iiis long-

range Wave ol Western Civilization is. That is, are we still

going upward or are we on a temporarily high or low level of

fluctuation or are we heading toward the inescapable finale?

Some observers report a definite downward trend. The
most outstanding, perhaps, of these observers—Oswald
Spengler—has made with German thoroughness an inclusive

analysis <>t this matter in his voluminous and superbly writ-

ten "Decline of the West." This opus—published in 1921—
is so impregnated with facts, with knowledge, with parallels,

with statistics, and with seemingly rather arbitrary conclu-

sions, that—while Spengler may be right or wrong—there

are plenty of loopholes through which to escape his reason-

ing! The quintessence of Spengler's studies and conclusions

—put into a bitter pill—is something like this: the aged

structure of Western Civilization is cracking; its order is

speeding toward disintegration; soon there will be nothing

but worthless refuse left in that once so abundant gold-mine;

the work will be finished—and then someday new races in

new places will start all over again.

Well, we are not experts in history. Nor is it our

ambition to compete with those saturated writh facts and
immense knowledge. We are merely seekers in the field of

art. And in and through art we may be able to sense the

strengths and weaknessess of man's endeavors. For as art,

good or poor, expresses truly the conditions from which it

springs, then art is indeed a reliable recorder of the vibration

of life.

Considering the latter part of the nineteenth century,

our analysis has clearly shown that the prevailing art-form

—

no matter howT highly it was esteemed in those non-creative

days—has now to face a hopeless death-struggle till it is

doomed gradually to lose the fight and ultimately—let's

hope—be fittingly consigned to its columbarium as a mere
historic art-form. The cause of this losing fight lies in the

obvious fact that the soil of the time—with its changing and
often conflicting viewpoints—has been and is unable to
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germinate adequate nourishment for those obsolete and
dwindling Classical-Mediaeval-Renaissance form-concepts

that have been dragged along through centuries as traditional

decors from bygone days. And since these obsolete and
dwindling form-concepts have sunk deeper and deeper into

a deplorable uncreative state—first in architecture, then in

painting and sculpture and all the other arts—it is no sur-

prise that this kind of reproductive art has become doomed
to degenerate gradually into dogmatic sterility. And now
the sterile features of this reproductive art are spread all

over our living spaces, bringing bewilderment into the

general art-understanding and affecting all minds with their

sterility. Often these sterile features remind one of dried

trees in forsaken swamps.

Now, what about all this sterile state of things?

Well, didn't we maintain a short second ago—as we
have stressed many a time—that art, good or poor, expresses

truly the conditions from which it springs. In other words,

quality of art is the infallible barometer of quality of culture.

Consequently then, if art has lost its creative vitality and has

declined into doctrinal sterility, this only shows that the

corresponding cultural epoch has become tired, indolent, and
lacking in that stamina which is so essential for its existence.

That is to say, frankly the epoch is close to its end. Things

being so, we might as well accept Spengler's thought of the

decline of Western Civilization—at least insofar as that nine-

teenth century brand of Classical-Mediaeval-Renaissance tra-

ditions is concerned.

Meanwhile, the indoctrinated inheritance of the Clas-

sical-Mediaeval-Renaissance traditions has been effective in

other fields than art. It has had a broader significance, for

actually its doctrinal bias has penetrated into the attitude of

mind in almost every human activity. Really, if we were to

delve deeper, we would find that the ethical basis of all man-
kind—that serene thought of the "Confucius-Christ-Marcus

Aurelius" order, the essence of which must be always with

man as long as man is worth his name under this sun—has

often been distorted almost beyond recognition. That is to

say, this very ethical basis of all mankind, so simple and so
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true, has gradually become 10 overloaded with all kinds of

traditional trimming! dogmas, doctrines, rituals, prejudices,

camouflaged iniquities, and many other things—that one is

scarcely able to discern the fundamental meaning of the

simple truth of this ethical basis of all mankind. And al-

though the fundamental meaning of this simple truth has

been stressed and stressed again through all the ages—in

speech, in writing, in action, and otherwise—nevertheless its

trimmings have taken the command into their hands. In-

deed, this ethical idea of brotherhood—that best concept of

man—has been widely forgotten, whereas all sorts of con-

flicting religious denominations, reciprocally hostile ideolo-

gies, racial prepossessions, national and international in-

trigues, pursuit of power for the sake of domination and

aggression, injurious manipulation of "high finance," per-

nicious political gambling, and so on have caused and con-

tinue to cause all kinds of disturbances, suffering by millions

and more millions, revolutions and revolutions again, wars

and more wars—and finally that momentous atomic bomb.
And all this has been accomplished with the sweetest make-

believe that the aforementioned ethical basis of all mankind,

so simple and so true, has been and is sincerely revered!

So then, after observing all this unscrupulous maneuver
with sacred issues, we might more than ever be inclined to

accept Spengler's prediction of the early downfall of Western

Civilization.

Well, before we do so, let's have a look at the reverse

side of the medal.

And here we will find this:

Deep within the seeking soul of today, a new order of

vibration already is felt. It is the undercurrent of a new
"world-feeling," and indeed the seed of this new world-

feeling is not from just yesteryear.

Long ago, when Copernicus suggested his heliocentric

world-order, he planted in the human soil a seed, which sub-

sequently has had a tremendous growth, thanks to man's un-

tiring search. Thanks to his untiring search, man has

uncovered an ever growing number of secrets of the universe

and has opened ever new fields of thought and contemplation.
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Man has been searching along two fronts—the microscopic,

and the macroscopic—whereby to survey all possible prov-

inces of science. With the aid of his microscope, man has

gone far into the deepest depths of atomic existence and
has found there a new world of sublime design. With the

aid of his telescope, man has received far-away messages from
boundless and ubiquitously vibrating space, and myriads of

gigantic world-systems have been brought into the sphere of

man's consciousness. In this manner there has been a con-

tinuous unveiling of the ''Grand World of Order," a world

of order that olden times could scarcely have dreamt about,

and the depths of which man never will be able to compre-

hend.

Thus, thanks to his untiring search, man has created

for himself a new world in which to live.

This new world is widely different from that old world

of Aristotelian thought—a world of geocentric order where
man sat throned on his earth while suns, planets, and stars

had their celestial dances about him. This new world is

widely different from that old world of Dante's petty "heaven-

above-hell-below" bigotry where man lived in constant fear

of cruel punishment. This new world is widely different

from that old world of Classical-Mediaeval-Renaissance tra-

dition with its stagnated laws and regulations from long dead

eras of civilization. In fact, this new world is different from

any previous world-concept, for it is a world of boundless

magnitude where our globe is but a particle of dust amid
myriads of gigantic solar systems, and yet unlimitedly rich,

deep, and noble in thought and design.

But just as much as man—thanks to his untiring search

—has created for himself this new world in which to live,

equally much will this new world—thanks to its incompre-

hensible magnitude and divine thought—transform man into

accord with it. Ultimately then—provided science is given

enough time to ferment man's mind, heart, and soul—there

will come into existence a new man of heliocentric order,

so to speak. We do not mean by this a man who has all the

knowledge of the heliocentric system of world-order.

Rather, we mean a man who is converted to his belief
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through the logical consequence! of this knowledge so thai

he may bring "knowledge" and "belief" into true harmony.

Indeed, to bring knowledge and belief into true har-

mony is most essentia] for the balance ol one's mind. For,

if there is disagreement between scientific knowledge and

religious belief, n Ientific knowledge will most likely get the

upper hand and religious belief is hound to lose its authority.

Vgain, if religious belief loses its authority, religion is de-

graded to a mere camouflage of irreligious bigotry and

society is doomed to disintegration.

Certainlv, this is no strange phenomenon these days.

On the other hand, if scientific knowledge and religious

belief are brought into true harmony, authority of religion

then is restored, and society gains in spiritual strength.

And certainly: spiritual strength based on authority of

religion, is indispensable for the preserving of civilization.

Undoubtedly, already for a long period of time, increas-

ing numbers of people have been eager to find—in science

—

answers to many a vital question in their spiritual life. Un-
doubtedly, from now on and more particularly in the future,

this same eagerness will become increasingly true. As time

passes, therefore, man might gradually free himself from

many traditional convictions—such as in the course of time

have become obsolete. On the other hand, man might

accept gradually many new convictions—such as are in agree-

ment with scientific knowledge and with the best under-

standing of the evolution of life.

Here, then, we might discern a dawning new "world-

belief."

Now, this metamorphosis of man's mind in bringing

scientific knowledge and religious belief into true harmony
is undoubtedly going to require a long time of mental fer-

mentation.

Therefore, may we ask:

Can the mind of the present age become ripe enough
for a new "world-belief before the sun of our epoch has

sunk?

Assuming a negative answer, may we then ask this:
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Where, on the surface of this earth, will that next epoch

of civilization take place, which is going to inherit—in a

cultural sense—the scientific gains of our age?

In order to bring an answer to this question, one must
bear in mind that, in the past, any civilization was more or

less a local manifestation, covering only a relatively limited

section of the globe. And once some particular civilization

had run out its course, perhaps another civilization in an-

other place was already in the making. So, for example,

when the Egyptian era was downward bound, the Greek era

was already far in process. Now, the actual distance between

the respective nuclei of these two eras was about the same
distance as that between Rome and Copenhagen or New
York and Chicago. Of course, such distances do not count

any more, for Western Civilization has reached practically

all corners of the explored earth. And if large areas of this

territory have not as yet been influenced by Western thought,

eventually they will be so, at least in two decisive instances.

First, they will be influenced by Western thought because of

the progress of science—which is of international appeal,

and independent of racial or other inclinations. Second,

they will be influenced by Western thought because of

mechanization—which also is of international appeal, and

which, to quote Rathenau again, will enventually reach

"even the most remote jungle-dweller of New Guinea."

These two instances—science and mechanization—are the

two international languages which, ultimately, will cement

all of humanity—independently of race, color, or creed

—

into one and the same epoch of civilization—under one and
the same roof, so to speak.

Somewhere, under this same roof, therefore, the next

epoch of civilization must be housed, whenever it is ripe to

come.

Metaphorically speaking, the situation is this:

Under the same roof the father is aging, and by and by

expecting the end, while his young son is growing up and

already dreaming of his manhood days. Here we have two

generations, unlike in their respective dispositions of mind
toward the problems of life. The father is the old medi-
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aevalist, living in 1 1 is, highly decorated dwelling of obsolete

Ityle. The son, on the other hand—forced for a time to

dwell in that same- atmosphere of obsolete decoration— is

eagerly looking toward the future, dreaming of his future

home, with its new design already in his mind.

Isn't this a characteristic parallel of conditions at

present?

That is:

The old geocentric Classical-Mediaeval-Rcnaissance dis-

position of mind is doomed gradually to wane, while the

youthful heliocentric disposition of mind is maturing. Here
we also have—under the same roof, so to speak—two "eras,"

different in their respective dispositions toward the problems

of life. The old backward-looking disposition of mind is

surrounded by its own atmosphere of traditional doctrines

from bygone historic times. The youthful forward-looking

disposition of mind, on the other hand, is still compelled to

dwell in the same atmosphere of traditional doctrines,

although it is already far advanced in the search for its own
thought.

Now, the question is: are we the father; or are we the

son?

In other words, does the status of our civilization, at

this moment, indicate that we belong to that Classical-Medi-

aeval-Renaissance concept of geocentric order; or does it

indicate that wre belong to that vital scientific era of helio-

centric order? Or let's put it thus: do we belong to a decay-

ing civilization where the present world-catastrophe is the

deciding death-struggle announcing the end; or do we belong

to an upward-going new civilization where the present world-

agony is only a purging process toward better health, perhaps

in the same sense—and we repeat
—

"as the human body
gains in strength and vigor, after having survived a violent

typhoid fever?"

Indeed, the spirit of the answer is the answer.

If the answer indicates that our matured civilization is

heading toward its end, this only shows that we are tired,

apathetic, and indolent; and if so, the end is surely ahead

of us. On the other hand, if the answer indicates that our
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young civilization has already for a long period of time
fought for its freedom from the doctrinal shackles of the

past and that we—boldly, eagerly and open-mindedly—are

looking toward the future, then certainly we are going for-

ward.

Consequently, in refusing to accept the attitude of a

Spengler, we believe in the future of our civilization.

This is not a prophecy.

It is just a point of view. And as such it is a more
optimistic point of view than are the ideas of those predicting

the end. We insist on optimism. For pessimism in itself

indicates a downward road, whereas optimism is the bright

road that inspires to new deeds.

Also, now that we have arrived at a positive answer

—

what about the quality of the coming form? That is—and
we repeat the next question on our program—"after the

present crisis is over, does humanity have enough sincerity

of heart and creative vitality to raise its form-development

onto a level of truly cultural significance?"

So then:

3. The Cultural Significance of Form in the Making

As regards the cultural significance of our form, we can be

short and concise; for if form is to have cultural significance

it must first be creatively vital and honest. The rest follows

automatically.

Considering the high standard of the Egyptian achieve-

ments, it must be admitted that art during the past five

thousand years has not developed for the better—and this

we have already mentioned. Development of standard, thus,

is not a reality—at least, not historically speaking. The
whole is only a dramatic change of form. In fact, if we get

right down to the bottom of things, there is only one stand-

ard according to which the value of art can be measured,

and that is the truest expression of the best of life. This is

the ultimate distinction that art of man can attain.

Also, as we are speculating in terms of the future, we
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should not soothe ourselves with the languine thought thai

things are going uphill insofar as opulence of form is con

(nurd. They are not. Not is this necessary. It may be

thai the Chinese Pagoda and the Gothic Cathedral, in com-

parison with our present and future form, are richei and
more outstanding; and it may be thai the epochs we have

mentioned would have found our form poor, cool, and

frugal. Bui we cannot help it. We have to make of our

form the best we can, knowing that only in such a manner
arc we able to be truthful to ourselves and able to accomplish

true art.

And—finally—to be able to accomplish true art, our

actions must be based on those principles thai arc funda-

mental, and that arc innate in all things.

These fundamental principles we are going to discuss

in the following, PART TWO.
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PART TWO

THE first chapter of this PART TWO—The Creative In-

stinct—emphasizes the creative nature of art. Furthermore,

it emphasizes the fact that this creative disposition is a matter

of instinct: whereas intellect plays only a supporting role in

the process of creation.

Moreover, this chapter tries to bring "scientific validity"

into the above statements.

The second chapter of this PART TWO—Organic

Order—emphasizes the fact that "organic order" is the prin-

ciple of architecture in all of creation, and it elaborates on
this fact by introducing two satellite principles—the

daughter-principles of "expression" and "correlation."

These two satellite principles constitute the topic of the

sub-chapters: "Form and Expression," and "Form and Corre-

lation."
* * *

The third chapter of this PART TWO—Form and
Vitality—deals with the problems of vitality and decay, and
with those of permanence and ephemerality.

The closing chapter of this PART TWO—Form and
Time—brings the element of "time" into the discussion.

Consequently, it elaborates on the theme of constant change

in form-concept, as time moves on.

In this chapter there are four sub-chapters.

First, there is the sub-chapter "The Fundamental Form,"

pertaining to a fundamental, and yet constantly changing

form-concept.
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Second, there is the sub-chapter "Form and Evolution,"

pertaining to a specific evolutionary change of form-concept

depending on potentialities from within.

Third, there is the sub-chapter "Form and Migration,"

pertaining to a specific change of form-concept depending on
influence from without.

And fourth, there is the sub-chapter "Form and Style,"

pertaining to the final outcome of form-concept.
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IV. THE CREATIVE INSTINCT

INTRODUCTORILY, this wc have said:

"In all this discussion of man's apprehensive faculties

of one kind or another, it is important to mention par-

ticularly those faculties which are most essential in the search

for form. First, there is the faculty of man's 'intuition' to

establish immediate contacts with primary facts and truths.

Second, there is the faculty of man's 'instinct' to record

vibrations of life and to transmute these vibrations into

corresponding form. And third, there is the faculty of man's

'imagination' to produce mental ideas and pictures that have

no relationship to previous concept, knowledge, or expe-

rience."

When it is said that intuition establishes direct contacts

with primary facts and truths, this is fully plain, and there

is nothing more to say. For, whoever tries to elaborate on

the matter soon becomes involved into a network of arbitrary

assumptions. Thus someone has said: "It is easy to know
God, as long as one does not vex oneself to define Him."

As for imagination, this, too, is a pretty fluid case and,

therefore, this matter is going to be the last one of our

"intangibles."

With instinct the situation is different.

True enough, even here one frequently gets entangled

in intangibilities, but at any rate, instinct is a matter which

must be made clear before one is able to define art. In the

course of our analysis we have ever so often referred to art

as something "creative," where the "creative" quality is in-

fused into art by means of instinct. Likewise we have said

that art cannot come into being unless it is instinctively felt.

Furthermore, we have said that this is a state of things which

prevails in man's art just as much as in nature's art and that

"instinctive creation" is a fundamental phenomenon.
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It is a fundamental principle.

And, as our task now is to analyze fundamental prin-

ciples, we are going to make the start with the principle of

instinct.

Well:

How does the swallow travel from the north to the south

and from the south to the north, always finding the same
place to nest? There are no maps to go by. How does the

cell find its proper location in the cell-web so as to achieve

an expressive pattern of the species concerned? There are

no textbooks to follow. How do plants, bushes, trees, and
other growing things know that if they do not adjust their

growths to the environment the coherence of the landscape

could not come into existence? There are no ordinances to

obey. And so, wherever one turns for information as to how
things are conducted, one always is met by the hidden "how"
that sets minds to wondering.

Obviously, in all this, the credit must be given to a

transcendental instinct.

However, to undertake an inclusive analysis of instinct

—in order to disclose its inmost nature as to origin, source of

potency, mode of function, et cetera—would bring us into

regions not yet and perhaps never to be explored. Conse-

quently, we shall limit ourselves to a few characteristic traits,

so far empirically experienced. Moreover, we shall eliminate

from our discussion those instinctive manifestations which

—atavistic or directly hereditary—constitute, so to speak,

routine operations; such as, for example, the above indicated

peregrination of birds along pre-established routes, genera-

tion after generation. Our object of search concerns pri-

marily art—whether nature's or human—and because art is

creative by nature, we must examine even the manifestations

of instinct from fields where any action establishes new
values by a constant creative process. In other words, we
will consider chiefly the "creative instinct."

It is refreshing and instructive to walk in an early spring

morning when nature is stirred from her wintry trance,
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Wherever one looks, tiny buds are streft bing out their heads

as ii trying to get a peep at weather, wind, and sun, so as to

learn how the day's doings should be set. They all look

youthfully healthy and energetic. And eagerly they seem

to breathe the invigorating Ereshness of the morning dew.

One feels .is if walking among living beings, i onscious-of the

existence ol one another. One feels as ii there were much
looking around and wondering, and as if there were much
whispering Erom hud to l>ud, from branch to branch. And
one feels the echo of this whispering even in one's own
veins: cell speaks to cell, "now is the time to do things."

Really, one becomes imbued with energy, inspiration, and

creative impetus.

Later on, in the autumn days, when one walks along

the same path, the same buds have grown into verdant

sprigs. Eagerly they wave recognition: "Look here, aren't

we grand! " In fact, every branch has put forth new ones

from a thickened limb. Every stem has gotten a new ring

under the hardened bark. Every tree has grown in volume
and size. Yet the material increase has added also spiritual

values by conforming the new growth with the old into an

enchanting whole—stronger—fuller—richer. Indeed, there

has been positive action of gradual growth toward manifest

design: expressive of the species, and fitting into environ-

ment. It has been the subconscious work of the creative

instinct. It has been so all along the whole process of

growth. And one feels as if walking in a wonderland of

constant creation.

One feels much more so after having gone still deeper

into things by observing the minutely pulsing life even in

places where the naked eye cannot see. Here, in the con-

cealed depths of organic life—even in areas where the sharp-

est instruments cannot penetrate—the thread is spun and the

weft is laid for material to be made, and design is planned

for forms to come. One is amazed to learn how the spirit

of creation permeates every part of the organic fabric. And
one is eager to learn still more.

Now then, let's experiment with this:

Let's follow the seed's gradual growth into a tree. And
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let's assume that one could undertake the impossible task

of examining the processes of cell-growth, of cell-movement,

of cell-constellation, and of forming of cell-pattern, at every

moment and in every part of the organism, and all this dur-

ing the whole formation period of the species under study.

One then could observe myriads of ever new designs, all

derived from the same thought and all organized into func-

tional pattern. It would be much like a kinetic performance
of constantly novel features, sparkling with life and expres-

siveness—yet never two alike.

Moreover, supposing one were to put thousands of trees

under a similar observation; for sure, then, all the more
would nature disclose her trend to incessant creation. One
would find all the thousands of trees—or millions of them
during thousands of years, if you please—individually

shaped. Yet never two alike.

Now, what would be the logical conclusion of all this?

Simply, that one would find every single cell—and every

species as well—an artist, a true artist indeed, creating ever

new values. Beyond doubt, therefore, there exists an all

governing principle of creation: the "creative instinct."

Perhaps, to some, we might seem to have become in-

volved in scientific digressions, rather than in the study of

the problems of art. It all depends on what we are after.

Generally speaking, science means research on the basis of

something existing, whereas art means the creation of some-

thing new. Also, to study nature is science. But nature

herself is incessantly creative. Therefore, in nature the

truest principles of human art can be found—and one of

these principles, as said, is the creative instinct.

Being an all governing principle, the creative instinct

is in the blood of man just as much as it is in the sap of any

healthy cell. That instinct, consequently, is manifested in

every individual, more or less. Every individual senses the

characteristics of his age and is able to express these charac-

teristics in various ways: in movement, in speech, in thought,

in sentiment. And whatever it may be, a certain creation

always is achieved. Most of this kind of creation does not,
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perhaps, affect the general course <>i things, but, at am
rate, it is apt t<> indicate the direction oi the course. And
it offers—perhaps unseen nourishment to more advanced
c reative sensing.

However, the various degrees of the creative instinct

are marked, for sure. Therefore, when ivc speak of the

creative instinct in terms of art—art in this connection being

understood as the profession of ;mists -we shall take into

consideration its artistically creative laculty only. In such an

understanding the creative instinct is the sensitive seismo-

graph that records vibrations of life and transposes them
into corresponding vibrations of art.

Although there is but little chance to penetrate much
deeper into the secrets of the creative instinct, nevertheless

it is necessary to understand the relationship between the

"meaning to be expressed" and the "means of expression"

—

between which two attributes the creative instinct functions

as the mediator.

This subject, we think, is important and therefore our

next endeavor must be to bring some light into it.

Volumes have been written about this matter, and yet

the question is still open for ever new considerations. Per-

haps the problem is insoluble in the minds of those who try

to open up the secrets of art-creation by means of theoretical

reasoning and esthetic speculation, where the thoughts have

not been made fertile because of the lack of inherent creative

instinct and personal creative experience. On the other

hand, those who have the inherent gift for originating

creative art, sense the solution already in the blood of their

veins—yet even they, generally speaking, are unable to

unveil the facts by proceeding along intellectual channels.

Nor is it necessary insofar as actual creation is concerned.

However, being now tempted to find the keys, at least

to come to the secret chambers of art, we must carry the task

through as far as we possibly can. To do this, we must, to

start with, step over the threshold of science in order to find

some explanation of life-appearances in general, of which
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art—as we understand it—is an integral necessity to the

completeness of the whole.

Now, the scientist tells us that all of creation is a matter
of energy, where an eternal and omnipresent movement of

vibration takes place and where this vibration brings every-

thing everywhere into existence. Consequently, this must
be true even concerning light, color, sound, movement, form
and all those media that together constitute the very media
of art-expression. Accepting now this thought of vibration

as an axiom, we must draw our conclusions accordingly.

That is: fundamentally, art is a matter of "vibration."

Vibration, however, must be understood as a matter of

"number." This again intimates that the world of number
underlies all that exists and consequently that all things are

explicable in terms of "mathematics." With this the math-

ematician is brought into our discussion. The mathema-
tician can be of great theoretical help with his calculations,

experiments, instruments, and perhaps with many other

things. And yet, even he soon arrives at the conclusion that

mathematics—when it approaches the abstruse—belongs to

the world of that unknown which is beyond even the sharp-

est of intellects. Intellect, thus, has to admit its limitations

and is compelled to cede further disclosures to instinct. This

then means that even the most brilliant mathematical genius,

in the solution of purely mathematical problems, must lean

upon his instinct. Moreover, when Goethe maintains that

"the mathematician is only complete insofar as he feels

within himself the beauty of the true," the poet reveals the

close relationship between mathematical instinct and artistic

instinct. Here we meet the mathematician and the artist

on a common plane, both wondering what it is all about.

And no matter how they may try to explain number and
vibration in the creation of art, all the same they must leave

the final word to the creative instinct to decide how math-

ematical formulas must be established in each individual

case, to infuse expressiveness into art.

Really, what is impossible in this respect to the math-

ematical intellect is utterly easy to the mathematical instinct.

So, for example, when the peasant girl of the country-side
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is in love, she expresses her j< >\ s and sorrows by singing. The
more musical she is and the deepci liei sentiments go, the

more she fills the air with vibrations thai are adjusted to the

choicest mathematical concept of numbers beyond even the

most advanced intellectual expert And yet she might not

know more about mathematics than to be able to add a few

things together with the aid of her finger tips. This surely

must seem uncanny to the ambitious intellect. It must seem
much more so when considering the fact that the lark in the

sky, through its trill, surrounds itself with vibrations of the

most perfect infinitesimal calculus.

Uncanny, perhaps, to intellect

—

but the most natural

thing to instinct.

When it is said that all of creation is based on math-

ematics, this does not mean just a simple matter of arithmetic.

It means mathematics of the highest order. And of this

highest order there are myriads of ramifications, each rami-

fication represented by a "number" of its own.

Take, for example, that love-sick girl and her math-

ematical adventures. Whether she sings of happiness or

sorrow, her number is significant of her individuality and
of all that pertains to this individuality. Let's put it thus:

she moves, breathes, feels, reasons, and sings in accordance

with a number all of her own. Self-evidently, therefore, her

number is altogether of another nature than that of the

lark. The lark, again, might trill because of summer and
sunshine; in any case its number has much to do with the

lark itself, with its significance as a songbird, and with many
other things pertaining to lark-characteristics. Thus we have

two totally unlike number-concepts, each of which, respec-

tively, constitutes the fundamental import of its respective

form-expressions.

Drawing our conclusions as to matters in general, it is

evident that there are as many "numbers" as there are form-

expressions. Accordingly, the number of man in general is

different from that of animals in general. The number of

a cow is different from that of a swallow; of a pheasant from
that of a salmon; of a palm tree from that of a birch; and so
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on and so forth in unlimited variations and ramifications.

Again, speaking about variations and ramifications in

human conditions as contrasted with one another, we might
as well return to our singing girl. It makes all the difference,

whether she—say she's a Nordic blonde—sings her melodious

elegies in the pale northern summer night, longing for her

blue-eyed and far-away friend, or whether she is that dark,

fiery, and swift castanet-clicker from the Spanish village,

burning and sparkling for the stirring and silver-glittering

toreador. Naturally, the numbers would be differently

set and used in both of these unlike instances. Similarly,

the numbers of South American tangos are unlike the num-
bers of those songs born on the vast steppes of Russia. And
the harmonies of Bach have other number-constellations

than have all previous compositions and those of later date.

This last remark brings the element of "time" into our

discussion. By this we mean that "number"—in the sense

now being considered—is not a static thing. And how could

it be. Due to the fact that life conditions and their form-

expressions are subject to constant change, naturally then,

corresponding numbers also are subject to constant change.

Thus, "conditions of life," "form-expression," and corre-

sponding "number," have been—all along and all together

—

subject to an evolutionary process. Down the ages these

three together have formed various characteristic groups,

corresponding to the characteristics of their respective civili-

zations. Spengler—among others—writes about this same

matter in his "Decline of the West" as follows: "There is

not, and cannot be, a number as such. There are several

number-worlds, as there are several Civilizations. We find

an Indian, an Arabian, a Classical, a Western type of mathe-

matical thought, and corresponding with each, a type of

number—each type fundamentally peculiar and unique, an

expression of a specific world-feeling, reflecting the central

essence of one and only one soul, viz., the soul of that par-

ticular Civilization."

Now, number is the basic attribute through which

"rhythm" is constituted. That is to say, grouping of num-
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ber with fmpharii on "repetition/
1

"interval," and "accent,"

bringi forth rhythm-manifestation. So is the situation in

all of creation. And in this respect there is no difference

whether rhythm-manifestation takes place through micro-

scopic variation producing life, Light, color, sound, and a

great multitude of all kinds of things; whether it eauscs

materialization of line, form, and design-pattern, In dimen-

sions understandable to the human mind; or whether it

causes constellation of macrocosmic order in dimension be-

\<>nd the human mind. After all, rhythm is a universal

phenomenon.
And now, with this emphasis laid on "rhythm," we have

entered the province of art, for rhythm of a "certain" order

is fundamental in art. "Certain," we say, and by this we
wish to accent the fact that rhythm in art is not just rhythm
as such, but a significative language. It is a "language of

number" which the creative instinct—and only the creative

instinct—is able to employ by infusing meaning into rhythm,

thus making rhythm-manifestation the "means" of art-ex-

pression.

The main endeavor of our mathematical excursion was

to make evident just this point—the interrelationship be-

tween "means" and "meaning." For, as was said at the out-

set of this excursion: "it is necessary to understand the rela-

tionship between the "meaning to be expressed" and the

"means of expression"—between which two attributes the

creative instinct functions as the mediator."

As such, the thought of the said relationship is rather

logical and clear—we do realize this fact, of course. But

our prime aim has been to bring into this thought "scientific

validity," so to speak. This "scientific validity" we con-

sider important, indeed. It must be borne in mind that

esthetic rationalization—and much actual work in the field

of art—do not always pay enough attention to the signifi-

cance of the above thought.

For example:

According to our mathematical investigation—now we
are "scientifically" speaking—the characteristics of Greek
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life became transmuted into Greek art. Obviously, then,

there existed an intimate relationship—in mathematical

terms—between Greek life and Greek art. And by virtue

of this intimate relationship—and by virtue of this only

—

Greek art was "creative and true art." Consequently, if

another time were indiscriminate enough to adopt Greek
art for its own purpose, indeed then a true relationship

—

again in mathematical terms—between life and art could not

exist. And the adopted, formerly "creative and true art"

would cease to be "creative"; it would cease to be "true";

and it would cease to be "art." It were just imitation. Sheer

fallacy I

This example is one of many, although perhaps more
conspicuous than others, and precisely because of its con-

spicuousness we will frequently have much reason to refer

to it. And because this same criticism that we have found

true in this Greek case must hold true in any similar case, it

is important to stress the distinction between "creation" and
"imitation," even from a mathematical point of view.

It is an easy task to establish mathematical records of

the rhythmic characteristics of an alien art-form, and to apply

these records to our conditions of life. Such a procedure is

purely technical and can have nothing in common with the

creation of art. It is a reproductive procedure which results

in imitation, and as such it must be denounced. Again, as

to our own conditions of life, it is an impossible task to pro-

duce an art-form of our own by mere intellectual reasoning

or by purely technical means. Indeed, it would not result

in art in a true sense of the word. Intellect cannot measure

the rhythmic characteristic of our psychological disposition

toward the problems of life and put them into corresponding

form. These rhythmic characteristics must be instinctively

felt; they must be felt by the creative instinct; and only by

the creative instinct can they be transmuted into expressive

form—into form which is "creative," which is "true," which

is "art," and which represents the very art-form of our time.

Surely, this is a mystery that intellect cannot solve.

The greatest mystery, however, is the fact that rhythm,
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by producing .1 certain form, makes thii form harmonious

to the human mind; whereas anothei form is apt to affb t the

human mind disharmoniously. Inn licit may be of lome
help in explaining why a certain ordei oi vibrations—often

mathematically Identified causes harmonious effects; while

another order, 01 especially disorder, causes cacophonous

effects. Fui thermore, intellect is able to confirm the Eact that

harmonious and cacophonous effects, respectively, are con-

itructive and destructive by their respective natures. The
validity of this statement can be exhibited by scientific

methods: a healthy organism, through an orderly set of

vibrations, always has a rhythmic configuration of cell-

pattern; whereas an unhealthy organism, through its dis-

orderly set of vibrations, shows a distinct leaning to disin-

tegration. All these points—the harmonious and construc-

tive quality of order, and the discordant and destructive

quality of another order, or of disorder—are essential dis-

coveries on which the whole problem of form-world values

is based. Through this the positive cultural value of healthy

art is scientifically demonstrated.

However, the discoveries of intellect are only statements

built upon outer experiences, and by no means disclosures

of inherent potencies. Therefore, the question still remains

unanswered: why do the vibrations of just these certain

orders—and only under certain circumstances—have har-

monious and constructive effects? The creative instinct, too,

is unable to furnish the answer. It is able only to sense the

means.

If we are willing to gain knowledge of the creative in-

stinct and to construct our further analysis of art on this

knowledge, we must emphasize particularly two points that

we have learned through the above investigation—the

validity of which, as said, can be proven by scientific methods.

In the first place, we have learned that art cannot come
into being without the creative instinct.

In the second place, wTe have learned that alien forms,

formulas, and doctrines must not be employed to conduct the

development of present day art.
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The first point emphasizes creative ambition in all art

development. The second point denounces reproductive

—

and thus imitative—lethargy in all art development.

As the closing point, may we remind of the fact that the

human creative instinct is a precious instrument of appre-

hension, and that everyone sincerely engaged in art must see

to it that the sensitive seismographic needle of one's creative

instinct be kept clean and sharp.
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V. ORGANIC ORDER*

THE principle of "organic order" has often been referred
to. It has been referred to particularly because of its close

relation to the structural consistence of the universe. And
in view of this fact, we designated the principle as the funda-

mental principle of architecture.

Furthermore, we said that this principle functions along

two distinctly different and decisive trends.

These two trends—we said—are twin-principles: the

principles of "expression" and "correlation," respectively;

and as such they act always and everywhere together and in

mutual cooperation. In fact, these two trends are the

daughter-principles of the universal principle of organic

order.

So then, in analyzing the universal principle of organic

order, we will do it best—we believe—by analyzing these

two daughter-principles separately.

Accordingly, first we will discuss the principle of "ex-

pression."

i. FORM AND EXPRESSION

The matter of "expression" came first into our considera-

tion when studying nature's form-manifestations, and we dis-

covered "that nature's form-richness is established through a

certain significative order,' different in each case, and ex-

pressive of the meaning behind form."

Since then, this matter of "expression" has often come
up in our discussions and we have learned to consider

• This matter of "Organic Order"—including its satellites, "Expression"

and "Correlation"—/ have previously analyzed in "The City." I repeat the

analysis here for those who have not read "The City." And I do it

now in extended form. ES.
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nature's form-expression a specific language in itself. It is

a language by means of which nature communicates with

those able to feel and to understand. Thus, the more we
study nature's form-world, the more clearly it becomes evi-

dent how rich in inventiveness, nuances, and shiftings

nature's form-language is. And the more deeply we learn

to realize that, in nature's realm, expressiveness is "basic."

As for the realm of man, the same is true.

The mere body of man—already as such—is a telling

example. For man, as he moves, as he acts, or whatever he

does with his body, is a mirror of his inner mood. The
muscular changes of his face express corresponding changes

of his mind. The sparkle in his eye, the lift of his brow,

the wrinkle of his chin, the shrug of his shoulder, and the

swing of his hip—all these are expressions of joy, of sorrow,

of temperament of one kind or another. And they all con-

vey these expressions to other men.
But, as man—already himself—is an expressive language

in the intercommunication between man and man, so much
the more does the spoken language serve the same purpose.

The same holds with regard to man's relation to his art.

Indeed, the expressive language of man's art is just as

significative a means of intercommunication between man
and man as is the spoken language. The nature of this

intercommunication, therefore, must be our next problem

to tackle.

Now, in this intercommunication there are three factors

to deal with. First we have the artist who expresses himself

through art. Second we have art which radiates this ex-

pression. And third we have the public to which this ex-

pression is conveyed.

In order to bring light into the proper relationship be-

tween these three factors, we must first of all investigate the

origin of this relationship: man himself.

a. Aura of Man

From whatever angle one tries to penetrate into the secrets

of human art in order to arrive at correct conclusions, one
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thing if sure: the answer to all the problems of human art

must he found in man himself: man is the BtagC manager.

Already subconsciously one senses thai the achievement!
of the past mirror the inmost ( hai.K teristics oi the u-sj)(( tive

minds and peoples who directed the play behind the stage.

Art of the great civilizations, really, is like an open hook

with its unmistakably clear language. It conveys the emo-
tions and thoughts of the historic ages in much surer terms

than historians have done, or possibly could do.

What in this respect is true concerning the past is

equally true concerning the present. And what holds good
in general terms must hold good even in individual cases.

In his work, the author opens his soul. So does the philos-

opher. So does the composer. The more direct and honest

the work, the deeper does one feel the inner drift that

brought this work forth. And so, when we ask: "What is

art?" the answer, as said, must be found in man himself.

But, let's ask first: "What is man?"
Well, the answer to this depends much on from which

point of view one looks upon man. But as we are now deal-

ing with the problems of form, we might then—to be con-

sistent—look even upon man as a matter of "form." That
is to say, let's consider man a living organism which radiates

its influence—just as does form.

Now, the spiritual essence that radiates from an indi-

vidual is called "aura." Originally, aura meant breeze. It

meant "gentle breeze," often personified in Greek art and

literature. In such an understanding, aura symbolizes some-

thing ethereal radiating from one's personality and having a

distinct influence on one's surrounding.

Everyone radiates a certain aura.

Supposing that you are sitting alone in your study,

working, reading, or just meditating. Supposing further-

more, that you are at the moment in an open mood so that

impressions from the outside are not apt to disturb you.

Then suddenly, someone enters your study, someone you

know nothing about, nor whence he comes nor for what pur-

pose he has come to see you. You look at him. And you
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find that you are confronted with an appearance consisting

of proportions, masses, rhythm, color, and movement. From
the first moment, this appearance conveys to you a distinct

impression—perhaps sympathetic, perhaps unsympathetic.

And instantly you feel that a strange atmosphere, corre-

sponding to that very appearance of the entered person, has

permeated your study.

It is his aura.

Also, while a moment ago your personality alone dom-
inated the room, now the human atmosphere in this room
has become a combination of two sets of waves which either

blend harmoniously or cause discord. If these two sets of

waves, yours and his, establish an accord of vibration, you
feel mutual sympathy. In a reverse case, the contrary would
happen. Sympathy or antipathy are apt to impress both of

you equally strongly, in case both personalities are of equal

strength. But supposing you are the stronger. You then

will impose your personality upon the other, and he becomes
influenced by you. And the positive ^or negative quality of

this influence depends on the character of your personality.

In most cases, the aura of an individual has only a

momentary power of influence, and this influence disappears

as soon as the individual himself disappears. Sometimes,

though, such an influence is lasting, depending on strength

and quality. Sometimes, again, when two persons meet one

another for the first time, their mutual influences might

establish a lifelong contact. In general, the first influence

can be corrected, strengthened, or weakened by closer con-

tact. Such closer contact is apt to bring to light some mental

characteristics, not before observed. Hence the changes. In

fact—and so must aura be understood—the influence of aura

radiates primarily from the mental characteristics of a per-

son. His physical characteristics—naturally being congruent

with the mental—strengthen the influence.

During the course of his life, an individual goes through

a continuous metamorphosis in the making of his shape.

The different stages of his physical development are expressed

and the development of his mental ego is reflected in his ap-

pearance, in the carriage of his body, and in the bearing of
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his head. In other words, his aura is undei a continuotu

evolutionary change. This means thai every person begins

From childhood to build up his individuality. A baby docs

not have much individuality to begin with. But the possi-

bilities Of development lie hidden in his birth and in the

experiences he- is going to have during his growth. Every

moment brings something mentally new to the aspiring indi-

vidual. Every new mental experience sets it ^ traces in the

bodily aspect. And so every person, during the growth of

his mentality, goes through a corresponding bodily trans-

formation. In this manner his outer aspect develops into an

integrality of characteristics which reflect his inner character-

istics. And the combination of outer and inner character-

istics constitutes his personality—his aura.

It really is amazing to observe how everyone—no matter

whom one considers— is a millionfold constellation of one
and the same key of order, characteristic of that person only.

1 \eryone has his characteristic rhythm of movement, when
walking, gesticulating, speaking, laughing, et cetera. In this

peculiar rhythm of movement his personality comes into

appearance. And whatever movements—physical or mental

—one examines, there always is an evident congruity with

his other movements. All these combinedly, constitute a

distinct formula of "individuality"—if we may say so—which

does not exist elsewhere, which never existed before, and

which never will appear again. Whence this "individuality"

has its origin and where it is heading, no one knows—and

to know this is not our concern just now. But, were we to

delve into the problems of congruous actions, we could not

escape the thought that a person, during the whole orbit

of his development, whether he creates, understands, or ap-

preciates art—to mention those faculties we are now inter-

ested in—is subconsciously bound to do it in accordance

with that "individuality" he represents. In fact, these facul-

ties—and their consequences—grow just from this very

"individuality." And were it possible to discover all the

mysteries of mathematics, one really could reconstruct a math-

ematical formula—a module, if you will—according to which

an individual exists, acts, and works, in all his comprehen-
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siveness, no matter how personal or impersonal. Certainly,

he is a "microscomos," as Paracelsus, the philosopher, once
put it.

b. Aura of Form

Now—as just said—an individual, in creating art, "is sub-

consciously bound to do it in accordance with that 'indi-

viduality' he represents." In other words, an individual

transposes his "aura of man" into his "aura of form."

So then, while Rembrandt walked and worked on this

earth, and while he might have influenced his surroundings

with the vibrations of his aura, first of all he transposed these

vibrations into the enchanting pigment, light, and shadow
of his canvases. That is, he transposed his "aura of man" into

the "aura of form" of his art. Yet, while Rembrandt and his

aura have been gone for a long period of time, nevertheless

that vital aura of his art still remains undiminished, exerting

its influence upon humanity, century after century. And so

deeply has this aura of Rembrandt's art grown into the gen-

eral consciousness, that when we speak today about Rem-
brandt we do not mean him in person, but rather that vital

expressiveness which radiates from his superb treatment of

pigment, light, and shadow.

The situation in Rembrandt's case, therefore, is this:

Rembrandt translated the aims and sentiments of his

time into the expressive language of his art. Rembrandt
himself soon was gone. But the expressive language of his

art still conveys to posterity the aims and sentiments of his

time.

Speaking in general terms, the situation is the same:

By their various means, the artists translate the aims and

sentiments of their times into the expressive language of

their art. And while the artists themselves soon are gone,

the expressive language of their art conveys to posterity the

aims and sentiments of the passed times.

Such has always been and such will always be the course

of things. It is a continuous play in two parts. In the first

part of this play, the leading theme is "man influences form."
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In the second pan of this play, the leading theme ii "form

influences man."

Tims far, tlu- lust juit oi tins pla) has been performed:

"Influence of Alan."

Now is the time for the second part: "Influence of

Form."

The spiritual quality of any form rests within its ex-

pressive proportion and rhythm. Because oi this, it makes
no difference which form we select as the object of our

examination. We might, however, arrive closest to the roots

of the problem, it we select the most generally used form;

namely, that form which not only meets a general demand,
but constitutes even an indispensable everyday necessity for

everyone. It is the space of protection that everyone is com-
pelled to establish about himself.

It is the "room."

Really, the "room" is the most indispensable form-prob-

lem in civilized human life. It is so, for most of life takes

place within the four walls of the room. In the room, the

various phases of life are blended into a colorful complexity

of joy and sorrow, of aim and passion; into a "Humana Corn-

media"—the most intimate of all the performances of man.
In the room the new-born opens his eyes for the first time.

There he grows up. There he spends most of his life.

There his work is done. And there his eyes someday will

close forever. Therefore, the room is the sanctuary of man's

life and work. And the essence of the room—aura of the

room— is that environment, constituted by means of propor-

tion and rhythm, which bestows upon man its spiritual at-

mosphere.

It must be understood, however, that when we speak

about the "room" in the above sense, we do not mean a

space-formation of just four bare walls. We mean a space-

formation of organic integrity, including all the features

that make of the room an adequate place for proper human
existence.

As such, the room radiates its influence.

When a person enters a room, in one way or another he
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is influenced by the room. Either he feels comfortable, or

he feels uncomfortable. But, if sensitive enough, he seldom
feels indifferent. In case he is conscious of the spiritual

atmosphere of his environment, the room can satisfy him
only insofar as the room-atmosphere is in accord with his

personality. If such is not the case, and he is forced in

spite of this to dwell in the room, he might be able to under-

take such rearrangements as could suit his well-being,

physical and spiritual. By so doing, he might strengthen the

kinship between the room and himself.

We may feel at home in a room by just rearranging a

few odd things. Or perhaps there is need of major changes.

Or perhaps all our efforts are in vain, and we are forced

to move out because the room is fundamentally in disagree-

ment with our ego. On the other hand, if our ego does not

agree with the spirit of the room, and we are able in spite

of this gradually to feel content with the room—without

making any changes—our ego then is moulded to correspond

to the spirit of the room. In such a case the influence of the

room is stronger than our character. And our character is

improved or depraved, depending on whether the room is

esthetically—or why not say "ethically"—on a higher or lower

level than we are ourselves.

A person sensitive to proportion and rhythm feels dis-

tinctly these qualities in the room. He is "musical" with

regard to space. He is like the person able to enjoy music

because of his sensitiveness to cadence, rhythm, and color

in music. But as nearly everyone is able to whistle a melody,

so is nearly everyone more or less sensitive to the "music"

of the room.

I have taken a fancy to study this.

When a group of people is invited to inspect a building

and one observes how the various members of this group

behave themselves, one can easily see which ones are sen-

sitive to the "music" of the room. After the general "looking

around" is over, the members of the party wish to rest, and

refreshments are brought around. Now, if there is a room

which really is well-shaped and unspoiled by irrelevant

decoration, one can be sure that those sensitive to proportion
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and rhythm have found theft place of rest precisely in this

loom. Perhaps they have expressed thcii admiration for the

various da orations oi the place, believing such admiration to

be the purpose ol the invitation. But theii selected room
speaks its silent tongue, and they listen to its spite h. Per-

haps they are not conscious of this Eai t. Sub oni iously they

feel it.

I was once invited for dinner at a club. Alter the

dinner, inv host took me to the smoking room. Arrived

there, I was astonished because of its truly excellent propor-

tions and restful use of color. When we were seated, my
host pointed at a painting and said, "Look at this picture.

I always select this seat so as to be able to see the picture;

for hours I can sit here and enjoy it: isn't it charmingl"

Well, the painting was just a dry academic landscape, so I

replied, "You are mistaken my dear friend. You do not

sit here because of the painting; you do so because of the

room itself; and you select just this seat because it is the best

place from which to grasp the whole charm of the room.

Certainly you have a good sense for proportion—perhaps

without knowing it."

Many have it, we are sure. And many more would
have it—even consciously—if the value of proportion were

not so insistently hidden behind abundant decoration.

Supposing there is an extremely well-proportioned

music hall where the public is subconsciously tuned into

harmonious mood. Undoubtedly the influence of this music

hall enables the public so much the more to respond to the

music. Undoubtedly, therefore, everyone feels that the

orchestra is playing unusually well. It really is, for the well-

proportioned music-hall speaks also to the conductor and the

musicians. Even they are tuned into harmonious mood and

transfer this mood into their music. And so the music, the

conductor, and the musicians meet the public in the all-

embracing atmosphere of the music hall.

Such is the spiritual power of the room.

The room-concept has existed as long as man has needed

shelter. Basically, the room is formed by means of its four

walls. By means of these four walls there has been, there is.
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and there always will be the possibility of forming rooms
with an unlimited richness of variety.

The room is like a violin.

A violin has four strings. He who knows these four
strings and weaves his life and being into their use, can make
the violin sing the most varying music, ever new and en-

chanting. All of music that has been and that will be created

during the progress of time, however it may change and
however the scope of its contents may be, can make the

violin sound with full tone through its four strings.

To regard the room as a practical necessity only, and to

disregard the spiritual influence constituted by means of its

four walls, is much the same as to disregard the influence of

the vibrations of the four strings of the violin. To do so,

and to be consistent in looking upon things in such a

matter-of-fact way, would lead to nihilism.

We selected the room-problem as the object of our ex-

amination for the following reasons:

First, and mainly:

Because the "room"—as said—not only meets a general

demand, but constitutes even an indispensable everyday

necessity for everyone.

Secondly:

Because the "room"—notwithstanding its indispensabil-

ity—has been much neglected as a feature, and likewise

because it has been greatly disregarded as of little conse-

quence in the realm of art. Even in the highest circles of

esthetic knowledge, the room, insofar as its atmosphere—its

aura—is concerned, has frequently been slighted almost as a

matter-of-course. Thus, for example, it is not a rare thing

to find that the most exquisite products of creative art have

been nonchalantly accumulated into a room of valuless imi-

tative decoration. By reason of this valuless imitative dec-

oration, the room is lacking in that resonance of congenial

vibration, so essential in the case of creative art. In such a

room, how could art—even the best of it—radiate its message

with clear tone? One might just as well stretch the strings

of the violin on any old piece of ornamented wood.
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To be lure, things have become confused.

And just because oi this confusion, wt have though! it

necessary to stress the importance ol propei atmosphere in as

commonl) used—and as commonly ignored a feature in

human ai I as is the room.

And thirdly:

\\V elected the room-problem as the subject oi oui

examination, with the essential assumption thai the- "room"
must not be considered a space-formation ol just four bare

walls, but—and we repeal —one of "organic integrity! includ-

ing all the features thai make of the- room an adequate place

tor proper human existence."

This means that things such as furniture, textiles, paint-

ing, sculpture, and objects of all kind—all together, and

each individually

—

must be reckoned with il we are to attain

the desired atmosphere of the room.

So must the room-concept be.

Now, with this kind of room-concept, any piece of art

becomes automatically included in our discussion.

It is so because any piece of art is bound to have its

location in some embracing space where human life goes on

in one form or another. And in this respect it makes no
difference whether the "embracing space" is a room in a

home, a hall in a public building, a nave in a church, a

street or plaza enclosure in a city, a space-formation in a

garden or a park, or—for that matter—just space in nature's

architecture. In any circumstance, any piece of art must be

disposed so as to make of it an integral part of its space-

environment: as such, any piece of art must be in harmony
with this space-environment as well as with the various fea-

tures within its sphere of influence: as such, any piece of art

must be expressive of its meaning in the ensemble of all the

features in the "embracing space": as such, any piece of art

must serve its function in the said ensemble—just as much
as any word must serve its function in the sentence.

Consequently, in case the piece of art has no function

to serve in its "embracing space." it could just as well be left

out from this space—just as any word having no function to

serve must be left out of the sentence.
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To compare a piece of art in its space-environment with

a word in a sentence is not just a random thought. In the

language of art, this thought has its fundamental significance

and therefore we must dig deeper into it.

Well, thus to compare a piece of art with a mere spoken
word might easily raise the thought that the expressiveness

of the piece of art is pretty much circumscribed within the

narrow boundaries of a single word.

It is not so, however, for rather generally the single word
has no narrow boundaries.

Take, for example, that short word "man."

Indeed, that short word "man" is not just a sound-

container of its three plain letters. In the spoken language,

that short word "man" compasses all of man and mankind,
and all of man's origin, history, knowledge, reasoning, sens-

ing and imagination about man himself and his species.

Again, in the language of art, that short word "man" com-

passes—besides the whole concept of "art of man," as such

—

all of what man has accomplished in art, pertaining to man
or to anything else.

We might select randomly such words as, say, "light,"

"color," "shadow," "earth," "water," "atmosphere," or what-

ever your choice, and each one of these words, respectively,

constitutes the nucleus of an almost unlimited aureola of

expressiveness pertaining to its nature, appearance, and sig-

nificance. And this holds true just as much concerning

the language of art as the spoken tongue.

Surely, an unlimited number of words could be referred

to in this same way.

In this manner, and during the whole course of man's

existence, there has developed the spoken language—which,

in richness and expressiveness, covers all of man's world of

thought, feeling, and wish. And simultaneously with this

there has developed the language of art, with an equally

broad scope of richness and expressiveness.

Thus, there have come into being two distinctly differ-

ent means of spiritual intercommunication between man and

man: the spoken language, and the language of art.

The former—the spoken language—communicates di-
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icctly with man's intellect, and through intellect with his

innei sensitiveness.

I he lattei the Language ol an communicates directly

with m.m\ innei sensitiveness, it is thai lileni tongue, which

—at besl and when honest brings to all mankind its "ex-

pressive" message ol the deepest and most precious achieve-

ments of man. This expressive message has sounded, sounds,

and will continue to sound as an inspiring siinnlns—through

centuries, millenniums, and ages.

And during these same centm ies, millenniums, and ages,

every single piece of art—at best and when honest—has had,

has, and will have its part in this expressive message.

Just as every single word in the spoken tongue has its

expressive function.

2. FORM AND CORRELATION

As came "expression," so came also "correlation" into our

consideration, while we were studying form-manifestations in

nature. Our subject of study was the landscape, and we
learned that in the landscape there must exist a trend to

correlation "so as to keep things together and to make of the

whole an integrality of correlated order."

Furthermore, while studying the gradual growth of the

seed into a tree, we could discern myriads of ever new de-

signs, all organized into functional pattern. It is obvious

that the principle of expression directed the growth insofar

as expressiveness is concerned. But, due to the fact that the

two mentioned daughter-principles of "organic order" act

together, always and everywhere, the principle of correlation

was instrumental in directing the said growth toward corre-

lated order. Through this, the ever growing number of

cells became correlated into cell-pattern—and, eventually,

into the shape of the tree itself.

However, the shape of the tree—as such— is not yet

enough to achieve correlated order in the landscape. During
its growth the tree must adjust itself also in accordance with

the correlative demands of its environment and of the land-

scape as a whole as well. In this manner the tree is shaped
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for its own particular place. There the tree belongs. And
nowhere else.

Supposing now that the tree must be moved into an-

other location. It then, no doubt—having been shaped for

its own particular place—would look strange in its new
environment. But from the very first moment of its removal
the principle of correlation would be on duty. The reshap-

ing of the tree would begin,, and a few years hence the tree

would be "naturalized" as a congenial member of its new
neighborhood.

Shaping and reshaping is a continuous process in nature,

since in nature an insistent trend to correlation is always

present. Therefore it is too much to say that the human
hand can perfect a garden. The gardener can scheme, direct,

and plant, of course—but without nature's help a unified

effect could not be had. For sure, without this help, the

garden would look like a plant-show of irrelevant specimens.

Only when nature's trend to correlation has had the chance

to direct the growth toward unified effect, can one speak

about the harmonious garden. True enough, as the growth

proceeds, much trimming and clipping will be of need. It

is so because man's planting and nature's planting are differ-

ent, as to both action and aim. The former is artificial,

forced, and for decorative purposes; the latter is genuine,

where the "trimming and clipping" is the result of natural

selection as to strength and fitness.

As nature is helpful in the garden, so does she conduct

matters also in other respects. Almost everywhere this comes

into evidence. For example, when walking in the country-

side, frequently one's eyes are attracted by an idyllic picture:

a group consisting of an old barn and a few trees and bushes,

with perhaps a stone wall, a fence, a brook, and a bridge.

There is always something fascinating about the composi-

tion. There are good masses, good proportions, good group-

ing and rhythm. Hundreds of similar compositions could be

selected, and nearly always they would create a certain poetry.

And the colors would melt smoothly together with the sur-

rounding field, the hillside slope, the passing brook—no

matter whether it be Winter, Spring, Summer, or Autumn.
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iiu- I). iin was built b) 111. 111. Even though the tree*

ma) have been pi.mud i>\ human hand, ii would not matter.

i <u it nature hag had tunc t<> blend things together, to shape

the trees, and to soften tin- colors, the result would In- .1 good
correlation of interwoven features. Thus, even man's work
is reshaped i>n nature in hei striving i<n correlated order.

"Correlation" has not always been considered of §ig-

nificant importance the l<^s a Eundamenta] principle. In

spite oi this fact, many instinctively Follow its command.
Those interested in gardening, Eoi example, are eager to

achieve a satisfactory color grouping of flowers, and to that

end they select their plants accordingly. And when they

select flowers for room-decoration, they arrange them into

choice bouquets, and into a good co-ordination with the

room and with all of its features.

Perhaps this example was selected from a field where
man still is sensitive. Perhaps dealing with flowers and
gardens has kept man close to nature so that his atavistic

ego has been subconsciously absorbing nature's fundamentals.

Whereas, on the other hand, man's innate sensitiveness has

become less alert when he deals with man-made things only.

In this latter respect it is often amazing to observe how
things are carried out. How often are pictures hung on
walls where they do not belong! How often are sculptures

located so as to destroy their actual art-values! How often

are the most miscellaneous things jumbled and bungled to-

gether in one's room so as to make the room anything but

healthy for spiritual living! And last but not least, how
often are buildings designed without discrimination as to

environment! Surely, this sad fact has caused much jest

that is anything but flattering to the architect.

Thus, sensitiveness to correlation seems to be vague.

One forgets that everything must be both "relative" and

"correlative."

Is there a beautiful form, as such? Indeed, as such,

there is no like thing. Any form must be imagined in con-

nection with its reason for being, with its means of expres-

sion, and with contiguous forms. The beautiful form of a
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head—a lady's, we should say—is beautiful, perhaps, because

of its expressiveness of inner life, because of its sympathetic

complexion, and because of its proper relation to the whole

body. The same head put on the shoulders of a robust

truck driver would be funny rather than beautiful.

Is there a beautiful movement, as such? Indeed, as

such, there is no like thing. Any movement must be con-

sidered from the point of its objective, from the nature of

the object in movement, and from the surrounding spatial

characteristics. The gracious flight of the bird in the air,

or the gliding course of the fish in the water, would be unfit

for rhythm in human movement.
Is there a beautiful color, as such? Indeed, as such,

there is no like thing. The color that you might consider

beautiful is always discerned in correlation with contiguous

colors, or you picture a certain amount of this color to be

employed with other colors for some particular purpose.

You might have a personal liking for a certain color and you
might be inclined to use it wherever there opens a chance to

do so. But remember this: you must use it in proper corre-

lation and proportion. Otherwise your pet color might soon

become ugly even in your own eyes. Surely the beauty of

color can be measured only according to its correlation with

other colors as to scale, shade, and proportion. The most

seductive color of the flower might prove horrifying if used

for covering the broad surface of a big building. And the

most ugly color might produce a striking effect in a proper

color-ensemble.

Thus, any manifestation of form is dependent on a

multitude of circumstances and must be adequately adjusted

toward these circumstances. Otherwise the manifestation

of form not only loses its quality, but its effects might even

become reversed as well. Generally, indeed, it is so. Every

individual, no matter how eminent, must adjust himself to

the assembly of other individuals. Or if he is enough of a

captivating personality, the assembly might adjust itself in

accordance with his influence. Whether the adjustment

happens the one way or the other, a proper adjustment must
take place in order to prevent discordant effects,
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In an) field ol art the lituation is the tame.

A musical accord is .1 correlative interblending of

sounds. It must tune .it the right moment and in the right

tonal-ensemble. It cannot, therefore, be mingled inde-

pendently into the composition without causing discoid.

The composition itseli must be in agreement with the char-

acteristics of its age. And, when performed, the com-
position must bring the audience and the surrounding space

into correlated vibrations.

The author's mission is to bring the reader's mind into

accord with the world ol thought ol his own eta. The
author's own world ol thought, therefore, cannot be inde-

pendent of the pulse-beat of his time-, [bsen might have

had the notion that a strong mind goes his own way, inde-

pendently and autonomously. And yet, even in Ibsen's own
case, his strength—and success—was due to his close rela-

tionship to the current social trends of his time.

Any piece of sculpture must be so located as to bring it

into agreement with its environment. This is pointedly

true in the case of open-air sculpture, where the piece of

scuplture has a static position, yet is exposed to changing

atmospheric conditions. For in such a case, the sculptural

forms are a playground for light, shadow, reflection, and

effects of many kinds, all of which must be taken into con-

sideration in the shaping of the piece of sculpture.

The painter's problem is to correlate form and color,

light and shadow, into the pattern of his painting. The func-

tion of the frame is not only to set the border line between

the painting's content and the surrounding wall, but even

more to bring the whole ensemble into correlated unison.

And finally, architecture is the art-form of correlation

par excellence. It is the mother of the arts under whose

correlating wings all the other arts must be interrelated.

As for architecture, this we have said:

"During all the Great Civilizations of the past, architec-

ture was conceived in its broadest sense. Architecture did

not mean the building only: it meant the whole world of

forms for man's protection and accommodation; it meant the
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various objects of the room as well as the room itself; it

meant the building, as such, as well as the interrelation of

buildings into organic groupings; and it meant the correla-

tion of all the structural features into the complex organism
of the city. Within this broad world of architectural forms,

man lived and worked."

Because the broad world of architectural forms is built

by man for his protection and accommodation, it then must
be expressive of man's mode of living. Indeed, this human
equation must be the core of all architectural problems.

Also, again: man is the stage-manager. His status,

therefore, must again be put under examination.

And as in the case of "expression" we examined man
from the point of view of an individual, so must we now in

this case of "correlation" examine man from the point of

view of individuals organized into families, into societies,

and into nations.

This we must do in a logical succession, beginning from
the smallest correlated unit: the family.

Because human beings—due to aura—are inclined to

influence one another, the logical consequence is that per-

sons of close spiritual kinship are apt to form lasting al-

liances. This leads directly to the subject: "man and wife."

The subject "man and wife," indeed, is full of variations,

but frequently one does meet a married couple who seem

to form an "individual duality," if we may say so. When
the children—who, because of inherited tendencies and
parental influence naturally belong to the same group—are

included in the ensemble, the family is instituted.

For the sake of self-preservation, the family came into

being. And once the family was instituted, society was a

natural consequence in accord with this same thought of

self-preservation. Thus, through a continuous process, in

which mutual influences established relationships between

individuals, families, and kindred people of one kind or

another, there came into existence a variety of social group-

ings. And as this process continued, ultimately the human
material became disposed along the surface of the earth,
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forming a great diversity <»i human concentration. In this

manner considering now particularly the present mode of

habitation we have individual Eamil) life in the country
side: contacts with country-side neighboi families; social

groupingi in greatly varying icope, such as in hamlets, vil-

lages, townships, and towns. Furthermore, we have social

formations in cities of varying sizes and ol varying natures;

and then the tremendous accumulations ol greatly miscel-

laneous strata of humanity in the evei growing metropolitan

concentrations. And, finally—as an easily explainable 6S4 ape

From these evei growing metropolitan concentrations—we
have varied group formations in suburban areas, in satellite

towns, et cetera.

Now, the quality of the social structure in all these

varying groupings of humanity, depends: first, on the quality

of the respective individuals belonging to these groupings,

and secondly, on the quality of the social pattern in these

groupings.

If the quality in both of these instances is satisfactory,

one then can speak about "social order."

Let's now return to our form-problems so as to see

how—and in what spirit
—

"social order" and "form order"

must be interrelated to one another. And let's do it in the

same sequence as above; that is, beginning from the family

and its accommodation.

The first step must be to examine the interrelation be-

tween the family and its space of living: the home.

As regards family matters, surely the most important

thing is that the members of the family form a harmonious

unity: this goes to make the very foundation of good home-

atmosphere. Moreover, the mission of the home is to pro-

vide a moral and ethical ground from which the growing

generation may further grow. Honesty of thought and

sincerity in work are the inheritances with which the home
can and should endow the youth. To that end, all the means
must co-operate, and in this respect the form-treatment of

the home—if honestly conceived and sincerely executed

—

is a vital, although perhaps subconscious factor. As such,
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the form-treatment of the home is a significant phase in the

development of honest form. For an honest form may help

to build, from early childhood days, a firm sense of moral

and ethical values of life and of art as well.

We say this to stress the fact that there must exist a

spiritual interrelationship between the family and the form-

treatment of the home. In other words, it must be under-

stood that the form-treatment of the home should not be

just an impersonal and coldly technical combination of

various rooms for various purposes, but rather a treatment

of form which is capable of bestowing a proper resonance

to the human atmosphere in the home. The form-treat-

ment of the home, consequently, is comparable to the body

of the violin, which has not only its practical function of

supporting the strings, but even more so its musical function

of giving the strings their singing tone.

This same quality—that of resonance—must be main-

tained throughout all the problems of man's physical ac-

commodation, whatever their nature or scope. This means
that hamlets, villages, towns, and cities must be designed

with the same honest conception and sincere execution as

must the home.

Thus, as people settle down and their living places

develop into architectural environments of various natures

and of various dimensions, simultaneously there will—or

rather, there should—develop a corresponding spiritual

form-atmosphere in which to live. And this spiritual form-

atmosphere will—or rather, should—constitute a proper

resonance for all who live in these architectural environ-

ments of various natures and of various dimensions. As

we see then, there will—or rather, there should—exist a

spiritual interrelationship between the population of the

community and the form-treatment of the community.

There should, we say—if art after all has its place in

the spiritual life of the community.

Looking at town development with historical eyes, it

is a generally accepted fact—at least in enlightened circles
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—thai the towns of olden times—those of the Classical An
tiquity and the Middle A-es. loi example -uric erected in

accordance with genuine form-conception based on funda-

mental principles. Foi this reason, these towns really did

bestow upon their respective populations ii spiritual atmos-

phere having the qualifications of creative art.

This is true, no matter whether one examines these

towns .is such, <>i some of their specific p. tits such as street

formations and plazas. There always prevailed the quality

of subconscious or conscious sensing of those fundamentals

without which art cannot be creative art.

However, the town-builders of those olden times did

not consider only man-made architectural forms. They
considered equally the characteristics of surrounding nature,

so as to achieve a satisfactory interrelationship between forms

of man and forms of nature. Because of this appreciation

of nature's beauty, the towns of olden times breathed the

same beauty as breathed the surrounding landscape. Nat-

urally, this added much to the spiritual atmosphere about

these towns.

There is no doubt that even our age is appreciative of

nature's beauty. And the better the various features of the

landscape are correlated into a rhythmic display of moun-
tains, valleys, woodlands, meadows, and lakes, the more the

beauty of the landscape is appreciated. In this appreciation

there might not be the slightest consciousness of the princ-

iple of correlation, nevertheless its existence is subconsciously

felt. And if this principle of correlation, for one reason or

another, should cease to function—as is the case in those

parts of the landscape where an obvious decay is prevailing

—then, for sure, the absence of our principle is distinctly

and deeply felt.

Man considers it a natural thin^ that nature is beauti-

ful—nay, he considers it even an obligation of hers. Man is

in need of this beauty and he must have it. He must have

it just as much as he must have sunshine and rain when he

needs them. But at the same time man seems to be quick to

forget that this same obligation—of having order about his
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own abodes and living places, towns, and cities—concerns

himself as well. And what is still worse, nature is often in-

deed counteracted by man in her laudable endeavor.

Please, look at what happens in this respect.

Well, looking around in our urban communities, almost

everywhere we find disorder, decay, and lack of planning;

almost everywhere we find all sorts of imported decorations,

indiscriminately jumbled together. Only seldom we find

something that has grown from the soil of the place and that

is properly correlated to achieve a humanly livable form-

atmosphere.

For sure, the art-form of the community must not be

artificially made by imposing upon the defenseless population

an imitative atmosphere of borrowed forms indiscriminately

jumbled together. Such an imitative and indiscriminate

procedure results only in deceitful theatrical effects, which

because of their hollowness reflect the indifference of the

population. And because the population is doomed to

dwell in this atmosphere of imitative and indiscriminate

hollowness, the population grows so much the stronger in

its disposition to indifference.

This is by no means a rare thing.

There is no need to go to slum areas, to decayed parts

of the town, to "suburban-builders" regions, or to other low-

rate places. One needs to go only to the top centers of such

places as New York, Chicago, or other cities where the sky-

scraper has had an uncontrolled growth and where the

finger-marks of many a top figure in the field of architecture

can be easily read. And one is completely discouraged inso-

far as correlation is concerned.

Hence:

Unless the sense for correlation grows keen again, the

search for form is of but little help in the development of

a proper form-atmosphere in which to live.

Indeed, this is equally true in art in general.

And, herein lies the generally valid significance of the

principle of correlation.

At the outset of this chapter it was said that the prin-
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ciplcs of "expression" and "correlation" constitute the de-

cisive characteristic! of the principle ol "organic" order.

For this reason we deemed it best to explain the principle

of organic ordei by analyzing separately the expressive a\m\

correlative tendencies ol this prim i | > 1 c-

.

This we have done.

And so. a few more words of repetition:

The fundamental principle of organic ordei —the prin-

ciple of architecture

—

prevails in all of creation, in accord-

ance with this principle everything in the universe tonus

into manifestation. This is the situation—everywhere and

unceasingly

—

as long as the expressive and correlative ener-

gies are vital enough to maintain organic order. But so

ceases to be the situation as soon as the expressive and cor-

relative energies are not vital enough to prevent disintegra-

tion of organic order.

So here we discern a distinct conditional state—a "sine

qua non"—in the course of things.

That is: "vitality," or "lack of vitality."

This we shall discuss in the chapter to follow.
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EVER so often we have referred to nature by emphasizing
her sublime "order." This emphasis, to some, might seem
a rather unbalanced idealistic disposition—a one-sided judg-

ment of things. It might—or it might not—it all depends
on one's attitude of mind. But those inclined to this kind

of criticism often are looking upon things one-sidedly them-

selves. Because of the ceaseless fight between life and death

in organic existence, many see fit to accuse nature of cruelty.

They are blind to her constructive aims because of her sup-

posedly destructive tendencies and therefore they minimize

the former by using magnifying glasses to amplify the latter.

Consequently, in their opinion, the talk about universal

principles of "order" and like things is just quixotic self-

deception.

It is understandable that controversial opinions might

arise because of the seemingly contradictory situation in

nature. Yet, one should learn to see things in a logical light.

One should learn to realize that there cannot be life without

death. No manifestation in organic life can run along a

perpetually even orbit. Any manifestation in organic life

must have its conception, its birth, its growth, its climax,

its decline, and its end. Ever continuing life, with no end,

could not have vitality but would be doomed to constant

lingering in a state of sterile existence. And if such were

the rule-bound procedure in the universe, life never could

have been born. But it is not so. Life is there. And it is

a continuous struggle between life and death. It is a con-

tinuous metamorphosis which keeps organic order vital,

and which, through constant evolution—birth and rebirth

—instills ever new sets of waves in the steadily shifting vibra-

tion of life.

We know perfectly well that the situation is the same

—
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FORM AND VITALITY

and must be so 111 the lile <>i peoples and then Cultural

endeavors. We know that this has been the course ol thii

as long as man has been able- to follow the events oi hu-

manity. We know thn civilizations have been born and

have dud. au<\ new ones have come and gone again. And
We know that even OUr own endeavors, no matter how
honest, sincere, and vital at the moment, aie doomed some

dav to go. But we must know just as well that this \ei\

Struggle of ours is a distinct cultural struggle: it is our duty;

it is the purpose of our life; it is the spur of our emotions;

it is the goal of our ambitions; and it is the elixir of our

satisfaction as well.

And, indeed, in this very struggle, nature does her best

in supporting our endeavors. She has furnished us with a

glorious environment in which to live. She has displayed

her products of highest order and placed them at our dis-

posal: to be used, to be enjoyed, and to be learned from.

She has provided us with the faculties of sensing and under-

standing. And she has put us into an excellent position

—

with a sublime prerogative, for sure—to build up our own
culture by following her advice based on that "grand order

of all things."

The only thing we ourselves have to furnish is good
will.

However, to furnish good will does not necessarily

mean that we must look upon matters with idealizing spec-

tacles. It rather means that we must have a genuine ambi-

tion to discover those positive and negative forces which

manage the perpetual battle of "to be or not to be," and to

unveil those principles which support the positive forces.

This we have tried to do.

And so far we have discovered a few principles accord-

ing to which—as we understand them—vitality is infused

into life manifestation.

In its simplest terms it happens as follows:

The characteristics of an organism must be already

inherent in its cells, for, due to the principle of expression,

any cell is expressive of the organism concerned. Yet so

far the cells are but hopeless beings unless, due to the prin-
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ciple of correlation, they are properly located into the

organism. This is the general design, no matter in which
scope "cell" is understood.

However—insofar as organic life is concerned—the

situation is not yet complete unless there exists a life-pre-

serving energy which keeps "order" young and fertile. This
happens, thanks to incessant birth—incessant "creation"

—

through which the animating spirit of constant competition

is instilled into life: to serve, and to preserve.

Herein we discern the underlying idea of "Vitality" in

nature.

Well, we do not intend to maintain—idealistically

—

that things are always running smoothly according to the

above recipe. They could not possibly do so, because life

—for the sake of vitality—means a perpetual fight between
two opposite poles: constructive and destructive. But we
do maintain that matters must be founded on constructive

principles on the constructive side of the fighting front.

For the fight—throughout—is the fight between order and
disorder, between accord and discord. Such is consistently

the dual situation in all of life, wherever one turns his eyes

—and from this there is no chance of getting away.

Thus, when we say that the microscope discloses rhyth-

mic pattern in the cell-weft, it is not always so. Occasionally

we hit upon a cell-pattern that has lost its rhythmic char-

acteristics. And we understand that the organism is sick.

Again, when we say that the tree, as to its general shape, is

a rhythmic feature of stems, limbs, and branches, it is not

always so. For occasionally we find some strange marks of

dissonance that have nothing in common with the character-

istics of the tree. And we know that the cell-structure of

that particular location has been affected by some disturb-

ance from within or without, and that disease has crept into

the tree-organism. Occasionally, again, we find but dry

remainders of something that once was a tree, full of life.

And we realize that the tree has lost the battle for its life:

it is dead.

Concisely put, this is what happens:

While the individual cells decline and the cell-pattern
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begins to disintegrate^ kmhc inside 01 outside influence over-

powers the weakened organism.

So it happens in .ill places and circumstances, whatevei

the nature 01 scope: in the bod) ol the mosquito 01 the

mouse; in the bod) ol this globe 01 in the immeasurable

spaces. So it happened with the downfall ol the Roman
Empire. First: due to weakened morals there was a general

decline of the individual members of society. Secondly:

due to a weakened common spirit there was the- decline of

social order. And then the overpowering barbarian inva-

sion caused the long night of mediaeval darkness—from
which the mediaeval cultural form eventually evolved when
fundamental principles became gradually reinstated in the

general course of things.

Thus: birth and death, and then birth again. So goes

the ever running wheel of history.

So do things happen even in the field of art.

The creative quality of art loses its keenness and, be-

cause of this, imitation is accepted as a lifeless substitute.

Then, because of the weakened sense of the cohering cor-

relation, this imitative form is used without discrimination

as to how and where.

Thus, again: either principles—or no principles.

i. CREATIVE VITALITY

However, to found art on principles does not as yet secure

vitality, unless the creative instinct is vitally concentrated

at the very moment of creation. If such is the case, the con-

centrated vitality then is transposed into form, and through

form it speaks its convincing language with lasting vibration.

Thus, generally indeed, art produced thousands of years

ago still maintains the same vitality as it did in the days of

its inception.

Mother earth is a good example in this respect.

Ages and ages ago, when our worthy globe was much of

a boiling-pot and material was melted into material, our

oldest rocks got their petrified consistence. Notwithstand-

ing the great length of time lying between, we still can
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read today about the monstrous movement of glowing

masses which created the design-pattern of rhythm and
color in all the granite rocks. There must have been vitality,

indeed. Yet, in this tremendous formation of our globe,

the creation of design pattern—truly expressive of the move-

ment of melted material—never was neglected. Even the

smallest particles of the huge masses were not forgotten

—

as we so convincingly can still read today.

This same is true throughout the whole world of min-

eralogy.

Finding ourselves now in the world of mineralogy, we
might spend weeks and months and years of astonishment,

excitement, and enjoyment in the study of all the patterns

of form and color and the combinations of these into un-

limited varieties. And these—all of these, for sure—could

tell the stories of their origins—where vitality at the moment
of creation brought about a state of vibration, which—as

to expressiveness and rhythmic order—is just as vital today

as it was at the time of its origin.

And when the crystallization of human art—human
"mineralogy"—enters into our kaleidoscope, both the pro-

cedure and the results are analogous to the above. The
subconscious sensitiveness that produced the cave paintings

tens of thousands of years ago, when man lay in the cradle

of his development, still unveils today an undiminished

vitality of conception, line, and color. The Mycenean,

Egyptian, and Assyrian products of art confirm the same.

Really, wherever one turns his attention to find support in

this respect, the support is there. The vitally crystallized

form, regardless of time distance, will always maintain the

quality that brought it forth. And one must accept the

fact that the value of art lies in the artist's creative vitality

at the moment of creation.

Looking at "Hendrickje Stoffels" in the Louvre, one

finds it a work of great art. Not necessarily because it is a

"Rembrandt," but because Rembrandt happened to be in

good spirits while painting it. There is no doubt that even

Rembrandt produced many a thing of minor value—al-
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though, we assume, he was ivise enougn to keep them out

<>i sight From the point ol view of art historians, esthetes,

art-collectors, and an dealers it might be true thai the name,
as such, makes the master. Bui from the standpoint ol art

—and ol its vitality -the name is not the deciding factor.

Surely, the most vital period in the artist's production means
more tli. in just his name. And most significant of all is the

strength ol the artist's creative vitality at the very moment
of creation. Obviously, an artist even of the highest dis-

tinction— just as Rembrandt- -might do and actually does

things of little value when he is mentally tired. If he be

artistically honest, however, he is conscientious enough to

separate grain from chaff. Or, if he does not do so himself,

the critic of time will do it, thus purging his name. Through
such a selection, the most vital part of the artist's production

is left to posterity for appreciation to establish the artist's

historic fame. Generally speaking, also, the difference be-

tween historic and contemporary fame is that the first is

based on selection of the best of the artist's work, thus mak-

ing work and name equivalent, whereas in the latter instance

the name might often be misleading as to the quality of

work behind the name. And this is so much the more mis-

leading, the more careless the artist is about his methods and

means for obtaining fame.

With reference to this—to discuss an actual case

—

Sibelius once said, shortly and pointedly. "Reputation is

Obligation."

That is, an important part of the artist's vitality lies in
his self-criticism, in his regard for himself as an artist, and
in his stamina against yielding to temptation when offered
material opportunities affecting honest creation. As for
this remark, we are not mentioning apocryphal ideas when
we suggest that the sky of art is not entirely free from such
clouds. And although it is not our pleasure to put our
fingers too deep into the pie, we must, in the name of art-

evaluation based on creative vitality, make the comment
that when art becomes primarily a matter of material specu-
lation; when it is advertised by means of names supposed to
signify more than they are actually worth; when such a
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system of advertisement puts the meaning of art out of bal-

ance in the minds of artists, dealers, and the public; and
when even sincere critics—because of the puzzling situa-

tion—become purblind to see who is who and what is what:

it is then more than obvious that art, in such cases, has

been living on a "magic" pseudo-vitality which sooner or

later is bound to lose its enchantment.

Surely, a lover, no matter how convincingly he tries to

elucidate, cannot in the long run convince the girl of his

love—unless he really loves her.

"In the long run"—well, there we have it!

And so, when the penetrating critic of time begins to

ransack hearts and kidneys, then, no doubt, it becomes evi-

dent which one had the inspiring sparkle of love to his work,

and which one was the mere actor. Then, no doubt, many
names that have been artificially ballooned into fame will

drop flat like an empty sack, while others, modestly obscure,

will be discovered and brought into light. And the future

has much reason for being perplexed because of the frequent

short-sightedness shown by many in discriminating between
real and fictitious values. In fact, we are often perplexed

ourselves.

On the other hand, we must realize that the present

time is a time of transition—perhaps one of the most thor-

ough-going in all history of human art. In this transition

we are confronted with ever novel experimentation. No
wonder, then, that esthetic reasoning—in spite of putting on

a good face—is nervously uncertain along the meandering

road of search. So it goes; yesterday we became squeamish

because of the perfect reproduction of naturalistic forms;

today—because of logical reaction—we go to just the op-

posite extreme in one way or another. Yesterday we were

overfed by an ornamental deluge; today we are purging our

forms into the most extreme nakedness. The pendulum
goes from one extreme to the other, and we are unable to

seize its swing at the right moment.
That is our trouble.

Undoubtedly, the future will have its troubles, too. In

the progress of things, every age—particularly during times
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of transition has exhibited miscellaneous and perplexing

forms, in .ill of which the contemporary mind was too close

to sound the- true values ol creative vitality.

Now, what are the true values ol creative vitality?

It is still ratlin an eas\ ta^k to hi one's imagination

loose and to do things differently than they have been done

before. Bui when one's creative instin< I gives birth to forms

that arc expressive of "the best" ol today, only then can

there develop a firm foundation on width to build. But

to build on the firm foundation of expressiveness of today

is not yet constructive progress, unless expressiveness of

today is at the same time indicative of expressiveness along

the general course of progress in order to achieve continu-

ous form-development toward the ultimate goal: toward the

style-form of the age.

Indeed, to achieve continuous form-development to-

ward the style-form of the age requires continuous and con-

sistent creative vitality.

And it calls for a "permanent" quality of form.

2. PERMANENCE OF FORM
Frequently a piece of art is judged according to the amount
of work put into it and to the delicate minuteness of its

execution. The piece of art is admired just for this reason.

It is believed that the more the artist is concerned with the

exact finishing of his work, the more perfect the wrork and

the more permanent its value. This, however, is a miscon-

ception in the evaluation of art. One should never forget

that the highest artistic quality is not achieved by mere re-

finement of surface but by expressiveness of form. A fresh

sketch, of momentary inspiration, often has more permanent
qualities than is possessed by its further elaboration, in-

tended to make of it a supposedly "permanent" piece of art.

Through such an elaboration the freshness of the sketch

may decline to mere skilful labor and academic dryness.

Rubens—to take an illustrious example—owes his reputa-

tion, chiefly perhaps, to his many large and magnificently
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executed canvasses. And yet the strength of his creative

vitality lies in his "unfinished" sketches.

Please do not misunderstand. Our argument is not

pro momentary achievement or con sincere study of the

problem. Our aim is to emphasize the material fact that the

moment of direct creative conception is the vital moment,
and that as long as the artist is able to keep his conception

on a creative level—while working on it—so long is he

infusing positive strength into his art. And as long as such

a relationship prevails, one must have respect for the work,

no matter how elaborate. But once the creative climax is

reached, any further attempt is a mere overdoing with weak-

ening result. As a matter of fact, one of the most important

things for the artist to know is when to stop. All cannot be

as fortunate in this respect as was Beethoven with his Ninth

Symphony when he—as has been said—bestowed the more

freshness upon this opus the more he worked on it. Those
who have followed Carl Milles' work have found in him the

same gift.

Yet this gift is nothing more than a continuous and
consistent vitality of the creative instinct controlling the

work. Vitality of the creative instinct, however—no mat-

ter how continuous and consistent—cannot be weighed by
quantity of work and length of time, but only by quality.

Thus it frequently happens that a work of art, produced

through years and years of hard labor, once completed, may
be found artistically worthless and be soon doomed to ob-

livion; whereas a brief action of intense vitality may produce

lasting qualities that can bring inspiration and joy to mil-

lions during centuries. As to this brief action of intense

vitality, it might be well

—

as an illustration—to remember
Whistler's remark to the attorney general when questioned

whether it was for two days work that he asked such a high

price. "No," Whistler retorted, "I ask it for the knowledge
of a lifetime." Goethe, in a momentary inspiration, might
have scratched on paper a few of the finest stanzas ever

written: "Uber alien Gipfeln ist Ruh-—," but he must have

lived with the content of these stanzas during the days and
nights of a long preparation of suffering and joy.
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Ultimately, an) piece ol art will find its proper place

on the long line ol graduation between "worthiest" and

"exquisite." This decides the nature o( ephemeralitj 01

permanence ol the piece of art, Lnsofai as art-evaluation is

concerned The more and the broadei the appreciation ol

the- leaning tow.ml permanence, the clearei is the Indication

thai the time is creatively strong, And the more the- spirit

of permanence permeates Eorm in general—including even

the seemingly less significant objects the more deeply the

understanding ol art permeates everyday life.

This latter thought—"including even the seemingly

less significant objects"—must be particularly emphasized.

Because, when the tendency to permanence becomes strong

concerning these "less significant" form-manifestations, it

then testifies to the fact that form—that is, form-atmosphere

in which to live— is a genuine desire, and not a mere super-

ficial vogue.

In this respect there are illuminating parallels between

physical food and spiritual food.

While the dishes we enjoy at home and elsewhere vary

in quality and richness, bread-and-butter constitutes the

permanent nourishment that we need every day and never

seem to tire of. Analogically, while we surround ourselves

with objects of art and enjoy art even outside of our pos-

session, the necessary accommodations, such as furniture and

furnishings, constitute the permanent environment in which

we live. Constantly we imbibe the spirit of this permanent

environment of furniture and furnishings, and therefore

they constitute our everyday spiritual bread and butter.

Now, the quality of this everyday spiritual bread and
butter decides whether the permanent nourishment we im-

bibe at home is spiritually healthful or not. It is healthful

in case the nourishment is of positive form-value. It is not

healthful in case the nourishment is just that same imitative

trash that has become the commonplace thing almost every-

where. Consequently, it is up to us—everyone individual ly

and all together—to learn to appreciate art of such vital

quality as can constitute healthful spiritual bread and butter

in our homes, and we must learn to appreciate it as some-
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thing that can bestow upon our home life a healthful spiri-

tual resonance. If so, it then might happen—and it should
—that a chair, a table, an ashtray, or what have we, be-

comes an intimate friend of ours with whom we are happy
permanently to live.

It is well to bear in mind that if all the various things

brought together within the four walls of our living place

are our friends, we then live amidst our friends in the

friendly atmosphere of a home. Again, if all the various

things brought together within the four walls of our living

place are only for practical use, without spiritual considera-

tions whatsoever, we then cannot have a home. We have
parked ourselves among strangers in a strange house.

It is essential to obtain permanence between man and
form, for such a relationship shows that form is strong and
that man is conscious of its strength.

In olden times, man lived with his things in lasting

satisfaction. Every piece was made by hand—with labor,

pride, and joy—and it remained in the family's possession,

generation after generation. It was a member of the family.

The present time is very different. Hand-production

has been pushed aside and the machine is making the things.

These have less of the human touch. They are cooler in

spirit. And they lack individuality. Yet we predict—and

we are now already far toward such a goal—that the day

will soon dawn when excellence of design and humanization

of the machine touch will bring man and the machine-made
into close contact, so that man will learn to love his things,

so that he will learn to live with them, thus strengthening

the relationship of permanence between himself and his

machine-made form.

In many respects, this is already the case.

But, between this and the day when real handiwork

ceased to exist, lies a long period of non-creative decadence

during which form was copied, recopied, and copied again

in millions of modifications. Thus, by constantly repeating

the same stuff, the time degenerated into accumulated leth-

argy in these matters, going from father to son and from
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son to grandson, depraving the previous good taste all along

the wa)

.

And what is the- result!

I once visited a museum with a man whose home is a

good example of what we ma) call contemporary design.

As we stood in a gallery of Western Indian products, I asked

1 1 in i to leled an objed be would not like to have in his

home. He could find none. Arrived at a section of ma-

chine-made-craft products of the nineteenth (entuiv brand,

I repeated my question, now asking him to select something

he would like to embody into his home. "There an- none

of that sort," was the short but convincing answer.

Isn't it strange!

We make our homes simple and sensible
—

"contempo-

rary," if you will. We could embody there objects from as

remote an age as the Egyptian, and they would be fitting

and congenial in spirit. We could embody there things

from as alien a civilization as the Chinese, and they would
blend harmoniously with the whole. We could combine
objects as foreign to one another as the Western Indian and

the newest machine-made, and they would vibrate in cor-

related keys. We could mingle African negro sculpture,

Eskimo art, and what not, and they all—if organized with

good taste—would be in accord with the room and with its

varied elements. But, if you please, try to mingle into this

environment a single object of those machine-made-craft-

products of the nineteenth century brand—and you will be

surprised.

Now, why is that so?

Well, we scarcely could give any other explanation

than that sincerity can linger in sincere accord w7 ith sin-

cerity, but showy emptiness belongs somewhere else.

On the whole, this explanation can just as wr
ell serve

to differentiate between "creative vitality" and "imitative

indolence," in which differentiation creative vitality repre-

sents sincere endeavor to produce sincere art, whereas imi-

tative indolence represents showy exhibition of meaningless

surface.

These two forces—creative vitality and imitative indo-
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lence—are two opposite forces which, by their action and
counteraction, are effective in the evolution of form.

Creative vitality is that constructive force which in the

course of time brings art onto a high wave of evolution,

and which, because of its continuance and consistence, keeps

it there. Imitative indolence, on the other hand, is that

destructive force, which in the course of time brings art

down to a low wave of devolution, and which, because of

its continuance and consistence, keeps it there.

In this manner—during the long course of historic

times—art of man has had its high floods, and it has had
its low ebbs, and floods and ebbs again.

And in this fluctuation, the "time" element has had its

distinct influence.

"Time," therefore, must be our next topic.

# # *
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VII. FORM AND TIME

TIME is thai endless something which surrounds us. h
mows forward, seemingly. Behind is the past, ^mic forever.

The present is a ceaseless passing <>i the- future into the past

.

Ahead is that unknown future.

During his long journey of evolution, man has passed

through all the stages of the past. He is kindred with them,

physically and spiritually. The forms of the past, therefore,

are to man like an atavistic echo once experienced—and

he understands them. But in the long course of time the

divergences of the details wane, and so much the more
distinct appear the contours of the whole. Man discerns the

fundamental form of the past.

Today man is in the midst of his activities in shaping

life into form. It is the detail of the day he is concerned

with; the detail he feels; the detail he does; and the detail

he discerns about himself. Thus, form appears multiphased,

while its general characteristics lie hidden beneath. There-

fore, the fundamental form of the present can be sensed

only by the creative instinct—as it directs the work of today

on the basis of that fundamental form.

The fundamental form of the future is obscure to man.

Life that is going to give birth to that form has not as yet

been lived, and as long as the life still is non-existent, the

form is but a shapless nebula. Even the fundamental vibra-

tions of forms to come are not as yet in action as far as

man can conceive. They are only seeking their way ahead

as time passes. Perhaps the vibrations of the immediate

future can be felt, yet only by the most sensitive among
men. And so, cultural pioneers—being ahead of their time

—can show the road onward.
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Thus, time is divided into three main phases insofar

as understanding of form is concerned: past, present, and
future. And as in the course of time there has gone and
goes on a continuous change from the past through the

present into the unknown future, so has there gone and
goes on a continuous change of the fundamental form.

This continuous change of the fundamental form, man
must follow.

No man is timeless.

First: Everyone is born at a certain time; he is a child

of that time: and so he must be. This is a categorical im-

perative from which there is no escape.

Secondly: Everyone has his individual inherency of

distinct potentialities which, in the course of time, are de-

terminative in his development toward character. This is

a categorical imperative from which there is no escape.

Thirdly: Everyone is predestined to exist in a sphere

of outside influence which, in the course of time, is decisive

in his development in accordance with this influence. Even
this is a categorical imperative from which there is no es-

cape.

And so: Everyone, in the course of time, is building up
his personality in accordance with the said three categorical

imperatives: "place in time," "inherent potentialities," and

"outside influences."

Such is man's destiny—in time.

As is no man, so is no Civilization timeless.

First: Any Civilization comes into existence at a certain

time; it is a product of that time: and so it must be.

This is a categorical imperative.

Secondly: Any Civilization has its inherent potentiali-

ties which, in the course of time, are determinative in the

evolution of that particular Civilization toward character.

This is a categorical imperative.

Thirdly: Any Civilization is predestined to exist in a

certain sphere of outside influence which, in the course of
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time, is decisive in the- development <>i thai particular Civi-

lization in accordance with this influence.

Even this is a categorical imperative.

And so: Anv Civilization, in the course ol time, ii

building up its "personality"

—

its "style"— in accordance
with the said three categorical imperatives: "place ID time,"

'inherent potentialities," and "outside influences."

With the above as the leading thought, we are now
going to follow the adventures oi man and his Conn in the

course of historic times. And we are going to follow them
in accordance with the said three categorical imperatives.

Thus:

First—in the sub-chapter, "The Fundamental Form"

—

we are going to analyze form from the point of view of

fundamental significances as related to time.

Secondly—in the sub-chapter, "Form and Evolution"

—

we are going to analyze form from the point of view of in-

herent potentialities as related to time.

Thirdly—in the sub-chapter, "Form and Migration"

—

we are going to analyze form from the point of view of out-

side influences as related to time.

And then, we have the sub-chapter, "Form and Style"

—

the accumulated result of form-development in the course of

time.

i. THE FUNDAMENTAL FORM
Let's say to begin with—as wTas said a moment ago—that

insofar as form-understanding is concerned, time is divided

into three main phases: past, present, and future—and that

past and present are understood, not future.

A melody from our days is apprehensible to the mind of

today, grown as it is from our own way of life. A melody
from Ancient Greece likewise is apprehensible to the mind
of today, expressive as it is of a way of life which we have

learned to understand through Greek achievement. But

Ancient Greece scarcely could have apprehended a fugue

by Bach. And we can be sure that our time could not
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enjoy music of some distant future. Undoubtedly, such
an experience would be a strange sensation. As the simple
singing melody of olden times has evolved through the ages

a richness of counterpoint that probably would have been
a puzzling disorder to the mind of the past, so the counter-

point of today will someday evolve into harmonies unintel-

ligible to the present mind.

Music is no exception in these respects. Rather, it

explains things in general.

In every field of life, man is searching for ways toward
unknown and unfelt spaces. Whether the search concerns

forms of art or of life does not matter, for this very search

itself is both art and life. And hereby man is gaining his

knowledge of the past, he is enriching his understanding of

the present, and he is trying to penetrate into coming things

—into things which really cannot be understood before

they have been experienced.

So far, this concerns merely the understanding of form
and, as was found in this respect, past and present are under-

stood, not future.

Again, as to the creation of form, the creative action is

limited to the very moment of that action and to the sens-

ing of its fundamental form.

Thus, Beethoven's symphonies, for example, as to their

concept, were distinctly limited to Beethoven's time and to

the sensing of the fundamentals of his time. No present

day composer—or one of any other period—could base his

music on the same concept as did Beethoven. Such music

would not grow from the depths of its own life, nor would
it tune in accord with the fundamental form of its time.

It might be said—perhaps as a matter of argument

—

that Beethoven was great enough to create his own funda-

mental form and to impose this form upon his time. For

sure, Beethoven was great. But he was great just because

he sensed the fundamental characteristics of his time and

was able to give them the truest musical interpretation.

Indeed, herein lay his real greatness.

On this thought—on sensing the fundamental char-
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FORM AND TIME

ai tci istics of the time and of giving these characteristics the

truest interpretation

—

hinges the greatness of any really

nuat man. Am really great man has his roots in the soil

of his time, and his greatness is measured according to his

sensibility to suck the true characteristics ol Ins time- through

these loots. Any great reformer o! mankind has been

brought into greatness when the time was ripe t<> make tfi.it

reformation

—

which fie had sensed—a success. Thus the

roots of greatness are secreted in time and in the sensing of

its characteristics.

Just as was tfie case with Beethoven.

In the evolution of music from the Middle Ages up to

the sixteenth century, Palestrina was substantially a mile-

stone between the old school of music and something new to

come. As such, he was the true interpreter of the sixteenth

century concept of music. And when listening to his music

today, one's mind is readily brought back to his time.

Similarly, only a few chords of Bach's harmonies—and
one feels the spirit of his era.

Only a few cadences of Mozart's serene rhythm—and
promptly one is transferred to that sphere.

And, surely, only a short strophe of Beethoven—and
one is fully with Beethoven and his age.

Thus, the mind of today can discern the gradual shift-

ing of the fundamental form along the Palestrina-Bach-Mo-

zart-Beethoven line. It is a logical evolutionary line, and

in this respect, we take it, a rather general agreement can

be had.

But, what next?

Well, as we have now arrived fairly close to our time,

our perception has therefore become pretty hazy insofar as

the discernment of the fundamental form is concerned. For

this reason, if Brahms, for example, were suggested as the

next composer on the evolutionary line, some others might

be considered more typical. And then, coming still closer

to our time, the situation has become so much the more un-

certain—and subjective. Thus, if the name of Sibelius, for

example, were suggested as the next name on the line, there
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already might be a much longer waiting list for that promi-
nence. And no wonder! Because of the uncertainty in the

sensing of the contemporary fundamental form, the tentacles

are spread in all directions to catch the prevailing vibrations

of the time.

But now, precisely today, how do we stand?

What about jazz?

Speaking about jazz, someone has said that jazz might
exert some influence upon future music, but that there has

not as yet been born a composer able enough to turn it

into "art." Well, we do not know if and when such a com-
poser will be born, and are not supposed to know; but on
the other hand, when we speak about music in connection

with the fundamental form, we mean music such as origi-

nates from the sincerest depths of the best of life, not from
the shallow "depths" of dinner-entertainment.

So then, jazz might exert its influence upon future

music—or it might prove to be just a disturbing interlude

—we do not know. But if jazz is out—as we hope—it is

then anyone's guess in which direction the development of

music is going to go, and how the evolutionary line of the

fundamental form stands at present.

It is not the future's guess, however.

For, certainly, the more distant the future, the clearer

will become the discernment of the characteristics of the

fundamental form of our age. So again time is the supreme

adviser. For—and we cite from the foregoing
—"when the

penetrating critic of time begins to ransack hearts and kid-

neys, then, no doubt, it becomes evident which one had the

inspiring sparkle of love to his work, and which one was the

mere actor." In this manner the musical harvest of our age

is going to pass the selective purgatory of time, and all

random compositions—which have no real roots—are

doomed gradually to vanish. Thus the contours of the

fundamental characteristics of our age become gradually

clear. That is, the future will discern the fundamental

form of our age—insofar as music is concerned.

So much about creation of music as related to time.

These examples from the realm of music are explana-
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lory as to matters in general. So—we found was the caie

with the understanding of art So must be the case even

with the creation ol art The whole- form-world follows

tlu- tame maxim. In accordance with this maxim we learn

thai the creation ol art—when true must be limited to

the characteristics of its own time, no matter how broad

the understanding of this creation mighi be.

And in this creation the fundamental form of the time

issues the leading theme.

The fundamental form is not an intention.il achieve-

ment of man. It -lows detei ininat i\ elv from the soul of

the age. It is the agency which directs man's work during
that age. And because of its fundamentally decisive nature,

it is the categorical imperative which has conducted and
conducts form-shaping during the times. Yet time—as we
understand it— is never stable. Ceaselessly it passes along

its course and every new movement brings ever new thoughts,

sentiments, and features into life. And when life is thus

altered, the fundamental form—the leaven of form-expres-

sion— is altered accordingly. Howrever, life in its course of

evolution, never repeats itself, and consequently even form

becomes constantly new, whereas the old vanishes from the

stage of living forms—never to appear again.

During the long orbit of thousands of years, man has

sensed this. He has transposed the fundamental character-

istics of his time into his art. He has brought forth new
values of form, always expressive of the very time of crea-

tion. He has felt that the work of today must have its own
flavor, different from that of yesterday. And he has acted

in accordance with this feeling. He has been sure that his

descendants also, in their turn, wTould do their work with

the same zeal as did he—by constant creation of forms of

their own. And, really, they have done so.

In this creative spirit, form has been kept expressive

during the various civilizations that man has brought into

existence in the long course of historic times. Form has

been kept expressive thanks to one of the most precious gifts

bestowed upon man—the sensing of the fundamental char-
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acteristics of the time and the faculty of building up a

cultural form expressing these fundamental characteristics.

However, this sensing has not followed fixed concepts of

reality, but it has functioned by creating new realities. It

has been a constant, sequent, and forward-moving achieve-

ment of the creative instinct which—as to its inmost nature

—was, is, and always will be just the same as Henry Bergson

calls "devolution creatrice."

Now, if we were to mirror this creative evolution

—

"Vevolution creatrice"—in the light of the facts that history

of art can offer, scarcely anyone then, not even the most
coldly calculating mind, could deny the existence of a cer-

tain creative sensitiveness which transformed the vibrations

of the various times into corresponding languages of form.

The Egyptian form—born through its fundamental form

—

was to such an extent a reflection of the life of the Egyptian

people that these two—form and life—could not be sep-

arated from one another. The Greek fundamental form

had its specific rhythm which during a long period of evolu-

tion became the very foundation of that exquisite Greek art.

By comparing Assyrian, Indian, Chinese, Romanesque, and
Gothic forms, one can discern how each one of these epochs

had a significant tone of its own. Each one had a keen

sense for its fundamental form and enough of instinctive

sensitiveness to develop its form-language on the basis of this

fundamental form. So it has been always when creative

evolution had its clear and genuine course.

All this is plain. In fact, one's consciousness in this

respect—at least, insofar as the great Civilizations of the

past are concerned—is strong enough not to accept devia-

tions from this as honest and sincere art. Surely, one would

be surprised—if such things really could have taken place

—

at a Greek artisan who had used Egyptian decorations for

his vases; at a Chinese painter who had directly copied

Assyrian motifs for his panels; at a Romanesque sculptor

who had ornamented his churches with Chinese dragons;

or at a Gothic builder who had erected Greek temples.

Why, for sure, everyone would regard such things as rude

deviations from the spirit of the time, the race, and the
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cultural form in the making. And one would itamp mcfa

things ai signs ol imitative degeneration say, "la ddginera

tion imitatrii e."

I Ins fact, then, must he- accepted as the leading canon.

And yet, considei what has happened in spite oi this Leading

canon—so simply understandable and so full) acceptable.

Really, form has fooled hie- b) appearing in the- garments of

alien and ancient ages. We meet such phenomena—and
this we have already discussed many a time—when examin-

ing form development in the ait of building. And we won-

der by what right this art-form has taken the privilege ot

freeing itself, not only from the logical course oi things,

but even—and so much the worse—from the fundamental

laws of all time.

The practice of plagiarism—as we know—was an in-

vention of a few of the latest centuries. Earlier times, not

having had any experience in such adventures, would have

been astounded had they been told how matters came to

pass. The builder of the Gothic cathedral—always truly

sincere in his work—would have been shocked to know that

new peoples a few centuries later had adopted his forms

which long since had ceased to exist as living forms. And
Iktinos, no doubt, would have felt dizzy in his head if told

that more than two thousand years later his very form of

support wTas hung like a Christmas tree decoration on the

face of the steel-skeleton of a skyscraper.

It is important to understand the full significance of

this adventure of plagiarism in the art of building. Al-

though the art of building—and for a good reason, too

—

had lost its position as the "Mother of the Arts," all the

same it continued to be the "mother" on which the other

arts were dependent—no matter how step-motherly treated;

all the same it continued to be the space-formation about
the other arts—no matter how deeply involved in its imi-

tative adventure; all the same it continued to constitute the

spiritual atmosphere of the other arts—no matter how spirit-

less.

In the face of all this, how could the other arts be pro-
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tected from being contaminated by the bane of imitationl

And, besides, how could it be avoided that one's sensi-

tiveness to the fundamental form was doomed to be lost in

all this bungle of imitation. Indeed, it could not be avoided.

For, since there began those days of imitation, the funda-

mental form has not been spoken of, nor has it been thought
of—and much less has it been sensed.

Things could scarcely be otherwise! Look at our homes,

buildings, streets, and plazas, and there you can find an
overwhelming abundance of "fundamental forms," borrowed
from the Greeks, from the Romans, from the Middle Ages,

or from other places. But scarcely one of our own. And,
really, in this alien form-noise how could one be able to

hear the silent pulse beat of one's own time, and of its

fundamental form.

So much for the pre-nineteen-hundred situation.

Again, as for the post-nineteen-hundred situation, in

many respects we are now already far advanced toward a

form-language of our own.

On the other hand, there still remains the question to

be answered; whether this form-language of our own grows

from the fundamental form of our time, or whether it is

arbitrarily developed as a product of theoretical reasoning.

This latter question is a serious one. It is so, in view

of the fact that there is an abundance of esthetic literature

offering all kinds of theoretical solutions in the production

of art. Some of this esthetic literature tries to impose theo-

retical solutions based on such formulas as are derived from

classical form-feeling—also based on the fundamental form

of a distant past. Some again—and really a great deal of

it—has come into existence through mere generalized theo-

retical speculation.

For sure, here lurks the danger.

2. FORM AND EVOLUTION

The growth of a seed into a tree is a miniature picture of

evolution. In this growth, the seed, no matter how minute,
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is the louroe of those- latent potentialities which become
active during the growth and which decide- the charactei

of this growth.

Without the iced the tree could not come into being.

Similarly, no form-world could come into being, un-

lesi it evolves Erom and through its prime germ. Such has

always been the course of things no matter what the scope

oi signifu am e oi loi in evolut ion.

The fust attempts Erom which the Egyptian era had its

origin >nc concealed in the clouds of a dim past Undoubt-
edly, at the outset these attempts were JUSI as modest as

were the attempts of manv a minor development which has

vanished into early non-existence. For the size of the seed

does not determine the extent of the species. The extent

of the species is determined by the potential nature of the

seed, and by the circumstances of soil and space, from and
wit hin which the growth takes place.

Obviously, in the Egyptian case there were potential

vigor and favorable conditions to offer good opportunities

of free development. And obviously, moreover, there was

creative vitality to originate a truly strong form-expression.

"Obviously," we repeat, for one thing is sure: from its very

inception, the Egyptian form had the true zest of Egyptian

mentality. For, once the Egyptians became conscious of the

values of beauty, indeed the budding new form wras most

manifestly "Egyptian"—and only Egyptian. To prove this,

if you please, select at random any object of art from the

earliest days of Egyptian history—any object of art, no

matter how inconspicuous—and you will find it thoroughly

imbued with that same form-essence which during the long

cycle of several thousand years became the very form-essence

of that great art-form of the Egyptians. Now, how could it

happen—someone might ask—that the earliest Egyptian

artist could have so clear a conception of things to come
that he could already predict, thousands of years previously,

what the Egyptian style ultimately was going to be? Well,

howr can it happen—one might ask with the same amount
of naive candor—that the seed of the oak can have so clear
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a conception of things to come, that it can already—say, one
hundred or more years previously, before the tree has be-

come shaped into that robust pattern of a matured oak

—

direct the growth of the oak toward that very pattern? Why
certainly, the seed of the oak is not only a seed as such: it is

a seed with the soul of an oak. Similarly, the budding

Egyptian form was not only a form as such: it was a form

with an Egyptian soul.

In accord with the fundamental characteristics of the

Egyptian soul, the art-form of the Egyptians evolved during

a long period of creative process. It evolved slowly, and
ultimately it became crystallized into a rigid style—into a

style where the individual was lost, and where time and race

came into expression. At least, so it seems to us. Because

of the long time-distance and the many intervening civiliza-

tions, one is bound to miss much of the personal touch of

the Egyptian art. Perhaps, though, by looking deeply

enough, one might be able to distinguish even the hand-

writing of individual humans in the execution of their art.

No doubt, the Egyptians themselves—being close to the

artists and their work—distinguished such individuality.

Because of a strong disposition toward human existence

—both here and beyond—Egyptian art sought to bridge the

gulf between temporal life and immortality. The art-form

of the Egyptians, therefore, was made strong, massive, and
substantial in construction to withstand the ravages of time.

Their decorative pattern, likewise, was executed accordingly

with permanence and posterity in mind: a pattern consisting

of gracefully designed reliefs and hieroglyphics, cut in stone

with calm dignity.

Such was the Egyptian form-evolution. It originated

from its little seed, and it ended with that great art of the

Egyptians expressing their cultural ego. It was—as has

been said—a cumulus on the sky of human cultural evolu-

tion. It came. It went—And then came the Greeks.

The Egyptian Civilization was already on a downhill
trend when the Greek form began to climb its way up.

Along the mainlands and archipelagoes of the Aegean sea,
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and in m.mv placet about the Mediterranean shores, there

began to grow increasing signs that the time was ripe Eoi

new peoples to act There was much of traveling and trad

ing, (»i leafare and warfare, ol exploring excursions and

romantic adventures, all o! which heralded a new era to

come. And .is many a long was sung about these events, the

Homeric era was thus conjured into existence with its lux

ametric tales of glorious deeds. Simultaneously with and

subsequently to this Homeric era, a new philosophy of Life

was in the making, and io was m the making also a new
ethic d and moral attitude of mind and a new religious

world-feeling.

Fundamentally, the Greek Form-evolution was the same

as that ol the Egyptian. Again, as to its form flavor, it w.is

as different from that of the Egyptian as the Greek mentality

was different from the Egyptian mentality. The ideal of

the Greek was man himself, and because of such an attitude

of mind the Greek endowed his gods, not only with human
forms, but even with human virtues and vices. Thus, his

2X>ds fought as fought the Greeks themselves. And on

Olympus they had their family troubles just as had Socrates

and Xantippe. Contrary to the Egyptian, with his mind
toward eternal things, the Greek was a child of the moment
and lived his temporal life in beauty. From this pursuit

of beauty, the Greek form evolved. It evolved from utmost

simplicity toward ripening richness, though remaining always

well-balanced. Undoubtedly the Greek form, to some extent

at least, was inspired by the Egyptian form-concept—in spite

of the difference in attitudes toward the problems of life.

Why not? Cannot the songbird be impressed by the depth

of the forest and still trill joyously! Was it not possible that

the grave Egyptian temperament could resound in a brighter

tune through the Greek disposition of mind?
Here we discern the creative vitality of the Greeks.

The Greeks knew that they had a cultural mission to fulfil,

and they approached their work with pride and discrimina-

tion. The Greeks did not regard the Egyptian form as

something which could be used by others. They regarded

it as a part of Egyptian life, just as religion, language,
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manners, dresses, and habits in general. The Greeks knew
that alien art, just as alien customs, could not be directly

adopted without making art false and lacking in meaning.
It is true that the basic mode of construction—the bipartite

mode with column and beam—was brought over from
Egypt. But the Egyptians and the Greeks used this mode
of construction differently according to their different mental
dispositions: the Egyptians like one who already from child-

hood was grave, carrying this gravity through life with

unwavering equanimity and calm; the Greeks, on the other

hand, with sharply marked periods of age—the Doric and
Ionic orders, and then the Corinthian one which with its

richness of decoration fixed the boundary of further develop-

ment: old age had been reached and the Greek culture was
about to finish its orbit.

Yet the Greek temple still remains, noble and serene,

as the eloquent testimony of work done and aims accom-

plished. The Greek temple was not the beginning of the

Greek form-evolution. It was the illustrious end.

There was much of interblending before the Greek
form could be moulded into its final key in accordance with

the fundamental significance of the Greek life. In compari-

son with this, the Mediaeval time was the very melting-pot

of peoples and races and of the consequences they brought

into the dramatic pattern of the changing conditions of life.

The remainders of passed civilizations formed the enlighten-

ing background of the long performance to come. But the

problems were new, practically and spiritually. The prac-

tical theme was dictated by the uncertainty of conditions

calling for protection. Christianity, on the other hand,

furnished the spiritual issues. And those creative faculties

which had to put this new life into significative design were

often of strange and transplanted breed. The numerous

barbarians from the East moved in, settled down, and mixed

themselves with the original population. The Vikings

crossed the seas, attacked the shores, and thus established

intercommunication of both material and spiritual signifi-

cance. So did the Moors. In this manner things went on;
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and so, gradually, the Mediaeval foi m com ept emerged from
these new c ii c nnistanc es ol lite. I( emerged with its two

main ramifications, the- Romanesque and the Gothic ityle-

orden ol which tin- Gothic style-order, no doubt, was the

leading one.

The art-historian might he able to tell when the

Gothic style-ordei came into existence, lie might he able

to do so because oi certain events ol conspicuous nature.

And he might he able to do it jnst as easily as the historian

can tell when Lincoln became president. But just as

Lincoln needed a Long time of preparation to become fitted

fat his high office, so the Gothic style-order needed a consider-

able period of evolution before it could be consolidated into

the elaborate organism of the cathedral. Great things can-

not be achieved overnight. Surely, the roots of the cathedral

must be tiaced far back into the darkness of the "dark age."

There, form had its intimate contact with the intimate pur-

suits of life. There, its fundamental characteristics were

settled. And from there it evolved toward the big problems

to be solved. Thus, as time passed, the Gothic style-order

became increasingly complex; and the more complex it be-

came, the more ornate became the stone organism of the

cathedral. And ultimately, as this course toward increased

ornamentation continued, the creative wells of further evolu-

tion began to run dry. That was the decisive finale of the

creative Gothic period.

Thus, again, a great era of form-evolution came to an

end.

Since then there has been created no Gothic art in

Gothic spirit; only spiritless echoes—and plenty of them

—

of that once so abundant art of the Goths.

These three great Civilizations—the Egyptian, the

Greek, and the Mediaeval—were the three truly creative

epochs in the evolution of the Western Civilization. In

considering each one of these epochs one can speak about

genuine form-evolution, originated from its primary germ
and carried on the basis of the fundamental forms of the

respective times. And in each one of these epochs, evolu-
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tion took place simultaneously in all the fields of form-

manifestation.

After the Mediaeval era, there were the Renaissances, the

Baroque and the Rococo. These we have discussed pre-

viously and from these discussions we can easily gather

that in their respective cases no particular form-evolution

took place—at least, not in the sense in which the process

has been presented here. This was so much the more true

during the times of reason and romanticism, with their

"revivals" and "rebirths." And emphatically indeed, this was

true when the age of materialism took the conduct of things

into its hands. From then on, one could not speak of

evolution—but rather of devolution.

Say, "la devolution imitatrice."

Again, as for the post-nineteen-hundred era, the time

so far has been much too short to speak about evolution.

Rather, in many respects the time has been a matter of

stretching out one's antennae in order to sound the correct

course. For—as we know—the natural evolutionary line had

been broken and therefore an intense search for its logical

continuance has become imperative.

We are still very much in the process of this search.

Form-evolution—as described—is a broad process span-

ning entire epochs of civilization. It originates with its

prime germ. It ends with its style. And by its nature it is

"categorical," it is "fundamental," and it is "creative."

Such is form-evolution—as a general process.

Yet form-evolution has also another aspect:

Going down to the peoples themselves with their feel-

ings and thoughts, and to the artists who are to translate

these feelings and thoughts, it must be understood that

—

basically—form-evolution is the work of an individual,

multiplied. It is the individual's sensing of the call of the

fundamental form which makes the process categorical.

It is the individual's sensing of the basic laws which makes

the process fundamental. And it is the individual's creative

instinct which makes the process creative.

In this manner—and within the general process of form-
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evolution—there takes place in the artist's mind and through

his work an individual form-evolution which, multiplied,

constitutes the substance oi the general one.

Form-evolution, thus, is dual by nature: general and

indi\ idual.

Speaking in metaphors, the- process is twofold, as is the

movement oi the ocean when it is stirred uj> by the wind

and the waves '^o high. The waves themselves proceed in

the direction of the wind. The watei molecules, <>n the

other hand. os( illate up and down as il surveying the \ei tic al

significance of the movement In analogy with this, the

genera] Eorm-evolution proceeds along the- course of the

fundamental form; the individual search, on the other hand,

surveys the cross-section of the movement by solving the

individual problems.

This dual process is essential:

First, because it brings into the process the significance

of time and race. And secondly, because it enlivens the

process by the flavor of individual creation.

3. FORM AND MIGRATION

A few pages back—this was said: "Everyone is predestined

to exist in a sphere of outside influence which, in the course

of time, is decisive in his development in accordance with

this influence." This, for sure, holds in any circumstance,

for even the most secluded hermit cannot escape his fate of

meeting at least some people.

The same concerns nations and races— it was said.

Consequently, when we speak about form-evolution as a

genuine expression of the characteristics of nations and races,

we must take into consideration also the sphere of outside

influences. That is, the genuine current of form-evolution

is met by side-streams of alien influences which affect the

course and character of this evolution.

Self-evidently, these alien influences differ much as to

both strength and character. It is a well-known fact that in

early days the various tribes lived in isolated circumstances

and shaped their respective forms more or less independently.
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In spite of this isolation, however, one can find much similar-

ity of form between things created at the same stage of

development, although far apart from one another. Be-

cause of the similarity, many are inclined to attempt to

prove the existence of direct connection and mutual in-

fluence between tribe and tribe, nation and nation. Per-

haps there was a connection. Perhaps not. However that

may be, one should not disregard entirely the fundamental
human characteristics. Rather, one should understand

—

more than is commonly understood—that the fundamental
human characteristics are the driving incentives of many a

subconscious action. For example, do not young children

of equal age draw figures in the same childlike expressive

manner, no matter how far apart they live on this globe?

And—to draw parallels in general—do not dogs bark just

the same no matter whether in the North or in the South?

And how about the taste and flavor of strawberries, and

—

for that matter—how about anything else that grows and
lives on this earth!

On the other hand, it is fully clear that, through direct

contact, similarity of form becomes more obvious. And
the more frequent the contact, the closer the characteristics

of form. During earlier times of civilization, intercommuni-

cation was limited to certain peoples and therefore the "side-

streams" of alien influence were of rather local nature. In

the course of time, though, intercommunication has steadily

gained in both intensity and scope. Now it has become

much of an international routine.

When we view form-evolution in the above light—with

consideration of the growing influence from without—it is

obvious that many a form-feature has become nomadic in

both character and effect. This manifestation we may call

"form-migration."

By form-migration—or why not "form-immigration" or

"form-intermigration"—we mean form-influence between

various ramifications of human civilization.

This, we should say, is a simple matter.

However, before we go further into this simple matter,
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wt must lust pause to deliberate upon what the- implication

oi the word influence really is. Does it mean i reativc inspira-

tion derived Erom contacts with alien forms or is it to be

understood as a direct adoption oi these alien forms—mean-
ing thai the commandment forbidding us to take things

belonging to others can be violated? it is essential to find

the right answer to this question—even in the case of form-

migration—as we have been evei bo often confronted with

the drift to direct copying.

Previously, when the relationship between man and his

genuine form was our topic, we went to the roots of the

problem by studying the situation where this relationship

was most general and intimate: in the "room." As the topic

now is the relationship between man and the alien form,

we must do the same.

So again we find ourselves in the "room."

Now, supposing that you are the occupant of this room.

Supposing that you have designed the room yourself, that

you have selected every piece in the room, that you have

organized all these pieces in accordance with your desires,

inclination, and taste. Having done all this, you have ex-

pressed your personality through the room-atmosphere thus

created. Then, naturally, in the aura of the room your own
aura has become reflected. And every object brought into

the room-ensemble tells its own story about one phase or

another of your character and disposition of mind. How-
ever, in this room-ensemble there may be many features

which originally came into being in quite alien circum-

stances, so that seemingly they have no connection with your

personality, nor with that ramification of civilization you

belong to. Yet there they are. They have been selected

by you. And in one way or another they must then be

expressive of your personality.

Now, there might be a piece of Chinese sculpture.

Obviously this indicates that you have broadened your

horizon to be receptive even to Chinese thought. And be-

cause just this particular piece of sculpture has touched the

"Chinese strings of your soul"— if we dare to put it thus
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sweetly—it is expressive of your personal leaning in this

very way. It then belongs to you spiritually also: it repre-

sents your Chinese inclinations in the room, and it has

migrated from that far-away China to serve its new master

—

and friend—and to enlighten him.

But this is not form-migration.

So far, it is a mere matter of import of physical objects,

and not the transfering of spiritual form-values from one
form-world to another. For, remember this: Chinese art is

and always will remain Chinese art.

But, supposing that you are a sculptor. Someday then

you might produce a piece of sculpture of your own, which,

because of your intimate contact with the said Chinese

sculpture, might get something of Chinese form-feeling. In

other words: your piece of sculpture expresses Western men-
tality, while at the same time it reflects that of the Chinese.

In this creative manner, Chinese mentality has been infused

into Western art. And the latter has become enriched ac-

cordingly.

So functions form-migration.

In this example there are two points for you to observe.

First: you have selected the piece of sculpture according to

your Chinese inclination. And secondly: you have created

something of your own, in which process your Chinese in-

clination has become translated into Western thought. So

must be the procedure. And this means that alien forms

cannot be accepted into form-evolution at random: they

must pass through instinctive selection as to adaptability

before they can be embodied into form-evolution through a

creative process.

The purpose of the above example was to make these

two points clear: the selective, and the creative. It is of

importance—we think—to stress these points, for in in-

numerable cases things do not happen that way. On the

contrary, alien forms of miscellaneous kinds are imported

and directly copied without any scruples whatsoever. To
prove this, one might refer to countless examples which show

obvious lack of both selective and creative consideration.
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Heie is one and a OOnSplCUOUS OI1C, too:

Almost generally the Boon ol Western roomi arc

covered with oriental rugs. Now, one could befl ninety-nine

to one thai in the lelection of these ruga then- is no Question

ol "touching the oriental Itringl ol one's lOUl" w hats< >e\ ei .

Most probabl) these ruga -oi mostly, super-commercialized

imitations ol these 1

1

ij, s aie boughl (jinte handilv without

much deliberation as to what they arc and wherefrom they

originate. And now these "oriental" inj^s lie .iionnd on the

Western Boon .is some sort of exotic mishts. They have

already been lying there Eor generations, imposing their

strange atmosphere, and having no spiritual alliance with

the rest of the environment—unless the rest of the environ-

ment is made "orientally" false. And only a few seem to

whisper: "why the oriental rug."

But, no doubt, this whisper is bound soon to grow
louder, for that seems to be the current trend. At least,

that's our hope: not because we are eager to disparage the

oriental rug—when genuine—but because it is humiliating

to our sense of dignity to have its bastards lying around in

our innocent homes.

Indeed, in the Western case of the oriental rug, the

"selective" and "creative" points have been conspicuously

absent. And therefore the case is not a matter of form-

migration in a creative sense. Rather, it is—let's say—

a

grand-scale-imitative-vulgarization.

Form-migration of the great Civilizations exhibited both

"selective" and "creative" strength.

The creative strength we have already discussed, and,

as for the selective strength, this might be said:

When we maintained that the Greek bipartite mode of

construction—beam and column—had its origin from Egypt,

by no means did this insinuate an intrusion into a field

which did not belong to the Greeks. Obviously the Egyptian

bipartite mode of construction would not have been accepted

by the Greeks unless the Greek selective instinct had sensed

its fitness in the Greek form-evolution. It is not necessary

to delve deeply into the matter to be convinced of the validity
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of this thought, for both the function and spirit of the Greek
temple, for example, show this clearly enough. In fact, the

bipartite mode of construction was to such an extent a

fundamental essence of the Greek form-concept that one
really wonders whether its employment was a matter of form-

migration, or of genuine form-evolution.

The Gothic master-builder did not select the pointed

arch—of supposedly oriental origin—because he thought

it a mighty good idea. He did so because the Gothic selec-

tive instinct identified the inherent spirit of Gothicism in

the pointed arch. As a matter of fact, the pointed arch was
so thoroughly in accord with the whole Gothic form-feeling,

that obviously the Goths, sooner or later, would have arrived

at the same pointed solution—without the trouble of cross-

ing broad waters. Or perhaps the pointed solution after all

was an original concept of the Goths themselves—in spite of

art-historic thinking! Who knows. And who cares.

Again, as for the Renaissances, undoubtedly there was

much subconscious and conscious selection before the

Gothic and Classical form-worlds could become interblended

into the Early Renaissance. But however this selection

was made—subconsciously or consciously—form was never

directly applied. It had to undergo a creative transforma-

tion process so as to be fitted into the spirit of the new
form-expression. Thus, in the Early Renaissance case, both

"selection" and "creation" were alert.

The Late Renaissance, on the other hand, limited itself

to mere dogmatic adoption of the Classical form, thus ignor-

ing the creative part of the problem. This, surely, had little

in common with form-migration.

What happened after the Late Renaissance time, we are

already familiar with. Likewise we are familiar with the

nineteenth century adventure of imitation. And we know
that this adventure of imitation was a random procedure of

arbitrary "revivals," "rebirths," and the like. So that is

outside our subject.

Considering finally the present era, we are facing an

entirely novel situation insofar as form-migration is con-
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earned. The "side itreams" are a< tivc Erom every dire don.
And the mind oi today is increasingly moulded toward

intei nationalism.

it is hilly logical thai the mind ol today, lince it dwells

in the midst <>l world events ol intein.ition.il ( onse<)iience,

must become internationally adjusted. Form-migration

—

or rather now, "form-intermigration"—must show corre

sponding adjustments; for the search Eoi form gets its im-

pulses Erom the East and the West, Erom the North and

the South, and consequently the earliei narrow concept of

loim is apt to undergo a change toward a broader one of

international significance.

These points are at stake:

When actions were localized and problem* few—as they

were in olden times—concentration of work was easy. And
due to the fact that mind was close to the pulse-beat of life,

quality of form was true and expressive. But the impres-

sions were few; the means of expression limited; and the

confined mode of living tended to keep mind in narrow

circles.

On the other hand, when actions are widespread and

problems manifold—as they are today—concentration of

work is trying. And because one dwells amidst the inter-

nationally pulsing cross-roads of life, form-expression tends

toward complexity. The impressions, therefore, are many;
the means of expression multiplied; and the diversified mode
of living tends to mould mind shallow.

Thus, comparing the localized conditions of olden

times with the broadened contacts of today, both cases have

their advantages and disadvantages. But as it is our fate

to follow the categorical course of things toward interna-

tional consequence, there is no choice, and we must make the

best of the situation.

Now—sounding the surface—international consequence

means increased knowledge and broadened views about a

great number of things. And these, too, may have their

consequences.

Often it is maintained that knowledge dulls the sharp-

ness of instinct. Manv are inclined to believe that the
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broader the views that history, geography, sciences, and other
branches of knowledge can offer, the greater becomes the

endangering factor to the creative mind. The creative mind
might become more reflective and less sensitive. And, if so,

culture is in danger of becoming rational rather than deep.

So it is feared.

There may be reason for such a fear, and surely there

are many examples that confirm this. But on the other

hand one should not mingle the two things: knowledge, and
receptiveness of mind. Knowledge in itself is not culture.

Culture depends entirely on receptiveness of mind, and by
no means on the amount of knowledge the brain is able

to absorb.

Someone has put it thus:

"Culture is the result of what remains in one's mind
after the facts of knowledge are forgotten."

From this we can draw conclusions as to two different

types of mind. One type absorbs facts, digests them, and
makes them creatively fertile. The other type absorts facts,

sterilizes them, and uses them as such. The former is the

creative mind. The latter is the parasitic mind—"parasitic,"

for after all it lives on food digested by others.

It is worth while to note this distinction, for, on the

road toward internationalization of mind, this distinction is

highly indicative of the difference between creative vigilance

and non-creative shallowness.

Now as to shallowness, a shallow mind might or might

not become shallower through internationalism. It really

does not matter, for we are not interested in shallowness.

The receptive mind, on the other hand, cannot be harmed
by the breadth of his knowledge. On the contrary: does the

philosopher become shallow if, from the bigotry of narrow-

ness, he broadens his system of thought into universality; or

is the composer less deep, if his music expresses the soul of

the universe, instead of interpreting local tunes of folk-song?

Accordingly, internationalism is not an obstacle in the

progress of culture, provided man is wise enough to adjust

himself to meet the situation.

Rather, it is an opportunity.
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The present age is eagei to ipread ideal about When
a novel form appears and is Eound itrong and expressive

—

in a siioi t (line- n is published, dest i [bed, analyzed, ( i iticized,

exhibited, and advertised everywhere and in every w

Almost immediately tins novel form is made internationally

known. It> idea is applied, the form itself adapted -and,

foi sure, often directly adopted. This fact becomes a level-

ling agent by diminishing the differences oi Eorm between

nations and countries. It becomes a dangerous a-ent in

case forms are employed without discrimination as to fitness,

and only because of their novelty. On the other hand, li

tonus arc properly used—in accordance with both selec-

tive and creative considerations—then the positive value of

form publicity is obvious.

There is little doubt that our form-in-the-making is

bound to become of international significance. Yet it can

become so in respect to its fundamental nature only. It

really must become so, if the fundamental form of the time

—

which moves toward an international concept of form

—

comes into expression as it really should. But from this

fundamental basis, individuality of form must become modu-
lated to fit local conditions of life and climate. The native

from Canton or Tokio—as to his mentality—cannot be cast

in the same mould as the man from London or Paris. Nor
can this be done with his habits of life or with the forms he

likes to live with. And the climate of Finland, with short

summers and dark wintry days, has other form-requirements

than hot and sunny Pernambuco.

The more slowly form develops toward international

expression, the safer the development.

Alas, there seems not to be much patience in this re-

spect. In certain circles much is already spoken and wrritten

about "international style." Obviously this is premature,

for the so called "international style," thus far, is neither

international nor style. Even though a scant number of

smokers were scattered all around the world, this would not

of itself make smoking an international habit. Much deeper

rooted must the habit of smoking be—as it probably is— if
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it is to be considered international. Now, the contemporary
form-expression is thus far pretty thinly scattered around the

world. And insofar as its style is concerned, the new way of

doing things is still far from style.

Style is not accomplished by merely eliminating the old

ornamental stuff and by letting materials and construction

appear in their ultimate nakedness and ascetic simplicity.

This may be the fashion of today, but as for style, it is only

the very beginning on which to build its slow and gradual

evolution. Form does not speak through material and
construction. Form speaks through proportion and rhythm
infused into material and construction. When proportion

and rhythm are tuned in accord with the characteristics of

the time, form of the time first comes into being—and from
this form of the time, style grows very gradually. Therefore,

"international style" still has a long way to go before it

will become crystallized into style.

Certainly, there is no hurry. Style cannot be forced into

existence. Much less should it become intentionally inter-

national. If style after all is going to be international—and,

ultimately, this is very much a matter of categorical impera-

tive—it can become so only by virtue of its inner merits

and because of the strength of its foundation.

Did Bach try to compose international music?

Because of his marked individuality, Bach's music

became individually typical. Because Bach was true to the

inherent potentialities of his blood, his music expresses the

characteristics of his nationality. Because Bach sensed the

fundamental characteristics of his time, his music has the

bearing of international significance. But Bach himself did

not try to be either individual, national, or international.

Bach simply did his best—for his own inner satisfaction.

4. FORM AND STYLE

May we first make it plain that when we speak in this analysis

about "style," we do not mean a specific architectural order

of one kind of another, nor do we mean some typical phase

of local form-development. By "style" we mean a "form-
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language," which, during the kmg s]>.m of I certain (ivili/a-

tion, evolves into expression of all the pluses of that

particular civilization.

Style, in this sense, is no problem in itself.

Style, so understood, is the categorical result oi the

search for form of any civilization.

This then must be true even in oui case.

And as in the search for our own form we have do idedly

—at least, let's hope so—turned away from the copying of

obsolete styles, and are heading toward new fields without

an\ style-concept of our own whatsoever, we are in precisely

the same situation as weie the C.ieeks and Goths at the

beginning of their respective eras. Surely, to start with, the

C.ieeks and Goths had no style-concept of their own. They
simply had to get along with their own creative stamina.

And so they started the long journey of search for their

forms along the whole front of current problems. Gradually,

in this manner, the characteristics of their respective styles

became apparent So things went on for a long period of

time; and the more time advanced, the more the freedom of

form tightened into the rigidity of style, till ultimately there

was nothing else left over for the creative instinct than to

repeat and repeat again the rigidly fixed style demands.

That was the end. Yet the end in both of these cases was an

illustrious one. It was so, because the Greeks and the Goths

were not initially bound by any preconceived style-ideas,

but had and grasped the supreme opportunity to create their

own form by themselves.

Our age has nowr a similar journey to undertake—and a

similar opportunity, for sure. And during this journey we
will do wisely if we approach our problems in the same sin-

cere and creative spirit as did the Greeks, the Goths—or any

other of the great Civilizations.

Previously, now and then, in this analysis, form has been

considered from the angle of style—just as, for example, a

moment ago it was considered from the angle of "interna-

tional style." But so far the real nature of "style" has not

been made clear enough. And, although we now think it
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necessary to take the matter of "style" separately under dis-

cussion, our concern even now—as has been the case during
this whole analysis—is the search for form, and decidedly

not the search for style. This point must be stressed ex-

plicitly indeed, because there is a substantial difference be-

tween these two modes of procedure. The former—the

search for form—is a natural pursuit in form-evolution.

The pursuit may be intentional or unintentional, it does not

matter; for automatically—and categorically—it becomes an
unintentional progress toward style. The latter—again, the

search for style—when intentional, is caused by a deceptive

ambition which is bound to lead any normal form-develop-

ment into a deadlock. It misses the point that style cannot

be attained by a quick action, but only by a slow evolution

of form. And it takes a short cut to an easy goal. It brings

forth the "fashion" of the day and proclaims it the very style

of the age.

In the annals of the art of building there have been
many incidents of style short-cuts. So, for example, when
the Late Renaissance made Vitruvius' "de architectura" its

canon, it could not accomplish any style of its own—due to

the quick and easy action. It was as sudden a movement as

was the change of architectural clothes during and after the

Columbian Fair of the year 1893 in Chicago. Both of these

incidents had their fashions tailored by previous times. The
same was true of all those so called "revivals," "rebirths," and

whatnots, which from time to time have popped up on the

architectural horizon. All these were just plain and capri-

cious adoptions of forms belonging to other times and other

peoples.

The present age—we hope—does not agree any more
with such a handy procedure. The present age—and again,

we hope—begins to understand the necessity of indigenous

creation in the process of form-evolution toward style. And
there seems to be much eagerness to sense the way ahead.

In spite of this, however, the search for form has frequently

strayed into the search for style. And, as said, it has brought

about many "fashions."
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To illustrate the situation, we might take a peep behind

the m reen to ice what's going <>n-

In .some- circles the operation if this: in solving ins

problems, someone ma) have struck a new nun-, expressive

.is to both Function and time. A new and honest form foi its

specific purpose thus has been born. Because o( its expres-

siveness

—

and particularly because of its "novelty," we guess
—this new form is advertised. Soon, many cling to it and

use it timely and untimely and in every which way. It be-

comes popular, and it is considered just the very thing:

"modern style," to be sure. Such an attitude, however, brings

additional perplexity into the style-situation, for the idea

—

fundamentally speaking— is not to be "modern," but merely

to be "true" by trying to sense the true characteristics of the

problem, surely not the whims of publicity. By virtue of

bchi'4 true, form becomes modern in the best sense of the

word—without the command of the modern "stylist." The
nature of the problem is the deciding factor, the epithet

"modern" is but a vainglorious nick-name which the sincere

seeker tries to avoid—because of its smack of reciprocal imi-

tation.

The "modern" has many faces—some of which we have

already mentioned. So we repeat, quite freely:

One day form is softly curved, characterizing material,

no matter what the material—for just the softly curved form

is the essential thing: it means "style." The next day form

is straight-lined, characterizing: function, no matter what the

function—for just the straight-lined form is the essential

thing: it means "style," Then, again, form is streamlined,

characterizing movement, no matter whether movement or

not—for just the streamlined form is the essential thing: it

means "style." And so, whatever form represents, everyone

—to be "modern"— is compelled to use the right style-shape

at the right style-time, no matter whether he uses it rightly

or wrongly as to both shape and time.

Of course, all this is not a sincere search for form which

develops along an even orbit toward a certain goal, but a

pseudo-ambitious search for style which zigzags from one

extreme to another, thus making the situation puzzling to
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both the general public and the searchers themselves. The
originators of the various new forms and their followers are

not to be blamed for the puzzling situation: they deserve
much recognition for their accomplishments. The blame
belongs to the swarm of indiscriminate imitators who are

making "style" out of the sincere forms of others.

Man still seems to be much of a monkey.

Style does not develop that way. Deeper import must
be put into form than casual achievements and their indis-

criminate repetition. Style means a sequential process of

spontaneous yet conducive actions that spring from the

physical and spiritual characteristics of the time and people.

Style is a matter of gradual growth and of instinctive selec-

tion of the best of this growth. Growth of style is much the

same as is growth of folk-songs—in a collective sense. Of all

songs that are sung, those which do not reflect the inmost

aims and emotions of the people are soon forgotten; whereas
those which interpret the downright properties of folk-soul,

remain folk-songs. Thus, just as in the singing of songs

there is no deliberate effort to create folk-songs, so must there

be in the search for form no deliberate effort to create forms

that make style.

Conscious conduct is of no avail in style process. As
much as the fundamental form develops in a certain direc-

tion without the efforts of human decision, just so much
does style move—on the basis of the fundamental form—in a

direction that nobody is able rationally to control but that

everyone is compelled instinctively to follow. Man's efforts

do not create style. Style created itself through man. In

the last analysis, therefore, the essence of style must be found

within man. And we fully agree with Buffon—the French

scientist of the eighteenth century—when he says: "Le style

c'est l'homme meme." That is: "Style is man himself."

In form-evolution toward style, the spoken language can

furnish many illuminating parallels. For, as in form-evolu-

tion there takes place a continuous process toward ripening

style-expression, so does there take place, in the evolution
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of the spoken language an analogously continuous process

toward ripening language-expression. Because <>i this an-

alogy, it is frequently believed that the spoken language ii

comparable to style, rhe comparison is not correct, how-

ever. In the spoken language, the individual words arc the

material which, combined into propel order, constitute com-

municative sentences just as in the realm of art, where
substance, color, sound, movement, el cetera, are the material

which, combined into proper order, constitute communica-

tive Conn-expressions. Vet this is still far from style. Not
until words are combined into sentences and these sentences

into logical sequence, is thought put into the spoken lan-

guage; and not until the spoken language is raised into a

certain level beyond colloquial use—into speech, literature,

poetry— is the spoken language developed into style.

It might be of value to venture further comparison

between these two languages, the spoken language and the

language of form. In certain respects such a comparison

might prove enlightening.

The spoken language was created through a gradual

instinctive process characteristic of the people having orig-

inated it. The linguist studies this language and puts it

into a scientific system. He learns that the language has a

logical construction which follows its own grammar-laws, and

he learns that this logical construction and its grammar-
laws have evolved subconsciously during the evolutionary

process of the language itself. Furthermore, the linguist

learns thai certain seemingly fortuitous exceptions to the

rule have crept into the language construction, as though to

tree it from rigid stiffness and thus to enchant the color of

speech. For our part, we see the kinship between the

spoken language and the language of art. This kinship lies

in their common origins within man, and in their employ-

ment of basic principles. And as the principles that hold

good for one must hold good also for the other, we must then

rightly infer the logical conclusions.

Every word of the spoken language must express its share

of meaning in the sentence. If it does not, it is doomed
to vanish of its own accord.
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The same applies to the language of art.

Every sentence in the spoken language must be formed

so as to convey its thought. If that is not the case, the

sentence is meaningless.

The same applies to the language of art.

Every sentence of the spoken language must be humanly
expressive, and in accord with the spirit of the situation.

The same applies to the language of art.

The spoken language—developed into style—moves
with suppleness and litheness close to human life in all its

shiftings. It builds folklore, tales, literature, and poetry.

The same flexibility and richness must be the character-

istic even of the language of art. The language of art,

therefore, must not be permitted to stiffen into academic

style-formulas and it must not be made dry and stereotyped.

That is, the language of art must remain dynamic—for only

as long as form is free in this sense, can it remain vital.

Considering exactly this dynamic quality of the language

of art, the spoken language can offer instructive parallels.

The spoken language can be of particularly good advice

to the inveterate champion of historic style-forms, always so

ready to chain style by his obsolete doctrines. Because of the

seemingly analogous situation between the spoken language

and the language of art, many of those ensnared in historic

styles have been eager to defend their position by referring

to the "elements" of style as a parallel to the "vocabulary"

of the spoken language. In their eagerness to defend their

position they have gone thousands of years back in time in

order to import the "elements" of architecture—believing

them to have become petrified into static features as soon

as they were released into the market by the Greeks. But

they were not petrified into static features. They were sub-

ject to change just as is the "vocabulary" of the spoken

language—which latter fact the inveterate champion of

styles apparently has overlooked.

Indeed, the vocabulary of the spoken language must be

subject to changes, as time passes. It must be just as much
subject to both form-evolution and form-migration as is any

other form. Day after day, the vocabulary of the spoken
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language adopu new meanings, new thoughts, and new
nuances, l \ ei \ new meaning, thought, 01 nuance added into

the changing conditions ol life putt Its stamp on the language
in use. Every new contact with new peoples and then

languages influences the vocabulary accordingly. Particu-

larly at the present time, when novelties .tic Constantly com-
ing in .md connect ions with new countries are Increasingly

established, the spoken language is hound to he cniichcd,

broadened and altered, and alien words are hound to be

brought into it. In this manner the spoken language is

maintained on the precise level of the (hanging demands of

life. For sure, one does not use the language of Chaucer,

asking in old-time mode for water for the mule, when going

to the filling station to have one's car supplied with gasoline.

One settles the errand in plain, direct, and current terms.

One uses the vocabulary as it has been developed up-to-date

as to its form, sound, and nuance. Even the simplest and
most commonly used words are apt to change character and
meaning from their use in earlier days. And one wonders
what Francis Bacon might have thought if by some curious

chance he had been told that someone "roaring through

the red light had a blow-out in front of a speak-easy."

Speaking about Francis Bacon, it is rather amusing

—

and instructive—to learn how insistent he was to have his

writings translated into Latin, thereby to preserve them for

posterity. He thought the English language—that veritable

conglomeration of various and different tongues—did not

possess the quality of longevity; whereas Latin, that old and
proven language wdiich had successfully struggled through

the turmoils of many ages, was a firm ground on which to

build lasting recognition.

History testifies that Francis Bacon's forethought was of

little avail, and so testifies common sense too; for indeed,

the more rigid the language, the less does it possess the flexi-

bility of moulding itself to the changing conditions of life.

Bacon was not conscious of this fact. Because of this, he mis-

judged the respective possibilities of these two languages

—

Latin and English—in keeping themselves pliantly up to

date, in the long run. The Latin language had already
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been developed into a final and perfect construction long

before Bacon's time, and therefore it was lacking in flexibility

and sooner or later doomed to be withdrawn into

libraries for the use of but few. The English language, on
the other hand—just by virtue of its complex origin—be-

came related to the many tongues from which its vocab-

ulary had been gradually supplied. Its vocabulary, thus,

has become many-sided and elastic, broadly adaptable and
useful in the complexity of changing conditions of life. It

has become "functional." And in the course of time it has

been put increasingly into function. Thanks to its broad

international qualification, the English language has all the

possibilities of becoming an international language. Un-
doubtedly—by the way—the English language will be able

to outdistance and outlast those many artificially constructed

languages which from time to time have been imposed upon
humanity, such as Ido, Volapuk, Esperanto, and—what next!

We have stayed for quite a long time with the problems

of the spoken language, because, as was said, from the view-

points of form and style these problems are in many respects

illuminating. Really if we were to delve into the life-laby-

rinths of the past in an attempt to trace the genealogy of

every word of all the languages and every element of expres-

sion in all the genuine form-evolutions, we would unroll a

truly dramatic picture of the melting-pot of life—with all the

thoughts and ideas born, with all the migrations of these

thoughts and ideas, and all the reciprocal fertilization of

these migrations. We would realize how all the language-

styles as well as all the form-styles had a similar conception,

a similar birth, and a similarly gradual growth . . . And
—leaving now the spoken language and considering the

general art-form only—we would learn to understand how
styles have been born at the depths of the souls of the times,

and how they have grown up breathing the spirit of the

peoples and races that fostered them. And we would have

a deep esteem for the genuine and sincere approach in the

formation of these styles: styles which—whether significant

within a limited period only, or covering millenniums

—

fertilized the general cultural development of mankind.
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Plate 10. THE EASTERN INDIAN FORM
The Great Temple at Madura, India



PART THREE

IN BOTH PARI ONE and PAR 1 IAVO of this hook, we
have dealt with those provinces of form-search which are of

genera] nature—whether historical or fundamental—and

which, therefore, apply to form-development as a whole.

In contrast, PART THREE considers those special

provinces of form-search which cannot be generally dis-

cussed, but which call for individual consideration in each

individual case and consequently must be catalogued in

accordance with their specific natures. We are, of course,

aware that things cannot always be readily catalogued with-

out becoming involved in inconsistencies. In spite of this

we have thought it appropriate to divide the discussion of

the said special provinces of form-search into two main
groups. In the first group we have included the problems

which can be understood mainly by reasoning. In the

second group we have included the problems which are

mainly a matter of instinctive sensing.

a. Province of Reasoning: Tangible problems.

Form and Truth.

Form and Logic.

Form and Function.

Form and Color.

Form and Decoration.

Form and Space.

Form and Theory.

Form and Tradition.

b. Province of Instinctive Sensing: Intangible.

Form and Beauty.

Form and Taste.

Form and Imagination.
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VIII. 1 ORM AND TRUTH

RATHER frequently the quality o! "true an" has been

mentioned in our discussions, and although the meaning
<>t the word "true" lias not so Ear been clearly defined, we
have assumed it to be understood that this word—in con-

nection with ait—means much the same as "indigenously

creative." So, for example, When speaking about the prim-

itive man and his subconscious stage of art-development, it

was said that "the primitive man's art was indigenous, direct,

true, creative, and most expressive of the primitive man's

life"—which actually means the same as "indigenously cre-

ative."

This definition, however, does not as yet clear up the

whole implication of the concept "true," "truth"—or what
else.

No doubt, in the primitive man's case, "true" and "truth"

were synonymous—for surely, there was much "truth" in-

fused into the primitive man's "true" art. But there might

be found an abundance of other linguistic interpretations of

these words. Take, for example, the case of a wood-carver

who may have spent months and years of hard labor—sin-

cerely and diligently—in carving some seasoned oak-trunk

into a prettily ornamented church-madonna. While doing

so, he might have poured plentifully of the most intense

"truth" into his work, and yet the result might be utterly

poor. And if utterly poor, how then could one call it

"true art"?

Well, the expression "true art" has a double implication.

First, it implies the moral quality of "true." And secondly,

it implies the creative quality of "art." Such must be the

understanding in any circumstance with true art. Such has

been our understanding even with the primitive man's art

—

namely, that his work had attained the quality of art.
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However, between "true art" and "untrue art," there

are bound to be many gradations.

Take, for example, a youthful group engaged in ar-

ranging the decor for a festival. Now, what could be the

result of this kind of a job, insofar as the implications of

"true" and "truth" are concerned?

The result could be "true art"—provided the work was
done with true expressiveness of the character of the occa-

sion and with sensitiveness to the fundamentals of creative

art. The result could be "truthful art"—provided that at

least the endeavor was truly to express the character of the

occasion, and that the work was done with enough taste to

warrant the label "art." The result could be "untrue art"

—

provided the work was done without any connection with

the character of the occasion, and yet with enough taste to

have the label, "art," at least superficially, accepted. And
finally, the result could be "no art," provided the work was

done without any connection with the character of the

occasion, and entirely without taste.

As we see, then, "true expressiveness of meaning," and

"creative quality of form," are the categorical prerequisites

in the appraisal of true art.

Let's now try a historic parallel in order to learn how
earlier times looked upon these matters. Such a parallel

may provide a broader platform from which to look upon
things. Moreover, such a parallel is essential, particularly

in view of the fact that during the long course of passing

centuries the understanding of truth in art has undergone
a rather radical change—and a thoroughgoing one, too.

This is to intimate that the original Greek and Gothic un-

derstanding of truth in art was not necessarily the same as

was the later understanding of truth in the adoption of the

Greek and Gothic styles. Undoubtedly, the genuine styles

were developed through a painstaking search for truth. A
later adoption of these styles, on the other hand, did not

seem to consider this truth very seriously, and the operation

probably was rather easygoing. Of course! For there is no
need for the mother of an adopted child to have pains.
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HoWCVCr, this laid adoption has caused a ticklish situa-

tion insolai as truth in ait is OOIlCernecL Many explanatory

theories have been written aboul the- matter, but on the

whole these writing! have more Of a .sin.uk of sell defense

than of a sincere aim tor truth.

Some ciitics with "sharp appraising eyes" have dis-

covered that none oi the styles, old or new, are truthful

—

neither in their means of expression, DOT in their methods

of construction. No matter what style-period the critics

study, they are always able to find fallacies of one kind or

another. Consoles do not support cornices as their shapes

indicate, but are hung as mere decorations from the cornices

themselves. The real construction is often concealed behind

fake forms, indicating another construction. The facade is

often only a decorative mask having little in common with

inner space-organization and mode of construction. The
critics discover all this and many other kinds of untruth

throughout the various styles. And as their "sharp apprais-

ing eyes" are eager to trace this trend to untruth even in the

genuine styles, they then arrive at the conclusion that truth

and form do not have much to do with one another. Things

being so, they say, criticism has to be based on other virtues

than truthfulness and honesty in the treatment of form.

According to their opinion, therefore, ethics is not essential

in art, wrhereas the decorative side is of prime importance.

Style is the deciding factor. And that style is pre-eminent

which has the ability to bring the most delight to man.

This indeed—it seems to us—is a flat declaration of

moral bankruptcy. If art expresses life, it must be judged
according to the same standards as must be used to judge

life itself. Surely, mind, and action of mind, are related to

one another. Consequently, if action of mind is not based

on ethical criteria, then undoubtedly the mind behind this

action is correspondingly wanting. And if one should be

satisfied with "delight" versus "ethics" in the realm of art,

then by the same token one should be satisfied with a person

—no matter how unethical—as long as he is a delightful

entertainer, say a harlequin.
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That is the logical conclusion of the superficial attitude

of the aforesaid critics.

We cherish a different opinion—really, we do! For
the above evaluation of things cannot be satisfactory from
the viewpoint of sincere consideration of human values

—

whether one is considering man himself or his actions.

The great epochs did not approach their work in as

easygoing a manner as that. Without doubt the Greek
bipartite structural concept is honest. Without doubt the

Romanesque and Gothic vaults are truthful in both concept

and execution. Such is the case, especially with regard to

the basic construction of the whole structural organism. But
such is the case also insofar as applied decoration is con-

cerned. The applied decoration sprang directly from con-

struction methods, from practical requirements, from re-

ligious and cultural considerations, and not least from the

psychology of the people and the spirit of the time. All

this was a logical and sequential procedure in the birth and
growth of style.

In this birth and growth of style, however, there are

structural and functional features which, as time passed, be-

came changed from their former practical assignments to

decorative ones, remaining thereafter as mere stylistic fea-

tures in the building organism. Such are the triglyphs and

metopes of the Doric order—let it so be, remainders of

earlier structural forms in wood. Such are the archers'

galleries and battlements of the Romanesque and Gothic

styles, which originally served defensive purposes, but which,

after their usefulness as such had ceased, remained as decor-

ative members in the service of style. One can discern the

logical existence of such remainders, just as well as one

can discern correspondingly logical phenomena in organic

evolution in nature. And the gradual metamorphosis of

their character from functional to decorative must be ac-

cepted as a truthfully consistent evolution. At the same time

it was to be expected that these decorative members were

doomed eventually to disappear, if the style-process had

remained creatively vital—which however was not the case.

Thus, following the evolution of the great styles, it is
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easy to read the trend to tiuth in their forms. That was

the .situ.it ion as Long as tlu- creative instixu I was vital. Lata
on, when the- respective periods (aim- toward theii ends, the

inclination to the ileeorative became predominant This

was the norma] course ol things. Indeed, inso£ai as truth is

concerned, it is significant that the trend to truth is a

sign of youthfulness in the creation of ait and this is true

in all fields of art, and in all times. Accordingly, at the

beginning of form -evolut ion—when the search for form is

youthful—the trend to truth is strong. Whereas in the

course of time—when the search for form loses much of its

youthfulncss—the trend to truth weakens in the same ratio

as the inclination toward the decorative gains in strength.

This, as said, is the normal course of things. And in

this respect there have been no exceptions in the birth and

growth of styles in general. Nor could any style escape

eventually its inevitable decorative destiny, no matter how
keenly it may have longed for truth at the beginning.

So much for genuine styles.

But when these genuine styles were directly transplanted

into strange conditions, this action in itself wras already con-

trary to truth. It was to impose a genuine form upon cir-

cumstances where it did not belong, and through this the

relationship between form and life was made false—no
matter how true both form and life were in themselves.

Thus the formerly true form became automatically untrue.

And when dogmatic rules were established to act as the

supreme guardians of this untruth, then style-independence

of ethical considerations became so deeply rooted in the

general consciousness of the time that even earnest critics

have seen fit to cast aside moral qualities in art. With such

an understanding of things in mind, we can appreciate that

it is only a natural downhill development when the hanging

of Greek columns and Gothic vaults on steel skeletons is ac-

cepted by the Fine Arts patrons as truly corrective pro-

cedures. And so, when the aforementioned critics maintain

that none of the styles—genuine or adopted—are truthful

in their modes of construction, they thereby show a lack of

discrimination between creation and imitation, and one has
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reason to suspect that they have examined the creative status

with the spectacles of imitation. As for the falsity of imita-

tion, their criticism is fully correct. We accept this with

acclamation.

The fallacies, thus, are the faults of those who adopted
the truthfully conceived styles, and not of those who con-

ceived them. There is no reason, consequently, to throw
overboard ethical and moral values of art, merely because

things have drifted astray and minds have become so dull as

to deem them right. Why, after all, use styles? Why not,

instead, go to the wells of all things whence true art springs?

Truth is found there in its simplest simplicity and truest

truth, and there one can learn that art must be founded on
truth.

How could it be otherwise!

Man must have the ambition to be truthful. His art

must reflect this.

On the opposite side—on the "functional"—the situa-

tion is different. Meaningless stylistic ideas have been dis-

carded, and the functional nature of form has been ac-

cepted under the auspices of truth. Thus, truth has been

reinstated into its former authority. As such, this approach

—being exactly the same as in any genuinely creative case

—

is a positive step toward the much neglected truth. Surely,

a positive step. For, only through the cement of truth can

form have a firm foundation on which to build.

Yet, there are still dangers lurking around. And these

dangers can be found in the fact that truth is too rigidly

understood.

So it often happens.

It is said—for example—that the reinforced concrete

column, to be truthful in construction, must be dimensioned

according to the load to be carried. This, of course, is a per-

fectly logical thought, and as such it must be highly recom-

mended. On the other hand, if this perfectly logical and

highly recommendable thought is brought to its extreme

consequence, so that we are led to consider any form untrue

where more material has been used than utmost economy
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requires, there iooh are controversies in sight. According
to this, for example, the exquisite Doric column must be

considered false in construction, lince there is more material

used th.m is needed for the load it has to carry.

Well, if this point holds, then there is much untruth

in nature's form-shaping, too. Such would be the case with

the dimensioning of the human body, foi example. Please

compare the human legs with the legs of a flamingo, and

you have a good starting point Eor an argument. The legs

of a flamingo are slender indeed, yet they seem to carry the

body quite satisfactorily. In comparison, the human legs

—

even if we take the thinnest of all thin men or women

—

consist of too much material, if the functional theory of

material use holds good.

We know, of course, that in her material use nature is

thoroughly true—just as she is thoroughly true in her whole

organic structure. We know that any cell in a living or-

ganism has its specific assignment to perform and that to that

end there is no material waste. We know that the cellular

construction of the beehive is perfect engineering from the

point of view of efficient use of material. And so, no matter

how deeply one might delve into nature's structural form-

shaping in order to find evidence of untruth, all the more
would one be convinced of the lack of such evidence. There-

fore, in nature we must search for truth. In nature we can

find it, and not in short-sighted theories—which might hold

good in certain circumstances, but mislead in others.

In every problem—and so even in the problems of truth

—many different requirements are interblended, and all of

these must be taken into consideration in order to arrive

at correct answers. A brief second of functional service

requires other use of material than does the lasting quality

of form. Thus is the spider-web differently dimensioned

than the old matured oak. Thus is the cumulus in the

sky different in its material consistence than is the aged rock

below. The summer-camp has different requirements as to

material use than has a church expected to survive centuries.

And what about the pyramid? Should the tomb of the

Pharoah have been only the practical protection of the
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rather insignificant subterranean chamber or were there

other considerations connected with the problem, considera-

tions which made of the pyramid the most tremendous heap
of stone that the human hand has ever brought together?

Indeed, there were. And when these considerations are

taken into account, the Egyptian pyramid with its colossal

material use must be regarded as just as truthful a construc-

tion as is the aeroplane. And, thanks to the supposedly "un-

truthful" material use, many of the greatest and truest

monuments of human culture have been preserved for

posterity.

Why should the truthful form necessarily be ascetic and
gaunt? Is only that man honest who in his speech uses

nothing more than the absolutely necessary words to make
his thought clear, and who in his manner is dry to the

utmost? Isn't he dreadful rather than honest? And is that

man dishonest who has delightful manners and is pleasing

for his wit? Surely, there exists a great variety of situations

where the quality of truth in speech and manners depends

on the spirit of the situation rather than on preconceived

stipulations. Truth from the pulpit is clothed in different

words than truth expressed amid the glamour of a gay

gathering of people. Take, for example, an old skipper who
has crossed the seven seas and visited hundreds of harbors:

he can fill you with skipper-stories hour after hour, and

even though you know that all these stories are sheer imag-

ination, you may confidently feel that basically, in his heart

and being, he is just as honest and trustworthy as anyone

can be.

Thus, truth does not depend on the speech one uses,

nor does it depend on one's manners. These might reflect

it, but they do not decide. Certainly truth must be the

fundamental quality of one's being.

What is truth, then?

When absolute truth is searched for, the search is in

vain. The absolute is perfection—and when perfection is

there, there is no further step to take. It means stagnation,

death—absolute death! Truth must be relatively under-
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itood, in
i relativity opens the wa) Eoi movement, for chan

loi life. Accordingly, truth in connection with Life must be

part of Life. When truth u made unfruitful by formula! oi

other means ol sterilization, its individual nature is en-

dangered; it is made rigid, a Lifeless institution, a prejudice

and often indeed, "untruth."

The Living quality of truth must be preserved by en-

couraging its individual freedom. Foi wli.u is truth Eoi

one is not necessarily truth for another. It would be foolish

br us to worship wooden images; and yet the primitive man
worshipping them, sincerely, was closer to truth than we are

with our higher understanding of truth, il we he not sincere.

Thus, truth is not so readily catalogued as many seem to

think. Truth is a mental disposition in which each one

individually must ransack his heart and kidneys in order to

know where he stands.

And soon one will learn that truth is not truth, unless

there is a sincere desire for truth.

There is no difference in this respect whether truth

concerns man himself, or his art. Concerning art, the more
a sincere desire for truth permeates the artist, the more he

transfers this quality into his work and the more honest his

form is apt to be. On the other hand, when the artist's mind
strays away from the aim for truth, his work is then not based

on premises that can lead to honest art.

Accordingly, truth in art is a matter of attitude of mind,

and not of established rules to follow.
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IX. FORM AND LOGIC

AS FORM must be true, so must it also be logical. How-
ever, if we try to conduct form-development along strictly

logical channels, form easily becomes a rational product of

reasoning. On the other hand, form—as we understand it

—

is an expression of human life. As such, it must have its

emotional leanings, too. For human life is largely conducted

by emotions which do not follow logical reasoning. Here
we are facing a rather serious conflict between the strictly

rational and the humanly emotional form. And if both

of these conflicting qualities must exist in form, how then

can form be logical 1

Nevertheless, we insist on regarding logic as an essen-

tial foundation of every phase of human life and of its

products as well. And because art is a product of human
life, and particularly because we are concerned with art of

true quality, it is of vital importance to clear up this matter

of logic by investigating its status as it appears—or should

appear—in human art.

This status of logic can scarcely be understood, unless

it is examined in a broad perspective. And so—again—we
must go to the well of all things—to nature. However, in

studying nature we soon seem to arrive at the same con-

tradictory experience as we met in the study of art. For

nature's logical order seems not always to be logically

schemed. Many conflicting signs give the impression that

nature is not after all as logical as has perhaps been expected.

Exceptional happenings of all kinds seem to intrude, con-

stantly deranging the course of things.

Now, considering the construction of the universe, there

is reason to assume—insofar as our knowledge goes—that

this construction is fully logical. We lead ourselves into

error by suspecting the contrary. Perhaps we do not grasp
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all the problem! ol logic, particularly when thingi become
complicated beyond our wit and experience.

Common scum- and experience tell ui thai even the

smallest of tools to be workable must have Logical thought

behind its form shaping and mode- of Puna toning.' So mn< h

the more must this be true when things become complex.

Therefore, as comprehensive a mechanism as the universe

could not possibly function unless it were governed by a

thoroughly logical thought, of a sort to keep things in con-

ditions form and action and to penetrate the whole universal

system, giving substance and movement to even the smallest

microcosmic units of the cosmic structure. Certainly, logical

thought is necessary to organize and control so gigantic a

system.

Now, it would seem that the more perfect this logical

thought, the more should it be able to eliminate illogical

deviations from the functioning of the universe. It would
also seem that by virtue of its logic the machinery of the

universe should be able to approach close to an absolute

state of perfection as to both its construction and the regu-

larity of its action. The result, consequently, would be a

state of mathematical accuracy permeating the whole system,

now and eternally.

However, if this were the case, the consequences would
be disastrous. The universe wrould function eternally like

clock-work—perfectly, of course, but sterilely. The cosmic

structure would be incessantly the same, but formless. Form
presupposes rhythm. But the vibrations put into function

by the "primus motor" would constantly go on as a gigantic

and all-embracing "perpetuum mobile," with always the

same sets of waves. Because of such regularity, deviations

could not occur through the introduction of characteristic

rhythm-groupings and rhythm-divisions, and the resultant

production of characteristic form-groupings and form-

divisions. Because of such regularity, no typical manifesta-

tions of celestial constellations, solar systems, substances,

species, thoughts, and sentiments whatsoever, could come into

existence. Action would exist. But life would not come
2 5
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into being. The universe would bear the marks of death

on its ever monotonous aspect and on its continuously

similar movements and formlessness. Interest and individu-

ality would be unknown things. And evolution would be
out of the question, for evolution means change. The whole
universe, in spite of its gigantic mechanism in full swing,

would be the source of a tremendous "horror vacui"—pro-

vided there existed senses to feel it. But such sensibility

could not exist.

So much the better that the universe is not built that

way! Its sense for organization is logical enough to prevent

such disastrous results. It purposely introduces exceptions

to disturb the mechanical accuracy of its machinery. And
just these "exceptions" make the construction of the uni-

verse seem illogical.

Let's now examine matters from the opposite viewpoint:

from the viewpoint of "exceptions."

Suppose that there might exist two human beings ex-

actly alike; that is, that an individual could be duplicated,

physically and mentally. Insofar as human beings are con-

cerned, certainly, this would be the first step toward stand-

ardization in the universe. And certainly it would seem

utterly uncanny. Just think of it: two human beings,

exactly alike! Such a thought, carried further—to a general

likeness of all human beings, of animals, of plants, of all

things—would turn the whole world crazy, in our under-

standing. So strongly rooted in our minds is the idea of

"dissimilarity" in the universe.

Now, as far as man is able to penetrate, there are no

two things exactly alike—at least, not in the so called "or-

ganic" structure of the universe. Previously—somewhere in

this analysis—it was mentioned that even the smallest cells,

their groupings and growths, are ever new, ever different,

ever individual, and so are even their products in further

development. This we found to be a rule-bound phenom-

enon in organic life.

But when we get down to inorganic matter—to mole-

cules, atoms, and other minute particles—their actions and
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reactions arc known to advanced science. But, how about

their "inner mechanisms" that give them the potency to act

and react as they do?

Yet where are tin- ultimate boundaries between the

"organic" and the "inorganic" structure ol tin- universe?

—

or do these boundaries exist only foi the simple reason thai

man's knowledge is limited?

Isn't science just at the beginning of its long journey?

and may not many surprising discoveries happen along the

toad? Supposing, then, that someday it should become evi-

dent that the inorganic particles of inorganic substance are

nothing but organic individuals of organic life, and that the

terrestrial scientists of this globe should learn to look upon
these "inorganic" particles with eyes similar to those with

which the giant celestial scientist of the Milky-way-order

would incline to look upon that little "inorganic pill" we
call our globe—if and when he should discover the rich life

that we are living on this pill.

Such a discovery, surely, would establish the unbroken
continuity of a single system in the construction of the uni-

verse. It would simplify matters considerably. And, above

all, it would seem logical. According to such a discovery,

even the most fundamental manifestations so far known to

science—such as the activities of the most minute particles

of the atomic "solar system"—must have come about through

the process of evolution. And, for sure, the results of

evolution always have the tendency to diverge and to pro-

duce dissimilarities—say, "exceptions."

Indeed, in the long run science is not inclined to reject

such a thought. As a matter of fact, science is already far

advanced toward its acceptance.

Philosophical reasoning is eager to find that universal

principles apply in this respect. Considering the fact that

all things so far comprehended have been found to be based

on the principle of dissimilarity, philosophical reasoning

cannot accept the thought that the rest—not yet compre-

hended—should necessarily be established otherwise. Philo-

sophical reasoning, therefore, is inclined to be open-minded

about further discoveries. In the meantime it prefers the
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logical thought to the illogical one, and it concludes that

exceptions occur always and everywhere

—

without excep-

tion. Consequently—so philosophical reasoning maintains

—exceptions are not exceptions at all, but differently consti-

tuted and accentuated combinations of circumstances for

reasons which are not only fully logical, but even indispens-

able in the logical functioning of the universe. Therefore,

philosophical reasoning establishes the thought of dissimi-

larity as a fundamental principle in all of creation. And
because this principle is based on a logical thought—pro-

found indeed insofar as the existence of life is concerned

—

it must be regarded as belonging to the realm of logic.

The principle of dissimilarity is strictly logical, since,

due to its influence, the universe is not a mere mechanism
—constantly the same and eternally stereotyped

—

but thor-

oughly a living organism. In the principle of dissimilarity,

also, we discover a logical thought of its own order. It is

different from that which keeps the machinery of the uni-

verse in mechanical function. It is seemingly acting against

this latter. Nevertheless it is always and everywhere in an

inseparable co-operation with it.

Fundamentally, also, the logical thought of the universe

is dual. In the first place it is logically intellectual, direct-

ing the regularly functioning universe. In the second place

it is, we might say, intellectual too—because of the logical

thought behind it—but emotionally directing the manifesta-

tions of the universe toward life. In the first place—we
might say—it is masculine. In the second place, it is femi-

nine. And together and in inseparable co-operation they

both constitute the duality of logic. Because always, when
life is born, it is born in the co-operation of this duality

and because of this duality. At the very birth of life, in-

clinations to both the logically intellectual and the logically

emotional are bestowed upon life. In this dual manner life

is made possible. And in this dual manner—that is, in the

co-operation of both intellectual and emotional logic—the

process of life is to be found. Indeed, only the process of

life—not its meaning.
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By virtue of duality of logic

—

and because of the

seemingly "exceptional" but in reality "logically coherent"

processes— life is directed toward variety, richness, and pro-

foundness.

Tor example:

The cells of a birch, as they multiply themselves, find

tluir respective locations in the cell-pattern seemingly ac-

cidentally, because their reciprocal interrelations, without

exception, deviate from regular scheming. If the cells of

the birch could reflect skeptically—as we so often do—they

surely would regard all that occurs in the trunk and in the

branches as capricious happenings which had no relation to

one another whatsoever. They would assume their skepti-

cal attitude because of their limited sphere of observation.

But we human beings have a broader perspective as we
follow the growth of the birch; and in doing so, even we
are able to realize the consistently accidental character of

this growth. Yet, at the same time we observe how the birch

—just because of its "accidental" growth—grows in to a

birch, and not accidentally into something else. We observe

corresponding phenomena in the growth of a spruce. More-

over, we observe how the "accidents" of the birch have a

different character than have the "accidents" of a spruce.

And we draw our conclusions as to the logical thought be-

hind these two growths, respectively, into the shape of a

birch, and into the shape of a spruce.

In this manner, thousands and millions of different

species have their own characteristic "accident-worlds" which
direct their designs according to their respective individuali-

ties. And in every single case—if the organism is healthy

—

the result is not only rhythmic, but even individually and
expressively rhythmic. It is so, just because of billions and
more billions of "independent accidents."

Of course, we can follow these incidents in microscopic

growth because we are observers from without. But in the

midst of the turmoil of our own life we are just "accidental"

occurrences ourselves, with difficulties in grasping the mean-
ing—or meaninglessness—of constant caprices. Neverthe-

less, we may feel the logical coherence behind these caprices.
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And we may even be able to sense the correlation between
healthy and unhealthy processes—between life and death

—

as a logical necessity in the functioning of the whole.

If, in spite of this, we insist on regarding at least some
of the "accidental" happenings as purely accidental, then

where should the boundary be drawn between "purely ac-

cidental" and "logically coherent" happenings? Does not

philosophical reasoning even in this respect incline toward
a unified mode of looking upon things. And in so doing,

philosophical reasoning must accept the "logical coherent"

thought, and certainly not the "purely accidental." Be-

cause, in the latter case, if consequences were followed to

their ultimate conclusion—as philosophical reasoning re-

quires—it would lead to nothingness. And if the universe

in its functioning should act according to this—surely, there

would be no universe.

However, the universe has not constituted its dual logic

with accidental happenings for the sake of self-destruction,

but merely for self-preservation. Therefore—disregarding

other points of view—from this viewpoint of self-preserva-

tion alone, the "logically coherent" accidents seem logical.

Logic—just as truth—cannot be conceived of in terms

of the "absolute." The "absolute" is ultimate perfection,

where logical thought has no further space to move, and
where the reason for logic, therefore, ceases to exist.

Consequently, logic considers only relativities in which

the mission of logic is the striving for valid inference—or,

let's say, for "logical equilibrium." Now, logical equilibrium

presupposes opposite conditions balanced against one an-

other. This means that any condition—being relative

—

becomes a matter of comparison with other conditions re-

lated to but tending to conflict with it. So, for example,

when we speak about "harmony," its relative status cannot

be measured unless its quality is balanced against the con-

flicting quality of "discord." In other words, harmony

—

when logically adjusted—is not a generally signicative qual-

ity, but rather a relative value of this quality in the gradation

between harmony and discord. In analogy to this, light is
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a relative value in the gradation between light and dark-

ness; warmth between warmth and coolness; jo) between

joy and sorrow; intellect between intellect and stupidity;

and so on.

Furthermore, when harmony is confronted with dis-

cord, the influence is reciprocal. Therefore, discord—not-

withstanding the Ead thai it is generally considered a negative

value—becomes a Logical necessity, often of positive quality

when logically balanced against harmony. In the musical

composition for example, discord, when in right relation to

harmony, brings the latter into emphasis; and, vice versa,

harmony, when in right relation to discord, makes the latter

sound harmonious in the tonal ensemble.

This conflicting influence is a general phenomenon.
For example:

Joy, when logically balanced against sorrow, has an

undertone of an enigmatic leaning to sorrow, and becomes
thus ennobled. Beauty, when logically balanced against

ugliness, becomes elevated by accents which are in them-

selves ugly. Humor, when logically balanced against serious-

ness, becomes deepened by the latter. And seriousness,

when logically balanced against humor, becomes brightened

through the sense of humor.
All these manifestations of different nuances of life are

a mere matter of striving toward logical equilibrium—where

the "striving," as such, is the essential factor and dynamic
impetus—not necessarily the obtained balance.

When all these conflicting conditions become logically

balanced against one another—differently in different situa-

tions in accordance with the intellectual and emotional

duality of logic—life itself becomes logically balanced. It

becomes "art of living." On the other hand, when a logical

equilibrium between the conflicting conditions of life does

not exist, life itself becomes illogically out of balance. Thus,

when life is a constant pursuit of pleasure and merriment, it

is lacking in that ennobling influence of sorrow and be-

comes superficially illogical. When life is full of sorrow7

without the brightening glimpses of joy, it is not the logical

life that life is supposed to be, for it is one-sidedly out of
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poise. When seriousness is detached from humor, humor
becomes a meaningless—and tiresome—exhibition of moods
and gesticulations. And when humor does not fertilize

seriousness, seriousness becomes horrifying indeed.

Thus—as indicated—life is full of "logical conflicts."

Often we see people arguing "logically"—and perhaps

fanatically—to defend some emotional point of wishful

thinking. And by so doing they are soon entangled in the

complexity of all sorts of illogicalities, because of the clear

fact that "wishful thinking" just does not always coincide

with logical reasoning. In other words, very rarely is there

such a thing as "straight thinking," for more or less emo-
tional sensing creeps in as the deciding regulator. Man
may consider himself strictly logical in whatever he thinks

and does; nevertheless, in his thoughts and actions he is

led by his emotions as to what and how he wishes to think

and to do. Because of this he is seemingly illogical, al-

though really, perhaps, so much the more logically adjusted

to his thought and actions—and to his individuality. There
are scarcely any exceptions to this dual course of thinking

and acting. And just for this reason there are as many lives

as there are hearts, brains, and minds; there are as many
philosophies as there are philosophers; and there are as many
ways of creating art as there are artists. Thus it is: duality

of logic always establishes the parentage of individuality.

The tendency toward logical equilibrium is essential in

any condition of life. So, for example, when life for one

reason or another has deviated from its logical course, the

tendency toward logical equilibrium enters in with its disci-

pline. However, in case this discipline is not logically

carried out, it may easily effect a reverse deviation. Exactly

this is the case with revolutionary events. Let these revolu-

tionary events be of political, social, or economic nature

—

in either case the situation is the same; that is, more often

than not the discipline is overdone because it is not logically

balanced. Thus, when an economic "boom" spreads about

the country and everyone lingers on the lap of "prosperity,"
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lilt- gradually deviates from its logically balanced economic
course. The more this goes on, the more the weakness of

the foundation becomes generally sensed -due to logical

instinct And then a single incident, no mattei how insig-

nificant, may bring about a catastrophe and everyone runs

away like a dog itung below the* tail-line. It is simply a

national nervous breakdown, where logi< has had no oppor-

tunity to la) hold ol the situation at the very moment of the

critical happening. Ii\ and by, though, when logic enters

in with its balancing trend, the necessary equilibrium is at-

tained. Whether this happens through a constructive and
convincing idea or whether it is accomplished by strong

personal influence, does not matter. In any case, the direct-

ing force is the "authority of logic." Or the "principle of

authority," as George Brandes puts it.

There are no essential differences between the logical

disposition of man and the logical characteristics he infuses

into his art. And because man's disposition in this respect

—as said—must be both intellectually and emotionally

balanced, man's art, consequently, must exhibit a tendency

to a corresponding balance. Otherwise the art is not logical.

Thus, the significant point brought to light by the above

investigation is the inseparability of reasoning and sensing

in all of man's actions, no matter whether it concerns his

living in general, his disposition of mind in his undertak-

ings, or his art.

Accordingly we must draw our conclusions.

Thus: rationalization of old styles for contemporary use

never can be logical. Such a procedure is the result of il-

logical transplantation, and cannot, therefore, represent our
way of life and our emotional digressions. Any direct form-

adoption cannot be logical for the same reason. And ran-

dom decoration, without meaning, has no more logical

reason for its existence than has a loud chuckle, when out of

place.

An important part of art-creation lies in the artist's

sensitiveness to logical equilibrium. Much "art" has failed

in this respect. For example:
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Harmony without the support of discord makes music

sweet—and frequently unbearable. It is like the unbearable
"perfect gentleman" who has no individualizing defects.

Lack of comical moments in the tragedy makes the tragedy

sad and gloomy. And lack of tragical points in the comedy
makes the comedy foolish, but not funny.

Furthermore, if form is conceived too one-sidedly, there

may be a surprise the other way. Thus, rational over-empha-
sis may easily result in emotional over-emphasis.

So it goes. By straining things too much into one
direction, the balance easily shifts to the reverse. It is like

the child's excessive laughter which readily turns into tears.

In analogy to revolutionary upturns and their effects,

form-development is subject to corresponding fluctuations.

When radical changes, promoted by stagnation in the logical

course of form-development, force new forms into existence,

these new forms easily and usually become radically over-

done. This fact, in turn, causes much hesitation about
accepting these new forms, and so—consequently—the

pendulum swings toward the old—yet, again too far. In

this manner it goes the one way and the other way till the

pendulum reaches its logical position along the natural line

of form-evolution—and the logical equilibrium is there.

This very swinging of the pendulum is acute today.

Form-transition goes on with violence, both intellectual and
emotional. It oscillates between sterile conservatism and
juvenile progressivism. Conservatism, ipso facto, is illogical

because it tries to maintain static conditions in a dynamic

process. Progressivism, on the other hand, must learn to

understand that a dynamic process must have a logical suc-

cession, otherwise it cannot be successful.

We do not mean by this that a new and radical form

is necessarily out of logical balance. Our point is rather

that sudden and radical changes are apt to have such results.

In fact, they often have. On the other hand, those who,

because of instinct and vision, because of sincerity and self-

control, go their own way—independently of stagnation and

revolution—are able to escape the Scylla and Charybdis of
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dry reasoning and emotional extravagances. Perhaps their

forms are considered extreme today, l>ut tomorrow these

forms will be understood and accepted, because they are

logically adjusted along the natural course <>i form evolution.

So to speak, thc\ are logically visionary.

The above is not supposed to be a philosophical essay

on logic. Nor is it supposed to be based on orthodox think-

ing—for, indeed, such is not our intention. And least of all

is it an attempt to establish a new school of thought along

a logical line. It simply is one of the many phases of our

series of analyses, undertaken so as to learn to understand

form in the search lor it.

In this analysis of logic, we have first endeavored to

build up our conception of logic in nature; from logic in

nature we have endeavored to build up our conception of

logic in man; and from logic in man we have endeavored to

build up our conception of logic in form. This is exactly

the same sequence—nature, man, and form—that we have

followed during the whole course of our discussions. This

approach—we venture to maintain— is fully logical.
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ONE of the very first matters brought into this analysis con-

cerned the problems of function. Thus, rather early in our
introduction it was said that "the functional quality of form
is not only essential, but even indispensable." And further-

more it was said that "form must satisfy those functional

requirements that originated its reason for being—both

physical and spiritual,"—and that "only in such a sense can

form be significative as an art-form."

Later on, in another connection, the same subject was

further elaborated by stressing the fact that the problem of

function is so fundamentally inherent in all things that

there should not be even the slightest thought of taking the

matter into consideration as an issue in itself. Yet, because

the influence of style—even as regards this problem of func-

tion—has beclouded things as they really are, there is need

of an awakening influence to bring the problems of function

into logical light.

Although these remarks seem fully self-explanatory,

there may be reason to elucidate still more about this prob-

lem of function. For this problem—just as any other prob-

lem—has various angles from which it may be regarded.

Therefore it may be worth-while to take some of these angles

under examination. However, before we do so, here is a

short story about the "hammer."

Once upon a time there was a hammer. This hammer
was used for manifold purposes. It was used for beating

silver, copper, iron, and other metals. It was used for driv-

ing nails into wood by hammering the heads of the nails.

It was used for hammering the heads of chisels when carving

marble and other stones. And it was used in many other

ways. Surely, this hammer was functional for manifold
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purpose*— hut it never occurred to anyone to speak about

this function.

Then, one day, the hammer was lost—and it was be-

lieved, it was lost for good. . . .

However, centuries later some art -hunters came aCTOH

this very hammer. They examined it—or rather, they

examined its choice decoration—and discovered that this

decoration was expressive of the human soul. So they took

the hammer to the art-museum, they displayed it in a hand-

some show-case, they wrote books about it, and they pro-

claimed it—or rather, its decoration—the most sublime work

of Fine Art.

Well, days passed by. Years passed by. Still more
years passed by. . . .

And then, one day, the handsome show case had to be

dusted. It was opened. It was emptied. And, behold,

someone got the handle of the hammer in his hand—and
was he surpriscdly astonished because of the hammer's per-

fect balance and easiness to handle. He handled it. He
hammered with it. And then, suddenly—he made an im-

portant discovery, bless his soul. He made the discovery

that the applied decor was not the vital thing, but the shape

and balance of the hammer itself. And he arrived at the

conclusion that the hammer was not an object belonging

to the realm of Fine Arts—as first believed—but to the

realm of "functional" art.

Tims "function" entered into esthetic consciousness.

This story of the hammer is a true story. For, in fact,

exactly such a thing happened—not literally to the hammer,
but in a much broader scope.

So, here is the broader stor\ :

In bygone days all the people needed shelter for various

purposes, and they produced shelter for these various pur-

poses—but nobody wrote books about the shelter having

the function of shelter.

These same people needed this and that for their proper

accommodation, and they made this and that for that pur-

pose—but nobody wrote books about all these this-and-thats
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having their respective functions to serve.

But although there were no books written about this

matter, all the forms were originated in accord with strictly

functional considerations—and that's the strong point in

our story.

Meanwhile—as time passed and things became increas-

ingly ripe—the originally functional form became covered

with surface decoration, in much the same manner as the

growing moss spreads its surface pattern along the trunk

of the aging tree. And so, gradually—while still more time

passed and thus caused over-ripening of things—later times

adopted this surface decoration and used and overused it,

supposedly as an exquisite product of Fine Art. Thus, as

things have been already for a long period of time—and as

we know ever so well—almost all of our buildings, both

outside and inside, have become so thoroughly covered with

the moss of decoration, that one is hardly able to get a

glimpse of the functional thought—so solemnly and orna-

mentally buried beneath.

Yet somehow, someone must have gotten a hint of the

hammer-story, for many eyes seem to have been opened to

see the functional point. Since then, books and more books

have been written about the indispensability of function in

all design. And so it happens that we too—at this very

writing moment—are writing about the same subject.

Now then, why has only our age discovered this func-

tional bug, which was for so long pigeonholed in oblivion?

Well, there might be several reasons for the functional

bug being at large, and undoubtedly one of these reasons

lies in the fact that our time has become utterly tired of all

that nonsensical decoration displayed everywhere. Nat-

urally, this tiredness has caused a search for means whereby

to escape unsound decoration—and, surely, the thought of

function is one of these means.

But the real reason why particularly the present age

has discovered the functional bug, is—as we see it—twofold:

In the first place, the development of science—of biology

in particular—has increased man's knowledge of organic
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life in nature, in which function is an all-permeating

thought
In the second place, tilt- development of the machine

has made man funci ion c< >nsc ions. Foi the fundamental

though! in the- designing of machines is the proper fun* turn-

ing of these machines. Otherwise they are of no worth.

These arc the two angles—Nature and Machine—from

which WC must examine the problems <>i function as they

should be applied to human art.

Thus, first we have Nature.

1. Function in Art, as derived from Nature

In all of our attempts to discover fundamental laws in art,

we have found them in nature. And if now—insofar as the

laws of function are concerned—we would undertake a re-

capitulation of all that has been said heretofore on the mat-

ter, we could cite many a passage which all summed-up into

a concise statement would read about as follows: "any cell in

an organism, which has no reason for its existence, is bound
to cease to exist—if the organism wishes to be healthy."

In plain English language this is much the same as to

say: please, function—or else!

In plain art-language the same must hold.

Consequently:

Any color spot on the canvas must have its function

—

or else! Any accord in the musical composition must have

its function—or else! Any detail in building design must

have its function—or else!

And so on.

All of life is an organization of sundry problems which,

properly interwoven, make life functional—no matter

whether one considers the physical and practical phase of

life, or the spiritually livable. Thus the problem of function—"form follows function"— is an intrinsic, necessary, and

plainly self-explanatory phenomenon in life, art included.

And, as indicated, there scarcely is any need of mention-

ing it.

Yet, it is mentioned.
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Mentioned! ! !

Nay, this matter of function has been pushed around
with vigor and exaltation—and it has spread itself like a

forest-fire. In the fight between the outworn pre-nineteen-

hundred form-concept and that of the post-nineteen-hun-

dred, this matter of function has been made the very purg-

ing-center through which to clear form from its overlay of

decorative "moss." And, surely, much of that unnecessary

and nonsensical decoration has been made away with.

So far, so good.

But then we have the pendulum!
Really, the pendulum seems to be a hard thing to handle

even in this case of function. The eagerness to wipe out

non-functional features has often brought things out of

logical balance. Non-functional unnecessities have been
made away with, but other non-functional unnecessities

have been brought in, instead. That is, stylistic decorations

have been abandoned, but functional "decorations" have

been invented to replace them.

That's the pendulum, for sure.

All this talk of function has caused much excitement in

many quarters. To many—in these quarters—function is a

novelty, a new discovery, a "modern" thought. And because

in these days there is an ingrown habit of ranging things

under a certain nomen appellativum, even the novelty of

function is soon christened, "Functionalism."

This matter "functionalism" has often and again ap-

peared in our discussions and, therefore, we have reason to

assume that it has already been made explicitly plain. But,

as our main topic at this writing moment is the very matter

of "function" itself, we might add a few complementary re-

marks even about "functionalism."

The champions of "functionalism" do not seem to be

aware that when function is raised to an "ism" its form-

treatment is likely to become sophisticated and frequently

used to express functions that do not exist. They do not

seem to be aware that everything is formed functionally,

with the exception of the imitative style—and of function-

alism itself, precisely because it has been developed into
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imitative style. For, being an imitative style, it is the demand
of style which in i"un< t i< >n;i I ism commandi the expression of

function, and not the demands of Function in itself. Thus
the old habit of imitation begins to solve the problems of

luiu tionalism in accordance with pre-established functional

st vie standards—and often these are just the same, no matter

what the function. In this respect it does not seem to make
much difference whether the problem is a garden pavillion

covered with roses, or a lighthouse on a lonely cliff.

And so the new "ism" of function is easily made an

enemy of the idea it is so eager to promote. As an "ism,"

therefore, it is doomed to vanish, sooner or later.

But it has had its fruitful mission.

This is its story:

During a lasting drought everyone looks for the cloud

that might bring the refreshing rain. Any of these clouds

is a hope, or a herald. So was it with functional ism after a

long drought of withering forms. It was a hope, or a herald.

And it was met by expectations. It really brought many
drops of fruitful rain that kept the crop alive. But others

fell into barren sand—and helped the weed.

Yet, it was a herald.

Some day the real rain will come that makes the crop

grow. And then any drop will be a functional drop that

will turn form into its true function again.

So it must be, for consciousness of function has gradually

and persistently grown strong. And this consciousness—as

said—originates in the study of organic life in nature.

Partly.

Partly, again—as said— it originates with the machine.

2. Function in Art, as derived from the Machine

During the course of time—while the machine-idea was being

born, while machines wTere beins: invented and, while an

ever increasing number of machines were being constructed

—a great multitude of these machines have been employed

to produce cheap imitative reproductions of obsolete hand-

made decoration. Thus, ornamental features of all the
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ages have been machine-moulded, pressed, cast, and carved
for the overflowing market of the poorest taste of all of

human civilization.

In other words, the perfectly functioning machine has

been put to work to produce utterly non-functional forms,

and this fact has been highly instrumental in the lowering

of taste for genuine things.

Surely, this is the machine's negative side.

Luckily, however, in the long run this negative side is

going to effect a change to the reverse—to the positive.

Due to the long enduring circumstances of cheap, imi-

tative, and machine-made ornamental saturation, our time

has gradually become tired of decoration that has lost its

meaning. Parallel with this, our time is beginning to

understand the beauty of forms expressing contemporary

functional demands. One learns to understand the beauty

of a functionally designed airplane, a railroad car, an
automobile, a motorship, et cetera. In others words, the non-

functional form is doomed gradually to disappear, and the

functional form will take its place.

This transition from non-functional to functional form-

appreciation is a logical development for the better.

And we are willing to give the machine credit for this.

But even if the non-functional course of imitative

decoration is abandoned, and the machine-inspired func-

tional course is accepted, there still are two different ways

to go. In the first place, there is the way leading toward the

enthronement of the spirit of the machine. And in the

second place, there is the way leading toward the enthrone-

ment of the principle of the machine.

These are the two ways which must be carefully watched

in form-development, insofar as the influence of the machine

is concerned.

To accept the spirit of the machine as the basis of form-

development, is equivalent to mechanization of form. This

means that form-expression grows directly from machine-

facilities, and that the influence of human atmosphere

—

human aura—within and about our homes, is bound to be
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affected by the spirit of these machine-facilities. Accepting

such .tn attitudej man is forced to dwell in a coldly mecha-

nized atmosphere. He will be surrounded l>y forms breath-

ing the machine spirit, though they are machines neither

by nature noi b) function. Thus an an form would come
into existence which might be expressive of our mechanized
age, but which might not be expressive of the humanly cul-

tural aspirations of this mechanized age. Consequently,

such a mechanized art-form cannot be truly genuine from

a humanly acceptable point of view. It is affected. The
spirit of the machine has been imposed upon form. The
functional principle of the machine has been slighted.

The functional principle of the machine means that

the solution of the machine problem must result in a func-

tional organism of its own function—and of no other func-

tion. This means that the machine must be mechanical in

its spirit because of the fact that its function is mechanical.

This is the command of the functional principle of the

machine. Accordingly, a chair must have the spirit of a

chair, and not of a machine; a home must be a home as to

both function and spirit; and the form-world of the whole

field of human art must breathe the spirit of man's cultural

aspirations.

Because the functional principle of the machine leads

to functionally organic solutions, it is synonymous with the

corresponding principle in nature. Here the machine and

nature meet one another on a common ground of principles.

Through the functional principle of the machine we ap-

proach the functional principle in nature. And by under-

standing and accepting the functional principle of the

machine—as applied by man—the functional principle—as

applied by nature—becomes clearer to us.

Such is the consequence of looking upon the machine

as a mechanical organization for mechanical functioning

only.

Having long been dealing with his art in terms of styles,

man has forgotten the functional principle that governs art
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of all time. But by building his machine he has been forced

to meet the requirements of the functional principle of the

machine. Through the machine, he now learns to know how
to approach his art, insofar as function is concerned.

This, let's hope, is the greatest contribution that the

machine ultimately, is going to render form.
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XI. FORM AND COLOR

COLOR has as much functional reason for its existence as

has form. Why not, for a colorless world were just as absurd

a thing to imagine as were a formless world—and a Eormlesfl

world would mean no world at all. Now, as for this color-

lessness, the farthest stretch of one's imagination in this

respect is perhaps to say: "as gray as the grayest of all the

grays"—which, of course, does not as yet cover our point,

since even the grayest of all the grays is still color.

And—at that—the utterly gray world would be a pretty

gloomy place in which to live.

On the other hand, whatever man discerns in terms of

color depends entirely on the constitution of the human eye

as to what kind of light-rays and wave-lengths it is able to

register. As the human eye is constituted, it covers a certain

chromatic range within which the eye is able to register, and,

generally speaking, this range decides man's understanding

of color. Now, if by chance this chromatic range were shifted

toward, say, the ultraviolet group, the human eye could then

register a richer and more brilliant scale, which, in compari-

son with the most colorful of the tales of the "Arabian

Nights," would make the latter look anemically pale. Or

—

to take another extreme example—if the human eye were

so constituted as to register electric vibrations only, then—as

Maeterlinck puts it—one could see through metal and other

non-transparent substances, but not through the clearest

glass. Whatever would happen to color in such circum-

stances, we do not know, but certainly the human eye would
reveal a strange world.

On the whole, though—since the human eye really does

register chromatic vibration—man must be greatly grateful;

for, insofar as color is concerned, this world of ours is a

mighty pleasant place in which to spend our earthly days.
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One speaks about "color of music," just as one speaks

about "music of color." It is so, because in many respects

there is similarity between color-tone in the realm of color

and sound-tone in the realm of sound. They both com-
municate with one's sensibility—color through the eye, and
sound through the ear. Furthermore, vibrations of both
color and sound can be put into mathematical formulas for

theoretical study. But as little as one can become musically

talented through mere theoretical experience, just as little

can one be made receptive of color by mere theoretical

knowledge. Receptiveness of color is entirely dependent on
one's inner sensibility. And one's inner sensibility is the

only reliable and supreme counsel in the understanding and
employment of color.

Inner sensibility, however, has countless grades.

Many are scarcely aware of the significance of color in

their daily life. Notwithstanding this, everyone is impressed

by color in one way or another according to his individual

sensibility, whatever its grade. No doubt, everyone inclined

to likes and emotions has his pet color, or colors. "I like

color," people often say—perhaps with a slight touch of

pride. Such a liking for color, in most cases, indicates a

marked personal delight in strong and bright color. Now,
if this delight concerns strong and bright color in general,

without any ideas as to how these colors should be combined,

where and in what degree they should be used, and what

they are supposed to express, there is little reason for being

proud of delight in color. To enjoy only noisy music is no

sign of musical understanding. In order to be musical one

must understand the whole scope of tunes, whether they

come to the ear through the most colorful orchestration, or

through the softest pianissimo.

Does not everyone like color? Everyone is impressed

by the bright color display of the autumn landscape scenery.

However bright these colors may be, they are always kept

harmoniously together. They are expressive in their color-

fulness and are therefore enjoyed by everyone regardless of

personal inclination toward bright or soft. But the bright

color display of the autumn landscape is only a specific phase
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m nature's broad color register, Eor in it there exist all think-

able combinations of values and shades. The colon oi a

cold winti\ morning, when sunlight is pouring iti sparing

golden glow through foggy atmosphere, are less bright but

thereby so much the more refined. The gray rainy day has

its own silvery charm. And the mellow tones ol twilight

and nightfall raise strange emotions by their silent color-

melodv. Aren't all these exhibitions of color veiv different

in their \ alius? Yet, they are always in harmony with the

sentiments to be expressed. And they impress accordingly.

It may he that these color combinations are only isolated

effects which have no correlation to one another. Yet one

might discern here coherent chromatic compositions.

Such surely seems to be the case with seasonal color:

When sap is vital in the early spring, nature is dressed

in her virgin green. Slowly the verdure grows thick and full.

Buds unfold their blooms, and there evolves a bright radi-

ance of color, bringing joy and exaltation to man, to animals,

and to all that breathes life. But where color shines out

most intensely, inviting and enlivening, there—and just

there—music of delight, of health, and of action fills the air

with its multitudinous humming and song. Nature is in the

midst of her growth. Blossom turns into fruit. And when
the crop is ripe, all of nature gathers as if to a harvest fes-

tival: a festival of copious color-brilliance in the autumn
days.

Thus the seasons constitute a continuous color-sym-

phony—rich, animating, and with expressive color-move-

ments.

So, likewise, is the day with its events: a color-tone-

poem, where the silent depths of the night in a slow cres-

cendo dawn into a golden largo, where the glittering dia-

monds of the morning-dew perform the sparkling allegro,

where the sober daylight of shifting movements brings in

the theme of work, and where—when the work is over—the

spectacular show on the boreal sky enters in as a color-fan-

fare, a festivo: gradually sinking down into the calm diminu-

endo of a vesper-hymn—lucid—pale—distant—visionary

—

and then—sombre. . . .
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These changing plays and displays of color are dramat-
ically expressive and impressive.

And eventful!

No doubt, nature, in the course of her constant evolu-

tion, introduces purposeful stimuli, through the influence of

which impulses are born deliberately to bestow vitality and
constructive potency upon just this very evolution. These
stimuli are instituted by various means, of course. But as

we are now interested particularly in color, we have inten-

tionally confined ourselves to examples which have color as

their predominant means of manifestation. And indeed,

color is as important a means in these respects as are the

other means—tune and movement, or music and dance, to

mention some.

Now, just behold and learn:

Wherever one's eyes linger, they are met by color, begin-

ning from the purest white of the sunlight and ending with

the most impenetrable black of the night. Between these,

all the gradations of color exist: from the pale to the bril-

liant; from the cold to the warm; from the mellow to the

hard; from the quiet to the inflaming. But when we ap-

proach close to the innermost mystery of this multiphased

domain of color—and to the reasons for this mystery—we
make the amazing discovery that it is precisely where color

is most potent that life is kept most alive; precisely there that

fertilization brings new life into being, and maintains this

new life. And one begins to understand that color expres-

sion is a language full of meaning.

Now, the spoken language is generally accepted as the

most complete way of conveying ideas. This is true—and

very much so—insofar as the settlement of affairs and schemes

is concerned; and so it is also with chronicles and writings,

facts and thoughts, and thousands of things of both public

and private nature. The truth of this certainly cannot be

denied. On the other hand, when we consider deeper hu-

man sensibility, it must be admitted that the spoken lan-

guage is but the raw-material for the conveyance of thought

and sentiment. The spoken language does not touch the
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finest itringa of human sensibility, unless the mental com-

munication is carried beyond the spoken language by

meam of expressiveness and accentuation oi sound and move
mciit -In indication, surest ion, and many othei means not

directly belonging to the iphere of the spoken language.

The spoken language influences intellect, and through intel-

lect it influences inner sensitiveness. Those other means

—

movementj sound, color, and such like—are directly com-

municative with inner sensibility. Therefore, the more the

spoken language is kept as the background in the conveyance

of inner sentiments, and the more the othei means have the

chance to become primary means in this conveyance, the

more deeply the conveyance is likely to penetrate. Maeter-

linck develops this thought still further, insofar as the spoken

language is concerned, when he says that the most profound

mental intercommunication happens in silence, when words

are not exchanged

—

but felt. And were we to carry the

thought to its ultimate consequence—to the point where

even movement ceases and any vibrations of sound are

brought into silence, so that man is confronted solely with

the manifestations of color—then color alone speaks. Then,
color is the significant language. And its tongue is vibrant

whether it speaks through the nocturnal adagio of the soft

sentiment that inspired Corot or through the vivid pastorale

that Watteau expressed so humanly.

So much for the language of color in general terms.

But if now—on the basis of the aforesaid—we were to cham-

pion the thought that, even in human art, color has the

significance of a language, this might cause hesitation. For

it is considered—and rather generally, too—that color, as

such, does not have enough significative meaning to give rise

to an independent art-form without the aid of other means.

In other words; form, material, and subject-matter constitute

the dominant means, while color is the supporting element

only.

True enough, color must be considered together with

other means. But the same is equally true with regard to

other fields of expression. Dance, for example, appears in
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connection with music—and because of this, one might

maintain that rhythm of movement derives from rhythm of

sound. Or, conversely, one might consider rhythm of sound

—dance music—a derivative of rhythm of human move-

ment. However this may be, dance and music are related to

and influenced by one another. And frequently they appear

together. Nevertheless, dance—plastic dance, for example

—

can be an independent art-form without the support of

music. Music, on the other hand, has for a long time been

dependent, not only on the characteristics of human move-

ment, but perhaps more so on vocal rhythm—on poetry, in

particular—and through this on the spoken language. The
vocal tune—singing—was the predominant ingredient in

the musical composition; the instrumental—the purely tonal

—played the assisting role. Such a state of things lasted for

a long time indeed. But when the time was ripe—and man
with the time—to understand the world of sound as an
independent means of art-expression, instrumental music

then freed itself from the limitations that the vocal element

imposed, and evolved ultimately into the most sublime form
of music—the symphonic.

All this was a matter of evolution. Yet this evolution

did not depend on the possibilities of sound, for sound al-

ways had its universal significance—although latently in

symphonic understanding—until man in his cultural prog-

ress was able both to apprehend and to use it.

The world of color, surely, is not an exceptional one

in this respect. It might be true enough that man, so far,

has not been able to grasp the meaning of color as an inde-

pendent phenomenon in art. This, however, does not prove

that color can never be a means of art-expression. It rather

indicates—just as in the case of sound—the present incapac-

ity of man to unfold the potential secrets of color, to use

color as independent means for his art purposes, and to

understand the meaning of color.

Someday, though, things may change. In fact, already

one begins to feel that something new is approaching. We
cannot prophesy, but we cannot help wondering what the

present nervousness among the painters really means. The
2 3
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camera has invaded a field which the- painter lias lor a

considered his own, and now he is forced to pioneei Eor new
pastures in order to keep his art Eorm from withering. He
surely is compelled to grope Eor something new -and, we
assume, that's what he has already been doing Eor a long

time. And—on our part—we are inclined to believe that

the nervousness among painters is nothing hut the beginning
of a long—perhaps very Long—and agonizing birth-throe

which may herald the advent of the art of color—say, the

independent color-symphony.

This may happen, or may not—after all, open niinded-

ness in this respect is a virtue.

In whatever degree color is going to liberate itself in

its so far only anticipated progress toward an independent

ait form, it always will remain connected with form and

subordinated to it. Color, therefore, must accommodate
itself to the demands of form. Analogically, for instance, the

liberation of sound—as exemplified by the symphony—by
no means freed it from the subordination of form. On the

contrary, the symphonic form is a sublime accomplishment

in the evolution of form.

Form is mainly constituted by its proportions, rhythm,

volume, and scale. The colors used, therefore, should sup-

port and emphasize these form-properties, rather than bring

disarray to them. Thus, the more neutral the general color

scheme, the more form is apt to appear to its full value, as

form. And the more color is regarded as the supporting,

refining, and enlivening element, the more color is apt to

bring variety and freshness to form. In nature, for instance

—the tree, the forest, the mountain, the landscape, are in

the main constant and stable form-manifestations, whereas

their colors vary according to seasons, the direction of sun-

light, and atmospheric changes. The city is the man-made

landscape. Therefore, in analogy to conditions in nature,

the city as to its form must be basically static, and the build-

ings, generally speaking, neutral in color. The verdant

parks, the moving vehicles, and the people on the streets

constitute the lively and changing color effect together with
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light and shadow and atmospheric changes.

Thus in the city. So even in the confined circumstances

of the room. The room comprises its walls and a number of

miscellaneous objects such as furniture. These constitute

the more or less static ensemble of the room, and naturally

they must all be properly arranged into a co-ordinated sys-

tem insofar as form is concerned. This must be true also

insofar as color is concerned. Yet, one wishes to have diver-

sity and freedom from too sterile a state of things, and for

this reason one decorates the room with flower-groups, vary-

ing them in shape and color as the seasons change; one is

dressed in various ways and in varying color in accordance

with weather, mood, and occasion; one's visiting friends

bring color combinations of their own; and so on. Naturally

all this cannot be schemed beforehand in accordance with

the prevailing color concept of the room, and thus occasional

discordant colors are bound to be brought in. This, how-
ever, makes the picture that much more vivid. And because

discord now and then—as we have found—is apt to empha-
size accord, things then are proceeding on logical ground.

Suppose now that we have the following situation. Sup-

pose that the room has been properly arranged according to

the above description. Then, that in some part of this room
there has been hung a picture; let's say, a rather conspicuous

one as to its size, scale, treatment, and subject-matter—and

above all, radiant in color. Obviously, this picture consti-

tutes the paramount color-accent of its environment, and

the environment must be rearranged accordingly. Also, if

other paintings or objects of whatever kind are brought

within the sphere of influence of this painting, their fitness

must be decided according to the nature of this influence.

Hardly any other procedure is possible if one's ambition is

to build up a consistent color-harmony.

But how often are matters considered so consistently?

Well, it is only fair to admit that, during the present

search for contemporary expression in all the fields of art,

much change for the better has taken place in the above

respect. But as the situation was yesterday—and still re-

mains to a great extent today—there is yet much improve-
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inent tO be made. Look at what 1 1 1<
j
ucii t Iy happens, and in

precisely those circle* where things should be guarded with

the greatest care in ordei to establish standards foi othen
less concerned in an matters. Oui age u the greal age of

exhibitions, museums, and private collections. Exhibition!

are mostly market places where color kills color. Crowded
museums are the columbaria of form, color, and ideas. And
ait -collectors often so lard their rooms with thic k and heavily

over-decorated frames as to make the walls look craggy like

alligator skin.

This is not as sharp a criticism as it perhaps sounds;

much less is it addressed to those who have to arrange ex-

hibitions and museums. They are surely in agreement with

our point. But, being bridled by cold realities and age-long

traditional ways of doing things, they are unable to escape

the consequences. Yet facts are facts, and one should not

hesitate to lay them open.

A food-market with glittering fish and bloody meat,

with vegetables, fruit, and flowers, with men and women,
boys and dogs, moving hither and thither, in sun and in

shadow; all this makes a cheerful and picturesque color-

display, artistic indeed for those able to see and to enjoy.

A village fair with festoons and flags and country folk with

shiny hair and red cheeks, an opera evening with thousands

of tints in glimmering light; these are performances where

the predominance of color makes the eyes sparkle. Each

color-spot has its own meaning. All together constitute the

collective impression. They can be enjoyed separately or

collectively, just as is one's pleasure to enjoy them.

But a painting!

As a composition, a painting is a completely rounded

integrity, from which nothing can be subtracted and to

which nothing can be added. It is a picture, expressing

something definite and distinctly limited. It must be viewed

isolated from other paintings, and the more there is of a

neutral zone about it, the more the mind of the observer

can be concentrated to grasp its content. This kind of a

setting, no doubt, has been the desire of the artist; and if

he really has accomplished a good piece of art, he is right.
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And the contemplation of the painting's content and the

observer's reaction to its color must not be disturbed by the

intrusion of other paintings into its sphere of influence.

Otherwise it is as if Miss Smith were to play the Moonlight
Sonata, while Jim Jones at the same time were to hum in

one's ears, "Happy Days Are Here AgainI"

At least, everyone should learn the significance of the

analogy—just by learning to appreciate the right meaning
of color.

Then—last but not least—there is still one thing to

remember insofar as employment of color in art is con-

cerned: human art must be a humanly creative expression

by means of color—just as much as it must be by other

means of expression. In other words—to speak in parallels

—the human dance has its own rhythmic movement and
does not imitate the movements of the gazelle or of the

antelope. Nor does human music borrow its characteristics

from the singing of the lark or the nightingale. In analogy

with this, the human art of color must constitute a chromatic

world of its own with the significant characteristics of man
and of no other manifestations in nature.

When man came into being, all the colors of nature

already existed. And as man's senses developed, the impres-

sions he imbibed from surrounding color developed corre-

spondingly. But his own expressions were primitive and

colorless: his cave-paintings were executed simply in red,

brown, and black. However, his early use of even these

colors indicates that man had already begun to feel the

meaning of color, and that he had the desire to express

himself accordingly, although he was unable to do it to a

greater extent.

Consequently, in the evolution of man's art, insofar as

color is concerned we have two phases to note. First, we
have the desire for color expression. And secondly, we have

the ability to produce color as means of expression.

Yet, where desire was the spur, success was bound to

come—gradually. So man tried. And he succeeded. He
produced color from plants and from the soil. His chro-
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matic expression became richer, sup by step. 'I he- making

of color was an important pan ol the creation <>l art in

connection with the objects to be colored. An became

craft: things were lacquered, gilded, and ornamented. And

Learning about an was to a great extent lynonymous with

learning about coloi Ingredients, and dealt also with the

preparing, grinding, and mixing ol pigment
Thus man lived with his color. He was close to the soil

whence bis colors originated. And it seems as though be

must have been close also to the spiritual soil whence his art

had its nourishment, and as if—through the weight ol the

mutual relationship—the respective chromatic stales of both

the material execution of color and the spiritual contempla-

tion of ideas had been made related to one another. More
than that. It seems as if man's keen desire to produce certain

color nuances—expressive particularly of his time, race, and

creed—had aided him to overcome the difficulties of arriving

at just these nuances, and as if the fervor of the striving and
the joy of success in this striving had brought human flavor

—a "humanly chromatic scale," so to speak—into his art.

Art and color thus were nurtured together in mutual
struggle, in mutual growth, and in mutual elation.

But when the making of color lost its roots in the

creation of art; when the matter of color technique became
only a chemical procedure—of mercantile mass-production

—then, all the colors of earth and heaven were brought to

the market—and from the market onto the palette. Now,
man has all the means of color-expression in his hand. He
is free. But his freedom brings the humanly significative

chromatic register into danger—because he is able directly

and correctly to imitate all the chromatic worlds in their

fullest scope.

We do not regret that science is able to produce color

of unlimited nuances, and that it has brought forth a rich

variety of material to handle. This, for sure, is a great

scientific achievement. But we do regret that the art of

painting did not sense the proper consequences of this scien-

tific achievement. The art of painting has taken advantage

of the facility offered by mercantile color, and because of
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this the art of painting has become realistically imitative

rather than experimentally creative.

However, we are not able to give advice as to what
should be done and what not. This could only mean that

we would put down theoretical systems of our own for the

use of others—which would be against our thinking. The
only thing we can stress—and with emphasis—is that color

is not a mere matter of decorative enjoyment. It has a

deeper meaning, and this deeper meaning everyone must
individually learn to sense. Sound and movement—music

and dance—are not for the sake of dinner-entertainment,

as many seem to think. They are essential means for inner

cultural growth.

So is color.

And so also must the art of color be.
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XII. FORM AND DECORATION

WHILE analyzing what we have called "special provinces"

of form, we have found that in several cases the subject to

be discussed was mentioned already at the outset of this

book. For one example, it was thus with "decoration." We
mentioned then particularly the "superficially decorative

form"—which, in fact, we decided to eliminate from our

analysis.

In making this elimination we did not cherish the faint-

est illusion that the superficially decorative form could easily

be made away with, and that it could be buried just like that

—and then forgotten. On the contrary, we knew perfectly

well that the superficially decorative form was going to fol-

low ghost-like at our heels—all the time and along the whole

path of this analysis. And we knew perfectly well that,

whatever the topic of our discussion, the same superficially

decorative form was going to be prompt with its intrusion

—

although it would be constantly playing a losing game.

That's exactly what has happened.

Thus, when we discussed the subject "truth," we had

to discard the superficially decorative form for not being a

true form. When we discussed the subject "logic," we said:

"random decoration lacking in meaning has no more logical

reason for its existence, than has a loud chuckle, when out of

place." Again, when we discussed the subject "function,"

the superficially decorative form was fought because of its

non-functional character. And in discussing the subject

"color," it was maintained that "color is not a mere matter

of decorative enjoyment, it has a deeper meaning." And in

many other cases, all along the line, the superficially decora-

tive form has popped up—to be turned down, again and

again.

Well then—finally—in this chapter where the matter of
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decoration is to be the main topic, we have a good chance to

sift the grain from the chaff.

Now, it has already been made pretty evident—we
think—that while the general concept of art during past

centuries shifted from the creative to the imitative, this

signified that the expressive quality of form gradually sub-

merged, whereas the decorative quality arose correspond-

ingly. Ultimately, the decorative viewpoint came to the

fore to such an extent that during the closing decades of the

past century the surface of an object of art scarcely could

have been appealing to the average eye, unless it were cov-

ered with decoration. And the decoration was put there

in order to make the piece look like a product of "art." For

"art" had become synonymous with "decoration."

However, in such circumstances, it is easy to discern the

importance of decoration. Decoration entered with a help-

ing hand at a time when the creative impetus had become
weak. Then decoration became the supporting friend of

the designer who had lost his creative strength and was thus

doomed to proceed nonchalantly along the broad avenue of

decoration. But in the long run the broad avenue of decor-

ation became deceptive. Without hesitation it can be said

that when art became purely decorative, it ceased to be art.

Here, again, the advice of nature is clear and instruc-

tive. Nature is not decorative, she is functional. And when
she produces decorative pattern—as happens constantly and

everywhere—there is always functional thought and expres-

siveness behind it. Nature's case thus is fully obvious and
convincing.

It is fundamental.

Things are different with man's conflicts between crea-

tive expressiveness and hollow decoration.

Please, go and make an experiment with an open, earn-

est, and critical mind. Go to those towns of olden times

which have not as yet been damaged by later civilization.

Walk along the streets; visit the buildings, the churches,

taverns, inns, and homes. Go to the villages where people
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still dwell in an indigenous atmosphere of theii own; where

the) occupy themselves with folk-an for their own use—
with (l.in< is. plays, and colorful festivals. Go to the remote

primitive peoples where primitiveness of thoughl and cus

toms of life still are genuine. Wherevei you go, you will

realize thai there prevails a significative relationship between
tlu- people themselves and the ornamented objects they

live with. You will find thai theii decorations whethei

carved, painted, or woven—have grown Erom the spirit of

their life, Erom their legends, meditations, struggles, and

joys. These decorations are the true mirrors ol the best of

the people. These decorations are an essential part of the

life of the people, a part without which their life would lose

much of its depth and charm. You will detect that their

decorations breathe the same love that gave them birth.

And you will arrive at the conviction that these decorations

are honest and sincere, however playful, rich, or fantastic.

Please, go to the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Chinese.

And you will find much the same situation. In all of these

cases the respective ornamental concepts are the results of

the experiences that these peoples have gone through in all

phases of their spiritual lives. It does not matter whether

or not you are familiar with the respective religions,

thoughts, and lores that gave birth to these ornamental con-

cepts; in either case you will find that these ornamental

concepts radiate the silent tales of these religions, thoughts,

and lores. And you will find that the silent tales are true

and honest.

Please, go and experience still more:

Go to the crossroads of modern civilization, to the cities

with their streets and centers, with their hotel-lobbies, res-

taurants, and theaters—and even their churches. Go to the

homes. Go, and look, and observe. Everywhere do you

meet decorations from the latter part of the nineteenth

century—and a good many echoes of these decorations as

carried up to the present time. Are these decorations hon-

est? Are they sincere? No! It seems as if all the honest

and sincere decorations that have been created by various

peoples and various times, during thousands of years of
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struggle, joy, and love, had been brought together to the

mixing mill of our civilized confusion. These decorations

are there, for sure—but the struggle, joy, and love that

brought them forth are gone. They are like what is left of

former virgins, now tossed about in the whirlpool of pleas-

ure markets. Their complexion is not that of youthfulness

and gaiety, but betrays the dead tint of cosmetics. They try

to be gay, pleasing, and well-bred. But they are worn-out.

And unworthy.

Alas, consider what has happened during already more
than a hundred years—an ornamental orgy. And no won-
der, for all the forces of promotion have been put into

action to encourage this decorative nonsense. Even art-

education has been carried on with the advice that ornament
is but a decorative feature, and that it needs to be no more.

On the first day of his studies, the poor student has become
bitten by the malignant mosquito of decoration, and in the

same spirit of decoration his education has been continued

to its blessed end. Once out of school, the student has

become the carrier of the bacteria of decoration—and so the

ornamental disease has been spread. Thus acanthuses, as-

tragals, cartouches, flower-, animal-, and what-not-garnish-

ment have been let loose, distributed, and displayed in

infinite variety. Ornament has overwhelmed countries and
cities, buildings, and rooms. Countless textbooks spreading

the miasma of decoration have been printed, and their con-

tents have been injected into the minds of old and young.

Libraries have been filled with these books, still more to

spread this effluvium of decoration. Decorative "art associa-

tions" have been instituted to carry on with the big orna-

mental idea. And—worst of all—the ornamental ailment

has acquired deep roots even in homes, under the illusive

label "interior decoration."

Now, since the search for a new form has already been

going on for a considerable length of time, undoubtedly a

new era is dawning even insofar as "decoration" is concerned.

This search for a new form has begun to show in the tend-

ency toward simplicity. In some quarters ornament has
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been entirely condemned, although in othei quarten thii is

true only to a certain degree. In an) case, there is a distinct

trend toward limplification of Eonn, and this we note as a

positive itep toward the better. We do so particularly be-

cause it is our conviction thai the trend toward increasing

simplicity ultimately will be on the winning side-.

Whatevei might 01 might not happen, the air is never-

theless still Idled with the bacilli of decoration. Aitists are

not immune to it, and the general public seems to like ornate

things. The ornament is pleasing to the eye, people say.

It gives a cheerful touch to the background of one's life. It

makes one's home more livable. It is a sign of refined taste.

And of wealth! Ornament catches the eye—and for this

reason it is good advertisement. And so, when a new form

is born in truthful simplicity, it soon is made decorative,

more or less.

There seems to be a sincere desire for simplicity, and a

sensible endeavor to free oneself from that old alien orna-

ment. But the habit of living amidst decoration is too

deeply rooted to permit people to feel satisfied in wholly

simplified environment. And so—instead of the old—there

seems to grow a new set of decorations: that "modern style."

So it goes.

And yet—to get down to the roots of things
—

"orna-

ment" is a phenomenon to be seriously reckoned with. Its

concept lies deep in the soul of man—just as lies the trend

to rhythmic pattern in the soul of the universe. Long
before man became conscious of rhythm and cadence, he had

an irresistible drift to express his emotions by means of

rhythm and cadence in line and color. The origin of orna-

ment springs from those same wells of human emotion that

give rise to song, dance, joy, and love. Ornament, there-

fore, is comparable to folk-song and folk-dance. It develops

in the same spirit of expressiveness as they do. It is as direct

a stimulus to life as they are. It is as sensitive to meaningless

and inordinate deviation as they are. Consequently, orna-

ment must be kept with its roots in its own soil, just as

folk-songs and folk-dances must be. Otherwise ornament is
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doomed to decline to decorative imitation, to histrionic non-
sense, to harmful triviality.

Ornament represents the spirit of man in an abstract

form. It transposes the rhythmic characteristics of time
into a significative pattern of line, form, and color. It evolves

from the simple toward the rich, from directness toward
symbol. In this evolution, ornament assimilates new ideas,

new thoughts, and new patterns, until by and by it embodies
decorative interpretations of floral and faunal forms and of

all that man feels, observes, enjoys, and likes to live with.

But no matter how ornament develops, it always is—or

should be—a translation of emotions with inner meaning
behind the forms; it always is—or should be—an emotional

play of forms with sincerity at the bottom; it always is

—

or

should be—a product of true art.

As the art-forms of the various means develop, ornament
develops parallel with them; and the stronger the creative

impetus of the time, the clearer is the status of the ornament.

In this parallel development, ornament is the mediator be-

tween line and mass, color and material. Upon these, orna-

ment bestows liveliness and variety, light and shadow. And
it interblends them into a mellow rhythm.

In his decorative work the artist must have creative

freedom in using his material without any restrictions from

esthetic stipulation. But whatever the artist does in orna-

mental terms, and however he uses his freedom in this re-

spect, his ornament must have the quality of expressive

language. As such, the ornament must be understood. As
such, it has reason for its existence. And only as such is it

art.

The present time is practical, hence there is no need

for ornament—so it is oftentimes thought in "practical"

circles. Such a thought, however, has little bearing, for it

does not look the decorative problems straight in the eye.

Isn't nature practical and functional? And yet she is,

throughout, an organism of decorative tissue where ornament

has its fundamental mission to serve. As long as there is

ornamental pattern in the cell-tissue or elsewhere, nature is
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healthy, and this ornamental pattern makes nature's foray

expressive. In fact, there exists in all oi creation from the

Smallest paiti(lcs of atomic life Up to the most gigantic

nebulae—a fundamental and imperative law oi organic de-

sign. And "organic design" results in pattern which has

ornamental qualifications yet, basically, of functional sig-

nificance.

Well, as long as it is so in nature, why should man take

a coldly practical attitude when considering his own work.

Shouldn't man, too, endeavor to bring into his work spiritual

significance—as nature does. And shouldn't he keep his

mind open in this respect, instead of pinning it clown with

"practical" requirements.

Practical requirements are nothing new and, surely, not

significant particularly of our time. Practical requirements

—as basically necessary prerequisites—have always been con-

nected with man's activities—although perhaps differently

understood and applied during different times. Therefore,

to discard ornamental treatment of forms of today by reason

of the "practical" disposition of the time, is no real reason.

The real reason lies in the fact that the present time of

transition does not, as yet, vibrate in decorative terms. The
present time does not, as yet, sense the fundamental charac-

teristics of its "ornament" to come. The present time is

ready to throw overboard all that imitatively decorative stuff

from yesterday, all right, but just because this very stuff

—

ornamentally noisy as it is—has been spread into every

corner of our living spaces, the mind of today is too con-

founded to sense its own ornamental rhythm.

Nevertheless, much probing and trying is already going

on in efforts to compose ornamental pattern of today. So

far, however, the results reflect more the fashions of today

than they do the sensing of fundamental characteristics of

the age. They are experiments—although forwarding the

search. Therefore it is safer to regard the products of these

experiments as mere decorations of temporary nature, and

not as having any connection with art that is expected to last.

The longer our age is able to remain simple, the more
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regard does it have for its decorative language to come. And
the more cautiousness there is in the search for this decora-

tive language to come, the safer will be the ground on which

to build the "ornament" of our age. The more downright

the ornamental expressiveness and the fewer the means by

which this expressiveness is attained, the stronger will be

the ornamental "quality"—and the more its "quantity" can

be reduced. History testifies that the lasting quality has

always been attained through sparse decorative means. It

testifies that simplicity is the stronghold of form.

The sparse ornament is the poetry of form.

For, as the virtue of poetry is to touch the deepest strings

with the shortest stanzas, so likewise must be the virtue of

decoration.
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THE esthete is the professional analyst of art. He pigeon-

holes the various art-forms in their proper places. Painting

is the "art of color." Sculpture is the "art of form." And
architecture is catalogued as the specific "art of space." It

is perfectly understandable that when things have to be

systematized with scientific correctness they must be ordered,

numbered, named, recorded, and filed. It is just like the

naming and enrolling of human beings: Jim Brown, Jack

Green, and John Black. However, insofar as human values

are concerned, the name means little; personality behind the

name is the thing that counts.

So even in art.

Therefore, we are not so much interested in knowing
into which particular class of appellation the art of building

is catalogued, but merely what its significance in the large

family of the "arts" really is. In spite of this we are going to

put this epithet
—

"art of space"—under dissection. We do
so, not because we are in a fighting mood, but simply and
solely because we wish to clear up some misunderstandings

—and grave ones, too—which this epithet has brought about.

In the great esthetic discrimination and grouping of the

various art-forms, it probably was considered a good idea to

name architecture the very "art of space." Skimming the

surface, this sounds perfectly logical, for the enclosed room
of protection is the prime idea of architecture. And room
means space. Going deeper into the matter, however, one

is met by obstacles of many kinds. For instance, how should

the Monument of Lysicrates be classified? And what about

the Triumphal Arches, the colonnades, the pyramids, and

all the bridges of the world? The Parthenon itself—the

eminent creation of architecture—with its unessential cham-
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bers, gives much food for skeptical thought. Does the Par-

thenon really belong to the art of space? That is, is the

Parthenon after all a product of architecture according to

the esthetes' definition? Isn't there too much of elaborate

form representing but two relatively modest chambers?

However, the difficulty seems easy to overcome. Space

—some try to explain—means not only the inside space

embraced by the structure, but that space embracing the

structure as well. Namely, there can be imagined a certain

"concavity" of space enclosing pyramids, towers, monuments,
and what have you. With these two space conceptions

—

within and without—architecture must be understood, so it

is said. Pretty transparent this, for it is fully obvious that

the esthetic thought originally considered—and in prevail-

ing quarters still considers—only the enclosed space, and
that the esthete now, when the foundation begins to shake,

is forced to broaden his understanding of space in order to

save the situation. However all this may be, we are fully in

accord with this broadened understanding of space.

And to accentuate our point: we are in accord only with

this broadened understanding of space.

But what is the result of such reasoning? According to

such reasoning, sculpture also belongs to the art of space, at

least insofar as the embracing "concavity" of space is con-

cerned. For there scarcely is any logical reason why sculp-

tural forms should not be understood in terms of embracing

"concavity" of space, if architectural forms are. As a matter

of fact, they should be. Nay, they must! And the "art of

color" is more than a flat surface covered by color—for

nobody looks at a painting with his nose tight to the canvas,

but always maintains a certain distance between the painting

and his eyes. Thus, even the art of painting has its "con-

cavity"—if you please—within which its influence vibrates.

Massaccio's frescoes in the Brancacci Chapel, and Benozzo

Gozzoli's murals in the Medici Palace, establish the aura of

space more than do the really very simple architectural forms

of these two rooms. And the vibrations of music do not

stick to the strings of the violin, but fill the surrounding

space with their melody.
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Thus, form, whatever the means of expression, always

must be understood in connection with space And this

so-called embracing "concavity"- and why Dot embraced
"convexity" as wall -is nothing else- than the sphere of Light,

shadow, and atmospheric effects within which Eorm must be

Conceived, and within which Eorm exeats its influence.

This matter of space—to continue with the esthetes

dilemma—has caused much bewilderment as to the spatial

situation with the Greek Temple and the Gothic Cathedral,

respectively. The former, the Greek Temple—as the rather

unessential chambers of the Parthenon might indicate

—

brings the esthete's appellation into doubt; whereas the

latter, the Gothic Cathedral, is an eminent example insofar

as embraced space is concerned.

Yet we see here no contradictions whatsoever, provided

the matter is viewed—not according to misleading esthetic

stipulation—but on a basis where a proper understanding of

reasons and results is taken into account.

These reasons and results we understand as follows:

The respective problems of the Greek Temple and of

the Gothic Cathedral were unlike; naturally, then, the re-

spective solutions of these problems were bound to be unlike.

Now, in the case of the Temple, the people remained outside

the structure during the ceremony; whereas in the case of

the Cathedral they were gathered inside. Thus, the essential

question concerns how the people were interrelated to their

architectural environments in these two cases, the Temple
and the Cathedral. And, as said, this interrelation was

reversely different. It was just as reversely different as is

the interrelation between seed and fruit in the strawaberry

and the fig—to employ a pomological parallel—where the

strawberry is analogous to the Temple because of its outside

seed, and the fig analogous to the Cathedral because of its

inside seed. In spite of the reversely different situation,

however, the leading thought was just the same in both of

these cases—the Temple and the Cathedral—to wit, the

architectural "face" was turned toward the people.

As to this architectural "face," look what happened.
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In the case of the Temple, the outside architectural

treatment—the architectural "face"—was made rich and ex-

uberant by means of serene colonnades to direct minds to

serene thought. Through abundant sunlight and because

of the depth of the colonnades, there was created a play of

light and shadow, of color and spatial brilliance, to achieve

a sentiment of sanguine esthetic optimism. In now apply-

ing the same thought of sentiment-disposition to the Ca-

thedral, the result was bound to be reversely different, be-

cause the aim was reversely different. In the case of the

Cathedral, the inside space formation was made lofty and
abundant so as to elevate minds accordingly. Through
spare-light, the room was made spatially indistinct and thus

appropriate for a sentiment of inner mystic contemplation.

This explanation of these two cases—the Greek and the

Gothic—shows clearly, we think, how the respective times

understood their spatial problems.

Let's continue with the Greeks and the Goths.

Arriving through the Propylaeum at the plateau of the

Acropolis, on the right hand we would see the Parthenon,

and on the left hand the Erechtheion. Neither of these struc-

tures was placed parallel with the main axis of the Propy-

laeum, nor were they parallel with one another. They were

"irregularly" located—as the inveterate academic mind might

put it. Yet they were located into the setting with the most

exquisite sensitiveness so that those entering the plateau

would get their impressions, not through a flat and two-

dimensional aspect of the buildings, but rather through a

three-dimensional spatial effect of the scenery as a whole,

where the individual buildings were but details of a spatial

composition, and where the atmospheric landscape—with

the Penteliconian mountain azure as the background—con-

stituted an inseparable effect.

What in this respect was true as regards the spatial

composition of the Acropolis group, was true in any similar

Greek case. The Greeks really did not conceive their build-

ings as isolated space-enclosures. Their buildings—and

whatever features there might have been included—were
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conceived in space. There is needed only .1 ihort study of

the layouts of the Greeks and of theii form-relationships

in genera]—to be convinced thai the genuine Greek under-

itanding of space was comprehensive.

Thus did the Greeks.

As for the Gothic era, the builder of that period did oof

erect his structure by just enclosing a certain amount of

space independently of the environment, hut not post

ing even the dimmest idea of esthetic space-consideration

—

he simply arranged the inner organism of the building to

meet its practical requirements—and while he did so, the

whole organism became fitted into its environment, auto-

matically and harmoniously. Indeed, automatically and
harmoniously, because the demands of the embracing space

were to the Gothic builder just as essentially a part of the

problem as were the demands of the embraced space: not by

theoretical reasoning, but as a very natural thing where
spatial sensitiveness acted as the unfailing guide.

So the erection of the Gothic town went on, step by

step. Every new building was fitted into the urban organ-

ism like brick upon brick into an organic structure. Space

became enclosed into streets, into street-openings, into

plazas, into vistas, and into rambling ensembles of romantic

groupings and perspective effects. And in these rambling

ensembles, the Cathedral certainly evinced that its exterior

space of "concavity" was just as important a spatial consid-

eration in the forming of architectural effects, as was its in-

terior space of "convexity."

Now, in comparing the spatial conceptions of these two

discussed eras, the Greek and the Gothic, we shall find them
contrasting indeed.

The Greek spatial concept was open and clear. It un-

folded long vistas and atmospheric landscape effects. And
because of the fact that such was the Greek inclination, even

the forms of the buildings strove toward horizontality. The
buildings were designed as if to spread themselves along the

surface of the earth, along valleys and gently sloping moun-
tains—and perhaps along those same mountains where even

the gods had their semi-earthy abodes. That was the Greek
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inclination. And were we to analyze every angle of Greek
life, of action, art, and temperament, we would find that all

these together formed a perfect accord within the character-

istic spatial concept of the Greeks.

As was the Greek spatial concept "open," so was the

Gothic spatial concept "closed." The Gothic town was a

complexity of enclosed features, narrow and winding, thus

still more to emphasize the nature of enclosure. From this

narrowness of space the Gothic mind longed toward heaven
where the Almighty dwelled and ruled. Upward went form-

expression too, with towers, turrets, gables, and all kinds of

features, as if seeking upward atmospheric space. And, as

was the Gothic spatial concept closed and the spatial longing

upward-bound, so was also the Gothic mentality: man lived

in narrow darkness, and from this darkness he longed for

heavenly light.

Notwithstanding the dissimilarity of the spatial concept

of the Greek and Gothic eras, the basic principles that

directed their "art of space" were similarly understood.

When Phidias located his Pallas Athene on the plateau

of the Acropolis, he considered all the circumstances that

could make for the statue a perfect setting. Interrelation of

distances, combined effects of light and shadow, perspective

views both open and closed, scale of buildings and display

of masses—all these were vital points for Phidias to consider

in locating his famous statue of the goddess. And surely

any other feature on the plateau was subject to the same

careful consideration.

Similarly did the Gothic era control its actions. The
location of the fountain at the corner of the plaza was not

an accidental or arbitrary action. It was as many-sided a

spatial consideration as was the laying out of buildings and

the disposition of the building masses of the Cathedral.

The above comparative analysis of Greek and Gothic

understandings of space indicates that spatial psychology is

very much a matter of time, of race, of environment, and of

conditions of life. In fact, if we were to go more deeply into

the subject, we could discover illuminating parallels in this
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respect. And Wt would Irani how many circumstances,

physical and ipiritual, influence the- variom concepts of

ipace.

The Egyptians, confined to the narrow valley of the

Nile river—bordered on both sides by deserts—no doubt

imbibed much of their spatial impression from the geograph-

ical character of their environment. The spatial psychology

of the nomadic Arabs is greatly due to the vastness of the

desert, to the high-spanned sky, and to the feu away horizon.

The Hungarian "pustas" and the greal plains of Russia

foster another spatial mentality than does the monumental
plasticity of the Alps. And indeed in contrast to these, there

is the Japanese miniature garden as an intimate Japanese
concept of space—perhaps with a glimpse of that holy Fuji-

yama bringing in its distant and majestic accent. No doubt,

all these various natural effects—together with racial inclina-

tions and problems of life as well—mould man's spatial

consciousness accordingly. And accordingly comes his art

into expression—in space.

Let's then ask:

What are the present characteristics of spatial concept?

What is the disposition of our time in this respect? And
what is the trend toward the future?

Certainly our concept of space is not the mediaeval one
with dark conditions and satisfaction of living in narrowness.

Rather, closest to our disposition of living comes the Greek,

because of the Greek desire for open and airy quarters. But
even here a distinct difference can be noted. The Greek
disposition was "static," so to speak, whereas ours is "dy-

namic": that is, the Greeks lingered in spatial complacence,

whereas our inclination is to move in space.

The development of science, with all the new means of

communication, surely has so stirred up consciousness of

space as to make space utterly "spacious." This is the case

insofar as the possibility of movement is concerned. But so

is it the case in many other respects. For example, there is a

distinct increase in spatial consciousness even in the quiet

quarters of our homes. The growing demand for hygiene is

the driving motive. Air and light are the goals to attain.
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Increased openness, inside and outside of the living places,

is the solution. All this is reflected in the mode of building

design and in the use of color. Thus the windows are made
ample. And the colors are preferably light.

The trend to openness is evident in all fields.

We do not paint anymore like Ribera and Rembrandt
with light effects against the dark background of umbra.

The painter's palette has become bright and light. The
lonely Cezanne and the unhappy Van Gogh were the heralds

of brightness and light. Even they had their shadows, of

course. But their shadows were not those of somber umbra.

Their shadows were translucent and vibrant. In this spirit

of vibrant translucence has the art of color, generally speak-

ing, developed since the days of Cezanne and Van Gogh.

Thus has evolved the sensing of space toward increased

spaciousness.

Although the present time senses space differently than

did previous times, those basic principles that govern form
within this space must be just the same.

This same thought was mentioned a moment ago when we
stated that, in spite of the dissimilarity between Greek and

Gothic understandings of space, the principles that directed

their respective actions were similarly understood.

We mentioned this thought then as a matter of infor-

mation.

But as we are now going to elaborate on this same

thought as applied to our time, we do it as a matter of

warning. For things have not been carried on as they

should have been.

Behold what has been going on in accordance with the

esthetes' theory of space.

In a case similar to that of the informal interrelation-

ship between the entrance gateway Propylaeum and the

Parthenon, a designer of our academic time would have

located these two structures along the same axis. Because

of the highly formalistic educational system—and due to the

long-enduring habit fostered by this system—one has been

used to a sterile mode of planning, in which a rigid scheme
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of axes governs the display of masses and spatial im. igination

has gradually become weak* Tims, foi example, even the

location of a sculptural uiouuuhiii has not been viewed

—

contrary to the procedure in Phidias' I ime—as a many sided

spatial problemj but the monument has been located

—

simply and easily—at the intersection of two axis, with the

cold aid oi the dividers. Moreover, the designer in oui

academic time has not been looking on his structure—as did

the Gothic builder—as a pan oi a complex layout, bul as a

self-sufficient and independent Feature. In other words, he

has been looking on Ins structure as an "enclosure of space"

—an isolated quantity of space within the structure. And
even were it true that the structure, as such, might be of the

most exquisite design, it would not matter, for the fact

remains that it is a product of "art of space" in a limited

understanding of the appellative.

Herein lies a substantial mistake.

As a matter of fact, the independent building—the en-

closure of space—and the esthete's notion of this "enclosure,"

have been born and nurtured in the same spirit. Together

and mutually they have brought both the idea of space and
the results of this idea into an impasse. The building has

been erected as a self-sufficient unit, and the esthete handles

this self-sufficient unit as a matter of "space." "Isolated space,"

of course, for so must his reasoning be taken—and so it will

be—in spite of his sophistic talk about broader understand-

ing.

And here is the record:

Our towns and cities have become filled with these

self-sufficient units—small, medium, and large—low, tall,

and very tall; streets have become bordered and plazas

framed by them in the most unbelievable variety. Much
"space" has been enclosed, but much more has been left

outside without any consideration whatsoever.

In order to overcome such a state of things, the right

remedy must be found. To this end it is necessary to find

the reason for the spatial disorder. And because we are

convinced of the fact that the roots of this disorder lie in the

misconception of the true nature of the art of building—the
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so called "art of space"—We must ask: What is architecture?

Is it the mere building?

There is not the slightest doubt that the general opinion

would answer the question affirmatively, because according

to such an understanding has the matter been dealt with for

generations. And according to such an understanding, arch-

itecture has become the mere shell—the stylistic "facade"

—

of that space within which the most intimate and important

architectural problems have been solved by someone else

—

by the "interior decorator"—but not by the designer of the

shell itself. And outside of this shell, others—the "city

planners"—have been organizing problems which in fact

constitute the climax of architecture, but which often have

been solved by violating the most important principles of

this art-form.

Now then, repeating our question, What is architecture?

—the real answer must be found in the above.

And the real answer is that architecture is the art of

space in space—if your pleasure is to put it that way.

The building is organization of space in space. So is

the community. So is the city. In this space man lives and

works and moves. In this space he spends all of his life . . .

if the word "space" after all must be mentioned. For, finally,

it is just the very atmosphere of art which man must create

about himself, and in which he must dwell.
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SOMEWHERE—while discussing Fundamental*—we made
the statement that "the world of number is an undercurrent

of all that exists and that all things are consequently ex-

plicable in terms of mathematics." And because our task at

this moment is to deal with theories, we wish to bring the

above statement again into consideration. For, insofar as

theories are concerned, the statement is indicative in several

respects.

In the first place, it indicates that any act of art-creation

must result in a mathematical formula of its own, represent-

ing this very act of art-creation.

In the second place, it indicates that this mathematical

formula— if need be—can be defined as to its character,

proportion, rhythm, and whatever tangible properties there

might be, and that it can be analyzed together with related

formulas so as to bring all these into a unified scientific

system.

In the third place, it indicates that this process of the-

oretical definition is of purely scientific nature—of which

intuition, instinct, imagination, and other phases of creative

consequence must be kept entirely independent.

On the whole, this theoretical definition is of much the

same nature as is the doctor's examination—by means of

graphic diagrams or otherwise—of the beat of one's pulse

and heart in order to be able to determine the efficiency of

blood circulation and the status of the heart. Or, for that

matter, this examination is of much the same nature as is

the scientific study of such problems as sound, light, and

vibration of all kinds, in order to learn about the funda-

mental nature of things.

Even in the field of art such a scientific—or let's say.
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esthetic—definition takes place so that we may learn about
things of fundamental nature in art. And so it must be.

Now, during the ages there has accumulated much art-

material to examine. And, as esthetic thinking has grown
increasingly eager to examine this art-material, the province

of esthetics has become a significant factor in the cultural

activities of the civilized world.

In this esthetic thinking we can note two different

leanings, generally speaking.

First, we have what we may call "philosophy of esthet-

ics," dealing with immaterial and intangible things. This
leaning of esthetic thinking originated at least as far back as

the time of Aristotle, and during the ages it has inspired

much of the philosophical orientation toward art. We
mention this phase of esthetics only in passing, for in our

discussion on theories it is of little consequence.

Secondly we have what we may call "science of esthet-

ics," dealing with material and tangible things. This lean-

ing of esthetic thinking is of theoretical nature, and because

its inclination is to establish—often in pseudo-scientific man-
ner—fixed theories for artists to follow, we must include this

phase of esthetics in our discussion.

Particularly during non-creative times of art-develop-

ment—-when the creative instinct is not alert enough to offer

guidance—esthetic thinking is made to act as a substitute for

instinct by stipulating all kinds of theoretical formulas

whereby to produce art. These theoretical formulas, how-

ever, cannot in the long run be of much avail, because they

are static by nature and therefore delusive in a dynamic

process. And furthermore, because these theoretical form-

ulas are often based on dogmatic reasoning which has noth-

ing in common with indigenous art-creation, they are mis-

leading already by the logic of this fact.

To impose upon indigenous art-creation a type of dog-

matic reasoning that has nothing in common with that

creation, ipso facto is a grave error from the viewpoint of art.

It is a grave error from the viewpoint of science, too.

For while science considers the world of number an under-
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current of all things, l>\ all means it considers this solely in

an intrinsic sense and not just a random picking up of

numbers from lomewhere else to represent something else.

Otherwise .ill tins talk about numbers would make no sense.

In order to have this talk about numbers make sense,

any form-manifestation must be represented by a' number-
formula of its own, indigenous and non-transferable. In

the chapter. The Creative Instinct"—as may be remem-
bered—our endeavor was to bring "scientific validity" into

this thought. And to make our point still stronger, we
cited Spengler as maintaining that each civilization has its

own mathematical thought
—

"an expression of a specific

world-feeling, representing the central essence of one and

only one soul; that is, the soul of that particular Civiliza-

tion."

Consequently, in cases where number-worlds of other

civilizations are adopted for contemporary use, form is

bound to be false. And how could it be otherwise—as long

as form is established on alien characteristics and there-

fore cannot be expressive of our life, no matter what the

theory.

It is perfectly true that the Greek proportions are

refined and that they constitute enlightening material of

study on theoretical basis. But it is also true that the

proportions of their form—no matter whether of buildings,

of sculptures, of vases, or of other products of Greek art

—

grew from the rhythmic characteristics of their life, and
only from their life. And, once the key of these propor-

tions was instinctively formed, their theoretical formulas

were fixed in order to get rational advice—but never to

create. Consequently, in the Greek case, art did not grow
through formulas, but formulas grew through art.

Such was the case also with the Goths.

With regard to these matters, let's cite Spengler again,

as follows: "The idea of the Euclidean geometry was actu-

alized in the earliest forms of Classical ornament, and that

of the infinitesimal calculus in the earliest forms of Gothic

architecture, centuries before the first learned mathema-
ticians of these respective cultures were born." In other
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words, the mathematical form-language was instinctively

sensed, before intellect could conceive its characteristics,

much less establish its formulas.

Isn't this clear enough!

And yet we have been adopting alien formulas and
"composing" art through them. We have been doing so

because we have overlooked the basic fact that these form-

ulas are only ancient theoretical explanations of how in-

stinct—previous to formulas—transposed the vibrations of

that particular time into the vibrations of art.

We must learn to know what is right or wrong in this

respect, and we must draw our conclusions from this knowl-

edge. Our life vibrates just now with rhythms of its own.
It is up to us to transpose these into form. And once the

characteristics of our form are established during a long

evolutionary process, future esthetes then can fix all the

theories, formulas, and what-nots—if that be their pleasure.

But the language of mathematics does not deal only

with the great civilizations of man. It goes down to man's

everyday life, to man himself.

Earlier while discussing the problems of man himself

—

in terms of aura—we maintained that an individual, during

the whole orbit of his development—whether he creates,

understands, or appreciates art—is subconsciously impelled

to do it in a close relationship with the particular rhythm-

expression he represents. We maintained, likewise, that his

mode of creation, of understanding, and of appreciation of

art, grows from just this rhythm-expreession. And further-

more we maintained that "were it possible to discover all

the mysteries of mathematics, one could reconstruct a

scientific formula a 'module,' if you will—according to

which an individual exists, develops, and acts, in all his

comprehensiveness, no matter how personal or impersonal."

This only shows that the world of vibration—of "num-

ber"—in human art, is inherent in man. It shows, in other

words, that there is within man something inexplicable

which comes individually into expression, and in which

—

when genuine—as we have put it, "the creative instinct is

the sensitive seismograph that records vibrations of life and
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transposes them into corresponding vibrations of ait."

Why, then, play with theories! Why not instead u\ to

sharpen one's creative instinct t<> discern principles!

[*he difference between a principle and a theory is

fundamental. A principle is universal and from time im

nH-inoii.il. constant and unchangeable. \ theory is local

and limited.

For example, when it is said that material must he

used according to its fitness, it is a principle. And this

principle is valid in any Circumstance. It was valid thou-

sands of years ago. It is valid today just as much as it will

be valid thousands of years hence. And it is valid in art

of nature and art of man as well. But when it is said that

concrete, steel, glass, and whatever it may be, are the proper

building materials of today—as frequently is said—it is a

theory. And the theory holds only as long as fitness has

been taken into account—that is, as long as theory is in

accord with principle.

Again, when it is said that a piece of art has a good

dynamic balance in the disposition of its subject-matter,

it is so because the originator of this piece of art sensed the

principle of organic order in which dynamic balance is

inherent. But when someone superimposes upon this same

piece of art his more or less arbitrary diagrams of so-called

"dynamic symmetry"—whatever it means—in order to drag

out from the piece of art the artist's mode of reasoning, it

surely results in a more or less unreliable theory.

And, furthermore, when it is said that a piece of paint-

ing has an expressive color composition, it is so because

of the fact that the painter was sensitive to the principle of

organic order in which both expressiveness and correlation

of color are inherent. But when a non-creative mind—as

most frequently is the case—organizes color into a so-called

"color theory" for the use of those who by heavenly gift

have been endowed with an indigenous color-sensitiveness

of their own, he is talking about matters that nobody
should listen to. Such a "color theory"—rigidly systema-

tized as it is—would only bring one's indigenous color-
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sensitiveness into confusion—if one should fall into the

trap. But this must not happen, for indigenous color-

sensitiveness is just as important for those inclined to use

color, as the eyes are important for those wishing to see.

Now then, as we see, principles constitute the firm

foundation on which to develop art. Theories, on the

other hand, are the by-products of this development. These
theories might be helpful in certain cases, if used with

discrimination. In other cases they might be harmless

—

particularly if ignored. But in the hands of those who do
not know how, where, and when to use them, they are

deceptive.

Yet in many quarters these theories are considered im-

perative for everyone, big or small. Here is an example:

Some conservative musicians told Beethoven that he

had no right to violate established theories.

"You perhaps have not the right to do so," he retorted,

"but I have."

Just because Beethoven made himself free from re-

stricting theories, he became—through his genius—the

great master. And it is just because so many lean upon
restricting theories, that there is so much stereotyped music.

For freedom from restricting theories gives freedom to

mind, and this offers the possibility of progressive growth.

Whereas a constant leaning upon theories is much the

same as trying to drink from a dried well.

It is a proper thing to examine the realm of tune and

time in order to prepare the soil for the art of music. Such

an examination, however, is not necessarily synonymous

with the preparation of theoretical formulas for dictatorial

purposes. Rather, it is the provision of explanatory an-

alyses of the material of music expression. Such analyses

—

"theories," let's say—presuppose constant change and ad-

justment to conform the development of music to both the

composer's creative ego and the trend of the time. As for

the composer's creative ego, these analyses must leave a free

hand to those who are able to develop their art in freedom,

whereas they might restrict the weak ones whose work is
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not vital enough to grow freely. Again, as to the trend of

the time, the laid analysts must result in living rula that

evolve parallel with the evolution ol time. Consequently!

those- rules thai arc going to direct musical composition of

a distant Inline air not the mlo ol today.

Speaking about an in general, it is parallel with

music—a proper thing to examine the material of art-

expression in older to prepare the soil for genuine creation.

However, this examination ol the material of ai t expression

has little to do with creation of art. As for creation of art,

the artist must be as free from theoretical stipulations as

the composer. The artist must lean upon his instinct by

sensing the underlying principles which make him free

—

not upon theories which might at first help him, but which,

in the long run. will surely restrict his freedom and hinder

his growth. Therefore, in the creation of art, freedom is

dependent on the strength of the creative instinct in sensing

underlying principles. To lean upon theoretical formulas,

on the other hand, is a sign of weakness that produces

weak art.

When theoretical formulas conduct art creation, the

creative instinct is strangled and made mute. Yet—occa-

sionally—such formulas may have been instituted by crea-

tive artists themselves for certain personal purposes of their

own. With regard to this, we know of many artists—and

outstanding ones, too—who have a fancy for playing with

theoretical formulas. These artists try to analyze their own
work through theoretical control so as to check its merits

and faults. And yet they produce strong art.

Now, is their art strong, thanks to their theories?

Certainly not! Through these theories—instituted ac-

cording to the personal inclinations of the artist—the artist

may control his work, but his instinct controls his theories.

That is to say: after all, the artist's instinct is the deciding

tribunal. And because the theories are personal, and there-

fore representative merely of the individual artist's instinct,

they are as non-transferable as instinct, and cannot become
commanding theories for others. However, in certain cases

these theories may provide good advice for others. But
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they do so only as long as they are based on the ever-

changing fundamental form which—note!

—

make these

theories, too, change. They can be of good advice only if

it is presupposed that those who lean upon them sense the

right relationship between the theories and the fundamen-
tal form—that is, when their advice is superfluous. So there

we are, again.

But when esthetic theories are instituted regardless of

the fundamental form, art is bound to stagnate and lose its

creative quality. For how can art be created if it does not

spring from the inner being of the artist, but is prescribed

by someone else somewhere else, who does not know what
the work really will be, what it is going to signify, who will

be the artist, and when, where, and why it will be material-

ized? Isn't such an idea on the face of it an absurdity?

Surely, if theories are not based on the characteristics

of the time and the fundamental form, but instead on the

experiences of some distant past, they inevitably become
dangerous toys in the hands of those who use them seriously.

Theories of this kind should never be taken seriously, for

—

seriously speaking—they belong to the domain of bridge

and poker, or to any other leisure time divertissement.

So, then!

Theories of this kind become dangerous indeed when
used as educational material, for it is the surest way to make
education fruitless

—

from the point of view of creative art.

More than many promising talents have been and are being

turned away from the right path of indigenous creation to

the easy road where cleverness of execution—according to

rules—is considered more important than the inner meaning
of form. And countless numbers of art products have been

spreading this shallow understanding of art.

Why, then, institute these theories and keep them arti-

ficially in command beyond their time of fitness? Is it really

so difficult to understand that each of these theories is a

drop of deadly poison slipped into a refreshing drink?
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"HONOR thy father and thy mother: that thv days m.iy be

long upon the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee."

Herein lies the quintessence of "tradition."

In its broadest understanding the above means that we
must honor our forebears; and to honor them, we and our

children alike must have ambition to progress in behavior

and work in the same candid tenor of tradition as did they

—

thus to establish a continuous and unified orbit of cultural

evolution for the benefit of community, nation, and hu-

manity.

We know this. And we fully accept it.

And yet, considering the fact that almost page by page

in this analysis we have been rather harsh about the doings

of our forefathers, and that we have denounced much of

their work insofar as art is concerned, we might easily have

created the impression that we have forgotten the fourth

commandment.
It is far from true, however.

It must be understood that "to honor someone," in

fact means honoring the "best" of someone. But as for the

"rest," it is perfectly proper to employ constructive criticism,

we think. In other words, in the fourth commandment—no
matter whether applied in narrow or broad sense—a logical

discrimination can and must be used.

And this we have done.

However, there is no point now in lamenting about

matters, or in again digging up all the facts about form-

decline. Our problem now must be to make it clear how
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and in what sense the true nature of tradition can be made
constructive in the search for form.

The true nature of tradition is analogous to the erection

of a structure: stone upon stone, brick upon brick. Yet, in

the structure, any piece of stone or brick is of substantially

the same grain, whereas in the structure of tradition, any

new achievement is a new substance of mental order. This

new substance of mental order, however, is not rhapsodically

independent of the general progress, but sequentially co-

herent and the result of a continuous "transmission"

—

"tradere"
—

"tradition"—from one achievement to the follow-

ing. The progress of tradition, therefore, is a continuous

process that runs parallel and together with the progress of

form-evolution.

Consequently, as life progresses from day to day, so

progresses tradition.

The achievements up to yesterday constitute the tradi-

tions on which the achievements of today must be built.

The state of things of yesterday is the tradition of today.

And the progress made today—already inherently compris-

ing previous progresses—is the tradition of tomorrow. This

is an evolutionary process where each achievement is a

revolution in itself. But the more regularly things proceed

along a normal course, the more the individual revolutions

are blended into one another to form an evenly running
process of evolution. In case this does not happen, and the

process of evolution deviates from its normal course—or

stagnates—then necessary corrections must take place through

more or less deeply effective revolutions—and something

seemingly strange enters into the evolutionary process. How-
ever, this is not necessarily as strange as it may seem: it may
be only a natural drift properly belonging to the general

course of things, which now—having deviated or stagnated

—

resumes its logical position in the general course of things.

It may be overdone—and most likely it will be—due to the

revolutionary effect and because of man's inability to control

things he has not as yet experienced. Yet, overdoings correct

themselves—or they must be corrected. And on the basis of
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the new, the new progress must be built: not on the old that

di ifted astray.

But whatevei happens and howevei it happens, "tradi-

tion" must always be .it hand as the intrinsic drift. This

tradition—when real—is the lighi oi yesterday thai brightens

the icad ol today, thus bringing enlightenment into the

process.

This enlightenment, however, docs not dtpend only on

the work done yesterday, or on its traditions. Primarily it

depends on the qualitative results of today and of tomorrow.

The eyes always must be looking forward, and not toward

the past. For the past, after all, follows along

—

inherent in

the achievement of the present.

So, likewise, does man do his life-work.

To look forward is the vitality of youth. To work for

the needs, thoughts, and aims of today and of tomorrow is

the strength of manhood. But to bend one's mind toward

the past, is a sure sign of senility. And during all of life

there are no "traditions" to go by except those inherited

through birth, gained by development of mind, and every-

day experiences.

As for inheritance through birth, it is not a privilege to

boast about, but rather an obligation on which further to

build. The inheritance may be a noble one with a long

traditional line of great achievements for generations; it does

not change the situation insofar as tradition is concerned,

for in all circumstances the inheritor should look forward

by doing his work with the same ambition as did his an-

cestors. "Noblesse oblige" does not mean—as seems to be

the easy thought in some "noble" quarters—to linger in

constant complacence and vainglory without any obligations

of one's own. Rather, it means—and must mean—that one's

nobility obligates one to do his work well. Only by doing

so can one keep his tradition in honor. As soon as one

begins to lean upon his "noble traditions," and fails to have

ambition to do his work in accordance with the best of his

abilities, he goes downhill, he degenerates, and he dishonors

his traditions. And his "noble tradition" becomes a dan-

gerous tradition.
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Civilizations have the same obligation as individuals.

They must have the same ambition. And, surely, they have
the same danger if they are inclined to lean upon the "noble

traditions" of other civilizations.

In every walk of life, the erection of a cultural structure

goes on. And in everyone of these cases, the spirit of tradi-

tion enters as an intrinsic drift.

The workers in the field of science erect their scientific

structure, discovery upon discovery, invention upon inven-

tion. In this manner they erect their monument of human
deeds, which grows higher and spreads wider with every

event of scientific progress. There are no antiquated "tradi-

tions" to hinder this course of things. The astronomer of

today does not consider old geocentric ideas. Those ideas

have been found erroneous, and a new theory of the con-

struction of the universe has been developed, where each

new discovery brings enlightenment and perhaps necessary

changes in this new theory. The electrician of today does

not consider Galvani and his early exploits in the field of

electricity. He is far beyond these exploits, for his tradition

is up-to-date electricity—including Galvani's contribution.

Forward looks the philosopher of today, discovering ever

new fields of thought based on up-to-date knowledge of

things. So does the composer. So does the painter. So

does the sculptor. In every field of cultural activities a

gradual and up-to-date growth, a gradual and up-to-date

understanding of things, is significant. Tradition eo ipso is

subconsciously alive as an indigenous drift. But it is—and

must be—consciously unconsidered. This is true in every

field, except in the field of architecture—and in "religions"

—for here "traditional traditions" still have a hard grip

—

although the urge for freedom, here too, grows increasingly

strong.

There used to be freedom in architecture, till man in-

vented an easy system according to which he could borrow

forms from earlier times. This made matters convenient,

because from then on there was no necessity for direct crea-

tion. Through this kind of system, architecture was made
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into a .son of stock-market where "stylet" and "revivals"

—

the products oi the woik of others— arc from time to time

rendered fashionable and offered }<>i use, and where values

are established bj the golden standards oi "tradition"—or

rather, "traditions"—foi they arc many. And often these

"styles" and "revivals" are identified by the most ambitious

titles, including a long nomenclature of kings and queens.

It is a splendid collection of famous traditions, an abundance

of pel let ted forms and of seasoned styles. So many think.

But the reaction is bound to come. As a matter of

1a< t, a strong reaction has already existed for a long time.

In our analysis of the post-nineteen-hundred search for

form, we elaborated on this reaction, and it was then learned

that all other phases of cultural activities were developed

more or less parallel with the development of life; only the

all-embracing mother art was involved in dogmatic tradi-

tions and became stagnant in its course. In due time, how-

ever, men realized the deplorable situation and there de-

veloped a sincere fight for freedom from the shackles of these

traditions. And—as things stand now—much has already

been gained; so far the fight has been most successful, and
it still goes on.

On the other hand, in some conservative circles there

are still many who harbor the happy thought that this fight

for freedom from the shackles of traditions is but a passing

adventure. It is—some seem to believe—just an adventure

of youthful harbingers, over-ambitious to lean upon their

own powers and to think with their own brains. In all this

—some seem to hope—there is an echo of that old story

about the prodigal son who left his father's house, but who
soon—when exhausted and tired of his free-lancing adven-

ture—returned to his father's house—to the shadows of his

"fatherly traditions."

Perhaps this is the old story in a new form.

And so, to these prodigal harbingers the warning echoes

again and again: "You forgot your traditions!"
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But they do not listen:

because they know, that tradition does not mean to

push into the background one's ambition to pro-

duce creative art;

because they know, that through the creative work of

today, the tradition of tomorrow is built;

because they know, that only through sincere creation

can the creative traditions of the past be kept in

honor; and
because they know, that to create is their "noble tradi-

tion."

Yet they should know, as well, that individual creation

must not be an independent action, but merely a brick in

the creative structure of culture in the making, where the

spirit of tradition—evolving parallel with the general evolu-

tion—constitutes the cleaving mortar.

Certainly, tradition is not an accumulation of ready-

baked forms which can be taken at random just as one takes

a book from the library shelf. Yet the book can be read, its

contents digested, and the digested thoughts from time to

time adopted, when appropriate. Similarly, the forms of the

past can be so studied as to learn from them. But they must
not be used, unless they are first passed through the double-

procedure of both the selective and creative process in order

to bring them onto the firm ground of the fundamental form

of the present. This is to conduct things in a proper man-
ner according to the spirit of tradition.

In this process, time distance—no matter how short—
does not justify exceptions.

The time of Louis XIV did not establish traditions for

the time of Louis XVI to go by. It brought forth the

direct tradition of the time of Louis XV. And yet, even

then, "tradition" did not mean that forms could be directly

copied and used as such. The transmission had to go through

the metamorphosing process of the creative instinct. Tradi-

tion—even in those days—meant continuity of evolution

from one time to another by a creative approach to the

problem. And so it was, in spite of the momentous imita-
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rive adventure and its pernicious results. Accordingly, in

those- days there was no such idea .is to t .t kc- "period" forms

from anothei period, no mattei how closely connected.

Our rime docs not seem to grasp the significance oi this

point. We certainly have been taking "period" furniture

from the periods ol these and all other august sovereigns

just .is readily and easil) as one picks apples from a tree.

And ur arc lounging in imitative reproductions of then

chairs, proud of our "traditions." Which arc, for sure,

nothing of the sort, for there are no traditions whatsoever

involved in such a procedure. Only stagnation. And this

stagnation has nothing to do with the (hairs or one's sitting

capacities, but with the end of one's body where the mind is

housed.

So things must be understood when dealing with a

small period of time. They must be understood so much
more so when considering times at large.

The Western branch of human civilization has produced

many epochs, widely different, and with long time intervals.

It should be self-evident that none of these could provide

direct traditions to be used for form-development of today.

This is true particularly because our time has become up-

rooted from the soil of earlier creative epochs as a result of

many intervening imitative adventures. Continuity of crea-

tive evolution thus has been broken and genuine form-

tradition lost. In spite of this, our homes, buildings, towns,

and cities have been made the very "world's fairs" of historic

and histrionic forms. We have been proud of our traditional

form-abundance, and disdainful toward those who have tried

to evolve an expressive form of our time by employing forms

of their own. And all this has happened, notwithstanding

the fact that one of the ten commandments forbids one to

take things belonging to others.

However, we are beginning to have our eyes opened to

distinguish the proper spirit of tradition. And gradually

—

as indicated—we are trying to free ourselves from our long-

lasted imprisonment in the realm of borrowed "traditions."

On the other hand, we seem to be too close to the happenings

all about us to be able to get a clear view of things at large.
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Therefore, in our efforts to discern the indigenous charac-

teristics of our time, we often stumble hither and thither,

not knowing where to go and how to act. And during all

this we frequently bring forth strange and tricky products
of all kinds, products that have but little—if anything—to

do with the natural course of things. Really, one often

wonders where we are heading.

Now it seems to be easier to find the mote in our
neighbor's eye than in our own. It might therefore be a

happy thought to look upon things from a greater distance,

and for that reason we are going to investigate matters on
the Chinese front.

The Chinese cultural evolution exhibits a long orbit

of thousands of years of unbroken continuity of traditional

adherence, relatively speaking. Far down in the dim past

the Chinese traditional significances were founded through

direct and simple means of expression. It really is astound-

ing to learn how "modern"—in terms of today—the early

Chinese form really was. Their form of construction was
mechanically clean and functional, straightforward and in-

ventive—just like the machine tool of today or the vertebral

construction of the mastodon. And their first attempts to

form pewter, for example, were just as clear-cut as is the

Swedish pewter of today—yet as Chinese in conception as

the Swedish. It was so, because the Chinese went down into

the most fundamental characteristics of their racial soul.

Such was the start of the Chinese form. And in the

same perceptive spirit it began slowly but surely to develop,

gathering impressions along the way, growing in volume of

forms and in abundance of means of expression. And dur-

ing its long and eventful history, the Chinese form evolved

toward a precious treasure of human art. It evolved from

simplicity to richness, from functional to decorative, from

creative to—imitative. "Imitative," we repeat—for even the

Chinese could not escape the bane of imitation. True
enough, the Chinese cultural ramification did not degenerate

to imitative ventures in such a manner and to such an extent

as did the Western world. And yet, the Chinese could not
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always resist the temptation to imitate, when skill and clev-

erness ol execution offered encouragement And so. finally,

the Chinese brought his imitative- ability to .1 perfection

.similar to that of Madame dc PompadoUI in hei pet lac tory

at Sevres, where she produced naturalistic porcelain flowers

to please that not always faithful king, "le bien ahne." Not-

withstanding these imitative e\t ia\ agances, the (Chinese form

always remained Chinese with its Tartarian blend. Vet it

fertilized itself again and again, and in the- Long run it was

bound to Income self imitative by using the same forms over

and ovei again. And following this process of self-imitation

the Chinese form stands now ripe and rich. It is overma-

ture. It has been overmature for already a long period of

time.

Really, the Chinese form is so saturated with traditional

symbols, emblems, tokens, and all sorts of things that there

is hardly any further for it to go. Yet Chinese life goes on,

things must be done, and the development of form must
follow the same course. But what kind of a course, may we
ask? Should the Chinese stick to their traditional forms by

repeating and again repeating them, thus becoming increas-

ingly involved in their symbols, emblems, tokens, and so on?

Or should the Chinese go back to their very origin and start

all over again? Neither of these, we should say. Constant

repetition of ever the same forms—no matter how traditional

—cannot be creation. On the other hand, to go down to

the wells of the past, where once upon a time the Chinese

form originated, would mean to attempt to be expressive in

terms of remote history. Such a procedure could not result

in true art. For certainly the Chinese fundamental form has

shifted considerably during its long course of thousands of

years.

Well, to get an answer, let's put it thus:

While a family has been living in the same dwelling

for a long time, the attics, cellars and storerooms have be-

come filled with all kinds of miscellaneous stuff, mostly of

no more use. No doubt, every piece of the heaped material

—at one time or another, in one way or another—has served

its purpose during the days and years of the family's past.
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Consequently, every piece has, more or less, some sort of a

traditional connection with the history of the place. Some
day, however, one might begin to wonder what to do with

all this accumulated stuff.

Now, should the family continue to keep that accumu-
lated stuff, because of its "traditional" nature, and extend

its storerooms for ever growing accumulation—perhaps ad

infinitum? Scarcely. Isn't it clear common sense to get rid

of all such antiquated material which has become totally

useless and obsolete because of changed conditions, changed
aims, and changed taste? Certainly. And in this general

clearance as to what should be kept and what should be

gotten rid of, the family's present cultural status and senti-

ment of mind must be its guide as to "traditional values."

As for these "traditional values," there is no vital differ-

ence whether the clearance happens within the narrow cir-

cumstances of the Jones household, or in the vast lands of

Eastern Asia. No doubt, the Chinese form-attics and cellars

are filled with stuff that previously had its useful significance,

but not any more. Why not, then, reduce all this stuff into

its simplest quintessence? By letting the overmatured Chi
nese form-world pass through the selective purgatory of

up-to-date considerations, the quintessence of this form

world would become distilled into a clear elixir of tradition

And this tradition would be that of today.

However, this purge would not result in a "Renaissance'

of Chinese art. For, there never was, and never could be

a re-naissance
—

"rebirth" or "revival"—of old forms, except

in an imitative sense. But it could become the "birth" of a

youthful Chinese art.

This short excursion into the Chinese world was under-

taken mainly for two reasons:

First, because we thought it wise to have a longer per-

spective from which to look upon the problems of tradition.

And secondly, because the Chinese cultural evolution

exhibits a long orbit of thousands of years of a rather un-

broken continuity of traditional adherence.

This latter point in particular is essential in our case.
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For, ii a truly traditional form as, to be lure, the

Chinese is must be purged from much ol thai dead-weight

o\ genuine traditional tonus heaped undei a long way of

development, 10 much the more then must as Long and heter-

ogenous an accumulation ol adopted Eorms as the Western

"traditional" situation exhibits go through a selective puiga-

toi\ in on lei to be reduced into the essence of truly Western

traditions.

This purging, however, is by no means a sign of dis-

respect for our forebears and their achievements.

Surely, a son does not show respect for his father by

aping his actions. He does so by approaching his work in

the same sincere spirit as did his father. In this way the

constructive spirit of tradition goes from father to son, from

generation to generation.

And only in such a spirit can we look upon "tradition"

with high veneration.
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THE word "beauty" is a stranger in our analysis.

True enough, we used the word—and lavishly too

—

when nature was our topic, and beauty was emphasized in

all nature's manifestations. Beauty was furthermore men-
tioned in connection with "Fine Arts," in which beauty is

supposed to bestow that eminent quality of "fine" upon "Art

of Beauty." As for the rest of our analysis, we have avoided

the word—or have mentioned it only now and then in

passing.

We have avoided the word "beauty," purposely.

First, because the word seems to slip all too easily from
many people's lips, and is thus overused timely and untimely,

and mostly without meaning. Secondly, because—being

overused timely and untimely—the word "beauty" is disliked

by many people as meaning something sweet and effeminate.

And thirdly, because we feel that this word—when rightly

valued—is too precious to be misused.

Hence our cautiousness.

Of course, in connection with nature we did not hesi-

tate to speak about beauty simply because everyone is natur-

ally captivated by nature's beauty. Everyone is enchanted

by the beauty of a flower, by the beauty of a landscape, by

the beauty of a sunset. And everyone connects—consciously

or subconsciously—this enchantment of beauty with that

enigmatic expressiveness of life, inherent in all of nature's

manifestations. This conscious or subconscious connecting

of beauty with expressiveness of life is present in the sensing

of beauty in the human face, the human body, and the

characteristic rhythm of human movement. So it is with

our conception of beauty in faunal life. So even in floral

life. So even in mineral life, for, as said, the ages-old

granite pattern still expresses today the glowing life which
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brought this pattern about. All these manifestations are

expressive <>i life, and, because of tins expressiveness, they

radiate that intangible quality we (.ill "beauty."

In othei words, whenevei we sense beaut) in nature, we

do not sense beauty, a> such. We sense- this beaut] in con-

nection with that enigmatit expression of life that nature

radiates.

So in nature.

It is then a logical assumption that this same definition

of beauty must also hold in human art. Consequently,

when we speak about the beauty of, sav. a building or a

painting, We do not speak about beauty, as such. We speak

—or rather, should speak—about that intangible essence

that radiates life-qualities through the forms of the building

or of the painting.

So it must be . . . and yet, just here we find ourselves

in the midst of a clash of ideas.

Often, and really in the most eminent cases of esthetic

evaluation, a building might be considered most beautiful

. . . but, from the point of view of expressiveness of life-

qualities, it might be not only dead and sterile but also an

utter fake.

Conflicting—what!

Now then: since we are dealing mainly with art matters;

since we are convinced of the fact that beauty is inseparably

connected with form-expression in art; and since there seems

to exist a serious conflict of ideas in this respect; we must at

least try to tackle this intangible matter of beauty in those

of its points where enlightenment is possible.

To analyze beauty is a delicate thing, for no man knows
nor ever will know why that intangible something we call

beauty brings well-being and enjoyment to the human mind.

And why should one knowr

? For surely, if one should some-

day learn all the facts about beauty, what good would it do.

In all probability such an erudite venture would cause the

loss of much of one's instinctive sensibility to beauty. And
one's instinctive sensibility to beauty is a precious gift which

must be guarded to the utmost.
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Obviously, beauty is some sort of an intangible essence

radiating from mind into form at the moment of inception

of form, and from form into mind at the moment of sensing

this essence. This—we should say—is just as natural a thing

as when someone sings of gaiety and makes others gay

through his song. But when we go close to the roots of this

matter, all this talk about beauty is quite puzzling and
beyond human logic. Of course, one can speculate about

these things as to how and why, and one can institute esthetic

rules to go by, and often it is done—and too often, too. But
almost equally often such rules lead into theoretic hair-

splitting.

Frequently ornament is summoned, wherewith to beau-

tify form. This, by the very nature of the process, is a

hopeless mode of approach; for, although form can be made
rich, lively, and impressive by means of ornamental features,

it cannot be made beautiful merely by the means that are

applied for these purposes. Form must breathe beauty

through its inner merits, whether rich or simple: outer

efforts rather disturb than help. It must be borne in mind
that beauty is not a specific means by itself. Nor is it an end.

Beauty must grow directly from and together with the crea-

tion of art. And it must be unintentionally innate in the

end. For, in all circumstances, beauty is—or should be—an

all-penetrating quintessence of life as well. So, for instance,

when we learn from the Scriptures that love is the highest

attribute of all, it is true only insofar as beauty permeates

love. Otherwise, love is bound to decline to mere sensual-

istic passion.

Another question is this: Where is the source of beauty

to be found—in the quality of the object that is perceived,

or in the potency of the perceiving mind? In other words:

is there such a property in itself as "beauty"? or is the enjoy-

ment of beauty only a sentiment that the receptive mind
feels when discerning certain manifestations which in them-

selves are not necessarily beautiful, but which, for some

inexplicable reason, affect those so disposed but not others?

This question is frequently asked. The answer depends
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on how one is inclined to look upon things. For example:

A piece of stone is not heavy in itself; one only under-

itandi it to be so, because the physical law of attraction

affects the piece of stone accordingly. However, just as the

physical law of attraction keeps substances in physical order,

so is form kept in orderly coherence by another law—the

principle of organic order—that, too, being a force of at-

1 1 action. And, just as the physical law of attraction infu

into substance the physical quality we call "gravity," so does

the principle of organic order infuse into form the spiritual

quality we call "beauty." The appearance in each of these

two cases is different. The effect is similar. As gravity has

its gradation of force according to the nature of substance,

so has beauty its gradation of effect according to the quality

of manifestation. And as gravity is differently felt in ac-

cordance with the physical potency of the counter-action, so

is beauty differently felt in accordance with the sensibility

of the influenced mind.

Manifestation of beauty, thus, presupposes two poles

in co-operation: "quality of beauty" and "sensibility to

beauty."

Analogous is the case with love. For example:

When a young man meets a young woman, and his

heart begins to burn with passionate love, obviously then

the young woman must possess qualities that cause the feel-

ing of love in the young man, and the young man must
possess potentialities that can be influenced by those qual-

ities of the young woman. Well, what's the difference

between love and beauty? For after all, love—when elevated

—originates in the sensing of inner and outer beauty-values

in the beloved person. Really, it is all the same co-operation

between the two mentioned poles: "quality of beauty" and

"sensibility to beauty." It only remains to see to wThat ex-

tent these two poles, respectively, prevail in the universe.

Now, as for "quality of beauty," we have maintained

that it is the all-penetrating quintessence in all of nature

constituted by the universal principle of organic order.

This then means that beauty is of universal significance.

Again, as to what extent "sensibility to beauty" exists in the
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universe, opinions seem to vary very much. Some go so far

as to consider the sensing of beauty a mere product of human
culture. This might be true insofar as conscious sensing is

concerned, but it cannot hold in the case of subconscious

sensing. Otherwise the case of beauty would constitute the

greatest paradox that ever existed, considering the fact that

beauty, as we have said, is a universal phenomenon embrac-
ing all times and all spaces, while human culture, in com-
parison, is but a hyper-microscopic affair as to both time

and space. The simplest logic calls immediately for a sens-

ible relationship between the general existence of beauty

and a general, although perhaps subconscious, sensing of

its existence. Therefore, leaning upon the authority of

logic, we must accept the fact that the subconscious sensing

of beauty must be as universal a phenomenon as is beauty

itself. Again, when the question is asked as to how, to what

degree, and by what means the subconscious sensing of

beauty is conveyed in all the universe, the answer is beyond

man's understanding.

However, we are mainly interested in the problems of

man's art. And because beauty is—or should be—the all-

penetrating quintessence of man's art, we are readily inclined

to accept the opinion that conscious apprehension of beauty

is a product of inner sensibility in the progress of art of

man—or a product of inner "cultural sensibility," to put it

another way.

Beauty is apprehended differently at different times.

This holds true insofar as the various eras, races, and rami-

fications are concerned—for each era, race, and ramification

exhibits its own characteristic conception of beauty. But

this holds true equally as concerns an individual during the

various stages of his development. A piece of art, which

earlier was found beautiful, may now have lost its power

of attraction. And a piece of art which now may be enjoyed

as having the most outstanding esthetic values, some years

hence might lose its esthetic enchantment.

Now, does this mean that the values of beauty, as such,

are changeable, or does understanding of beauty change?
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Considering thai beauty u known only through its re

action upon the human mind, we might venture an antwei

to this question by investigating corresponding reactions

between man and man.

Supposing you meet a person who from the- first mo-

ment captivates you, You like his oi hei appearance, man-

ners, and so on. If both ol you are lacking in intellectual

interests and are generally ignorant, you will probably get

along burly well in an empty social way. But suppose you

are intellectually curious and the other is not at all; you

an' then soon through with him or her. In the- reverse case

—you being the ignorant one and the other intellectually

interested—you cannot understand him or her unless you

become interested in deeper things yourself. Through this

stimulus you will grow mentally and a new world of thought

will be opened for you. Gradually, then, you begin to grasp

the simple logic even in deeper things. And you may soon

learn that the smallest and often the most commonplace sub-

jects become spiritually captivating when they pass through

a spiritually keen mind.

But in case you begin to observe that the other is a mere
living encyclopedia, one who uses his or her knowledge as

a dry recording of facts without any mental digestion or

personal fertilization of these facts, and for the sole purpose

of accumulating immense knowledge, you will soon meet
that person's talk with coolness at best.

Again, as soon as he or she begins to be affected in the

attempt to impress you with semblance of a deeper intel-

lectual life than there really is, you will gradually withdraw

from his or her company.

Affectation of manners is befitting at dramatic moments
when emotions run high and ideas meet. They are the

moments of symposium in the hours of night when thoughts

sparkle like stars on the sky. And nectar inspires. These
moments are not lasting. They come and they go. They
will come again in a new form, always refreshing. But they

are not decisive insofar as enduring relationship is con-

cerned.

And finally: dishonesty is a death blow.
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Let's now transpose all these various moments of re-

ciprocal influences between man and man to corresponding

relations between man and form, and we shall find much
similarity.

Only an empty mind can be satisfied with shallow

beauty. A culturally developed mind dislikes it. A recep-

tive mind grows through beauty; for his understanding of

it grows and he does not grope for beauty any more for its

outer appearance, but for its inner meaning. He begins

to understand that beauty is one with life while radiating

from this life. A sensitive mind can discover beauty even in

its simplest manifestation. He is able to enjoy the beauty of

a line, of a shadow, of a movement. Even in an abstract

indication of form he can sense beauty, for subconsciously

he senses life in its rhythm and movement.
A dry academic form of much knowledge and skill in

handling the presentation, but lacking in the creative quality

needed to make it breathe, is boring to the sensitive mind.

Occasional festivals of form and color are like symposia.

They sparkle, but they do not last. They are effects of the

moment: necessary events in the breaking of monotony.
But they are not decisive insofar as the understanding of

lasting values of beauty are concerned.

And finally: dishonesty of form is the antithesis of

beauty.

In comparing beauty values with human values, many
a confused question can be answered.

Here is one:

A lady once told me that she had visited a terrible ex-

hibition of the works of Degas. When I informed her that

Degas was one of my favorite painters, she hastily said,

"What, don't you think art must be beautiful?" Well, I had

it on the tip of my tongue to answer that Socrates is to my
liking in spite of his not too pretty face. But why bother!

Those things cannot be explained, they must be experienced.

Another confused question of similar nature is when
—as frequently happens—someone says: "I like this, you
like that, and Jones agrees with neither of us. Who, then,
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is right? And when even the so called highest art-experti

do not agree among themselves, where do we find the stand-

ards by which to judge beauty?" Such confused questions

originate in a lack ol experience En an matters.

As to human conditions, the situation is less ponfused,

being more expei ienced:

Many people like a sweet "flapper." Others dislike such

a type, prefering a less sweet but more sincere- girl. The
reasons for the difference in likings are self-explanatory,

and nobody asks: "What, shouldn't a girl be sweet?" And
it is an everyday experience that you. Jones, and myself

may have our individual likings for various persons, and

this is considered the most natural thing. We find similar

disagreements among persons of the highest cultural develop-

ment: people simply are different in their inclinations, that's

all.

This does not mean, however, that a general tribunal

in the evolution of human standards does not exist. On
the contrary, it is all too well known that there are certain

generally accepted qualities which are characteristic of the

best in man. Everyone should arrive at the experience that

there are corresponding qualities which are characteristic

of the best of man's art as well—and, through these, of the

standards of beauty. These standards of beauty are the

"objective criteria"—the commandments of beauty, so to

speak—on which everyone's "subjective inclinations" in

beauty matters must rest. It should be everyone's ambition

to grow to understand the commandments of beauty. For

through such understanding the true beauty values of human
art become one with one's being. Through such under-

standing the gradation of beauty values becomes clear. And
through such understanding it becomes evident how little

beauty value the superficial, correct, clever, and swreet pic-

ture-making—so commonly admired—really has. It is the

pretty emptiness which beclouds many an eye.

As regards beauty, the following point must be empha-
sized:

Beauty cannot be achieved through a "beautiful" form
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alone, but rather through an expressive form.

This means that two forms, seemingly alike, are not
necessarily of equal beauty value. One form might be a

surface lacking in meaning. The other might be expressive

of the meaning behind the surface. And even if these two
forms should seem to express their respective meanings
equally well, there still might be an essential difference.

One form might have come into being according to the spirit

of its time. The other might be an imitation stolen from
bygone times.

For example:

The Parthenon in Athens is considered one of the most
beautiful buildings ever built. It is now in ruins, but a

complete picture of its former beauty can be reconstructed

—in one's mind, at least—through the still remaining frag-

ments. Now, the forms of the Parthenon must not be con-

sidered beautiful in themselves, but in terms of Greek life;

representing Greek religion, Greek art, Greek culture, and

Greek psychological attitude in general. Although the

original Greek life has already expired long ago, this life

still vibrates through the fragments of the Parthenon—and

just this gives these fragments their spiritual value.

The "Parthenon" in Tennessee is a replica of that in

Athens. If form is to be considered beautiful in itself,

surely, the Tennessee replica then would be as beautiful as

the original Parthenon. It is far from so, however—for, in

fact, the Tennessee "Parthenon" gives one an impression of

complete nonsense.

Why?
Simply, because the Tennessee "Parthenon" vibrates

the very spirit that originated it.

There is one more point concerning beauty which must

be discussed in connection with the Parthenon in Athens.

It has been said that the Parthenon owes much of its

beauty to its well-balanced and restful "symmetry." This

means, in other words, that symmetry is considered an es-

sential criterion of beauty. And because almost every Greek

Temple was conceived in symmetrical terms, Vitruvius

—
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the supreme architei tuia] analyst oi the ( Slassii a] era issued

t lie* following statement: "No building can possess the at-

tributes of composition in which symmetry and proportions

are disregarded."

[nsofai as "symmetry" is concerned, this Vidimus' state

inent has been in inanv respects momentous. Not because

symmetry might not have its place in certain circumstances

—as, for example, in the Greek Temple—but because to

make of this symmetry a categorical rule certainly was a

short-sighted action of that old man Vitruvius.

However, this Vitruvius' statement had no momentous
effects on the Greeks, for the Greeks lived and acted prior

to Vitruvius; they used symmetry when appropriate, they

did not use symmetry when not appropriate, and they never

used symmetry in their planning layouts. These planning

layouts—as we have learned—were conceived in space, and

not in rigid symmetrical terms.

Nor had Vitruvius' statement any momentous effects

on the Middle Ages. The people of the Middle Ages did

not know about Vitruvius' thinking—or perhaps they did

not care to know, for they had their own noses to sense with,

and they acted accordingly.

But as soon as Vitruvius' thinking was revived by Vi-

gnola—during the days of the Late Renaissance
—

"symmetry"

was put on a pedestal and "beauty of symmetry" became
the guiding star of all building design. From then on, all

the schools, schoolbooks, and building practices have en-

gaged in carrying on with this grand idea of symmetry.

Ultimately, however, this idea of symmetry was not

limited to building design only. In the course of time,

books and more books were written about the beauty of

symmetry. Thus "dynamic symmetry"—under the auspices

of beauty of symmetry—has been pushed into the important

position of providing basic thought in all design. At least,

such has been the holy effort.

This has caused perplexity in many respects.

For there is no such thing as "beauty of symmetry," with

the exception of those cases where—because of the nature

of the problem and its logical solution

—

the "balance" line
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of design happens to coincide with the middle-line of sym-

metry. Only in such cases is symmetry logical, and thus

beautiful. For in such cases "balance" becomes one with

"symmetry," and "beauty of balance" becomes transferred

onto symmetry. In all other cases symmetry is artificial

—

and therefore not necessarily beautiful.

"Beauty of balance" is the fundamental thought in all

design, for the principle of balance has a universal signifi-

cance. This is true in nature as well as in human art.

In nature, always when one sees a symmetrical form
there is a logical and functional reason for having "beauty

of balance" coincide with "beauty of symmetry." So is the

case with most of the animals. So is the case with most of

the flowers. And so is the case in countless ramifications of

nature's form-world.

Man himself—to take the nearest example—is a sym-

metrical creature. Man's nose indicates the middle axis of

his symmetrical body, and on both sides of this middle axis

man's outer body is equally divided. This symmetrical

human body has been the subject-matter for all artists of all

the ages. Millions and more millions of images of this

human body have been produced. But behold, never as

yet—not even in a single case—has there been produced a

human image in symmetrical position; but instead, all of

these images

—

without even a single exception—have been
produced in balanced position. Indeed, these facts show
clearly that all the artists of all the ages have considered the

beauty of balance in the human body the significant thing,

while they have probably considered the symmetrical shape

of this body from the viewpoint of its practical functioning.

As a matter of fact, since the symmetrical shape of the

human body is fully logical from the viewpoint of its prac-

tical functioning, then by virtue of this logic, the function-

ing symmetry of the human body has its quality of beauty.

In other words, the human body has not its symmetrical

design because the law of beauty requires such a design. It

has its symmetrical design merely for functional demands.

And because these functional demands have been satisfied in

the designing of the human body, this body, then, has the
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requisite! of beauty. For the law of beauty require! good

functioning as the basis oi good design.

A horse is of symmetrica] design, too, with its middle
axis drawn from nose to tail. But no one looks along the

nose to tail line in order to enjoy the hoist's beauty—yet

everyone enjoys this beauty, either by looking from the side

or by observing the gracefully balanced forward movement.
And instinctively one feels that, in this gracefully balanced

forward movement, it is essential that the horse's balance

line should coincide with its nose-to-tail line. In other

words, it is essential that the horse should be symmetrically

built for a proper balancing of its movement.
The same is true with the fish in the wrater and the bird

in the air. Both of these creatures must be symmetrically

built in order to balance their respective movements. For

the same reason, the boat in the water and the airplane in

the air must be symmetrically built.

Now then, as we see, "balance" is the primary idea,

"symmetry" being its by-product—yet only in those circum-

stances in which symmetry is essential for balance. Naturally

then, when we speak about beauty in this connection, we
must speak about "beauty of balance" rather than about

"beauty of symmetry."

"Beauty of symmetry," if you please!—is the insistent

answer to this. For such has been the centuries-long teach-

ing. This teaching, however, has caused much misconcep-

tion, inasmuch as it has sustained the understanding that

"symmetry" is an all-embracing law of beauty. Consequently,

symmetry has even been imposed upon conditions that have

nothing in common with this beloved symmetry. So, for

example, some go so far as to say that there cannot be

"design" without "symmetry."

Of course, this is a stupid theoretical imposition.

A building might have symmetry, or it might not have

symmetry; it does not matter, for in either case the building

can be most beautiful or it can be ugly to the utmost. In

other words, symmetry or no symmetry is by no means de-

cisive.

But no building lacking in balance can be beautiful.
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If the building is lacking in balance, it is lacking in that

most essential property which might make it beautiful. The
Parthenon has both symmetry and balance. That exquisite

Erechtheion has a perfect balance, whereas symmetry would
have deprived it of much of its intimate charm. And surely,

symmetry would have meant a complete destruction of

beauty in the case of Mont Saint Michel with its superbly-

balanced building masses.

Now then, what about Vitruvius with his imperative

omnipotence of symmetry?

Well:

Let's not blame Vitruvius too much. After all, how do
we know what significance Vitruvius put into that word
"symmetry." He might have meant "balance"; or perhaps

"rhythm" or "eurhythmy"; or perhaps he meant what we
call "organic order." Surely, in the long run, many words of

the spoken language are apt to change their meaning.

But whatever Vitruvius meant, the cold fact remains

that, because of his influence, symmetry has dominated archi-

tectural design for centuries; symmetry has been regarded

as the indispensable criterion of beauty in all design—build-

ing design or otherwise; symmetry has been implanted in

the minds of generation after generation of students of archi-

tecture as something to follow if their aim is to achieve

architecture of distinction. And so, during the long course

of many centuries, this advice has been followed almost

literally. It has been followed, not only insofar as indi-

vidual buildings are concerned, but even in large town-

planning layouts.

And no wonder!

Symmetry is really easy to achieve. One takes a middle

axis and puts some stuff on one side of this middle axis, then

reverses the same stuff on the other side of the middle axis

—and there it is: "beauty of sterility."

On the other hand, to be sensitive to balance is to be

sensitive to the living quality of beauty—which is not quite

as easy.
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preserved, do matter whether it concern! beauty in general

or .ut in general.

Symmetry is not always in agreement with this thought
I herefore, although wt have dealt quite- lengthil) with

lymmetry, wt have not done so because symmetry, as tuch,

deserves all tins attention. We have done so. primarily, be-

cause symmetry-—when it is by theoretical command im-

posed upon form— is apt to sterilize the living quality of

loim. and consequently of beauty as well. And because the

influence of symmetry has prevailed foi bo long a period

of time and has Income so widelv spread, the undei standing

of beaut) has suffered correspondingly. Naturally, this has

caused decline of the concept of beauty as to its living

quality. And so, as said, even the fake form is often con-

sidered beautiful.

Symmetry alone is not to be blamed for the decline in

the understanding of beauty. There are theoretical formu-

las, dogmas, and doctrines of many kinds, which with all

their concerted efforts are obstructive in the progress of

creative and living art.

On the other hand, there are new winds blowing, and

they already have blown down that adored symmetry from

its formerly so dominant pedestal. There are new fronts

opened in the development of form, and many of these

fronts herald a restored understanding of the living qualities

of beauty.

The field of art has been broadened.

Art no longer includes only a few phases of life. It

embraces all of life when life is at its best.

So, for example, we speak about "art of living," about

"art of thinking," about "art of eating," about "art of drink-

ing," and so on. Couldn't we then just as well speak about

"art of everything," meaning that all of life should be art,

and radiate beauty. For, as was said, "beauty is—or should

be—the all-penetrating essence of life."

So beauty must be understood.

Beauty really should be restored to its rightful position

through a proper understanding of its significance in all of
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life. Indeed, the sense of beauty is an elevated feeling, pro-

vided it is made free from its aureole of vulgarity where
superficial exclamations becloud its real value; exclamations

such as "nice," "pretty," "isn't it charming," and many others

that some warm-hearted enthusiast is always eager to ejacu-

late.
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Plate 15. THE VITAL EARLY RENAISSANCE FORM
"Saint Peter Baptizing the Neophytes":

Fresco painting by Masaccio, Brancacci

Chapel. Santa Maria del Carmine. Florence



XVII. FORM AND TASTE

TO DEBATE beauty is a delicate task. But to analyze

taste is to walk on a slippery road. There hardly are two

persons who fully agree on taste matters. The late Julius

Mcier-Graefc—the noted German critic—once related that

while he was discussing art problems with two other critics

one of them remarked: "Now, at least we three can agree

that Greco, Cezanne, and Rubens are superior masters."

Whereupon another member of the party—most likely

Meier-Graefe himself, as I knew him—answered bluntly:

"Yes, Greco and Cezanne; but Rubens—phuuil"

This already gives us reason for hesitation. But when
so eminent an art writer as Hippolyte Taine is likened by

his friend Turgenieff to a hunting-dog—most perfect in every

respect, but entirely lacking in scent—the safest thing is to

withdraw from the making of comments on taste, unless

one can find some leading: thought to follow.

It is obvious that beauty and taste cannot be separated,

one from the other. Beauty is inherent in a piece of art

which has been created and which must be understood and
appreciated. Taste, on the other hand, is the controlling

agency in the creation, understanding, and appreciation of

this piece of art. In fact, in our foregoing discussion about

beauty, taste was automatically there as the inevitable yet

unnoticed censor as to what is what in the realm of beauty.

Therefore, no phase of beauty could have been analyzed in

this discussion without a simultaneous, although silently

present, analysis of the corresponding phase of taste. And
because of this fact, many a question on taste has already

been indirectly answered in our discussion about beauty.

For example:

In this discussion it was mentioned that beauty is
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sensed differently during different times, and that this holds

true concerning the various eras and ramifications of civili-

zation as well as individuals and their various stages of de-

velopment. Taste is subject to corresponding shiftings. And
these shiftings must be understood and judged from the

same point of view as we understood and judged beauty

—

namely, from the point of view of both "objective criteria"

and "subjective inclinations."

Now, in the case of beauty, the objective criteria must
constitute the foundation of the general concept of beauty;

whereas the subjective inclinations are the individual modifi-

cations of this general concept. Consequently, also in the

case of taste, the same relationship between the objective

criteria and the individual inclinations must exist.

For instance—to choose a rather material parallel

—

someone might fill his stomach with cakes and cookies,

whereas I might prefer beefsteak. This, though, does not

necessarily mean that I am inclined to regard beefsteak as

the better of the two foods, generally speaking. No, I must
have standards of judgment to go by other than personal

preferences. And these standards must be based on a broad

analysis of food in general.

The same holds true in art.

Renoir—to take an example at random—frequently

offends my taste because of his—as I see it—sweet and bodi-

less brush-treatment of small pink and pistache spots, scarcely

corresponding to his often so broad and bold conception of

the subject-matter. This disagreement I will write down
merely on account of my subjective inclination as to "pink

and pistache" in certain circumstances. Otherwise I am
ready—and very much so, too—to accept Renoir as an out-

standing painter as judged by the standards of the present

era. Perhaps—and undoubtedly—he will be so accepted

also as judged by the standards of the future. In this respect

it must be borne in mind that, the longer the time distance,

the more clearly is one able to evaluate the bearing and non-

bearing qualities of Renoir's painting. Thus, time will

finally decide the real value of Renoir's contribution in the

general progress of art.
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I aste of history, consequently, is the nipreme an

pagus, comparatively speaking. Therefore, the present dis-

criminative sharpness of taste genera] and individual

—

must be measured according to the degree oi agreement it

will have with future historic discrimination. Thai is, the

more sharply one discerns the lasting values ol current art-

development, the stronger bearing has one's taste in ait

judgment in general.

The lasting values of art, however, cm he discerned

along two different lines. First, they can he discerned on
the basis of such art-products as have already passed the

purgatorial judgment of history; namely, along pre-estab-

lished objective standards. Second, the lasting values of art

can be discerned—besides along these objective standards

—

through genuine instinctive sensitiveness to art in general.

Consequently, the matter of taste can be divided, gen-

erally speaking, into two main categories: "scholastic taste,"

and "instinctive taste."

As for the former
—

"scholastic taste"—it may be said

that the person capable of distinguishing the very best of

historic art material is considered a person of exquisite taste.

His taste has been nurtured in the world of art and art-

criticism, through books and esthetic theorization; and

through all this his taste—inborn or ingrafted—has been

cultivated so that it can discriminate between generally

accepted good art and generally considered poor art. In

other words, he is a "student of art"—and thus, of taste.

And he has acquired his high subjective standard of judg-

ment in art—perhaps mainly—through generally and his-

torically accepted objective standards of judgment.

Now, if he really is this type of student of art—one who
has become accustomed to lean mainly upon generally and

historically accepted objective standards of judgment, with-

out any particular instinctive sensitiveness of his own—it

then quite often easily happens that his very exquisite taste

may become uncertain when it finds itself on the deep waters

of new art concepts not yet objectively evaluated. He may
be in much the same predicament as the stylist-architect who
has become accustomed to lean upon mere historic styles and
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then, suddenly, finds himself in a situation where these styles

are no longer good. It is like someone pulling one's chair

away, isn't it.

Well, we are afraid that our good "student of art" is

often, and often again, in the same embarrassing predica-

ment.

"Instinctive taste," on the other hand, must lean upon
its own inner eye and discriminative judgment. Of course,

instinctive taste likewise has the large material of established

standards to lean upon. But, insofar as new art-movements
are concerned, judgment of taste must be kept free and
unbiased if one is to discern, among the steadily growing
volume of contemporary art material, those values that really

possess potential lastingness. Surely, in this kind of situa-

tion, taste must be based on the firm foundation of in-

digenous gift.

Continuing our analysis of taste, we must refer again to

the previous discussion about beauty.

In this discussion, there were parallels drawn between
man and man in order to bring to light various differences

in the relationships between people of different character.

These parallels were drawn—as will be remembered—so as

to stress corresponding differences in the relationships be-

tween people themselves and their concepts of beauty.

As to these differences of people's character we said, "this

does not mean, however, that a general tribunal in the

evaluation of human standards could not exist." By no

means, for we said further, "there are certain generally

accepted qualities which are characteristic of the best in

man."

What these qualities are, we did not mention, then.

We did not mention them, then, because our topic was

beauty—and beauty is an inherent quality in art. Our topic

now, on the other hand, is taste—and taste is an inherent

quality in man. Here then, we think, is the proper place

to take this matter under discussion.

The highest human qualities are not found in the color-

less person who is indifferent, superficial, and unreliable, or
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in tilt- prison who is boasting and arrogant The highest

hum.m qualities are to be found in the prison who is intel-

ligent, lincere, icnsitive, discriminative, honest, modest, and

"human" in the best understanding ol the word.

Analogically, the highest qualities of human art are to

be found in thai art into which the creative instinct has

infused such qualities as correspond to the above mentioned
human qualities. And, conclusively, the highest qualifica-

tions of judgment of art—taste—are to be found where the

said qualities in art are accepted as the foundation of this

judgment.

According to this understanding, human culture is

made the highest tribunal in art matters. And taste becomes

cultural taste.

As for this cultured taste, it is important to draw a

distinct line between "culture" and "civilization." This

means that good taste does not grow parallel with the growth

of civilization, but is rooted in the finest qualities of inner

cultural sensitiveness. Thus, it happens frequently—and

horrifyingly frequently, at that—that a person who has

reached the highest peaks of civilization—with its conveni-

ences and glamour, wealth and power—has mentally and
esthetically departed from such presuppositions as are indis-

pensable for good taste; whereas, to go to the other extreme,

it is a common experience—and very common too, for that

matter—to discover that the primitive man exhibited good
taste in his art and art-appreciation, in spite of the fact that

taste was to him an unknown thing.

Thus, in the dial of taste the grade of culture can be

read, where good taste indicates cultural strength. Poor
taste, on the other hand, finds its most fertile soil in the

spiritual slums of civilization, no matter what one's social

status.

All this is clear.

And yet a fewr additional comments might make the

matter additionally clear. So here is another story:

A lady whose prospective residence we were discussing

made the remark that her husband was fond of modern
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interiors, whereas she herself preferred Empire style. "You
see," she added, proudly smiling, "I have better taste."

Well, it is not immediately possible from this statement
to determine whether she or he had the better taste. But
inasmuch as she thus put two things one against the other

—

contemporary design and "period" styles—and already from
this drew her conclusions as to taste, her comment furnishes

an excellent starting point from which to discuss taste on the

basis of fundamentals. Her comment introduces two op-

posite modes of procedure—one mode using indigenous and
creative forms for living accommodations, the other mode
imposing imitative and alien forms upon these accommoda-
tions.

Thus, the old story in a new form: creation versus

imitation
—

"taste" being now the point of verdict.

And there are many examples to cite.

The most prominent and most oft reiterated incident

in this respect occurred when the Late Renaissance became
dressed in Greek garments. This indicates—so one might
think—that, because the Late Renaissance adopted the

Greek form, seemingly these two times had the same taste.

But only seemingly. For there is a broad gap of differences

—and decisive ones, too—between these two tastes, in which
the Greek taste represents genuine creation, and the Late

Renaissance taste represents unscrupulous imitation. There
cannot be the slightest doubt which of these two tastes is

superior to the other.

So then, we arrive at this maxim: "taste does not mean
only what we like, but also how we use what we like."

Now, I might admire a lady's dress—and if this dress

really is beautiful, obviously my taste is good. But suppose

1 should begin to wear that beautiful dress myself, what

then about my taste? Of course, this is a rather extreme case

and, if really carried out, could be a comical one, too—for

it just doesn't happen that men wear ladies dresses. But

there are plenty of equally extreme cases—and comical ones,

too—yet, curiously enough, mostly they are accepted as

sheer matters-of-fact. Take, for example, a rugged "nouveau

riche" surrounding himself with a cheap imitation of that
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sumptuous splendor of bygone royalty. This splendor

—

originally and genuinely might have exemplified excellent

taste. If so, it is hilly appropriate thai our good "nouveau
riehe" should admire it- -if that he his taste. But as soon

as he surrounds himself with a cheap imitation of this splen-

dor, his taste is gone, and he is a good subject for Gilbert

and Sullivan.

However, it is not necessary to drag extreme cases into

light in order to prove our point that the liking of some-

thing and the using of this same something are quite differ-

ent insofar as taste is concerned. There are enough less

extreme cases in which taste is short in the above respect,

and there are more than enough similar cases where short-

ness of taste has instituted lasting tasteless conditions. And,

surely, these lasting tasteless conditions are apt to weaken
even the surest taste.

And so, we arrive at this maxim: "taste is weakened
through lasting tasteless conditions."

As everyone knows, people very commonly furnish their

homes with objects from strange periods. In mentioning

this, we do not mean objects which are genuine and which

have been inherited generation after generation within the

same family. These objects constitute the family's tradition.

As such, they must be understood and respected. But we do
mean all those cheap imitations that are mass-manufactured

and spread inappropriately into almost every home in town

and in country.

To furnish homes with this kind of cheap imitation is

—strangely indeed—considered good taste, in spite of the

contemporary clothes people wear.

Now, may we ask, how could it be considered good

taste to have two entirely different form-worlds arbitrarily

mingled together? Isn't this apt to create disturbing disson-

ance? Surely, it is. Due to the fact, however, that people

have been born and bred in this dissonance, their sense for

good taste has become immunized against feeling this disson-

ance. Herein lies the danger.

To get rid of the dissonance, there are two ways to go:

either to refurnish the home in a contemporary manner to
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fit contemporary clothes—and contemporary life as well; or

to wear old-fashioned clothes to fit the old-fashioned forms

of the home. The first alternative is fully logical for fully

obvious reasons. The second alternative—to wear old fash-

ioned clothing—is a horrible thought, for sure. By all

means, one must be dressed according to the "latest" fashion!

To wear old time fashions would suggest a masquerade!

Certainly.

But why are people afraid of masquerade effects in

dress, while the whole home is nothing but a masquerade.

The home really is a masquerade. Yet this pageantry has

gone on for so long a time that—as said—the sense for good

taste has become blindfolded.

Future critics will not be blindfolded.

There will be books and books written about the decline

of taste in our days. And lots of fun will be made about the

copying of the various periods, the Elizabethan, the Jaco-

bean, the Victorian, and all the Louis'; about the kings from

here and the queens from there; about the royal decorations

that have surrounded the simplicity of modern thought, and

the latest fashions from Paris. And lots of fun will be made
about the craving for that aristocratic magnitude that our

beloved democracy so often brings with it.

And books and books will be written about the efforts

of those who tried to restore common sense. For in its spirit

—although not always in its methods and forms—the con-

temporary movement is a matter of clear common sense.

Well, some might say, the contemporary form is too

hard, too clumsy, too unrefined. Does not good taste mean
appreciation of refinement of form? Yes, indeed!—but re-

finement on the basis of indigenous values. Refinement of

taste and refinement of mind go hand in hand. Refinement

of mind is a mental process coming from within. Refine-

ment of taste is, and must be, a similar indigenous process.

The Greek column—at its beginning—was hard, clumsy,

and unrefined. But in its construction, in its logic, and in

its truthfulness lay hidden its potentialities of refinement.

Before the Greek column could be refined, it had to undergo
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the process of evolution. Through a similar process of

evolution the road is paved foi the refinement of oui form,

too.

It is good taste -WC think— to Understand .»nd to appre-

ciate this jH)int.
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ON THE oceanic spaces, myriads of waves appear and dis-

appear in endless motion, and—as Lafcadio Hearn fancies

—

they begin to wonder about the purpose of their constant

birth and extinction. They go to the Mother-ocean for

information. But she replies: "Do not ask; there is no
answer."

We are waves ourselves. Even we appear and disappear.

And even we are wondering.

But since there is no answer, the perception of things

becomes a matter of hypothetical speculation in the realm of

that mysterious unknown. And because our instinct is not

sharp enough to penetrate the secrets of the mystery, we are

forced to picture things in our own way. Yet every nuance
of life is in incessant touch with unknown things. Then so

much the more does this foster our imagination. And so,

eventually, we begin to use our imagination even with things

we are able to discern and understand, but about which we
like to speculate in an imaginative manner.

So imagination was born.

It was born ages and ages ago when the seed of wonder-

ing was put into man's mind. Since then, during the long

progress of mankind, imagination has become one with man,
permeating man's life and making it rich in wonders, in

dreams, in hopes, in aims—and in achievements.

Thus, imagination has been one with man from his

earliest existence. And this holds true, no matter whether

one considers humanity as a whole or individual members
of humanity.

What kind of sentiments the new-born cherishes when
he first eyes his environment, nobody can determine—but

undoubtedly the seed of imagination already is there. For

soon, when the first fairly-tale about goblins and princesses
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is told, the child's imagination is in lull swing. He sees

pictures ol distant realms oi his Eancy. He begins to tell

about experiences of his own, among imaginary beings. And
when lie- plays with dolls and toys, surely they—he imagines

—arc Living beings and real things.

And so, as lilt- begins with imagination, so docs it con-

tinue—when Life is Lived at its best

Speaking about imagination, it might be in place to

recall what has been previously said about the matter.

While man's apprehensive faculties were being dis-

cussed—in the chapter "Introductory Analysis"—we men-

tioned particularly those faculties which are most essential

in the search for form; namely, the triumvirate, "intuition-

instinct imagination." Furthermore, it was mentioned that

the mission of intuition is to establish immediate contacts

with primary facts and truths; that the mission of instinct

is to record vibrations of life and to transmute these vibra-

tions into corresponding form; and that the mission of

imagination is to produce such mental ideas and pictures

as have no relationship to previous concepts, knowledge,

or experience.

Now, these three nuances of man's apprehension—in-

tuition, instinct, and imagination—are pretty much inter-

woven into one another. For this reason there cannot be

drawn distinct borderlines between the three constituents

of the triumvirate. But these three constituents can be

distinguished through the character of their respective func-

tions in the integral process of art-creation. And were we
to venture a definition of the part played by imagination in

this integral process of art-creation, we would be inclined to

put it thus: imagination is the "pioneering speculation" in

and about the process of art-creation which acts to bring

enlivening impulses and animation into this process.

This "pioneering speculation"—whether consciously or

subconsciously active in the creation of art—constitutes the

very point at issue in our analysis of imagination. This

means that—to use a concise definition—imagination is the
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searchlight in the search for form.

Such a concise definition of imagination, however, is

only indicative as to the nature of imagination, and by no
means inclusive as to the broad field that imagination em-

braces. Really, a broad field, for—generally speaking

—

every human being has his share of imagination, although

very unevenly distributed—in fact, frequently just a trifle.

"He has no imagination," is often said about someone,

meaning that "someone" has a mere matter-of-fact mind or

something close to that. The word "imagination," in such

cases, does not necessarily need to signify more than some

sort of an elastic attitude of mind—for "home use," if we
may say so. Between this "home-use" imagination and such

imagination as spans important issues of mankind, there are

a great multitude of grades and ramifications as to impor-

tance, concept, inclination, character, and nuance. The
spoken language already reveals this multitude of grades and

ramifications, for there are a number of words that are ex-

pressive of many aspects of mental leaning that distinctly

belong to the domain of imagination. Besides words such

as "imagination," "imaginative," and "imaginary," we might
mention words such as "fantasy," "fantastic," and "fanciful,"

or words such as "vision," "visionary," and "dreamy," or such

as "fiction," "romance," and "humor." Et cetera.

We mention these words, not because we intend to go

more deeply into individual analyses, but because we wish

to emphasize the rich modulation of human tendencies inso-

far as imagination is concerned.

While some people—particularly those void of imagina-

tion—are eager to advocate the thought that imagination is

but dealing with unrealities that have no positive applica-

tion in the creation of new values, we are not in accord with

such a thought. Rather, we consider such a thought a flat

bit of reasoning that has no support of personal experience

and which is thus of no value.

Let it so be that imagination, fundamentally speaking,

is not the real instrument of creation, and let it so be that

the creative instinct—as has been strictly maintained
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throughout ouY whole analysis is the real instrument in

this respect; nevertheless, imagination is the leading star—
the- "searchlight"—in the pioneering £01 new thoughts and

ideas in the process <>i (nation. As mch, imagination is ol

essential creative avail.

And as such, imagination is essential in any walk of life.

Surely, the proprietor of even the- smallest business enter-

prise must rub his kiuu kles ol imagination in order to < reate

luccesa for his business enterprise. En the lame sense, any

human activity is in need of imagination to infuse creative

spirit into this activity. The progress of science is led by the

star of imagination—and because of this, innumerable dis-

coveries have been made. Thanks to imagination, even trie

boldest speculations have been surpassed—and so, many of

Jules Verne's fantastic adventures are now far behind actual

progress in the field of science.

If the creative avail of imagination is thus accepted in

the realm of science, so much the more then must it count

in the realm of art.

It is a well-known fact that when one member of an

organism is withering the whole organism is bound to suffer.

So then, if in the integral triumvirate, intuition-instinct-

imagination, the faculty of imagination is on the decline, this

is bound to affect instinct so as to weaken its sensitiveness to

vibration of life. Even so, it is bound to affect intuition so

as to sever its immediate communication with fundamentals.

And vice versa: if the intuitive faculty is on the decline, this

is bound to affect the sensibility of instinct. And when this

is so, naturally then, imagination is left alone: it is detached

from its proper soil, it is doomed to become a free wanderer

—a "Wandering Jew," groping for something utterly lost, or

perhaps blindly craving for that arbitrarily fantastic—say,

Don Quixote!

All tli is shows that imagination is indispensable in the

creation of art. But it is indispensable only in case it func-

tions in harmony with the creative instinct and sucks its

nourishment through intuitive channels. If this is not the

case, imagination has no creative significance. It is only a

dramatic gesture; an arbitrary fancy.
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Speaking still about the creative avail of imagination, it

is important to bear in mind that imagination—just like

intuition and instinct—originates in the deepest corners of

the human soul, where nature has sown an indefinable and
irresistible longing. How and when imagination originates

within man, however, is beyond man himself. Perhaps the

secret of this lies in those billions of not yet explored cells

of the human brain, or perhaps these cells constitute only

the receiving and broadcasting centers of messages from an
unknown somewhere: who knows!

Anyhow, there is much room for speculation.

This speculation, to be sure, is often carried on via

unimaginative short-cuts. So, for example, when it is said,

"Let's sleep on this and decide tomorrow," it is believed that

the freshness of the morning mind makes it a dependable

adviser. Things are not as simple as that, though. For the

freshness of the morning mind has less to do with the pru-

dent conclusions that may be reached than has the silent noc-

turnal sensitiveness. It is the silent nocturnal sensitiveness

which—unperceived by intellect—is solving the problems

while intellect is not awake to disturb this sensitiveness.

In this connection it must be understood that, origin-

ally, man was a creature of intense subconscious sensitiveness,

while his intellect still was in its inception. But the more
man's intellect sharpened, the more his subconscious sensi-

tiveness became subdued. Yet his subconscious sensitiveness

still is there. And it is still alert enough to take its chance at

any moment when intellect ceases to function—as, for ex-

ample, during the hours of sleep. In other words, those

problems that are consciously deliberated during the hours

of work are subconsciously digested during the hours of

sleep. And the more one is blessed with the gift of imagina-

tion, the more this kind of action and reaction between work

and rest becomes true.

This kind of action and reaction between work and

rest is true not only insofar as imagination is concerned. It

is a general phenomenon in man's mental development. In

exercising on the violin, for example, one does not grow in

skill during the practice time only, but definitely also dur-
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ing the leisure time between periods of diligent study. For

during this Leisure time the results ol the diligent study

become subconsciously digested.

On the j
> 1 1 \ s i < . 1 1 side the same situation exists:

One does not gain m physical strength while eating the

meaL One gains It afterwards while blowing ci^ai smoke
in the air.

Although it is beyond man to know how and when
imagination originates within him, nevertheless he is able

to employ his imagination to suit his wishes and ambitions.

It has been said—by Schopenhauer, if our recollection

holds—that there are three kinds of authors. First, there

are those authors who pursue fame: they produce a book

for every Christmas. Second, there are those authors who
pursue money: their concern is quantitative production.

And third, there are those authors who have a message to

bring to humanity: they write because of an inner fire burn-

ing within them.

The same is true in any action of art-production.

In every such action, imagination is needed. And this

imagination is used in accordance with the aim that causes

the action. Thus, in case fame is the governing aim, the

artist is easily tempted to turn his imagination into tricky

things—abstruse or decorative—in order to obtain his de-

sired fame. And in case material profit is pushed to the

front—and the selling quality is of more importance than

the artistic—imagination frequently indeed becomes in-

volved in popular trivialities and blatant trumperies.

However, fame and money do not belong to our subject.

Therefore, we shall simply mention that in art one should

strive for neither fame nor money, but for that which is

artistically best. And if one does so—both fame and money
may be close at hand.

Again, as to the sincere endeavor in which imagination

is to serve the best in art, there is no need of our advice. It

is up to each one individually to ponder over his own prob-

lems. It is much the same as in buying a horse. One has to

assure himself whether or not the animal is in proper form.
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As outsiders, it is none of our business. Yet if by chance we
happen to know the horse's untamable qualities, we might
whisper—just casually

—
"Be careful with that animal, it may

get wild."

As for imagination, we happen to know that the lively

Pegasus most frequently gets tempestuous indeed.

So then—

!

No matter how essential imagination may be in the

creation of art, equally essential it is to subdue its exaggera-

tions. In times like ours, when all the gates of form-freedom

have been opened and the search for forms to come goes on
everywhere, it is so much the more important to make the

significance of "freedom" clear insofar as imagination is

concerned. For indeed, imagination has not always been
properly balanced. Often it looks as if even serious minds
had lost their sense of discrimination.

It is an easy task to let one's imagination run wild and
to produce such forms as never before existed. But it is a

difficult thing—and one which calls for much concern—to

find just those forms that are expressive of the problem at

hand. Accordingly, the value of art does not depend on
one's rich imagination. The value of art depends on how
one's rich imagination is mastered. "In der Beschrankung

zeigt sich erst der Meister," says Goethe. Freely translated,

we might put it thus: "To be a master means to master one's

imagination."

Imagination is not a free play of ideas, thoughts, and
forms—yet it must have freedom of movement along its own
course. It must be made free from rules and doctrines,

except from those which constitute fundamental principles.

Fundamental principles, however, fetter imagination only

when the artist's creative ego is not in agreement with these

fundamental principles. In case such an agreement exists,

then through the strength of this agreement the artist must

have the right freely to wander through the territory of his

art, looking for new forms, for new modes of expression, and
for new ideas in the development and enrichment of his art.
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In such conditions, imagination must be flexible Eoi any

modulation of expression.

As for
Mmoduation of expression/

1

the spoken langtu

( an offei explanatoi
j

parallels.

When explaining a philosophic al, h ientific, oi tei Imical

idea, tlu- accent of interest must be put on the subject itself,

.ind the language must be simple, direct, and Logical. In a

sermon, the language must be serene and elevated—not

pathetically affected, as it mtich too often is. In a political

speech the Language usually is loudly oratorical. In describ-

ing an idyllic l)it of scenery or a romantic episode, the

language must be poetic and dramatic. And in a humor-

esque the language must be playful and witty. Thus expres-

sixeness is brought into the language. And the content of

the subject governs imagination, while imagination directs

language into expression.

So also in art.

The problem itself is the deciding factor, and form

must be modulated so as to bring the nature of the problem

into expression.

Consequently—no matter how imagination is mastered

—every problem has its own key which must come into

expression through the solution of the problem itself. But

since the problems are many and different, so must the

solutions of these problems be many and different: some-

times simple and modest, sometimes vivid and playful, some-

times serene and elevated.

Andante. Vivace. Festive

It is up to imagination to master the modulation.

i. IMAGINATION AND HUMOR

Just as imagination is essential in the creation of art, so is it

essential in the course of everyone's everyday life. For when
we go more closely into the matter, we soon will discover the

benediction that imagination brings to man. Those who
are able to keep the sparkle of their imagination alive, fresh,

and alert, make their existences fruitful and their minds
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young. Young; for—psychologically speaking—man should

not recognize other ages than those of mind.

As to mind, man might be born either young or old.

One frequently meets children who act like aged people.

And often one meets aged people with the sparkling mind of

youthfulness. The "aged child" has no interest beyond
prosaic realities. He is tardy in playing, because the child-

like playing is the playing of imagination—of just the very

faculty he does not possess. And the "youthfully aged"

looks upon life with the spectacles of imagination—and of

humor: the reconciling elixir of youthfulness.

Sense of humor—just like imagination—is an inner eye

which visualizes things in a certain mood. If humor is pure

this "certain mood" then contains both humor and serious-

ness in balanced proportion. As such, humor is a healthy

disposition of mind. And only as such shall we consider

humor in our discussion—and surely not as the making of

jokes or the telling of stories.

Humor is related to imagination. It is the gentle sister

of imagination, acting as the expiatory fairy in the hardships

of life. Humor is the recreating spice that gives life its

flavor of unselfishness, helpfulness, and gladness. Humor is

the levelling agency that brings immoderation of ambition

into balanced humanness. Humor is a free wanderer, and
as such it can deal with the loftiest beliefs and the most de-

praved thoughts—without hurting the former, yet helping

the latter. And it concentrates its efforts to make of a man
a better man, by exposing his faults and weaknesses in a

humanly lenient, yet effective, manner.

Humor is the inner sunshine of mankind.

It were a mistake to deny humor its place in the creation

of art. Otherwise art would not have its origin from the

best of human imagination, where humor—the invigorating

disposition of mind—constitutes the essence of youth.

However, opinions vary in this respect. Many seem to

believe that the Greek art-form, for example, was free from

humor; for—as they say—the Greek art-form in all its vari-
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ous fields reai bed so high a Level of pei fo I ion thai there was

no place lor the degrading play ol humor. We lee the point.

And we are willing to bargain to some extent, understanding

thai everything should be judged from the angle ol relativity

where even misjudgmeni frequently has its free play. Mis-

judgment, we say; for how could one draw his conclusions

from the ultimate refinement of an ait-form which had be-

come petrified into perfect ion during the long period of

several centuries! Shouldn't one rather draw his conclusions

from the creatively impulsive conditions of an earlier date

when the basic characteristics of the Greek form were

shaped? As regards this, we have said somewhere that the Greek
creative vitality was not at its strongest when the

Greek form neared its final perfection, but rather when the

Greek soul first emerged from its barbaric state and dis-

covered the values of beauty. No doubt, this discovery

caused a creative elation which served to bring the best of

the time to the altars of art. And, no doubt, much of this

"best" had the flavor of enlivening humor—or perhaps a

refining flavor of gladness. So it must have been, for un-

doubtedly the Greek art-form had its origin from the same
wells of spirited disposition as produced the Dionysian pag-

eantries and the comedies of Aristophanes.

But the more the Greek art-form developed toward a

definite style, the more there passed away, not only the ani-

mating flavor of humor, but likewise the flexibility of imag-

ination. And so, finally, the Greek art-form in its further

development was bound to become a constant repetition

toward the perfection of previous achievements. Yet a

constant repetition toward perfection was a distinct sign of

the end.

Nevertheless, just at this point there is frequently com-
mitted an error of judgment as to the significance of the

Greek art-form. Only the ultimate perfection of its gradual

shaping is accepted, and because of this perfection the Greek
art-form is called "Classical." But its expressively alive stage

during the long evolution—when the Greek art-form still

was young, vital, and imaginative, with its blend of humor
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-—is forgotten. And the conclusions are drawn accordingly.

Isn't it plain?

By continuous repetition, even the best of jokes be-

comes old and its point of humor wears out. And finally it

causes but a dry smile of politeness—and boredom.

When the Late Renaissance adopted the obsolete forms

of the Classical era, the result could not possibly become
otherwise than void of humor. The adopted form tried to

be pleasant, of course, but its smile waned into a stereotyped

simper of affected dignity.

It goes without saying that the art-forms of both the

Romanesque and Gothic times had a genuine disposition of

humor—often rather burlesque. As a reflection of this

mediaeval disposition of humor, the Early Renaissance had
a tempermental mood of its own. The Baroque moulded its

forms amiably, with cornices, columns, cartouches, and putti

swaying in gay rhythm. And the Rococo, with its flexual

lines, swung in a gallant minuetto—just as did the gentle-

people themselves.

For sure, there was good humor in all these art-forms.

Even the Neo-Romantic period tried to follow the trend.

It picked up all the outworn wits of the world and used

them clumsily out of time. It forgot that humor loses its

point when out of tune with the situation.

And then, finally, we have the super-perfection of "Fine

Arts."

Well, one almost is tempted to say that, in the ivory

tower of the Fine Arts, humor in art is considered something

profane—a sacrilege—by Jove, something terrible!

Today we wend our way between the old wells of ex-

hausted witticism and the arid reasoning of the machine

spirit. The old wells will gradually be drained, and new
wells will be found from which can arise a humanly expres-

sive disposition of the time. These new wells are the wells

of fertilizing imagination. And from these same wells

sparkles forth also enlivening humor.

Let's hope so.

For why should the form of our age necessarily be mean-
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inglessl) reproductive 01 mechanically dry? Wh) can't it be

luiin.mK expressive, as baa been and must be Bonn ol all

time?

2. IMAGINATION AND ROMANCE

The trails of imagination have many nooks, all of which

cannoi he scrutinized. Our short investigation of the sub-

ject, therefore, is bound to produce more or less of a general-

ization. Occasionally, however, imagination may take a

certain specific disposition, which—being significant enough

—should not be passed without notice.

By this we mean the romantic bent of imagination.

Whatever "romance," with its varied inflections, actually

signifies, is a matter of personal opinion. This much, how-

ever, can be commonly agreed upon—romance is an emo-

tional deviation from reality. Whether this deviation—con-

sidering romance in art—is of positive or negative propen-

sity, is an open question. Yet, because we are engaged in

sifting grain from chaff, there must be found an answer.

No doubt, romance, in a moderate degree, is apt to add

positive richness to art. In an immoderate degree, on the

other hand, the curve may easily turn to the negative. At

just what point things become so exaggerated as to be con-

sidered negative, is a matter to be determined by taste.

To be able to discuss the subject on a common platform,

however, it is essential, first of all, to have a precise definition

of the word "romance"—as it appears in art.

Now, if by romance we mean—as indicated—emotional

deviation from reality, romance in art means such emotional

form-expression as has not grown from real conditions of

life. And since art acts on the human mood in accordance

with its nature—real or unreal—we consequently arrive at

the following definition: "Romance in art means the creation

of unreal mood through unreal form."

According to this definition we are going to continue.

In this age of mechanization, romance in art has become
aureoled with much discredit. And as the effort to escape
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this much discredited romance is widespread, in many re-

spects things have drifted into all kinds of inconsistencies.

Many are eager to discover romantic tendencies in anything

that strays from strict rationality. Even rationality itself is

often considered romantic when it deviates from another

rational point of view. Thus, even the most rational rea-

soners frequently and mutually blame one another for ro-

manticism. And only a few seem able to escape the dreaded

epithet.

Much of this kind of talk about romance is caused by

the fact that logic is understood as a purely intellectual

matter. Because of this understanding things often seem to

be illogically—that is, romantically—carried out. Now,
logic—as we have learned—does not function one-sidedly.

Even the most rational mind is subordinated to his emotions.

His actions, therefore, are bound often to diverge from his

rational reasoning—and promptly these actions are stamped
romantic. But as soon as logic is understood as a twofold

manifestation of both rational and emotional leanings

—

properly balanced, of course—much of this chatter about

romance is seen to be just chatter.

On the other hand, as soon as logic is out of balance,

things are bound to be overdone in one way or another.

The tendency to produce something unusual—for the mere
sake of being "unusual"—easily turns things into romantic

digressions. So, for example, much that is done in our

mechanical age is really some kind of romance, in spite of

the fact that clear reasoning seems to be the governing aim
and that romantic leanings are carefully avoided. In order

to avoid these leanings, forms are made simple, logical, and
functional, without any emotional sentiment whatsoever.

But romance does not mean unreasonable forms only. It

also means dimensions that are unreasonable. Therefore,

when dimensions are exaggerated beyond reasonable pur-

pose, the so-called clear reasoning is pretty much emotional

romance. The passion to erect tall and big buildings—the

"tallest and the biggest in the world"—the mania for unrea-

sonable speed, et cetera, are purely romantic manifestations:

"romance of mechanization."
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So then, even in the midst of tin's dear, practical, and

mechanical age of oun—when everything seems to be

weighed by a itrictly thinking brain, and romance is con-

sidered unfitting lentimentalism -there still is much ra

mance. So it goes. Man's emotions must alwa\s find an

outlet.

People are different, though. Romance is not always

considered an unfitting disposition—not even in our day.

Nay, romance is often very much yearned for. Many seem

eager to dwell in an unreal atmosphere and they try all kinds

of means and methods to obtain the desired effect Thus,

any sentimental—or perhaps vainglorious—endeavor to es-

tablish an environment in a certain spirit or style which has

no connection with one's life conditions or the existing time

is a romantic inconsistence. For example: modern-Gothic-

Cathedrals, new-old-English homes, American-French-cha-

teanx, et cetera. Certainly, these are splendid romantic

manipulations with unreal means.

Speaking about unreal means, however, it must be

understood that there can be a fundamental difference be-

tween "unreal" and "unreal." The difference depends on
whether the unreal means represents emotional honesty, or

emotional fallacy.

It is fully obvious that an honest form, however emo-
tionally exaggerated, is and remains honest; and, as long as

this holds true, its romantic disposition is and remains on
the positive side. So, for example, the tallest of the sky-

scrapers, if honest, is just as positive a manifestation as is the

pyramid of Cheops—though they are both prominent ex-

amples of romantic megalomania. On the other hand, any

romantic aim established by fallacious means—such as the

above-mentioned cases of the copying of alien forms from
bygone times—must be considered negative.

It is essential that a clear distinction shall be observed

between honest and fallacious romance.

Let's draw a parallel I

The coldly calculating business man of today, dwelling

in his pompous "Richardsonian pseudo-romanesque castle"
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—with its towers and turrets and imitative trinkets—might
consider himself free from romance and other sissy things;

whereas his picture of the living conditions of those people
who really originated the genuine Romanesque form, might
be highly romantic. If these people, on their part—cold

and hard warriors as they were—perchance could have been
permitted to get a peep at our "man in the castle," surely

they would have had a hearty laugh.

There seems to be a prevailing idea that the Roman-
esque time was the most romantic period in the history of

man. Well, true enough, romantic castles were then built

on romantic sites; the lady of the castle sat by her tower-

window, spinning and dreaming with tears in her eyes and
melancholy in her heart; far beneath, the troubadour sang

his fiery ballads full of passion and love. The air was
saturated with romance—so one would think.

But it is a complete misconception to believe that the

castle was built on the "romantic" site merely in order to

make the charming lady unattainable, or to keep her lover

out. No, someone else had to be kept out. The time was

hard. Indeed, there was not much thought of sentimental

romance in the scheming and the erection of the castle. Let's

grant the castle its inaccessible location, its towers and cren-

ellations, its drawbridge and all the things that according

to our conception go to make a perfect romantic setting.

But the enemy, trying to force the castle—often in vain

—

did not think it much of a romance. He knew that every

entrance, every window opening, every tower with its crenel-

lations or whatever treatment it might have had, was placed

at just the right spot to keep him out and enable the de-

fenders to kill him if possible. No doubt, he considered the

castle a perfect machine that had called for much brain work
when it was schemed. Really, the castle was as functional in

its design as the most functional product of today. It was

utterly real as to both conception and construction. It was

far from being based on sentimental romance.

Yes, the castle was real on the very site wherefrom its

functional organism sprang. As an imitative product, ar-
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bitrarily erected somewhere else, ii would lose i t s irue qual-

ity, As iuch it would represent, not only a romantic Eallacy,

hut likewise a grave paralogism.

In spite of the obviousness of the paralogism of such

and similai cases, it is amazing to note that even outstanding

members of the neo-romanti< era and particularly of the

post-nco-romantic one—were altOgethei undis( i iminating in

the commitment of blunders of this kind. And what is still

more puzzling is that the notions of even the present prac-

tical age are quite foggy in this respect. Many people are

proud of their "castles." and remain not at all conscious of

the childishly naive yet deceptive romance that they are

involved in— just like our aforementioned coldly calculating

businessman.

Due to emotional leanings toward romance, many are

inclined to discover similar leanings in nature. A certain

type of landscape is considered romantic. Nature, however,

is always real and therefore cannot be romantic—if we stick

to our definition of romance as the creation of "unreal mood
through unreal form." One may be put into a romantic

mood because a landscape is mountainous, rocky, and wild

—at variance with that placid character to which one is ac-

customed. Therefore one considers the landscape itself "ro-

mantic." To the mountaineer, however, who is used to

living with it, it is as real as it could be.

Thus, romance is a point of view.

This point of view can be applied to individuals as well

as to general trends. So, for example, during the neo-

romantic days, nature's romance played an essential role.

A landscape—no matter how vigorous its growth and topo-

graphic variety—was not, if cultivated, regarded as fit to

inspire man. It lacked in poetry. In order to be "poetic,"

the landscape had to be wild, cliffy, and useless for cultiva-

tion. In such a world of poetry, man should feel, think, and

create. When Johann Ludwig Tieck. the great German ad-

mirer and translator of Shakespeare, left for England to see

with his own eyes the wild landscape scenery that had in-

spired the great master, he was certainly disappointed be-
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cause of the mildness of the terrain. He could not see how it

was possible for Shakespeare to accomplish such great things

in so unpoetic an environment—which actually was abun-

dant with natural beauty.

This was significant of the neo-romantic concept of life.

The neo-romantic concept of life strove for unrealities,

and therefore the whole movement became unreal with

exaggerations. It was a rootless "romantic plant."

The neo-romantic movement was akin to its prototype,

mediaeval romanticism. Both of these movements were
born through a desire to dwell in an imaginary world. The
difference between these two, however, is that the former

—

the neo-romantic movement—came into being as a counter-

balance to the "Age of Reason," whereas the latter—mediae-

val romanticism—emerged as a direct expression of mediae-

val psychology. As such, mediaeval romanticism was inher-

ently real, and therefore of positive birth. It came into

being as hero-worship, appealing to imagination and stimu-

lating minds to positive deeds. Mediaeval romanticism dealt

with unrealities, it is true, but it conceived these unrealities

as inspiring idols which could elevate minds from prosaic

realities to noble thought. As such, mediaeval romanticism

had its cultural mission to fulfil. And if we, after all, are

going to accept romance as a positive trend in art, it must
be in this elevating spirit.

Therefore, let us try another definition of romance,

now in this elevating spirit, thus: romance is the humanly
emotional imagination that inspires to constructive deeds.

When two young people are engaged—someday to be

married—their combined sentiments and thoughts may have

as extremes two opposite directions in which to go: either

they may consider the marriage a matter of cold and practical

reality; or they may exaggerate it into complete romantic

unreality. Yet they have still a middle-way to go: they may
dream about their coming united life as a lasting and re-

ciprocal encouragement toward constructive action for the

benefit of home, children, society, and mankind. This

dream, so far, might be their romance of imagination. But
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once the dream become* fulfilled into life-long action, their

dream-romance is then their real romance.

Yet, what is the difference between those two and all of

the rest of us?

Haven't we too—everyone individually and all togethci

—the opportunity of following either of two extreme and

opposite roads: we may either regard life as cold materialistic

reality, or we may inn into exaggerated romantic unreality.

For certain, we have also the opportunity to select the golden

middle-way: to devote thought and action to the best for

society, culture, and humanity. And if more of us were to

join in a reciprocal encouragement to constructive action, so

much the more would our life reflect the humanly healthy

atmosphere of common spirit and collective action.

We may call it: "romance" of society—of nation—of

time.

Looking through the spectacles of time upon the Egyp-

tian era—with struggles forgotten, and art remaining—the

era appears like a gigantic romance of devotion to the spirits

of art. The Greek temple and the cathedral of the Goths

tell their romantic tales of art in the service of man and God.
And—for that matter—the whole history of man's myth-

ology is a long and comprehensive tale of the great romantic

drama of mankind.
It is the great drama of human imagination.

3. IMAGINATION AND HUMANITY

Indeed, the history of man's mythology is a great drama
where man's fears, hopes, passions, and struggles have kept

imagination alert in the search for the secrets of all things.

It is a great drama—and it is prevalent:

From Greek mythological imagination—as sung by
Homer—has come to us a long song of hero-worship, with

heroes, demigods, and gods engaged in gallant deeds, expedi-

tionary seafare, warfare, and romantic love-affairs. The
Indian mythological imagination—as sung in the Mahab-
harata, Ramayana, and other epics—has given us a fantastic

tale of oriental occultism about all kinds of spirits incarnated
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into human beings and into animals, hidden in the depths of

rivers and deep waters, dwelling in trees and in woods, in

the soil and in the sun, and in almost everything between
soil and sun. The Teutonic mythological imagination—as

sung in the songs of the Niebelungen—has recorded a

struggle of human passion in all of its thinkable phases. So

also with the Nordic mythological imagination—as sung in

the Icelandic songs of the Edda. The Finnish mythological

imagination—as sung in the songs of the Kalevala—tells

much of a successful fight with the weapons of art, as in the

irresistible songs of Wainamoinen and the magic craftsman-

ship of Ilmarinen.

And many other mythical epics, sagas, tales, legends,

and ballads have been sung and told by all the peoples and
all the races and all the ages.

Thus, during all the times of man's existence, man's

imagination has been in constant alertness in the search for

the secrets of all things. Constantly it has been in constant

movement like the waves of the ocean with their constant

birth and extinction—and constant wondering.

Because of this constant wondering, religion has been
born in the search for truth. Because of this constant won-
dering, philosophy has been born in the search for explana-

tion. Because of this constant wondering, science has been

born in the search for facts. And because of this constant

wondering, art has been born in the search for form.

It is a constant wondering, and a constant search for the

secrets of all things.

And the search for these secrets goes on till it cannot go

further, and must not. Because, as was said, "these secrets

—

insofar as man is concerned—will always belong to the realm

of 'unknown.' And so they must! For as long as they remain

secret, they will remain sacred."

So there is nothing more to search for.

And so, consequently, even our search for form has now
come to an

END.
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IT IS a precarious undertaking to try to forecast the nature

of hum development in a time when old idols have been

found irrational and new ones are in the making. Naturally,

in such circumstances, viewpoints are apt to clash, and there-

fore a unanimous support of one's ideas cannot be had.

And, really, why should it be had!

Haven't we been disposed, during the course of our

analysis, to assume that even the most logical reasoning in

the drawing of conclusions has its emotional digressions and

that, when so, this must hold true in the writer's case as well

as in the reader's. No doubt, then, when the writer's con-

clusions and the reader's opinions meet one another, the

reactions are bound to diverge in various ways. Those in-

clined toward conservatism are eager to read radical leanings

in a forward way of thinking. Those carried along the wave
of mechanization will stamp less mechanized propensities as

old fashioned musings. And the practical reasoner, when
reading about matters beyond his matter-of-fact horizon, is

ready to detect idealistic tendencies.

Yet, an analysis is an analysis. Its intent must be to

discover governing laws and to render intelligible their

meaning and far reaching significance. Therefore, an an-

alysis must avoid deviations toward conservatism, radicalism,

idealism, or whatever the -ism may be. And no compromises
in one direction or another can be allowed. Compromises
may first enter in when actual problems must be solved—on
the basis of governing laws—and when possibilities are con-

fronted with impossibilities. The proper solution, then,

must be carried as far as possible. And the impossible is

the compromise.

Again, as to the possibilities of carrying out ideas, it is

not a novelty that one's aim must be fixed beyond the at-
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tainable rather than below it, for the further one aims, the

further one will go. To be sure, this is not idealism. It is

just the opposite. For, idealism—in most cases—is the

lulling of oneself into the complacent concept that things

are running wonderfully—with the aid of some divine guid-

ance, perhaps—so that there is no need of one's personal

worry. We are advocating just the opposite thought—

a

realistic one, rather—that each one personally has his duty

to fulfil. It is up to each one, individually, to accept this

challenge. Really, to arrive at such a state of mind is already

in itself an achievement. Complacent indifference, on the

other hand, is an obstructing brake. Hence, each one in

his turn is responsible for the course our form-development

is going to take.

Having realized our obligation in this respect, we have

tried to bring our share into the stack. And so we have

confronted ourselves with the following question: "What
are the basic reasons for a strong or weak form?" In order

to find a valid answer to this question, we undertook this

just now completed investigation. And although we have

dealt at some length with manifestations in nature, our

purpose has not been to analyze form-appearance beyond

human art. We have referred to nature as merely a trust-

worthy adviser with regard to those universal principles

which are imperative in any art, natural as well as human.
Because our analysis, thus, is predominantly an investi-

gation of fundamental principles, its strength or weakness

must be judged accordingly. Also, if divergences of opinion

arise, they must arise primarily from the point of view of

these principles. In this respect, as said, it is not, and must

not be, the main idea that one's opinions should be accepted

by others, but that these opinions, on their part, might

contribute to the general search for form.

i. MAN, THE STAGE-MANAGER

We have advocated that the answer to all the problems of

human art must be found in man himself: man is the stage-

manager. Accordingly, during the progress of our analytical
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performance, while form wai acting on the itage, man him-

iell was managing the play behind du- scenes* However, in

any performance, when the play has come to an end it is a

proper thing to call in also the manager.

So even now.

Therefore—as our "form-play" has come to an end

—

it remains to express our approval OT disapproval of man's

part in this play. In other words, it remains to examine

man's attitude toward the fundamental principles of form:

as to how he has learned to understand these fundamental

principles, how he has learned to obey them, and how he has

educated others to understand and to appreciate them.

a. The Dogmatic Mind

Due to the creative nature of art, it is self-evident that we
could not arrive at a common platform with the inveterate

stylist who tries to maintain form-development on a basis

of adopted alien doctrines. It would have been like aban-

doning a sincere search for form. To have accepted such a

dogmatic point of view would have meant throwing over-

board our conviction of the necessity of a creative progress

in art—a progress which is the significant sign of vitality in

all other walks of life. To have accepted such a stylistic

point of view would have meant continuing along the easy

road of imitation of existing forms, instead of creating new
ones. To have accepted such a stagnant point of view, in-

deed, would have put us into the position of the Italian

plaster-caster who keeps selling, again and again, reproduced

casts of ever the same "putti," "bambini," and such like.

And if we should have turned our investigation to defend

such a position, we would have been much the same—in

attitude and action—as the lawyer to whom law is superior

to right, and who—due to such a dogmatic attitude—is dis-

posed to accept something obviously unethical rather than

to advocate the changing of antiquated stipulations to meet
ethical demands. In other words, to defend such a position

would have made our analysis fundamentally untenable, and
our investigation of no value.
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As regards these style-bound tendencies, however, by
no means has it been our purpose to fight them. We have

used them merely as the warning background in order to

explain how things must be done henceforth. We are cer-

tain that these styles are obsolete forms from yesterday. And
although in many quarters they still linger as the very thing,

to be sure, they are but like the dwindling sound of a swan-

song.

Again, as to such styles, "isms," and fads, as frequently

grow from the midst of contemporary trends, our attitude

has been much the same as it has been toward styles in

general. These styles
—

"fashions" is a word more to the

point—do not come into being through direct creation. For

the most part, they are the products of intentional and arti-

ficial pursuit of style where reciprocal admiration plays the

major role. Naturally, one could not have arrived at an

agreement with such an "ismic" attitude of mind, particu-

larly in an analytic deliberation wherein the creative point

has been so thoroughly emphasized as one of the corner-

stones of art.

Creative style cannot be intentionally and artificially

produced. Creative style—as we have said
—

"evolves on the

basis of the fundamental form in a direction that nobody
knows, but that everyone is compelled to follow." Only

thus does style become genuinely expressive. Only thus

does style have cultural significance. And only thus have

we accepted style-manifestation in our analysis.

b. The Mechanized Mind

Just as we found it impossible to arrive at a common under-

standing with the inveterate stylist, so do we find it impos-

sible to come to an agreement with his antithesis—the ma-

chine maniac.

Certainly, we are not against machines and machine-

made products in themselves—by no means. But we are

not in agreement when the machine so affects the weak spots

of someone as to make him a machine-maniac—just as we
are not in agreement when people go crazy about stamp-
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collecting and bridge playing, notwithstanding thai we have

nothing against stamps and cards in themselves.

01 course, we arc aware that the mat hinc belongs to oui

timet and that the present and following generations will

be mentally mechanized

—

to a great extent, at least Vet

we do not regret this, for we know that thanks to such a

trend the present dogmatic disposition of mind will pass

through a wholesome purging process, and a new disposition

Of mind will he horn. And should it happen that the new
disposition of mind may be mechanized, this will not be a

lasting state of things; for undoubtedly, mechanization of

mind will turn—when the time is ripe—into humanization

of the mechanized mind. Form is bound to follow the same
metamorphosis. And then, let us hope, the experiences of

the machine age—having purged form of its previous dog-

matically stylistic state—will be helpful in the development

of the creative form of the humanized post-machine age

—

with a multitude of machines, but less of machine-mania.

Therefore, in the search for form, this search must be directed

with a humanized quality of form as the goal. In the mean-

time, howrever, the present trend to mechanization must be

accepted—provided, of course, it is balanced. But as soon

as the trend may incline toward exaggeration, man's mind
will be brought from its logical course. Or—who knows

—

such an exaggeration might be only a casual agitation that

is relatively easy to cure. Or—perhaps— it will pass off of its

own accord as its own reaction against its own exaltation.

So really there is no reason for worry.

The source of machine-enthusiasm is to be found in the

great achievements of our age, where the production of

machines and machine made things has a truly prominent
place. All this has the background of science and human
intellect, and thus it is a cultural achievement, for sure. It

is creation. But it is creation only insofar as invention and

materialization of invention are concerned. And this in-

vention is concentrated only in those minds and brains

which have invented and materialized the machines. From
then on, however, the machine is put into mechanical mo-
tion—and man becomes a mere tool wherewith to control
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the monotonous running of the machine.

Now, what is the effect of all this on the human mind?
Well, the machine-enthusiast reasons thus: the machine

must do the work—the more the better—so that man can

have that much more leisure-time for his cultural develop-

ment. This sounds good and valid. And we wish it were
true. But it is not. The machine-enthusiast forgets that

the proper use of leisure-time is a difficult art—one that only

relatively few are able to practice. And even those few have

learned its practice primarily by maintaining a creative

spirit in their work during the hours of non-leisure. That
is, only when man is using his brain, his mind, and his

interest in his work—thus infusing individuality, initiative,

and creative spirit into this work is he able to use his brain,

his mind, and his interest during the time of leisure—thus

infusing individuality, initiative, and creative spirit into it.

The monotonous running of the machine, on the other hand,

introduces non-creative indifference. Consequently, it is

apt to turn man's mind toward non-creative functioning.

And for this very reason, man's leisure time is spent, rather

commonly, in shallow divertisement—which is not only the

killing of time, but even the killing of mind.

c. The Creative Mind

The pre-machine man—of whatever vocation in which brain

had to initiate any action of hand—was compelled to create,

in one way or another. And once the spirit of creation was

infused into action, this same spirit of creation prevailed

even beyond the actual work to be done. Thus—meta-

phorically speaking—during the hours of relaxation, when
the pipe was lit and smoke curled slowly toward the ceiling,

thought followed this curling, and ideas were born. There
was philosophy in the air. And if it did not always ponder

over the deepest depths of all things, at any rate it was

founded on the deepest secret of all philosophical thinking

—common sense. Those who have experienced this—or

something similar—know that there was produced thus

more initial thought than is frequently the case in circles
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where work is considered debasingly unfashionable, and

where time is spent in platitude and unfertile entertainment

Thus, creation during the time of work is the key to

Creative growth of mind. And abstraction from creative

work is mental Sterilization. As long as man is comj>ellecl to

find his own ways, his mind is bound to become inventive.

So the seed of creation is planted. And through work the

seed grows.

But as soon as man is able to get along through the

inventiveness of others, his mind is bound to become un-

fertile. So the seed of imitation—the leaning upon the

work of others—is planted. And clue to such easy living

the seed of imitation grows.

Here is to be found the secret in the fact that folk-art

always is—or rather, was—creative. Really, folk-art did not

grow from the work for daily livelihood, but—because of

the creative nature of this work—from the longing for crea-

tion even during the time of leisure. It grew from inner

drift for inner satisfaction.

As long as this was the case, folk-art was creatively

strong.

Again, as soon as folk-art ceased to be an expression of

inner drift for inner satisfaction, and became instead mercan-

tile production of toys and souvenirs, it lost its creative

strength and became worthless imitation. When this hap-

pened, folk-art did not grow any longer out of a desire for

creation and for an art-form to live with. It became a source

of material profit. And the "art-form" we live with is now
imported from the centers of manufacturing toys and sou-

venirs, and consists—alas!—to a large extent of the most

tasteless stuff that man and machine—in cooperative imita-

tion—are able to produce.

This was the downfall of folk-art.

The formerly so exquisite Western Indian art has now
become worthless imitation offered for sale at the crossroads

of pleasure travel. In the same manner, worthless imitation

has spread to almost every place where folk-art was once

creatively strong.
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Primarily, all this was a change in mind.

But this change in mind

—

from appreciation of creative

art into acceptance of imitative art—was not confined to

folk-art only. In all fields of art, man's mind shifted steadily

but decidedly along the same downbound course. The first

blow came through the dogmatic sterilization of form. The
second blow came through the industrialization of this dog-

matically sterilized form.

It was a general degeneration of mind in the apprecia-

tion of creative art. It was a general degeneration of taste,

as well.

True enough, during the post-nineteen-hundred era,

there has been a sincere trend to regeneration of mind to-

ward better appreciation of creative art—and thus toward

sounder taste as well. Much has been gained in this respect.

For sure, much more will be gained, as time goes on. But
in the long course of things, some of the finest threads within

man have been broken.

These threads are those that tend to keep man close to

the creative values of life. And indeed, to renew these

threads will involve a long and slow process of mental re-

adjustment.

2. ART EDUCATION

To keep man close to the creative values of life, does not

seem to be currently held in high esteem. Our modern
civilization is too often eager to break the creative relation-

ship between man and life, almost in the cradle. Indeed,

though we are trying to make man the best of men, often

we do not seem to know what the "best" is. In one way or

another we have become purblind so that we cannot discern

the finest human values—quite likely because some of the

finest human values have been lost in ourselves.

This is very widely true in the field of education.

In education, the sense of creation and the eagerness to

create—so genuinely alive in the child's mind—are con-

fronted with a rigid system of preconceived educational

ideas which restrict individual development. Surely, this
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is a fundamental disadvantage t ( > the child. Therefore -

although education u outside oui main subject, and we do
not consider ourselves experts in educational cookery—we
shall dip our finger into the- soup, just a little. To begin

with, we wish to intimate that there are not—and must not

be—essential difference! hetween genera] education and art-

education, insofar as creative trends versus routine aping is

concerned. Yet this is an important point, according to

which any educational method must be accepted, criticized

rejected.

Frequently indeed, education seems to be more concerned

with smart brains than with good characters. In other words,

education tries to further scholarly knowledge rather than

living wisdom of mind. It consists of the teaching of facts,

and of the periodic examination of those to whom these

facts have been taught. That is to say, the pupil is like an

empty sack, to be filled during the school year with all kinds

of stuff. And then, at the end of the school year, the sack

is to be opened to find whether or not that stuff is still there.

If it be there—no more, no less—the pupil is recorded as

excellent. And he will be sent to college for further stuffing.

Well, that's what it is, or—has been.

And it happens from the very start.

When the^ child is first brought to the children's school,

he has freedom to ask things, to do things, and to make use

of his vivid curiosity. He really does ask this and that. He
really does all kinds of things with excitement and interest.

He really uses his childlike imagination with creative vigor.

He really has that "little spark of genius."

The child's actions are individually characteristic and
direct, and he is considered childishly naive. Yet, this child-

ish naivete is considered a passing stage, in the conviction

that when he becomes more mature the child will do things

more correctly and express himself more exactly. And so the

child's education begins in the direction of generally ac-

cepted correctness and exactness, to be acquired by means
and methods of outworn school-books and other trite things.

Each child must be moulded just the same as must be
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moulded the others. And he must memorize the same facts

as must memorize the others.

Poor little soul! Why not nurture that "little spark of

genius" by continuing the child's education during the whole
school period in the same individually selective spirit that

the child himself so clearly indicates? Why treat everyone

just the same, regardless of inclination and interest? Why
make school work a matter of mass-production, year after

year, in which the main concern is the happy pride of passed

examination—and college entry—instead of education to-

ward inner mental growth? Education must not mean the

amassing of stereotyped book-knowledge, but rather the

guiding of mind toward living wisdom, so that the pupil

will not only imbibe knowledge with eagerness but also

digest this knowledge and make it fertile. As regards this,

the reciprocal training of both mind and hand—concept and
creation, thought and action—is not only the best method
but even the only one. For, as said, "creation during the

time of work is the key to creative growth of mind." Thus,

by educating minds to find their own ways, we educate minds
toward constructive growth.

Contrary to this, the usual pumping-in of always the

same facts, and the encumbering with standardized rules,

commonplace directives, and what not (everything must be

done just the same as everyone does it everywhere, and so

on) is the safest way to kill the sense of creation—that "little

spark of genius."

This, surely, is not education. It is just routine teach-

ing.

After this mild side-blow at the routine teacher, let us

now return to our own field—to art—in order to learn how
educational matters have been managed there.

To begin with, let us bear in mind that the approach

to art education must be examined from two different points

of view: first, to educate the layman in the understanding

and appreciation of art, and second, to educate the artist in

the creation of art. The former constitutes the demand.

The latter must take care of the supply. Naturally, in nor-
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mal conditions, these two sides must be adequately balanced

so that vital demand keeps production alert. In this balanc-

ing, the mission of an education is to raise both demand and
production toward "quality."

Well, at this very point of "quality" we face two con-

trasting ways of looking upon things.

As ever so often stressed, art is considered, on the one

hand, a direct expression of life embracing all the fields of

human acth ity; whereas, on the other band, art is considered

something for its own sake and restricted to a few fields only.

In the former case, art grows with its roots in life. In the

latter case, art must feed upon its own excellence—having

no roots in life through which to suck vitality.

Self-evidently, then, art education—considering both

the layman and the artist—must be differently instituted in

these two cases. And they must be separately investigated

as to both methods and results.

a. Creative Learning

It is easy to realize that in the case of genuine creation,

where art grows with its roots in life, understanding and

appreciation of art is a rather simple thing to achieve.

There really is nothing to do about it:

Art grows from the conditions of life that the people

themselves have brought about. Art expresses the needs of

the people, their aims and longings—just those very thoughts

and feelings without which their lives wrould hardly be

worth living. Consequently, it would not do much good to

send all the art-teachers and lecturers of the world to the

Hungarian village in order to make its people understand

and appreciate their own folk-art. It would be much the

same as to persuade, impel, and urge the thirsty to have a

drink. For surely, once a genuine demand is there, the

action is also there—and so is even the understanding and
appreciation of the action.

In the mediaeval case, for example, everyone—without

any art-school certificate whatsoever—felt that any object,

however simple, belonged to the same form-family as did the
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elaborate cathedral of the town. Everyone felt that what-

ever was needed for the proper running of life—material as

well as spiritual—was made both because of the need and
in accordance with the prevailing form-language of the time.

And everyone felt that this was just as natural a thing as to

speak one's mother tongue in the family circle. Everyone

felt this, simply because form development was logical. And
the commonly felt logic which joined life and its interpre-

tation into art prepared the soil for form to grow further.

Thus, form grew with deep roots in the soil. Form grew,

expressing the demands of life, all along the scale from the

tiniest commonplace object up to the highest peaks of the

highest ambitions. Form grew with all its phases expressed

in the same tongue—just as the honest melody of the cradle-

song contains the fundamental characteristics and sentiments

of the loftiest symphony of the time. So form grew. And
there was no need for artificial form-nurseries, educational

factories, appreciation lecturers, or any things of that sort

whatsoever.

Demand for art brought forth the artist. Demand insti-

tuted the studios, workshops, and the many sided activities

about the large building sites themselves. In these studios

and workshops, art was developed in almost all of its fields.

In these studios and workshops, the master-artists were

active with their commissions. And here, young men, eager

to learn and to work under good leadership, were gathered

as apprentices. Here they ground color, they forged iron,

they carved stone and wood. And during these pursuits

they observed the work of the master. In this manner they

absorbed knowledge of technical processes, of material treat-

ment, and of construction methods. They imbibed the

spirit of form-expression of the age. And they grew in sensi-

tiveness to form and in skill of execution.

In these circumstances there were no sterile dogmas to

hamper the freedom of direct creation. Nor was there

"teaching"—for art cannot be taught, it must be learned.

So they felt, and they acted accordingly. Style-form in the

making—in the midst of which they lived, and the atmos-

phere of which they breathed—was the inspirer and instruc-
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tor in their work. An itscii was the meat cducatot In the

understanding, in the appreciation! and in the creation of

indigenom and true ait.

So was .hi education constituted during the Middle-

Ages.

Bui this mode- of ait education was not confined to the

Middle- Ages alone. The same mode was employed by the

Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, and indeed generally by

all times and under all circumstances where art development

has resulted in genuine and creative form.

In fact, this mode of art education must he considered

the fundamental mode of art education.

It is the mode of art education, where a subsequent

transference of creative impetus and technical ingenuity

takes place from one generation to the following generation;

where education is carried through the execution and dem-
onstration of actual work in all the fields of art; and where,

through the progress of this mode of art education, the style-

form of the time gradually comes into being.

It is the mode of art education which might be best

called "creative learning."

b. Dogmatic Teaching

If we compare now this "creative learning" with that mode
of art education which has come down to us through pre-

vious generations, we will find fundamental differences be-

tween them. The most conspicuous of these differences lies

in the fact that, whereas "creative learning" is based on an

indigenous and creative quality of art, the prevailing mode
of art education is based—regrettably enough—on an in-

herited reproductive concept of art from foregone centuries.

And because this inherited reproductive concept—imitative

of something else, as it is—has but weak roots in the soil of

existing life, the prevailing mode of art education must to

a great extent be dogmatic teaching based on doctrines and
formulas derived from the said reproductive concept itself.

In other words, the prevailing mode of art education is far
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from "creative learning." It is bound to be—as we may call

it

—

dogmatic teaching.

From the point of view of this "dogmatic teaching," we
must now ransack the prevailing mode of art education.

But before we can do so, we must first examine the in-

herited reproductive concept itself, as to its fitness for edu-

cational material. Such an examination may serve well as

the background against which to project "dogmatic teach-

ing."

i. Background of Dogmatic Teaching

When we were discussing the Late Renaissance imitative

adventure, we mentioned something to the effect that "the

gnawing worms of imitation gradually brought the roots of

form to wither—when the time was ripe during the nine-

teenth century." In other words, the relationship between
life and art was doomed to become increasingly vague.

It is true enough that during a rather long stretch of

time there were considerable efforts to match the adopted

form with contemporary life—which only shows that there

was still a distinct purpose to bring art close to life. Later

on, however, an ambitious effort to elevate art onto a higher

plane—apart from life—caused an unfortunate break in

this respect.

By this we mean the Fine Arts.

There is no reason now, however, for dragging this

episode of the Fine Arts again into our discussion—though

we might mention in passing that the said episode was a

violation of the fundamental meaning of art, which calls

for an equal qualitative consideration throughout the whole
world of forms. "Nature herself," we said, "acts in this

spirit, for she does not let only the big species become 'fine'

examples of her art, but even the most minute cell-pattern

in the most obscure of these species is made 'fine.'
"

Man must act accordingly and, therefore, every piece

of his art must be handled with the same care, no matter

how inconspicuous. And if anything in this comprehensive

world of forms should be "fine," it should by all means be
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just those Little everyday objects closest to man's life.

In the realm of art there must be no "little things"

—

just as there are no little things in general which may be

overlooked. The tree cannot grow into a fine specimen un-

less its little seed has the same quality. And the composer

cannot accomplish his masterpieces unless the fine vibra-

tions of the simplest accord put his sentiveness into vibration.

Art of man may rise to its highest heights—inconceivable

perhaps to the common mind—but it is not yet art of man
in a true sense unless it has its roots in the inmost core of

humanity—conceivable to all. This core may be "fine."

But above all it must be "true."

So one would think.

But the Fine Arts reasoning did not run that way.

Hence the unhappy consequences.

Well, even the Fine Arts themselves had to swallow

their share of the unhappy consequences.

Because of the exclusive attitude of the Fine Arts, of

being for their "own sake," their products are demanded by

only a few. Whereas art in olden times was accepted as

every man's daily enjoyment—displayed as it was in public

buildings, at public squares, and everywhere reachable by

the common man—the rather general thought of today seems

to be that only the rich man can afford to live with art

—

with painting, if you please.

In spite of such an awry attitude toward art—toward
painting, if you please—there has developed a tremendous
educational machinery for teaching to paint and to paint,

and there has developed a tremendous production of paint-

ing and of painting. And all this, notwithstanding the well-

known fact that there remains but an echo of demand.
There is not the slightest doubt that much of this work

of the brush is sincere, honest, and excellent art. This is

a fact, and so can be noted with satisfaction. Another fact

remains, however—that overproduction on one hand and
the lack of adequate demand on the other have tended to

create an unfortunate competitive spirit, which has encour-

aged the introduction of insincere means—in some circles

of course. Thus, in order to attract attention at the art-
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market, to get publicity through the critic, and to tickle the

dealer's pocketbook, artists have frequently lost honest direct-

ness in their work. And many are nervously groping for

novel ways to go, often tricky and absurd.

All this is apt to make the breach between art and pub-

lic so much the more broad.

However, in order to restore proper equilibrium be-

tween production and demand, the art-lecturer is summoned
to do his best. It is up to him to educate the public in the

understanding and appreciation of art. He does it with

eagerness—and with thorough knowledge of his field, per-

haps—and often the matter is pushed with such vigor upon
the "ignorant" public that many are ashamed of not having

enough pictures hanging around.

Now, let's ask: does this lecturing do much good?

How could it, unless there is worth behind the words.

The gardener cannot palm off artificial flowers as real

ones by merely hawking them as living plants. His living

plants, on the other hand, are bought without much talking

—provided the demand is there.

Well, in the gardener's case it is easy to discern what is

what. At the art-market, however, the matter might be

tangled. And since there are more than plenty of artificial

art-flowers, one cannot always blame the public for lack of

understanding and appreciation. For sure, things have de-

veloped far from that earlier happy relationship between art

and life, where art, because of its genuineness and logic,

was understood and appreciated by all. For sure, there has

developed a break between art and life.

It is to be regretted that there has developed a break

between art and life. It is to be regretted so much the more
because—as said—the public cannot be primarily blamed
for the situation, but rather the artists themselves, due to

their disposition toward both art and public. Oftentimes

the artists are not speaking to the public in direct, clear,

and honest terms. Oftentimes they are putting over upon
the public something that has perhaps been put over upon
themselves from some outside sources.
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I hese outside tourcea ma) be <»i manifold nature. Bud
no doubt, the most influential has been and is the prevailing

mode of an educat ion or rathei . dogmatic teaching

—

whin h

to a large extent lias induced art production along channeli

such as could not prevent—but would rathei encourage an

affluence of artificial "art-flowers."

This mode of dogmatic teaching, therefore, must be

scrutinized as to its drawbacks.

2. Drawbacks of Dogmatic Teaching

As regards dogmatic teaching, the following three points

must be borne in mind:

First, it must be borne in mind that the reproductive

trend in art-development increasingly gained ground until

ultimately the trend was so generally accepted as to make
skilful reproduction the supreme virtue in art. Naturally,

this trend became the leading thought in art education as

well.

Secondly, it must be borne in mind that the introduc-

tion of reproductive methods in art-development caused a

need for dogmatic guidance, and that in the course of time

this need resulted in an abundant literature of esthetic ra-

tionalization. This abundant literature not only became
the dogmatic guidance in art production in general: it even

became an essential and very decisive part of art education.

And thirdly, it must be borne in mind that the abun-

dant literature of esthetic rationalization brought about the

"non-creative-school-book-learned-art-teacher" to conduct art

education.

It is essential that these three points be borne in mind
if one is to understand the reasons and results of dogmatic

teaching.

As to the first point—the reproductive mode of art edu-

cation—this must be said:

It is obvious, of course, that when reproduction—that

is, imitation— is introduced into art education, one's wings

of creative enthusiasm are cut short. It is much the same
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as to deaden that "little spark of genius" in the children's

school.

Take, for example, the case of a young mind who al-

ready in his earliest years—because of vivid imagination and
inherent urge to do things—is eager to get proper guidance

in art training. Yet as soon as the doors of art education

are opened, he is told that nothing can be done in terms of

imagination until he can draw correctly—that is to say,

before he can reproduce correctly whatever he sees with his

physical eye. Consequently, his imagination must for the

time being be shelved until he is through the long process

of training in correctness—and most likely until his aspiring

imagination, because of the lack of practice in its use, has

run dry.

We do not mean that a thorough training would be of

no value to the art student. On the contrary, we do mean,

and very decidedly so, that the artist—whether student or

matured—never can be too familiar with his means of ex-

pression, just as we mean that a violin player can never be

too familiar with his violin. But the training—whatever

the means of expression—must be directed toward creative

expressiveness rather than toward slavish reproduction.

Surely, creative expressiveness must be the aim from the

very start; and slavish reproduction must be avoided—that,

too, from the very start.

It is true, of course, that by painstaking practice, with

the model to follow, the eye becomes sharpened to see and

the hand trained to do. But while both eye and hand are

disciplined in this way to concentrate themselves to the cor-

rectness of the camera, one's mind has but a slight chance

to penetrate beneath the physical surface. Perhaps it is

assumed that one's mind can have its chance later on, once

the technical skill has been perfected. But things do not

work that way. Certainly, one cannot afford to let the child

develop into manhood by merely giving him food and phys-

ical training, with the assumption that, once he is grown up,

his mind can easily be moulded. Wouldn't this result in

making him only into a wrestler with muscles of a giant

and mind of a dwarfl
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Architectural education has been a prominent misleader

oi the exact "model to-go-by" education.

In the year 153G, Buontalenti Eounded the first academy
of architecture, in Florence. Since then, during the Long

course of more than four hundred years—just think of

it!—every student of architecture, from the first day of his

studies, has been taught that the Greek orders are "the"

architecture par excellence. "Learn them, their formulas,

and their exact measurements, by heart," has been the quin-

tessence of the teaching. "Take them, and use them," has

been the centuries-long echo of this inducement. Thus, the

first "wisdom" planted into unnumbered seeking souls has

been the advice that in art it is perfectly correct to usurp

things belonging to others, and that this is good ethics. Why
not then—that's the moral—usurp the Greek orders. For,

anything that deviates from these orders could scarcely be

recommendable architecture. So it is said.

Self-evidently, such a perverse mode of education could

not bear proper fruit.

No wonder, then, that past generations did not exhibit

creative vitality, or that prevailing architecture has been dry

imitation in millions of variations of always the same over-

used theme. No wonder, then, that prevailing architecture

has been an imitative surface with no expressive meaning.

No wonder, then, that prevailing architecture has ceased to

be "creative" art, and has become only "fine" art—thanks to

the Greeks.

Well, it might be said, every age cannot manifest creative

vitality. Things go in waves, and waves have their tops

and bottoms.

We grant this. But the tops can be broken by a break-

water.

To be sure, during the past four centuries, many a

young architectural genius has been born with independent

creative strength. But, because the insistent breakwater

training has subdued his rise beyond the sanctioned stylistic

concept, and because the general attitude of mind—thanks

to the long-lasting stylistic concept—has prohibited such a

rise, his creative strength has been turned down to play at
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jig-saw puzzles by "putting together" the elements of the

sanctioned stylistic concept in every conceivable way—till

the last drop of meaning has been squeezed out of this style

concept, originally so full of meaning.

As to the second point—dogmatic guidance—this must
be said:

Buontalenti could not possibly have instituted his

academy of architecture—in such a reproductive spirit as

he did—unless he had dogmatic educational material to

lean upon. Or, let us put it the other way: because there

was dogmatic educational material at hand, Buontalenti's

academy of architecture sprang into being.

And, for sure, such educational material was increas-

ingly at hand.

The first revised Italian edition of Vitruvius' original

"De Architectura" was published in Rome in the year i486.

Before that time, Alberti had already published his "De re

aedificatoria." But when Vignola—in his "Regola delli

cinque ordini d'architettura," of the year 1563—finally

pinned down his rules of the five Greek orders, and did it

so rigidly that there was hardly any escape from direct copy-

ing—and, moreover, when all architectural education became
equally rigidly pinned down by these same rules—then

indeed, dogmatic teaching became the sole method of archi-

tectural training—for long, long times to come.

This dogmatic teaching in architecture has since then

radiated its reproductive spirit so that it has gradually per-

meated the mode of education in all fields of visual art.

Through this mode of education, the idea has been ingrafted

into growing generations that the essential thing in art is

the skilful reproduction of something already existing,

directly discernible to the naked eye. But since that "some-

thing already existing" was constituted according to certain

governing laws, these governing laws—so was the thinking

—had to be put into doctrines, formulas, and theories, by

means of which to conduct art education. Thus, in the

course of time there appeared an abundant literature of

esthetic rationalization.
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tad uli.it has happened here, in this respect

The classical orderi have been put into rigid formulas

act old in _^ to which to proceed. The problems ol propor-

tion and rhythm have been settled hy the establishment of

golden lules for everyone to follow. The mattei ol coloi

has been put into scientific theories which have made- in-

itinctive sensing superfluous, it not rebelliously disturbing.

The displa) Oi form and color, of light and shadow, and of

heaven knows what has been regulated into diagrams of

static and dynamic symmetry by which to advise and control

design. The greater part of this stuff—and much more of

the same sort—has been accomplished by the theorizing

brain of esthetic rationalization, and not by the sensibility

of the creative instinct. That is, to a large extent this dog

matic material has been developed by those who have lacked

creative instinct, to rule over those who have the instinct to

discern and to create. A rather backward course of things,

for sure. Just as though to have the snail dictate rules for

birds to fly.

The greatest part of this esthetic rationalization has

been constituted on the basis of examples from bygone times,

a procedure that entirely overlooks the fundamental fact

that things are not static, but constantly changing and alive.

Furthermore, all this inappropriate material has been printed

and distributed in endless textbooks, for the teacher to

teach and for the student to have his creative freedom cramped
and be led astray. And so, the mode of art education—of

dogmatic teaching, rather—has been developed from top

to bottom into an immense educational institution which,

generation after generation, has been driving the budding
creative instinct of the young along the barren road of dog-

matic reproduction.

As to the third point—the case of the "non-creative-

school-book-learned-art-teacher"—this must be said:

Indeed, the quality of leadership is the decisive point

when we are scrutinizing the modes of art education. For,

suppose that the leader of art-education were not that "non-

creative-school-book-learned-art-teacher," but that he was in-
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stead a creative artist

—

active in his field, and inspiring:

this fact in itself would bring an entirely different atmos-

phere into art education. In such a case the creative artist

would turn the spirit of art education into art creation, and
consequently our first point—that of reproduction—would
evaporate of its own accord. Moreover, in such a case the

creative artist would turn the spirit of art education toward

living principles and away from dogmatic what-nots, and
consequently our second point—that of doctrines, formulas,

and theories—would disappear automatically. And finally,

in such a case the creative artist would turn the spirit of art

education toward personal creative experience, and conse-

quently our third point—that of the "non-creative-school-

book-learned-art-teacher"—would soon become a thing of

the past.

In other words, when the leader of art education is a

creative artist

—

active in his field, and inspiring—art educa-

tion becomes that mode of art education where transference

of creative impetus and technical ingenuity takes place from

the leader to the student, and where education is carried on
through the execution and demonstration of actual work in

the field of art. In fact, art education becomes close to that

mode which was general during mediaeval times as well as

during the times of all the great Civilizations.

This is the mode of art education which we previously

have considered the fundamental mode of art education.

And when it is so, naturally then, the position of

the "non-creative-school-book-learned-art-teacher" is funda-

mentally wrong.

Sooner or later this fact must be recognized.

Now, in order to arrive at a concise conclusion as to

the aforesaid, we have two definite statements to make:

First, it is important that the prevailing mode of art

education be put under a thorough examination, so as to

discover a new and more appropriate mode through which

to offer the latent creative potentialities of growing youth

a better chance.

And secondly, it is important that the leadership of art
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education be put into the hands of the artist profession.

I his lattei point is imperative.

And—for thai matter this latter point offers the artist

profession the opportunity of being in close contact with the

growing youth and with all the aspiring possibilities which

Lie concealed beneath thai veil of "something to come."

We consider this fact ol great importance to the artist pro-

fession, for to look toward "something to come"—particu-

larly toward something to come from the best of human
youthfulncss— is apt to keep one's mind young and one's

creative impulse alert.

Granted that the artist's mission is not only to produce

art, but also to influence his time to better understanding

and appreciation of art; it is then fully logical that the

artist should turn his attention toward promising youth.

For indeed, here, minds are much in the making, and there-

fore minds are here most receptive of the true objectives of

art. For this very reason—we are sure— it would be a happy
turn of events if the artist profession, more than heretofore,

should become engaged in the leadership of growing youth.

It would be a happy turn of events for the growing wouth. It

would be so for art education in general. And, not least,

it would be so for the artists themselves.

We know, of course, that much has already been ac-

complished in this direction, and we assume that this fact

constitutes a sound indication as to the course of things.

On the other hand, we know equally well that there is still a

long way to go, for eventually the artist profession must be

recognized as the only qualified leadership in art education.

Indeed, such was the situation during the great Civili-

zation, and it was so without exception.

Furthermore, we know perfectly well that, generally

speaking, much progress has been made in the field of art

education. Therefore, while we have, in the foregoing,

been rather sharp in our criticism of the dogmatic mode of

art education, this does not mean that the said system is, in

our estimation, going to be long-lived—particularly insofar

as dogmas derived from imported styles are concerned.

On the contrary.
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A moment ago, when we were referring to imported
styles, it was maintained that these styles are doomed to dis-

appear and that—as we put it
—

"they are but like the dwin-

dling sound of a swan-song." The same, let us hope, is going

to be the destiny also of "dogmatic teaching" in general; in

fact, in many respects the said mode of art education has

already given way to new modes—"progressive," or other-

wise.

In the last analysis, however, it is not the mode of art

education which counts. The important factor is the spirit

in which art education is conducted.

And this spirit must be creative.

c. Objectives of Art Education

At the outset of our discussion about education in general,

we said this: "To begin with we wish to intimate the fact

that there are not

—

and must not be—essential differences

between general education and art education, insofar as

creative leaning versus routine aping is concerned." On the

whole, then, no matter whether one considers general edu-

cation or art education, the objectives are much the same.

Now then, first: what are the objectives of general edu-

cation?

Whatever the schools and teachers of general education

are aiming at as they go on cramming thousands of facts

into the brains of the poor boys and girls, is one thing. But

—fundamentally speaking—the objectives of general educa-

tion must be the development of good individuals with good

characters. However, good individuals with good characters,

as such, are not satisfactory unless at the same time they

incline to bring about good human relations—in homes,

among neighbors, in communities, and throughout the na-

tion—whereby to achieve good social order.

In other words, the objectives of general education must

be: good individuals, good human relations, and good social

order.

In art education we have a corresponding situation.

Whatever the schools and art-teachers are aiming at as
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they pump all kinds of dogmatic wisdom into the lie. ids of

the poof students, is one thing. But—fundamentally speak-

ing—the objectives of an education must be the- develop-

ment of genuine ait and the understanding and apprecia-

tion of it. However, genuine ait, as such, is not sat isf a( toi v

unless at the same time it is of such quality as is apt to

constitute good form-relations—in homes, in neighborhoods!

in communities, and throughout the nation—whereby to

achieve good form-order.

In other words, the objectives of art education must be:

genuine art, good form-relations, and good form-order.

As we see, in both cases—in general education as well

as in art education—the objectives must be of both indi-

vidual and interrelative nature. This is perfectly in accord

with our "trilogy" of fundamental principles: where the

principle of "expression" represents, respectively, good indi-

viduals and genuine art; where the principle of "correlation"

represents, respectively, good human relations and good

form-relations; and where the principle of "organic order"

represents, respectively, good social order and good form-

order.

In this spirit must the objectives of both general educa-

tion and art education be conceived.

A few pages back we found it important "that the pre-

vailing mode of art education be put under a thorough

examination, so as to discover a new and more appropriate

mode," and furthermore, we found it likewise important

"that the leadership of art education be put into the hands

of the artist profession.

And now comes this matter of "objectives." Evidently,

something must be done.

But how?
It is far from being our ambition to issue conclusive

statements as to how to solve the problems of art education.

Besides, neither is this the proper place, nor do we have

sufficient space.

However, our aim is—as it has been throughout this

analysis—to imprint the significance of fundamental prin-
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ciples, which are imperative in any circumstance. We have
done so, often and again. And for this very reason we have
emphasized this also in the case of art education and its

objectives. We might just as well emphasize this same fact

once more

—

now applying these principles to the psychology

of the child.

To this end, let us take a rather familiar picture from
the realm of children's fancy: a group of children playing

together—with sand, with stones, with blocks of wood, or

with whatever there happens to be at hand—the idea being

to plan and to build something of their own. Just as real

people do.

Indeed, this is not a mere play. It is a matter of vivid

imagination—where, no doubt, the dreaming of future deeds

enters in as an inspiring spur.

Now, by psychoanalyzing, individually, the partakers

of this enterprise, we might arrive at about the following:

some of the children might have in their veins a sense of

organizational scheming—the future planners; others might

be sensitive to proportion, rhythm, form, and color—the

future artists and craftsmen; some might be inventive, pro-

motive, or practically minded—the future scientists, engi-

neers, manufacturers, business men, et cetera; and finally,

some of the children might be ordinarily indifferent, yet

acting at the moment in full swing, stirred up by the general

interest. They represent average people, short of marked
inclinations.

Thus, the children's play represents a miniature picture

of adult activities in general.

It is sheer common sense—as well as psychologically

correct—to see that in the case of these children the spirit

of art education—once things have come to that stage

—

should be directed first to sharpen the children's respective

instincts in accordance with their natural inclinations, and

secondly to strengthen the cooperative tendency latent in

each one of these children, by making mutual action a

matter of particular interest.

To simplify the problem, let's assume that these chil-

dren—as a team—should carry on with their art studies
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throughout the whole school period, say, during five years

or more. In addition, let's assume the following: first, that

the hasic idea of elementary art education is to offer every-

one—talented or not talented—the opportunity to develop

his or her particular leanings; second, that the individual

characteristics of the children themselves make up the mental

material to be considered, and that such influences as text-

books and other directives should be strictly kept away;

and third, that the selected problems have direct connection

with the children's conditions of life so as to bring into the

art work a spirit of reality.

Now, as to these selected problems, it has been said

repeatedly that the "room" is the most essential form-feature

in civilized conditions. And it is a comprehensive form-

feature, too. Here are the problems of proportion and color,

of construction and material selection. And here is the

problem of designing and bringing into a workable ensemble

the various objects of the room, such as furniture, textiles,

paintings, sculptures, ceramics, pottery, and many other

things, depending on the nature of the room. In other

words, in the room there lie the opportunities for many
different inclinations—artistic as well as practical—to plan

and to organize, to create and to correlate.

Suppose that the children's first problem were to de-

sign their own future rooms.

Indeed, such a selection would make of the educational

mode a personal affair of future importance, for sooner or

later everyone has to face the problem of arranging his or

her place in which to live. Therefore, the problem, by its

very nature, would be likely to create interest—and besides,

by means of proper psychological guidance from the leader's

side, the problem could be made so much the more appeal-

ing to the child.

However, the room is only the beginning of the big

game. A group of rooms makes a home, and groups of

homes make a community. In all of these problems, in a

growing scale, the same approach should be applied as in

the case of the room.

All this would require a long time of study, for sure.
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But on the other hand, many years would pass before the

final graduation. It would be a long way to go, but it would
be traveled on a real road toward the realities of life. It

is true, of course, that just a few years of experience could

not accomplish a manifest result, for the development toward
good design and taste takes place only by a slow process of

mind. But the seed would have been put into the young
soil for further growth. No doubt, then, after the school

experiences were over, the bulk of this youthful group would
be able to tell where things have gone astray, and why.

They could tell why much of the decorative stuff pasted here

and there is just utter nonsense; why the usual accumulation

of things, arranged without discernment as to how and
where, is poor taste; why pictures are so often ineptly hung,

disturbing their environments and the pictures themselves;

why cities are planned and built with such disorder, inviting

early decay; and so forth, and so on.

So far we have considered merely the original group.

But, suppose that the above approach to elementary

art education were to be put into function in every school

and for the benefit of every child. Then, in a few more
years, there would come into being a new generation of

youth, grown up in the spirit of this cooperative art-educa-

tional experiment. And then, still a few more years, and
this same well-trained generation of youth—now grown up
—would take the running of things into its hands. Every

member of every family—relatively speaking—would have

learned in early years that there can be no good results

—

in rooms, in homes or in communities—unless things are

logically formed, suitably correlated, and put into workable

order. Morever, every citizen in every community—again,

relatively speaking—would have become already convinced

in childhood that communities cannot be successfully devel-

oped unless every citizen gives his positive support.

So much for this cooperative art-experiment with chil-

dren.

Now would all this work?

Well, everyone can take this matter as relatively as it

suits his fancy—but in any case, much of this relativity comes
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from the quality of leadership. The ItTOngei the leadership,

and the niore Inspired it is by the problem, and the more it

is able to convcN this inspiration to those to be led, the

better will be the result.

Indeed, quality of leadership is the sole key to success.

To make it plain, the foregoing discussion does not

mean that we advocate a new mode of art education—at

least, not in that sense in which the matter is commonly
understood. Much less is it our idea to impose a specific

mode of procedure upon any circumstance. In fact, we
have been dealing only with the general concept of funda-

mentals as they could—and as we think they should—be

implanted in young minds. In other words, we have been

considering merely the soil which could produce strong

roots, and not the plant itself which is supposed to grow
from these strong roots. We consider this point the nucleus

of all the educational problems in the field of art. For what
is the use of putting the seed into the soil, unless the soil

is made fertile for the seed to grow? Analogically, what is

the use of having the young study art, unless this study

—

first of all— is made to be fertile soil in which the young-

art-seed may grow roots?

And finally:

What is the use of searching for form, unless this search

aims at finding a general form-feeling of the time, which
grows from a fertile soil, and through strong roots.

3. FINALE

A few words more.

Our whole analysis is founded on this leading thought:

"Art form of man is something which is writhin man,
which is strong when man is strong, and which declines when
man declines."

Now, the sceptic might deny the validity of this, main-

taining that historic facts do not support such a thought.

He might insist that already at a barbaric stage—and very
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much just then—art was most direct, creative, and true;

whereas at a higher cultural stage—and very much just

then—art became imitative. And furthermore he might
insist that when art was most vital—as during the Dark
Ages, when the Romanesque and Gothic forms came into

being—conditions of life were very much depraved. Mur-
ders, crimes and vices of all kinds were on the daily program,

and life was thoroughly demoralized even among the mem-
bers of the Church—which was supposed to be the great

inspirer of art in both spirit and subject-matter. Surely—so

the sceptic might say—this makes it evident that creative

art and its constructive influence did not have much in com-
mon with the cultural level of the times. In other words,

artistically creative strength seems to be an independent

happening—a high wave—which does not necessarily run

parallel with the crests and hollows of general life. In this

respect there is no difference between epochs and individuals

—the sceptic might continue. For many of even the greatest

geniuses in the field of art were morally unbalanced them-

selves. How, then, could human ethics and strong art be

interdependent?

As to the last remark, it is far from our intention to

preach that the artist should be a moralist and produce

program-art of morally touching tendencies. Such a leaning

is absolutely foreign to the nature of art, for the constructive

value of art must be of intrinsic quality which would only

be disturbed by artificial efforts. On the other hand, we are

ready to admit that some of the great artists really did have

the reputation of moral depravity. Well, even if they were

veritable rascals, one thing is certain: it was through their

positive properties that their art was born, not through their

negative ones. And the influence of their art was, always

has been, and still is, constructive—their vices gone and

forgotten. Surely everyone—even the most disgustingly

"perfect" person—is Janus-faced, with both good and bad.

Again as to history, the sceptic should not overlook the

fact that history does not always penetrate the secrets of the

human soul. With due respect to the historian, his profes-

sion is to record the facts and to draw his conclusions ac-
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oordingly, bui he is scarcely the detectoi <>i individually

pulsing hearts. And with due respect to the readei of his

tory, often he is apt to be only the .skimmer of the smlare—
and indeed, the t team does not alwa\s look too good. His

tory—looking at it through average ipectacles—appears

much of a gigantic performance of rulers, tyrants, statesmen,

and diplomats. It is the great fireworks of wars and warriors,

of tractates and secret treaties, where intrigues and specula-

tion have frequently played a deciding role. It is a continu-

ous drama where religions and patriotism were frequently

dragged in to serve other and opposite purposes than those

they really represented; where chauvinism, egotism, and

human passions of every imaginable brand were brought to

the stage; and where only a few conducted the play, but

millions had to dance by command, whether they liked it or

not. How, then, can such a play mirror the inner aims that

dwelt at the bottom of the individual, of the people, of the

time?

When the trumpets heralded this latest war, nations

arose against nations, millions and again millions were

brought to the battlefield to perform slaughter and destruc-

tion. Does this indicate that mankind was bewitched by the

demons of death, eas:er to kill and to be cruel? Indeed not!

No one wished to do harm to the other. But once brought

to the battlefield, the situation was rapidly changed. One
was compelled to kill and to be cruel—for the defence of

one's home and country. The bravest and the best were in

the firing-line and died at their posts. But the cowards and
the speculators were hiding themselves, and lurking for

profit.

Thus this war, having its origin in unintelligent polit-

ical gambling, became the scene of tear and fear, of hate

and love, of bravery and great deeds. It became the scene

where man and wife, father and son, brother and sister, were
separated—perhaps forever; where homes were demolished,

and countries and cities wasted

—

in spite of the peaceful

attitude that had, a few moments previously, been the atti-

tude of every thinking mind.
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Alas, there was much of cruelty! And the cruelties have

been carefully recorded. Yet there was much of charity and
revelation of the best in man. But most of this lies hidden

in the depths of millions of suffering hearts, and but little

of it will ever be written on the pages of history. So it was

in this war. So it has been in all times. Vices have been

brought into light. But most of the virtues have remained

in the shadows of oblivion.

Was primitive man a mere barbarian. Certainly not!

Kropotkin and many others found, in the back-yards of

Asia, that primitive man was far from being so. In fact,

murder and crime, lie and falsehood were unknown things

to primitive man. And the Western Indians did not create

their exquisite art through warfare or by collecting scalps,

but through their peaceful and intimate contact with the

powers of heaven who bestowed sunshine, refreshing rain,

and good harvests upon the tribe.

During the whole course of the history of man—whether

we happen to be considering the climax of civilization or the

primitive life in the wilderness—we observe that the destruc-

tive powers acted on the stage, but that the constructive

powers gathered themselves behind the scenes to preserve

the human race, the cultural seed, and the potencies from

which human art sucks its vitality. The history of these

potencies is written in form and color on the pages of that

history which cannot lie: i.e., the great history of human art.

Here, the aims of the times and the strength of the races

come into evidence. Here the sceptic may read the answer.

And, if he but have eyes to see and senses to feel, indeed, his

scepticism will vanish.

The sceptic may read still more.

As the cell-structure in the organism has its various

stages of vitality; as the passing year has its spring, summer,
and autumn; as man has his youth, manhood and old age;

so also have the historic epochs their grades of growth,

strength, and decay.

Therefore, the cultural strength of the times should not
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be measured by the attained cultural level, bui by the vital-

ity of the development in its early course. The Greek cul

turc waa most vital when the Doric ordei was in the making,

.Hid not when it was ready. And the Greek vitality was on

the decline with the highest accomplishments of the Corin-

thian form.

Form is always most vital when the search for form is

youthfully intense.

Accordingly, the true search for form is a sign of youth-

fulness. Youth always is close to the future, for in the future

it discerns its actions to come. Youth is apt to live in

forward looking spirit and to imbibe inspiration from the

vital ideas it will meet along the way. Therefore, it is

through the young that the coming form is to be found.

And therefore, it is primarily to the young that we address

our analysis of the search for form.

Again; he who fancies himself old, is old just because

of this fancy. By going to the wells of youth, and by accept-

ing its aims, its hopes, and its readiness to take progressive

action in the search for forms to come, he will remain young.

For the question is not necessarily youthfulness of

years; but primarily, positively, and decidedly, youthfulness

of spirit.
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